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ANNUAL DEDICATION

H PASQUANEY

Kieve has been blessed ever since 1926, with dedicated staff. However, there has never
been a person more dedicated and more valuable than John Roy. He invests both his talents
and his love of others in everything he does. If you were a fancy first time visitor to Kieve,
or if you were a scared eight year old camper, or if you were a Httle baby who needed his
diaper changed, John would treat you the same way. Once you meet John Roy, you know
what courtesy is and you know what unconditional friendship is. He teaches all of us at
Kieve the most valuable lessons we can learn.
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WATERSPORTS SERMON 1990

I have been blessed with the opportunity to spend most of my life doing what I wanted
to do where I wanted to do it. Kieve was born in my blood, my first year as a camper was
in 1939, and I have had the joy of being Kieve's Director for over half my hfe. In that

time, of course, experience has been a compeUing teacher, and with your permission I would
hke to leave you with some of the thought and feehngs that I have gathered over the years.

First of all, I am almost sure that the most important work that we can do is to raise

unselfish children. Each of us who is lucky enough to have a young person dependent upon
us has countless opportunities to affect that child. Each decision we make will have either

positive or negative effects, and when we keep score on our efforts we must reaUze that

it is impossible to achieve lOO^o, or anything hke it. Our standards must remain high for

our performance and that of the children in our charge; yet we must be wiUing to accept

failure and have the patience not to give up.

The great thing about young people is that they "bounce" - that is to say, they are

mostly optimistic, trusting people who are reahsts driven to succeed. Youngsters know in-

tuitively that success requires effort; all they want is somebody who cares about them to

help them channel their efforts. In the H.G. Wells short story, "The Country of the Bhnd"
it is the man with 20-20 vision who is handicapped, not the bUnd man. Because the bhnd
man accepts the fact that he needs help, and because the blind man makes himself to be

the kind of person that others want to help, there is almost no challenge that he can not

meet. On the other hand, the man with the perfect sight is apt to take his good fortune

for granted, that is the way it is with children. Time after time I have seen homesick boys

become happy, shy boys make friends, and fearful boys find the courage to swim the island

or learn the backhand stroke or inch across "The Burma Bridge" at the ropes course.

In 1989 the government of the United States subsidized each cow $1,170.00 and each

school child $775.00 This apparent imbalance in the expenditure of national resources pro-

vides the fuel for a number of programs, mostly designed in our universities, to create educa-

tional systems which will make maximum use of our financial resources and benefit the

greatest number of students. In this frantic search for the best cost-benefit ratio, I think

our Planners have forgotten how we learn. We don't learn from systems; we learn from
people. Cars and computers are buih by systems, but people need personal and individual

attention. We must resist the temptation to create educational systems which appear to be

efficient because in reahty they are deficient. Every child every day has a problem that is

slightly different than the problem anybody else is facing. Unless we take the time to unders-

tand that unique person's unique problem, we can't help him solve it. One of my heroes

is somebody whom I don't know in San Francisco. That person designed a garden in the

Praesidio which is lush with flowers that give off wonderful scents all year long. If you
came to that garden, you would enjoy a different sensation each month because the gardener

designed it that way. He designed it to be used by bhnd people so that they could come
back time and again and be able to count on discovering new joys. That gardener understood

the importance of personal and individual experiences - even for bhnd people in a garden.

That unknown gardener is my hero. The only person who is an even greater hero of mine

is the gardener's teacher.

Good teachers respect themselves and they respect their students. Whenever you see

really good teaching going on, it is impossible to tell who is the teacher and who is the

student because each respects the other and each learns from the other. When parents and
children are "on the same wave length" each is learning from and teaching the other. The
same magic happens all too infrequently, in classrooms, and on camping trips. The essen-

tial ingredient of this magic is honest concern for one another by both the teacher and the

learner. Anything you can do to make yourself considerate of other people will help put

yourself in a position to both give and receive this magic.
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Finally, my life has been blessed because I have felt this magic at Kieve since 1939, more
than at any other place. This place seems to have provided an invaluable kind of safety

to numbers of people, a freedom from the fear of failure. Kieve seems to suggest to young
people that they will find people who will take care of them; this security helps young peo-

ple learn to take care of themselves; and finally learn how to take care of others.

Words simply can not express my thanks to all of you, my teachers, who have helped

me discover the magic of being a part of a place where I feel both safe and helpful.

Dear Lord - Thank you for giving us the opportunity to help perfect one another, and thank

you for giving us the experiences at Kieve which help us to recognize that we can help others

at the same time that we get help from others. As we leave Kieve, we pray that we are stronger

and more secure and better able to contribute our talents to others. Bless all who teach

and all who learn, and continue to make it impossible to distinguish between them.

Amen
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

On the next pages, past and present Kieve assistant directors and staff members offer

a tribute to Dick Kennedy, who retired from summer camp this August after 32 wonderful

years as THE director.

A Httle research reveals a poignant testimony to these men's devotion to Dick's place

- their longevity of service. Bob Bishop served from 1961 - 1978 with only a few summers
away. Bob Linker spent nine years at Dick's side. John Pedrick assisted Bob for five years,

and then served as co-director for five more summers. Curt Lauber would have spent more
than five years here had a new school position not forced him away. The current co-director,

Mike Cunningham, has been on the scene for eight years. Charhe Richardson came to Kieve

in 1983 through the LDI program while a student at Bates College and has never left. Kevin

Cronin followed a path similar to Charhe's, and after taking last summer "off" to hike

the entire Appalachian Trail, returned to Kieve this summer. Sandy Buck was introduced

to Kieve in 1966 as a nine year old camper; twenty five years later he and his entire family

are an inseparable part of the institution as trustees, neighbors and wonderful friends.

These collegues of Dick's have remained Kieve loyaHsts long after ending direct ser-

vice. And through the years, almost every son of these men has been or will be a Kieve boy.

Dick's retirement has caused an outpouring of heartfelt appreciation from over three

decades of campers and staff. We hope by these words that Dick will realize and relive

the treasurers that he has brought to bear.
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Dick and Nancy's place has been such a wonderful and valuable home for Paula and

me and our family. Our children have known only Kieve during their summer lives. The
love and cheer and zest and experience which are staples at Kieve have become a part of

them, and as well, of Paula and me. We take back to Philadelphia the "Kieve tie" for

family contests, the "tableboy" for family meals, and Kieve discussions and anticipations

year-round.

Best of all, we take home the Kieve way that we have learned from Dick and Nancy.

Their genuine tenderness and consideration have been both magnetic and contagiuous.

I was really awestruck and fascinated by these people and this place during my first

few weeks here several years ago. Here was a place that said it values and helps people

- but every institution says that. Yet here was a place whose leaders, in word and deed,

really did make people fees secure, accepted, and loved. More magical, Dick and Nancy
have been able to transmit that power to their staff, who in turn pass it on to their charges

- the campers - each summer.

It has long troubled me that I can not figure the key to Dick and Nancy's fight. It

has something to do with empathy. Both of them have an uncanny ability of pinpointing

the bases of others' wants or woes. Just as important, in the next step, they can tenderly

guide toward well-being. I have seen this magic applied in one-to-one meetings, staff

meetings, and Board meetings. Whether Dick is angry, playfull, philosophical, impulsive,

or helpful does not matter. A person always feels better having just been with him. And
Nancy's abiding love and deep concern for everyone of us makes her company like that

of an angel.

For all I have received and learned from Dick and Nancy, I am forever grateful. Perhaps

I can best express my gratitude by emulating them in my work and my family life.

Whatever its origins, the force that they have created is one that will guide Kieve long

into the future, just as it has so wonderfully affected so many in the past.

Mike Cunningham

During my five years as a director at Kieve and during the many week-long visits our

family has made to camp in the years since, my enjoyment in being part of the camp com-
munity has always been enormously enhanced by my contact with Dick. When my family

arrived at Kieve for our first summer, we learned that Dick was in the hospital undergoing

surgery for an undiagnosed intestinal ailment. After it became known that surgery had cor-

rected the problem, we were led to expect that Dick would return to camp, after a week
in the hospital and a few weeks rest, some time near the end of the first session. When
the buses from Philadelphia and Logan Airport arrived on the hill early Tuesday evening,

I remember looking though the crowd and seeing Dick there. How he had arrived, and
more important how he managed to be on his own feet half an hour is still unknown. If

my memory serves me right Dick was still attached to drainage or intravenous tubes.

I also remember more distinctly than perhaps I would want being Dick's tag team partner

in a pig wrestling match during my second summer at camp. Those who know him well

will not be surprised to learn that Dick's relish for this porcupine sport would, by com-
parison, make Hulk Hogan seem just a little reticent about being in the ring. Since this

occasion I have used pig wrestHng as my standard for judging heads of institutions; that

is, would they or wouldn't they? It is not so important that leaders actually grapple with

pigs, but rather that they possess the vitality to be believed able to engage in the sport.

I think Dick's enormous vitality comes both naturally and from the strength he draws from
Kieve. This kind of mutual strength giving is an essential quality leaders must have with

their institutions, and it abounds, for anyone to draw on, in great contagion at Kieve. It

has won over the Laubers and literally hundreds of others who have been connected to

the camp. It is descriptive of Dick - and Nancy - that the vitality so many people feel at

Kieve cannot be attributed with assurance to either them or camp; the two are

indistinguishable

.
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Of course vitality is quickly exhausted without good management, and I think it must
be evident to all that Kieve has flourished because of Dick's fine leadership. He understands

how institutions must draw on their internal and external resources to carry out their mis-

sions on a year to year basis and to strengthen for and anticipate the future. Under Dick's

guidance Kieve has become a model of a robust, forward looking institution.

The Lauber family feels fortunate to have crossed paths with Kieve and with Dick.

I am pleased to be able to express for all of us this distinct sense of good fortune, as well

as the love we all have for him.

Curt Lauber

NANCY
Choir Director - Sunday chapel

Chocolate cake baker - Sunday mornings

Costume provider - evening activities

Director - The Kieve Play

Chamber maid - Harriot House
Living gorilla - July 27th

Cheerleading - Bates football games
Hostess - women staff tea parties

Surrogate mother

Airport chauffer - preferably Logan
Faithful co-pilot - Kieve reunions

Teacher: (probably originator of saying, "it's better to give than to receive".

DICK
O.D. - Sunday mornings

Greeter of campers - bus riders Philadelphia to Kieve

Our faithful leader

Bates #1 tailgater - Football 1983

Fundraiser for worthy causes

Doer not a talker

Pilot - Kieve reunions

Friend in time of need

Surrogate father

Giver of guidance

Early morning riser - Kieve trips i.e., 4:30 a.m.

Teacher: (probably originator of saying, "if you want and believe in something, go after

it 150%")

These are just a few of the long list of memories Dick and Nancy have provided over

the eight years I have known them; (notice I left out the infamous maiden voyage of the

Kieve bus known as Perseverance to Logan Airport. After it failed to make the low clearance

bridge it quickly became Orange Crush. I will never forget Nancy's face nor Dick's response

when they saw the bus!)

As I begin to rehve my memories of Dick and Nancy, I realize how fortunate I am
to be a part of Kieve. I have seen them touch so many lives. They are the most caring peo-

ple I have ever met. Every year I see their home filled almost daily with former campers

and counselors who come back to relive their past. Dick and Nancy always welcome them
with open arms. To see their happy faces as they reminisce about their experiences makes
me all the more thankful I can be a part of this.

Dick and Nancy have helped make Kieve a fun and invaluable place to grow up, not

only for campers but for counselors as well. I will be forever indebted to both for all they

have done to help me in my college years and into the "real world". Both Anne and I wish
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them the best in "retirement" but realize as long as there is Kieve, Dick and Nancy will

be a living part of it. THANK GOD FOR THAT!
By Charlie Richardson

1983-1985 Counselor

1986 Assistant Director

The Pedricks feel fortunate to be able to count themselves among the legions of families

upon whom Dick and Nancy made an indelible impression. Their influence in our lives

began in December of 1971 when, over a handshake in Philadelphia, Nancy and 1 accepted

a position at Kieve. This was just a month after Chan's birth. Kieve and the Kennedy's

have shaped much of our destiny since then. Web, our second son, was born at Kieve dur-

ing the summer of 1973, and the boys spent every summer of their early lives there until

1984. The single factor which might have caused me to refuse the offer of my current posi-

tion at The New School was the difficulty of having to give up Kieve.

Under Dick and Nancy's leadership, Kieve has served as an example of good sense

and sound values. I do not know of two other people who have a greater ability to com-

municate genuine concern for the well-being of others. Their vision has created, in Kieve,

an influence which reaches far beyond its idyllic setting and is unique in its ability to im-

part sound and caring values to those who are blessed to have this contact.

Teaching people to care about others... a mission in which Nancy and Dick have suc-

ceeded. Through their success, Henry and B.J. assume a rich legacy. The privilege of associa-

tion will continue.

John and Nancy Pedrick

Putting friendship in words is difficult since its foundations are fundamentally built

on actions. This essay, however, will try to express the love and admiration 1 have for Dick

Kennedy.

I'll never forget the first time I met Dick, it was at the grey barn back in 1985. As
soon as we shook hands I felt an immediate bond. He knew my name and background
more than any other stranger I have ever met before. And the funny thing is he greets

everyone the same way; 1 have talked to many people who have had similar experiences

and I have watched him welcome my friends and strangers as if he has known them forever.

I have been affiliated with Kieve for the past six years because Dick always makes me feel

like a welcomed friend who always has a place somewhere in the Kieve community. My
commitment, therefore, to Kieve and its vision has continually increased because my love

for Dick has always grown deeper.

Part of my love for Kieve stems from the variety of jobs I have developed here. Apart
from counseling young people, I have done tons of manual labor. For instance, I can stack

a mean cord of wood, back up a truck, bang nails, paint trim, rake leaves, plant trees,

erect signs, and care for animals. With all kidding aside, Dick has always been there to

hire me when I have needed work most. I appreciate that immensely because I like to work,

but, more importantly, I have been able to keep my pride.

What distinguishes Kieve from other camps is the quality and diversity of its staff.

But Kieve does not advertise to recruit its staff, it fourishes strictly by word of mouth.
Dick puts some of the responsibility to replenish the next year's staff on the shoulders of

the returning staff. So back in the winter of 1986, a college friend, Robin, asked me if

I would talk to her brother about camp and even help him in getting a job as a counselor.

She thought he would be great for camp and I thought camp would be a rewarding ex-

perience for him. So I recommended Ross Cameron to Dick without question he hired him
immediately. There are a few interesting facets to this story: Ross had a great experience

and returned to camp for many years to come as a highly respected Head Bunkhouse
Counselor; my friendship with Dick became closer because he truly trusted my judgment
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in people; and I learned that Dick unconditionally trusts all who sincerely want to work
at Camp Kieve in any capacity. It is this unconditional trust Dick has in people which has

allowed me, Ross, and countless of campers who have attended Kieve.

When I was a kid I worshipped two American sports heroes: Wilt Chamberlain, the

basketball player, and Bill Rodgers, the marathoner. Now that I am older, my friends have

become my heroes. Having your friends as heroes is so much more rewarding because you

can gain so much more from a personal relationship than adoring someone you will never

know from afar. For many years, Dick has been a hero of mine. Giving me advice about

my life and the issues I struggled with, writing recommendations for teaching posts and,

more importantly, allowing me to be part of his Hfe, a friend he can rely on. He has never

underestimated my potential, and doing my best is the only way I know to repay him. My
Hfe since I have known Dick has continuously become richer because he has loved me for

who I am and that is the definition of friendship...

Kevin Cronin

The themes of family, education and a deep love of the Maine woods run through

our family's association with Dick and Nancy Kennedy's family. My father and Dick together

terrorized their poor third grade teacher at Haverford School in the 1930s. To hear them
still reminisce and laugh about it makes me glad I didn't have to teach those two!

Dick and Dad re-kindled their friendship many years later as Pete and I went off to

Kieve in the 1960s and '70s. Summer after summer we took to the Maine woods in canoes

and learned to love and appreciate the wilderness, friendships, and the indelible lessons

we learned at Kieve. When Dick sold Kennedy land to the Buck family in Deep Cove, our
famihes became forever bound.

Without the leadership of such fine teachers/mentors as Dick, John Pedrick and Bill

McCook, I doubt I ever would have become a teacher. I followed Dick at Applewild School

and Pingree School - in history and admissions! Some of my favorite students have made
the pilgrimage to Kieve over the years; the circle will be complete when Alex Buck enters

South Glenayr sometime near 1996!

Dick and Nancy are steadfast friends; their world and ours are inextricably wound.
We can never thank them enough for all they have given us. It is comforting to know that

Kieve is now in Henry and BJ's hands and the Camp will always be just down the road.

For the Buck Family

A.K. Buck, Jr.

"When I think of Dick Kennedy the first thought that comes to mind is that he is the epitome

of a 'risk taker'. I felt that even before I met him for the first time at Kieve for he had
hired me sight unseen to act as his assistant director for the summer of 1969! In the twenty

years since, I have seen him take many risks personally and financially all intended to make
Kieve a better institution - a better place for young people to develop in a very real sense.

Being a conservative individual myself, it was hard for me in the beginning to understand

how he could put himself out on a Hmb with new projects and pull them off with such

aplomb. I gradually got to realize it was because of his strong belief in himself and what

he was doing, and I admire him to this day for what he has been able to accomplish with

Kieve and touch so many people in his long tenure at Kieve.

Because of the example he has set, I know Kieve will be in good hands with the third

generation of Kennedys carrying on for him - this is not a risk Dick had to take in making
the decision to turn the reins over to Henry.

Dick, thank you for all that you have given to me nd my family and to our extended

family at Kieve."

Bob Linker
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I shall always be grateful for my life-long association with Dick. He was my councilor

in Bunker Hill when I was nine, my first summer at Kieve. That relationship has deepened

over the years. Ten years later we both returned to serve on the Council together. Through
my college and graduate school summers and then as a married councilor and director,

Kieve bacame a second home with fond memories of growing up and extraordinary peo-

ple, young and old. Dick became a cherished mentor far beyond the glorious summer months.

His capacity to delve for the good in a person, to wrestle tirelessly to help reveal that good,

and finally to help that person to value it and to build upon it is exceptional. I cherish

his friendship, family, wisdom, and shared great adventures.

Bob Bishop

Dick and Nancy receiving their latest child at the October Trustees Dinner — a lifesize,

wooden sculpture named "Secrets" created by Peggy Grant of Newcastle. Secrets resides

on the steps of Dick's office overlooking the duck/otter/heron/trout pond and Damariscotta
Lake.
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TRUSTEES 1990

Left to right: Pete Buck, Sandy Buck, Dick Kennedy, John Pedrick, Charlie Townsend,
Lin Palmer, Whip Buck, Judy Desmond, Bob Bower, Bill Walker, Liz Russell, Tench Forbes,

Diz Bensley. Missing: Muffy Stuart, Scottie Rossmasslet, Walter Morris, Eliot Heher, Pauline

Egan.

KIEVE LEADERSHIP DECISIONS INSTITUTE STAFF 1990

Left to right: Front Row - Hank Lunn, Cathy Van Dyke, Laurie VerPlanck, Wendy Harr-

ington, Gwen Hornblow, Dick Kennedy, Tobi Harrington. 2nd Row - Lisa Kushner, Jen

Sbrogna, Sharon Pree, Suzy Ross, Kristen Downs. 3rd Row - Don Medd, Mike Sgoutas,

Lyn Gray, Sarah Jane Robbins, Susan Garrity, Neal Guyer. Back Row - Charlie Harrington,

Jim Cable, Scott Clough, Pat Connelly, Pete Phair, Josh Ferguson, Kevin Cronin
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SOUTH GLENAYR — FIRST SESSION
Front: Ted Obrecht, Rob Holmes, Scott Southgate, Joey Sortwell, Henry Fasoldt, Chris

Westcott, Crawford Koeniger. Middle: Chris Sharpless, Josh Gladding, Matt Gunnison,

Ted Burke, Jon Schippers, Johann Henback. Back: Clay Mitchell, Bryan Manahan, Hank
Holmes

SOUTH GLENAYR — SECOND SESSION
Front: Ian Glessner, Cory Cramer, Jon Kallen, Eric Halverson, Jamie Meier, Andy Webb,
Andy Hatch, Trevor Wood, Ned Bartlett, Sky Anderson. Back: Scotty Maxwell, Jory Payne,
Seth Thompson, Kevin Cronin, Campbell Marshall, Spencer Cherry, Hill Ferguson
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NORTH GLENAYR — FIRST SESSION
Front: Bren Kelley, Ben Carroll, Grady Wood, Alex Brosseau, Jake Harrington, Pat Poole,

David Kapell. Middle: Evan Morrison, Juan Loumiet, James Rich, Charlie Coggeshall,

Tim Taylor, Marcus Kusterman, Jake von Eichel, Frank Tate. Back: Chris Marks, Andy
D'Elia, Jared Schott

NORTH GLENAYR — SECOND SESSION
Floor: Frank Barbieri. Sitting: Jeremie Laurent-Joye, Billy Sherman, Scott Weber, Justin
Moore, Rory Ewing, Justin Linblad, Adam Wood, Christian Dehner, Harrison Stuart, Peter
Cowan. Standing: Robert Stockman, Wes Flower, Chris Linblad, Will James, Thanny Hatch,
Kris Blindenbacher
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SOUTH BUNKER HILL — FIRST SESSION
Front: Chris Bagg, Lanse Davis, Tim Peck, Evan de Bourguignon, Jesse Dougherty, Taylor

Marsh, Andy Poole, Jakob von Trotha, Vincent van Panhuys. Back: Robbie Webb, Grant
Garrison, CJ. Walsh, John McAndrews, Stark Towend, Brent Wood, Gray Calhoun,

Laurent Busquet

SOUTH BUNKER HILL — SECOND SESSION
Front: Ian Glessner, Kip Godbout, Able Lyon, Archie Coupe, Grady Wood, Chris Werner,

Lan Mclvain, Mike Goelzer, Aidan Marcuss, Will Anderson. Back: Chris Desmond, Gregg

Armitage, Dave Sawyer, Chris Dougherty, Aaron Mysliwiec, Shad Whitten
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NORTH BUNKER HILL — FIRST SESSION
Front: Reed Wilmerding, Sammy Kusack, Pat Leahy, Chris Miller, Chris Sise^Alex Westcott,

Tevi Puloka, Chris DiOrio, Gordie Parker. Middle: Chris Lettlefield, John Moran, Alex

Connell, Geoff Zimmerman. Counselors: Sam Potter, Ben Metcalf, Aaron Mysliwiec

NORTH BUNKER HILL — SECOND SESSION
Front: Jared Dunn, Josh Kallen, Spencer Baldwin, Ryan Whitney, Clark Wooley, Phil

Schmid, Jim Wilkerson, Brent Wood, Ryan Donnelly, Jon Scott, Jakob VonTrotha. Back:
Rusty Stebbins, Sam Potter, Alex Butz, Andy D'Elia, Ben Etherington
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' SOUTH HARRIS — FIRST SESSION
Front: Pier Bos, Will Kneip, Ben Charlesworth, Andrew Davis, Jamie Hoggson, Cam
McColl, Josh Kallen, Kevin Cunningham, Michael Herren. Back: Perry Dodge, Arthur

Black, Ken Hasimura, Mat Morrison, Eric Swanson, Hill Ferguson, David Sawyer

SOUTH HARRIS — SECOND SESSION
Front: Peter Russell, Chris Vanderwarker, Jeff Morrison, Morgan Suckow, Matt Lazen-

by, Jacob Pratt, Trevor Russell, Andres Streeter, Leo Sebastiani. Back: John McAndrews,
Ben Hasler, Jared Schott, Harrison Boyd, Chris Block, John Russell
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NORTH HARRIS — FIRST SESSION
Front: David Kimelman, Nick French, Jake Sabat, David Fitzgerald, Jay Southgate, Nate

Kelley, Peter Kujawski, Cory McCarty. Back: Jon Carney, Jory Plaine, R.J. Caldwell, Ian

Brown, Will James, Jimmy Connell, Ned Hodge, Matt Scullin

NORTH HARRIS — SECOND SESSION
Front: Ian McQuire, Will Offutt, Whit Warlow, George Mumford, Chase Martin, Will

Stengel, Tim Coburn, Chris DeVito, Will Ewing. Back: Chris Franklin, Jake Elberg, Matt

Weyand, Charlton Rugg, Vincent van Panhuys, Steve Fulmer
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OLD BUNKER HILL — FIRST SESSION
Front: Max Rosenblum, Trip Tuten, Turner Rust, Chris Rogers, Wes Lipner, Curt Zim-
merman. Back: Charlton Rugg, Dan Wendt, Graham Geisenheimer, John Church, Gus
Koven, Quincy Johnson, Tod Johnson, Clay Morse, Tim Payne, Mike McGillion

OLD BUNKER HILL — SECOND SESSION
Front: Seth Bohnt, Justin Freddy, Sam Shaw, Langstrom Beram, Eric Herman, Angus
Cole, Ketch Secor, John Brooks. Middle: Will Alter, Max Blatt, Sam Atkins, Derrick Packer,

James Maxwell. Back: Harrison Dillon, Ralph Sando, Charhe Loxton
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ALLAGASH — FIRST SESSION
Front: Alex Webb, Edward Wartels. Middle: Ian Kelley, Devin Zeller, Blake Sando, Drew
Lipner, Evan Osnos, Buzz Poole, Billy Sherman, Girand Lorber. Back: John Russell, Brady

Hooker, Will Wister, Alex Leach, Steve Fulmer, Rusty Stebbins

ALLAGASH #1 — SECOND SESSION
Front: Bryan Manahan, Eddie Sardina, Robbie Hunt, Nick Meihiuzen, Sandy Schmid,
Eugene Boyd, Andy Wise, Peter Post. Back: Ben Wissinger, Decker Rolph, Campbell
Walker, Mark Streeter, Chris Maclnnis, Ben Hobbs, Mike McGiUion, Hank Holmes
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LONG VOYAGE #1 — FIRST SESSION
Front: Mark Supplee, R.T. Arnold, Andrew Palmer. Middle: Rob Polett, Erik Babcock,

Jason Veilleux, Oscar Sloterback, Robbie Beckerlegge, Frank Barbieri. Back: Ralph San-

do, Harrison Dillon, Tim Morrison, Andrew Potter, John Lawrence, Jason McKinney

ALLAGASH #2 — SECOND SESSION
Front: Tony Fuller, Zander Vincent, Alex Basilevsky, Will Egan, Oliver Beckmann, Chip

Sessa, Stef Whitney, Nick Paul. Back: Chris Marks, Tim Paine, Ian Grierson, Jesse

Dougherty
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LONG VOYAGE #2 — FIRST SESSION
Front: Chris Osgood, Thomas Stebbins, Gregg Zimmerman, Scott Tacket, Chris Hall, Jon

DiOrio. Back: Nick Simonds, Matt Budd, Chris Lindland, Chris Dougherty, Phihppe Mon-
noyeur, Andrew Currier

LONG VOYAGE — SECOND SESSION
Front: Peter Sheridan, Cartoef Van Panhuys, Doug Erhman, Jamie Riepe, James Hager-
ty, Jason Hammer, Juan Armendariz, Clay Mitchell. Back: Wim Streeter, Peter Wood,
Gus Koven, Jay Grandin, Ben Metcalf, Eric Grierson, John Kenworthy, Roderick Van
Nispen
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ADVENTURE

Adventure was spectacular!

Every class went by fast

No doubt because it was such a blast

Each kid learned how to use our adventurous vernacular

CUmb away!

Climbing

Belay on

On belay

Cabin groups, teamwork, working hard

All done in Kieve's back yard

Self-esteem, hstening and cooperation are

what we taught

Each cabin soon found our Kieve kindness

must be sought

First session none, second there were two
Out of

.

five, prevaiUng were Spencer and

Will

They found Mt. Rohenke to harbor their

thrill

Even when it rained the Adventure Course

always provided something new

Just remember Chris and Kevin love you,

too.

KEVIN CRONIN
CHRIS DOUGHERTY
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ARCHERY
Archery at Camp Kieve 1990 was bubbling over with fun. While the campers had a

lot of fun, they learned a lot too. Some of the campers became Hteral pros. Campers like

Jay Southgate and Tom Stebbins in the first session. Harrison Boyd and Lan Mcllvain in

the second session were the "Cinderella Stories" of the year. Each camper that got a qualifica-

tion or was evidently trying really hard received certificates for their triumphs. Both ses-

sions proved to be a success in archery, as they were fun-filled and educational.

Each successive qualification was progressively more difficult. This fact was instrumental

in showing the campers their own achievements. So, all in all, archery was a key educa-

tional and confidence - building activity.

ANDREW D'ELIA
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ART 1990

What can you do with 20 skeins of yarn, 1000 sheets of paper, 500 feet of wire, paint,

felt, and a severe lack of scissors? Anything and everything. Imagination was the key this

year - the question "What should I do?" was answered by the campers themselves as they

made beautiful watercolors, monsters, wire sculptures, bracelets, felt pictures, "Wood Art"

creations - and an incredible mess! But it all cleaned up in the end, and I was duly impress-

ed. Some campers such as Shad Whitten and Andrew Currier, came armed with sketch

pads of their own. Others covered many different facets of art, hke Pat Poole, who earned

his Kieve Master Craftsman.

Thanks to all who came out to help make the world a little more beautiful this summer
at Kieve.

BRITT ARGOW



FISHING
First session exploded with a mass of campers prepared to contribute to the blossom-

ing fishing program. With veterans such as Jon Carney and Chris Sise and rookies such

as Crawford Koeniger and Frank Tate there was no question as to where this fishing activi-

ty was headed: to the top. The sun beat down hard upon this fishing crew right into second

session, and so many of the bigger fish dove to deeper waters. Such extreme heat did not

stop anglers like Justin Lindblad, Campbell Marshall, Spencer Cherry, and Trevor Wood,
who pulled a sixteen inch small mouth bass out of the lake early in the session, the largest

I had seen in all my fishing days. As the session winds down and the summer comes to

a close, I want to thank all of the fishermen who made it down to the water sport this

year; you guys were the best.

RUSTY STEBBINS



HATSY
Fun in the sun was our theme this year on the Hatsy. Everyday we gathered our major

necessities together (tapes and food), and made the short trip to Round Pond. When we
arrived the council played their favorite game, "How Many People Can We Actually Fit

in the Spacious Dingy?" After informing everyone exactly when lunch would be served,

the sails were set, and the fun began.

Our favorite activity of the summer was mastering the art of Boom walking, with an

occasional jump. The essential part to boom walking was that Jimmy CHff had to be play-

ing at all times. Body Surfing, and seal counting were also ranked up there.

Thanks, to everyone for their support, it made my summer on the sloop a great

experience.

TOBI HARRINGTON
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LANDSPORTS
In true non-competitive fashion, many afternoons and free periods were spent playing various

games which all miraculously ended in "Kieve ties". Our indoor facility (the "big metal

thing") and two excellent playing fields were always full of chatter and cheer. Although

we did not spend much time coaching the intricacies of sport as is done at specialty camps,

we defy anyone to have more fun than we did playing the following:

world cup soccer, mud soccer, ultimate frisbee, lacrosse, basketball, street hockey, dodgeball,

Softball, incrediball, Shentyball, townball, football, whiffleball, stickball, etc.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography this summer was filled with a perfect mix of veteran and novice

photographers. Both sessions' quahfications were earned practically every day once again

including Snapshot, Darkroom, Photojournalist, Portrait, Multiple Exposure, Action, and

Ansel Adams Photography. Both sessions also saw some outstanding Kieve photographers,

but everyone worked in the darkroom with incredible enthusiasm and dedication.

Our Photo Field Trips to Pemaquid Point, yielded some very scenic and beautiful "Ansel

Adams" landscape photographs. In all Photography 1990 captured the essence of Camp
Kieve both on film and in spirit. Thanks!

ALISON CLIMO



POTTERY
It was a great year over here in shaping mud. I've never seen so many people crowded

into my little corner of the Arts Center.

First Session was definitely quality oriented with only nine quahfications being ob-

tained. One of those was the coveted Kieve Potter, which was given to David Kapell. While
we were short on qualifications the pieces kept rolHng out. They were of great quality with

a lot of great stuff being done by first time potters. A thanks to Ed Wartels to whom I

can't teach anything new now.

Second session was a Httle more quahfication oriented, but not much. However, more
pieces were made than I've ever seen before. Pots and sculptures of more variety and style

than ever before. As with first session, there was one Kieve Potter, and that went to OHver
Beckmann. The quality was great and my only regret is that I couldn't fire it all. A thanks

to Oliver Beckmann and Sam Shaw, both of whom know as much as I do now.
It was an incredibly great year in pottery; that's all there is to say. Thanks to Mike,

Layne, and especially Britt for covering for me when I was off somewhere else in space

time. And thanks to Kevin Cunningham who taught more this year than he learned.

SAM *TOTHOLE" POTTER
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PRINTING
First Session -

Lacking the assistance of his confidant and comrade Charles Loxton, Clay Mitchell

was condemned to brave first session in the Print Show alone. Or so he thought. But the

calvary arrived in the form of Hill Ferguson and Layne Bliss, new counselors who effortlessly

mastered the highly technical skills demanded of a quahfied printing instructor, and always

contributed to keeping the atmosphere Ught. Clay was also rehved by the return of printing

afficianados Andrew Palmer and Nick French, whose ability and accomplishment in the

shop was unrivaled. So during first session, the presses continued to clang smoothly to the

rhythm of the Rocky Horror Picture Show soundtrack.

Second Sessions --

Clay relinquished his bull whip and the shop to the returning Chuckles. Chuckles quickly

grew to love the help and humor of the New Kids of the Shop, Hill and Layne. Although

Peter Post was sorely missed during his Allagash trip, his presence was substituted by the

dedication and innate talent of newcomers Chip Sessa and Tim Paine, whose work will

be proudly displayed in the shop for sessions to come. We can only regret that Clay and

Chuckles shared only one activity period together in the shop.

INK AND ROLLERS,
THE PRINTERS
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RIFLERY
The Rifle range was very popular this summer as usual, with Justin Moore getting his

Sharpshooter, and many other campers receiving qualifications. This session, unlike in the

past, campers were shooting to the beat of music, and that is another reason why it was
so popular. But thanks to people like Ian Grierson and Ben Hobbs, who were on the Gash
most of the session, I enjoyed working and helping the campers.

Well Guys, Load, Lock and Fire when ready or get fired up for Summer of 1991.

DAVE SAWYER
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SAILING
Sailing ruled as the Activity with a cause, a cause to have a good time. A strong breeze

of fun gusted through Camp Kieve saihng, and yes even some learned. Learning of essen-

tials, like how to tie a bowline. They also learned what kind of dust grows in people's bellybut-

tons; knowledge like this strangely led them into a few predicaments. Fortunately campers

like Markus Kusterman, the Kieve Admiral, and all other skippers to help save others where

the fearless counselors could not. But on a more serious note sailing was kept relatively

non-serious in order to maintain a level of fun. This fun so strong that some states would
not allow it. The winds have died for now, as winter creeps through, waiting, waiting for

a big next year. All from sailing say "Thanks", to the campers who made sailing great for all.

JESSE DOUGHERTY
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SNOWGOOSE
Kieve's proximity to the ocean presents a whole new world beyond the lake in our front

yard. What better way to explore Muscongus Bay than in a lobster boat, our very own
Snowgoose.

Right after morning duties, a cabin full of deep sea fishermen sets out in the orange

bus, equipped with life vest, lunch, and fishing rods, headed for Round Pond Harbor, home
of the Snowgoose. Once on board, a spiderweb of hand hnes and fishing poles appear off

the fan tail, the boys working their way through the lobster buoys, in search of schools

of mackerel. Soon we reach the secret spot between the dry ledge covered with harbor seals

and the gut between Loud's and Hog Islands. Wham! The mackerel hit and the boys haul

them on board three at a time. Chris Littlefield received individual champion honors with

nine fish while the first session South Glenayr crew made Curt Gowdy proud with their

collective 33 mackerel catch. That night they wrapped the filets in foil and butter and feasted

under the stars on Loud's Island.

Before long the web of Hnes extending off the tail of the "Goose" turned into a knot-

ted mess so it was time to explore the birds and bathroom at the Hog Island Audubon camp.

Great spot for lunch and a swim, then back to camp (do I hear snores on the bus?) for

afternoon activities.

HENRY AND SAM KENNEDY



SWIMMING
The summer began with a cold, and wet day to do the island swim. On the second

day of camp 20 boys set out on their 660 yard swim across the lake to Swim Island. The
water was rough but you would have hardly noticed by the eager and anxious faces on
these campers. The water for second session was much more inviting with clear skies and
calm warm waters.

Between the Island Swim and Qualification Thursday all the boys had a chance to en-

joy the refreshing lake water, catch some rays, earn quahfications, and improve strokes.

Most of the boys earned their Mutant Turtle, the 1st quahfication.

During the summer there was an ongoing discrepancy about the qualification names
- Mutant Turtle, He-Man, Bugs Bunny, and Popeye because these characters are not usually

seen in the water, but I beheve that the fearless nature of these characters was what was
seen at the waterfront. Five boys from each session were chosen because of their hard work
and skills earning their highest quahfication - Kieve Aquaman. There were also many other

hardworking dedicated swimmers especially Pat Poole, Jon Kallen, and Jamie Meier.

Swimming could not have been such a success without Brit Argow and Chris Lindland
- Thank you. See you next year at the waterfront.

GEVRY BECKER



TENNIS
Thanks! to a lot of co-operation, and enthusiasm from both the campers and counselors,

tennis proved to be a popular activity this summer. The boys not only were interested in

playing matches amongst themselves, but also were eager to be instructed, and learn techni-

ques in their form and strokes to enhance their game. Unfortunately due to poor weather

conditions the tournaments, both sessions, didn't have an opportunity to get underway.

Although this placed a sHght damper on the boys, they still continued to have an enjoyable

time by competing amongst themselves.

In the first session numerous "Australian", "French", U.S. Open, and even some
Wimbledons were given some fine players. Chris DiOrio, Gordie Parker, Evan Osnos, and
numbers of other talented boys often spent their afternoons practicing their games and were

a great help to all the tennis counselors. In the second session, enthusiasm continued, as

a multitude of other interested campers arrived to participate in the tennis program. Once
again, boys as Archie Coupe, Sam Atkins, Max Blatt and Ian Glessner displayed their ad-

vanced skills on the courts. They were also helpful in practicing with beginners as Shad
Whitten and Gregg Armitage, who showed up on a daily basis to work diligently to improve.

I would like to extend my thanks to all the boys for taking part in the tennis program.

With their help and that of counselors Will James, Aaron Mysliwiec, and Jared Schott,

tennis continued to be a fun activity for all.

J. CURRAN McANDREWS
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WINDSURFING
Most everybody got a chance to come out and windsurf this summer. Perry and I put

together new qualifications beginning with the revised "Cool" Ken Winner, which required

the campers to be able to turn before they could sail, saving us many trips in the motor boat.

Windsurfing was a challenge for everyone, for the younger boys lifting up the sail itself

was quite an accomplishment while the older guys had the challenge of sailing around the

big island for their Kieve Windsurfers. Seven boys accomplished this feat this summer.
Special, special mentions should be given to Lanse Davis for the incredible strength and

skills out of his little body at first session; Jakob von Trotha whose two sessions of sheer

effort took him around the island for his Kieve Windsurfer, and to Jon Kallen for his un-

dying patience and effort at puUing up the massive sails. Thanks to Harrison and Ralph

for helping me second session.

VINCENT van PANHUYS
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WOODWORKING
This year went very well in wood. The kids were ecstatic this year when wood was

re-opened.

First session swords, chairs and tables were the project on every kid's mind. Andy Davis

and Ben Charlesworth were perhaps the most productive kids in wood, yet all the kids had

great enthusiasm.

Second session there was no real theme the kids followed but many great projects turned

out. Harrison Boyd, Jacob von Trotha showed their faces a lot. All in all it was a great

woodworking summer.
Thanks Guys.

JORY PAYNE
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1991 Kieve Gatherings

Meet Henry Kennedy, see slides of Kieve in action, and renew old acquaintances at the

homes of these wonderful Kieve friends.

418 Fairmount Ave., Chatham, NJ 07929

Wednesday, January 16th, 5:30-7:00

Steve & Kathy Wilkerson

Tel. (201) 635-0523

1107 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10128

Thursday, January 17th, 5:30-7:00

David & Penny Wartels

Tel. (212) 534-8362

Ridge Road, Tuxedo Park, NY 10987

Monday, January 21st, 5:30-7:00

Dan & Ann Gladding

Tel. (914) 351-4653

53 Lloyd Ave., Providence, RI 02906

Tuesday, January 22nd, 5:30-7:00

Lanny & Jane Parker

Tel. (401) 751-2103

3 Porchuck Rd., Greenwich, CT 06831

Wednesday, January 23rd, 5:30-7:00

Bill & Debbie Lipner

Tel. (203) 661-4494

99 Harding St., Medfield, MA 02052

(Dedham Country and Polo Club
Thursday, January 24th, 5:30-7:00

Toby & Laurie Webb
Tel. (508) 359-7213

245 Library Place, Princeton, NJ 08540

Monday, January 28th, 5:30-7:00

Bill & Pauline Egan
Tel. (609) 921-3873

237 Exeter Rd., Devon, PA 19333

Tuesday, January 29th, 5:30-7:00

Rusty & Thayer Etherington

Tel. (215) 964-8415

314 Garrison Forest Rd.,

Owings Mills, MD 21117

Wednesday, January 30th, 5:30-7:00

Hugh & Glen Cole

Tel. (301) 363-4932

6109 Edgewood Terrace,

Alexandria, VA 22307

Thursday, January 31st, 7:30-9:00

Bob & Kitty Davis

Tel. (703) 329-1843

180 W. Laurel, Lake Forest, IL 60045

Monday, February 4th, 5:30-7:00

Dick & Tricia Wood
Tel. (708) 234-4384

6321 Juneau Rd., Fort Worth, TX 76116

Tuesday, February 5th, 5:30-7:00

Jody & Phia Payne
Tel. (817) 735-1082

211 Argilla Rd., Ipswich, MA 01938

Thursday, February 7th, 5:30-7:00

John & Susie Glessner

Tel. (508) 356-5575

10840 SW 74th Ct., Miami, FL 33156

Monday, February 11th, 5:30-7:00

Ned & Barbey Dougherty
Tel. (305) 667-7989

151 Harris Rd., Cumberland, ME 04021

Tuesday, February 12th, 5:30-7:00

Henry & B.J. Kennedy
Tel. (207) 829-6979

95 Chestnut St., Camden, ME 04843

Wednesday, February 13th, 5:30-7:00

Chris & Sarah Fasoldt

Tel. (207) 236-8044

Camp Kieve, Nobleboro ME 04555

Thursday, February 14th, 5:30-7:00

Dick & Nancy Kennedy
Tel. (207) 563-5172
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TUESDAY, JUNE 19

We're off!

A beautiful, sunny day spited the

forecast of rain and provided the perfect start

to Kieve '90. Because Nick Simonds had been

here the night before, Tim Paine, back for

his third year, was cited as the first official

camper, having arrived at high noon. Good
buddies from New York, Matt Gunnison and

Josh Gladding, pulled in at 2:30, followed

at 3 o'clock by their classmate Rob Holmes.

And the cavalcade of wide-eyed campers

began.

The two buses from Philly and points

north arrived, amazingly, within twenty

seconds of each other, and the joint was jum-

pin'. Boys and counselors began to organize

their shelves, spaces, and minds for their

summer. But all thoughts were suspended

when the dinner bell suddenly gonged, and
the great equalizer - food - took center stage.

Pasquaney bulged with 180 people, and
stomachs soon bulged with John Roy's

chicken nuggets, fries and salad.

Charlie Richardson led two awesome
and gigantic games of "Simon Says" - you
got to see it to believe it. And new director

Henry Kennedy directed the official welcome
and orientation in Innisfree. The American
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and Kieve flags were lowered by Jay

Southgate and Jake Harrington. The first of

many off-key renditions of the Kieve Song
filled the night air. To end the day, all boys

went off to their cabins to get acquainted and

to learn from their counselors the logistics

and the dynamics that this summer promises.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 20

Despite an overcast start, campers and
counselors ahke showed no signs of despair

as camp Kieve 1990 officially began. In fact,

we could feel the energy and excitement

beginning with the flag raising. Matt Scullen

and Ian Brown hoisted Old Glory, AUagash
and OBH "volunteered" for table boys, and
all headed to Pasquaney for John Roy's egg

McMuffins. After breakfast we wrote

postcards home, finished unpacking and
reported to Indian Circle. In lieu of the island

swim we supplemented open hill and tours

of camp so that everyone could get familiar

with all that Kieve offers. After activities we
oriented the campers to our swimming policy

then had lunch. Congratulations are in order

for the first quahfications of the summer.
Reed Wilmerding achieved the Long Bow in

Archery.
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During rest period the camp was filled

with music as cabins prepared for Air Guitar.

After practicing, we again spHt up for more
open hill and Island Swim. The rain subsid-

ed enough to offer an option to any new
camper who wished to try the swim. All who
tried are to be commended. Below is a list

of the successful swimmers. Three cabins

spent the afternoon preparing for their over-

night trips: Long Voyage (1) ran some white

water and North and South Harris had tent

and canoe clinics. By 5:00 the campers were

getting tired and sweaty so a dip into the

somewhat cold waters of Damariscotta was

in order. After this we practiced more for the

evening activity then ate dinner. The even-

ing activity was a fantastic success. So many
great acts made it tough to pick a winner.

Superb oldies performances from the women
of the Ritz, North Glenayr's Partridge Fami-

ly rendition, and Old Bunker Hill's Yakity-

Yak. Also, fantastic individual performances

by Will Kneip and David Kimelman.
Everyone who participated performed so

well it was difficult to single out a winner,

but life has winners and losers. The first

evening activity winners were...Long Voyage

#2! Great job by all. Good night.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Archery

Short Bow - Andrew Poole, Reed Wilmer-

ding, Chris Littlefield, Chris Miller, Tevi

Puloka, Chris Sise, Geoff Zimmerman, Nate

Kelley, Tom Stebbins

Long Bow - Reed Wilmerding, Chris Miller

Sailing

Crew - C. Diorio, T. Puloka
Windsurfing

"Cool" Ken Winer - Matt Budd, Chris

Osgood, Thomas Stebbins

Island Swim
Josh Gladding, Jon Schippers, Chris

Sharpless, Charlie Coggheshall, Tim Taylor,

Chris Bagg, C.J. Walsh, Ken Hashimura,

Michael Herren, Jamie Hoggson, William

Kneip, Mat Morrison, Pete Kujawski, Ian

Kelley, Giraud Lorber
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THURSDAY, JUNE 21

Well, it's official. Camp is finally in full

swing. With the last boy arriving last night

from the land of wine and romance, today

will be the only day Kieve will be full until

watersports weekend.

While Frank Barbieri and the crew from
Long Voyage 1 made their final preparation

for their trip, the rest of the camp enjoyed

the first morning of assigned activities. As
I roamed the hills searching for any problems

I could solve (I found none), there was not

an unhappy camper to be found. General

swim was split today. The Glenayrs and the

Bunkerhills swam first. They were followed

very efficiently by the older cabins. A
screaming contest ended as smooth a general

swim as could have been hoped. A job well

done!

Before any of the cabins could partake

in the culinary delight presented by John Roy
and the kitchen girls Laurie, Corrina, and
Cindy, we all vogued for our cabin pictures.

Madonna would have been proud. The after-

noon activity sign ups went without a hitch

as did the activities themselves. Cloudy skies

were threatening to pour buckets of water

upon this terrific first day. But because of

the special protective dome Dick installed last

winter, we weren't soaked. Now if only the

high-tech phone system would work.

Capture the flag was the evening activi-

ty. And as always the game was filled with

controversy. The South apparently had the

North's flag on their side, but there was some
foul play on the part of the South. Both
South Generals were caught, R.J. made bad
mihtary decisions, but everyone had fun,

myself included.

A special thank you to Mike Cunn-
ingham for not allowing stability to be

developed in my personal camp schedule.

JARED SCHOTT

Qualifications

Tennis

Austrahan open - Markus Kustermann,
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James Rich, Charlie Coggheshall, David Fit-

zgerald, Jon Carney, Matt Scullin, Andrew
Poole, Jokob von Trotha, Grant Garrison,

Tevi Puloka, Chris DiOrio, Gordie Parker,

Evan deBourguignon, Laurent Busquet,

Nick French

Archery

Short Bow - Wesley Lipner, Grant Garrison,

Chris Bagg, Lanse Davis, James Rich, Sam
Kusak, Chris DiOrio

Photography

Snapshot - Curt Zimmerman, Trip Tuten,

Daniel Wendt, Turner Rust, Tim Payne,

John Church, Clay Morse, Graham
Geisenheimer, Max Rosenblum

FRIDAY, JUNE 22

Morning vision is bleary with the late

night visit of a friend called "The Duke",
but Action OD hastens to the early call to

arms. Eagerly he runs to Pasquaney for an

early meeting with his commanding superior

Mike. Action OD stumbles through the door

but is quickly shot with a burst of adrenaline

when he finds out it is not only Ted
Obrecht's birthday, but a famous director's

son's birthday as well. Yes, Kevin Cunn-

Darkroom
Daniel Wendt, Tim Paine, Clay Morse

Sailing

Crew - Arthur Black, Pier Bos, Ben
Charlesworth, Kevin Cunningham, Andrew
Davis, Ken Hashimura, Michael Herren,

Jamie Hoggson, William Kniep, Cam Mac-
Coll, Matt Morrison, Eric Swanson, Josh

Kallen

Windsurfing

"Cool"Ken Winner Jon Schippers, Chris

Sharpless, John Church, David Fitzgerald,

Brent Wood, Jay Southgate, Henry Fasoldt,

Ben Charlesworth, Chris Bagg, Cory
McCarty
Rail Rider - Cory McCarty

Ingham is putting another notch on his belt

today. But wait, Good Lordy Mama, it's

Henry Kennedy's birthday too! With this tri-

ple shot, it's tough for action OD to stand.

But, senses in hand. Action OD bolts

for the door to raise the flag. After a quick

cheer and a jig to boost morale, the troops

stand at attention. But low, it is soon ap-

parent that Action OD's very own cabin is

neither present nor accounted for. Adrenalin

still coursing through his veins. Action OD
leaps down to OBH in a single bound to
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rescue his helpless campers who wrestle with

the serpentine sleep monster. Chin posed

high and deep breath ready the uncapped

crusader is ready for battle. He bellows, "Be
gone you Sleep monster!" And the flag is

raised soon after.

Duties are doled out and the Active one,

not being one much of drudgery, introduces

dicy aspect for Bank Duty: a lottery. Choos-

ing from a hat are two of the OD's favorites,

bro-ham Jesse and sister-in-law Holly. Each
is nervous but soon relieved to find Layne
Bliss and Bryan Manahan on the reception

Hne of Bank Duty.

Not a slow moment passes and Action

OD leaps into the role of trash collector as

the staff of warriors is short handed today.

Sickness claims another, and Action OD
shifts and accelerates into the role of

Photography Instructor. The prowess of Ac-

tion OD is seen again in printing as a pro-

ject is launched and completed in minutes.

Errands are run before General Swim, and
then the swim itself is run long and
energetically. It ends in a collection of "Enter

the water in the most unusual way" contest.

Action OD bolts for a quick lunch and
quick planning of the afternoon as more
staff are reheved of duty. Fun and lots of

quahfications are planned for the afternoon.

Major landscaping, that is destruction of

trees, stumps, and major boulders are on the

docket for the feerless men of Long Voyage
II. The boys take care of the demo work as

Action scurries for more action packed

events. Reports of OBH being a sloppy cabin

are told by the big cheese, Dick, but Action

OD is there before the population can react

and the situation is rectified before the din-

ner of pork chops and applesauce.

Action OD strikes again with the even-

ing activity of Capture the camper. Here the

campers try to run from Indian Circle to

Westcott to Kistler to Harriet and back to

Indian Circle without being detected by the

iron clawed council. Few, very few that is,

go unscathed. The Long Voyage II is ex-

hausted by the day's program. It shows in

their being caught 122 times. North Glenayr,

on the other hand, is only caught 68 times.

The bell tolls and many are missing, but this

job is not too large for action OD. Within

minutes Action OD is in motion and hun-

ting down the last few stragglers. The flag

is lowered and another day is delivered safely

by Action OD.
CHRIS DOUGHERTY

Qualifications

Printing

Printer's Devil - Pat Poole, Stark Townsend
Archery

Shortbow - Ted Obrecht, Chris Rogers,

Henry Fasoldt

Crossbow - Tevi Puloka
Swimming

Mutant Turtle and He-Man - Chris Sise,

Chris Miller, Sam Kusack
Sailing

Crew - Lanse Davis, Grant Garrison, Evan
DeBourguignon, John Church, Chris Miller,

Gordie Parker, Chris Sise

Art

DiVinci - Jake Von Eichel, Ned Hodges,

Evan Morrison, Andrew Currier

Michaelangelo - Evan Morrison, Shaky von
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Eichel, Dave Kepell, Patrick Poole, Phil

Monnoyeur, Matt Budd, Tom Stebbins,

Gregg Zimmerman

SATURDAY, JUNE 23

Today was not going to be one of

subtlety, I decided. At the time I was walk-

ing up to flag, my clammy toes slooshing in

the wet grass, with bad coffee breath leading

the way through the drizzle. I was thinking

in reference to bank duty, but little did I

know that God had made the same decision

regarding the rain. Take the wind as God
sends it is what it says in the office, and I

had no choice but to give in to those all too

forebodingly wise words - even though there

was no wind.

I rang the bell an hour late because of

the weather, but everyone was up at flag on

time anyhow. Oh well, we tried. After a

prayer about the rain teaching us about

humility, we ate eggs, bacon, and homefries

like back home on the farm. Bank duty,

which is really the only reason why anyone

goes to breakfast was, as I had planned, not

subtle. It was given to John McAndrews and

all the women (too numerous to Ust here)

who have swooned before his animal

magnetism and twinkhng charm.

With no holds barred and all the chan-

nels opened up we charged right into morn-

ing activities at full steam. Although the

waterfront was unfortunately closed due to

weather. Matt Budd did fire an arrow

through the center of his target while Clay

Mitchell read poetry in printing, and Jake

Harrington took pictures of people wander-

ing around the tennis courts. As the drizzle

continued, I thought I heard Axl Rose sing-

ing "Sweet Child O'Mine" while I was sit-

ting in the office making up the afternoon

activities. Alas, I was wrong - it was Holly

and Elaine telling the Long Voyagers to take

their laundry. To the apparent joy of camper

and counselor alike, there was no general

swim.

During lunch, which was inside (again,

due to weather) both North and South Har-

ris arrived home from their Pemaquid River

and John's Bay trips respectively. While the

two new arrivals were washing Wannigans
and tubbing, the rest of camp took to the

afternoon activities which included, but were

not limited to. Dodge (as in Perry) ball, mud
soccer, BMT basketball, and fishing. All

were a tremendous success. Afterwards, for

general swim, the campers swam around raft

2 and back in under the watchful eyes of all.

Jared, Aaron and Pothole get the Kieve

Dude awards for being the only members of

the council to actually dive in and stand on
raft 2. Because of the quick general swim,

there was much free time before dinner. This

time was devoted to planning out the new
evening activity I had created called Swamp
war. However, just before dinner, down
came buckets of rain on Kieve, my evening



activity, and OBH, who had to move
themselves, their bedding, and their clothes

to the red rug room for the night. Over plates

of spaghetti for dinner, OBH moved out and
I made money for horseracing, an evening

involving gambling, racing. Pothole, and
everything else parents dread. There were
five horses and in quasi Kabackian style I will

describe them here:

Jet-fast Jory, fastest horse of the frozen

fjords of Finland who had the speed of a

snowflake before the wind...

Percy Dovetonsil, biggest bozo, most
blundering baffoon, a bhstering baffle; he

stole our hearts, tears, minds, livers and my
dice...

Good Day Sunshine, a seemingly cun-

ning contradiction, dressed in black yet glow-

ing, humble yet proud, beautiful yet ugly,

good yet evil. She was foreign yet famihar,

an enigma not to be forgotten...

Voracious Vince, a small-time surfer

with a big time ego, he was behind the times

and the pack; he had a long way to go, but

we loved him for his humanity, his desire to

win and his shades...

Finally, Studly Slew - Steroid

Strongman from Sweden; he was Prince of

Pain, King of clean jerks, God of

Goranimals. This was a horse wicked to the

core and studly to the Soul.

Each horse won once - except some won
twice and some not at all - but OBH and

South Glenayr won the most Kieves (units

of money), and that's what seemed to mat-

ter. Finally, after an exciting day, we lowered

the flag, said goodnight and hit the

hay..NOT! It seemed God saw fit to give us

more than our fair share of thunder, Ughtn-

ing, and very heavy rain throughout the

night, washing away dirt, sand, rocks, trees,

our very souls it seemed. And all was swept

into Lake Damariscotta where we're still try-

ing to find it.

GUS KOVEN



Qualifications

Tennis

Australian Open - Tim Peck, Lanse Davis,

John Moran, Chris Bagg, Geoff Zimmerman
French Open - Chris D'Orio, James Rich,

Laurent Busquet

Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Markus Kustermann,

Shaky von Eichel, Grady Wood, Brendon

Kelley, Grant Garrison, Evan
deBourguignon, Jakob von Trotha, Tim
Peck, Andy Poole, Chris Rogers, Graham
Geisenheimer, Clay Morse, Max Rosenblum,

Wesley Lipner, Tim Paine, John Tuten, Dan
Wendt, Quincy Johnson, Tod Johnson, Curt

Zimmerman
Railrider - John Church, Tim Paine, Tod
Johnson

Art

Donatello - Pat Poole, Shaky von Eichel,

Evan Morrison, Ben Carrol, Dave Kapell

DiVinci - Juan Loumiet, Tim Taylor, Jake

Harrington, Pat Poole

Michaelangelo - Tim Taylor, Frank Tate

Photography

Snapshot - Ted Obrecht, Rob Holmes,

Grady Wood, Markus Kustermann, Charlie

Coggshall, Jake Harrington, James Rich,

David Kapell, John Schippers, Joey Sortwell

Darkroom - Chris Sharpless

Archery

Short Bow - Chris Osgood, Matt Budd, An-
drew Currier, Chris Hall, Greg Zimmerman,
Nick Simonds
Long Bow - Chris Osgood, Matt Budd, Tom
Stebbins, Gregg Zimmerman
Cross Bow - Tom Stebbins

Robin Hood - Tom Stebbins

Woodworking
Woodpecker - Gray Calhoun

SUNDAY, JUNE 24

Noah woke us up and asked us to file

up the hill, two by two. Last night's rain

poured down in buckets washing away most
of the beach, raising the water level in the

lake at least six inches, and laughing at the

Old Bunker Hill cabin roof as it drenched

most everything inside. Wesley Lipner, Curt

Zimmerman and Tod Johnson bore the

brunt of the deluge on their top bunks, and
all the boys spent the night in the Red Rug
Room (does the T.V. work guys?). But as

so often happens with the New England
weather, we were blessed with a following

day reprieve. By lunch, the roof was rebuilt

and plans were made to rebuild the beach.

Plenty of eager, if not skilled, "volunteers."

All of the boys prepared well for this

O.D.'s first ever inspection, cleaning last

night's mud from the floors and last week's

moss from their teeth. North Bunker Hill

came close, but Kevin Cunningham and Mat
Morrison followed Dave Sawyer's example
(even on his day off) to lead South Harris

on to victory. All of the South Bunker Hill

crew showed up for choir practice in force,

but Crawford Koeniger and Juan Loumiet
swooned their way to a chocolate cake for

the sweetest and loudest voices. Many
visitors were fortunate to feast on John
Roy's excellent first solo barbecued chicken

lunch.

Finally a sunny-sih day but still quite

damp from the day before, I took over as

goddess from HRK after lunch and the after-

noon ran as smoothly as could be. Swim was
great because for once the sun was out, or

at least it was trying to make its way out from
behind some stubborn clouds. The real fun

and excitement began, however, right before



dinner when I decided to weed out those who
were not afraid to be a little crazy and pret-

ty much make fools of themselves, and those

who were just a little too cool for disco. With

a very enthusiastic group of counselors

leading the pack we cranked up The Village

People's awesome relic "YMCA" and

brought camp Kieve back a decade and a half

for about ten minutes. Needless to say, the

OD was not afraid to show her true polyester

preferences. Far out. After part of one of the

evening's excellent adventures and our first

Sunday night hotdog dinner delight, I divid-

ed the camp into four colors and countries:

Argentina was red, Brazil was blue, Italy was

white, and Czechoslovakia was orange. And
with the campers decked out in their respec-

tive colors and countries we played a couple

of down and dirty games of World Cup Mud
Soccer! The words "dirty" and "mud"
should be read with extra emphasis there, as

I looked around at a flag and could hardly

tell one camper from the next they were ail

so caked in mud! But was it fun? YES!! I

think I can safely conclude that today amuse-

ment factor was high, or as some of us like

to say about camp in general. It is "HAF"
on High amusement factor. So thanks to all

who helped make today such an excellent

adventure and let's not forget that "it's fun

to stay at the YMCA"!
HENRY KENNEDY/ALI CLIMO

Qualifications

Photography
Darkroom - Curt Zimmmerman, John
Church, Grady Wood, James Rich

Snapshot - Alex Brosseau, James Carroll,

Cory McCarty, Josh Gladding, Matt

Gunnison
Tennis

Australian - Todd Johnson, Trip Tuten,

Gregg Zimmerman, Tom Stebbins, Scott

Tackett, Reed Wilmerding

French - Geoff Zimmerman, Tevi Puloka,

Gordon Parker

U.S. Open - Chris DiOrio

Archery

Short Bow - Jay Southgate, Ian Brown, Jake

Sabat, Matt SculHn, Nick French

Robinhood - Tevi Puloka

Long Bow - Nate Kelley

Cross Bow - Chris Osgood

MONDAY, JUNE 25

After two days of rain, June 25 broke

open with sunshine.

Quincy Johnson and Jake Harrington

were responsible for raising the flag. The

men of South Glenayr were on their voyage
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to Wescott Point; therefore, we did not ring

the bell. Camp Kieve was running smoothly

but bell-less.

The activity areas were opened at 9:30

a.m., and campers went to work on quali-

fying in outdoor activities they had missed

for the previous two days. There was a

change for general swim and that was sun-

shine which encouraged all campers to hit the

water.

After a lunch consisting of a variety of

choices, we moved onto the activities for the

afternoon. OBH 2 was off to the sloop for

an afternoon of sailing in Muscongus Bay.

The afternoon offered a nice breeze with

a sun to dry out some damp bones.

A split swim was had to allow for the

number of cabins in camp. There were no

sad faces about hitting the water.

Fish sticks, mashed potatoes and corn

were the dinner. We washed the main course

down with chewy brownies. The evening ac-

tivity was two games of Town Ball. North
Glenayr and South Glenayr tied 18-18, and
South Harris nipped South Bunkerhill 23- 11.

It was a great day.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON

Qualifications

Tennis

French Open - Tod Johnson

Australian Open - Tim Paine, Clay Morse,

John Church, Nick Simonds, Bret Wood,
Graham Geisenheimer, Chris Rogers

Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Andy Curier, Jon

DiOrio, Chris Hall, Philippe Monnoyeur,

Nick Simonds, Scott Tackett, Gregg
Zimmerman
Railrider - Matt Budd, PhiHppe Monnoyeur,

Nick Simonds, Tom Stebbins

Archery

Short Bow - Tim Paine, John Carney, Ar-

thur Black, Tod Johnson

Long Bow - Jay Southgate, Tod Johnson

Cross Bow - Jay Southgate

Photography

Darkroom - Jimmy Connell, Turner Rust,

Alex Brosseau

Snapshot - Eric Swanson, Cam McCoU,
Taylor Marsh, Ted Burke



TUESDAY, JUNE 26
Hello? Hello? Is anyone in camp today?

My first OD day, and the smallest of the ses-

sion if counting cabins left in camp. Okay,
a cloudless, 80 degree, intimate day at Camp
Kieve, I think we can deal with this.

I figured bank duty should be in keep-

ing with this theme of closeness, so after star-

ing down. Holly, through announcements,
she was spared, and bank duty was left to

Jesse who certainly deserved it, and his close

relation Chris, the only other council held

so dear to him.

After breakfast South Harris was off to

Mount Katahdin while North Glenayr

prepared for their excursion to Westcott

Point. South Glenayr left with Tobi and
Henry for a morning on the sloop and the

Snow Goose. South Bunkerhill, OBH, and
Long Voyage II held down the fort with mor-
ning activities.

The weather was with us and life seem-

ed easy, so a little greased watermelon was
a popular afternoon activity. I enjoyed a

small camp and got a little concerned dur-

ing rest period when the only cabins to sign

up were OBH and Long Voyage II. South
Glenayr returned just in time for activities

as SBH took to the sea.

A few games of ultimate frisbee seem-

ed an appropriate closing for such a warm
day. A sunny one for those of us at Camp
Kieve.

BRYAN MANAHAN

The rest of the day went without a hitch

thanks to the organizational skills of my co-

OD, Bryan Manahan. It was time to plan for

evening activity - Kieve Obstacle Course.

The obstacle course included five dif-

ficult initiatives. The successful completion

of each won points for each cabin. There was
the canoe dodge, where campers tried to out

run two long Voyage 1 guys (one canoe made
it), the mine field, where campers walked
blindfolded through an obstacle course with

only verbal direction, the Hershey Hunt,
where campers sought out those chocolate

dehghts in Innisfree, the mud walk, where
campers walked two at a time across a rocky

balance beam suspended above a pit of mud,



and finally the Gauntlet, where campers had

to do a 200 yard sprint while dodging water

balloons thrown by some more Long Voyage

1 guys. (Thanks to them for much help).

The winner in this close match was

AUagash. They enjoyed the spoils (13 cokes)

and headed for bed. A good end to a good

day.

FRANK BARBIERI

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27

It was another beautiful morning at

Kieve as the sleepy campers made their way

up towards the flag. Breakfast was delicious

as usual, and the thirteen tables we cleared

off quickly leaving lots of time for duties.

I decided I could give bank duty as part of

an experiment. The hypothesis: Southerners

clean toilets better than Northerners; the test:

Hank Holmes.

There was a full schedule of morning ac-

tivities for South Glenayr and South
Bunkerhill. North Bunkerhill went out on the

Snowgoose with Henry for a day that would
bring many fish. OBH spent half the morn-
ing learning how to set up a tent with Gus,

and Long Voyage finished up their last

minute packing preparation for their Long
Voyage. North Glenayr returned from their

voyage to Wescott Point during general swim

just in time to act out a TV commercial on
the raft.

However, not all ran smoothly on this

sunny morning. A stomach bug continued

to spread around Kieve immobilizing Tobi

Harrington and Chris Dougherty who was

supposed to lead the Long Voyage 2 that

afternoon. We also got word that Harrison

on Long Voyage 1 had to be evacuated due

to a serious tooth problem. Charlie Richard-

son put his brains at work and sent Brian

Manahan out to start Long Voyage 2 and

Charleton to join Long Voyage 1. After

lunch the long Voyage bus cruised off

towards the Allagash region.
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Thunder clouds and strong winds blew

in during the afternoon forcing the

counselors to bring in the struggling sailors.

Luckily, however, the rain never came.

Before dinner skies cleared and Charlie R.,

Jared, many campers and I enjoyed a game
of running bases in front of Innisfree. Din-

ner was fantastic. John Roy cooked up a

scrumptious Chicken a la King and amazing

apple pie a la mode for dessert. Pasquaney
roared with applause to thank him for this

great meal.

The evening activity. Scrambled Eggs,

brought even more excitement to the camp.

There were five events: The tire swing at the

adventure course, whistling after eating

crackers at Pasquaney, moving a canoe on-

ly using their hands around raft 3, a bHnd
soccer kick, and a soccer ball between the

chest carry around a tree. Whichever cabin

scored the most points at each event would
be the winner. South Glenayr won the whistl-

ing contest, NBH tied OBH in the blind soc-

cer kick, OBH won the tent carry and the

canoe contest, and SBH won the swing con-

test. The overall winner was OBH and they

deserve a hearty congratulation for their hard

work.

It was time to let down the flag and be

thankful for how lucky we are to be here at

Kieve. Thanks to everybody at camp who
helped make my first OD day a super one.

VINCENT VAN PANHUYS

THURSDAY, JUNE 28

Thursday dawned bright and clear. This

was good as any day that dawns dark and

murky worries me. I could tell it was going

to be a hot one as I chmbed the hill to Pas-

quaney to meet with the directors and have

a cup of joe (that's coffee).

After eight o'clock the eager (I was

eager at least) camp rolled up the hill to flag.

Chris DiOrio and Chris Miller sent the flag

up and we knelt for a prayer for good
weather and good fun and Our Father. Then

it was off to breakfast behind Clay and feast

of bagels and leftover Egg McMuffins.

Duties were handed out amongst much
moans as only four cabins were in camp, and

several groups were repeating duties recent-

ly done. Bank duty was given to a long

established couple, basically because one had

been so boastful about his third fictitious

child. It went to our beloved director Henry
Kennedy and his wife B.J. Please don't fire

me boss!

After breakfast, while a small camp
went about their morning activities, OBH
slipped off to the Belgrade Lakes on their

warm-up trip. Good luck, guys!

It was indeed a hot day and general

swim was welcomed by all. To come in, each

raft had to perform a scene from my favorite

movie: Star Wars. All were good, even raft

two who picked a scene from the wrong
movie. Raft one had the best entertainment

value, but raft four was the most accurate

and so came in.

Lunch was cheese dogs and lasagna and

the food went fast. A lot of mail was
dehvered that day and many people were

glad to get word from home on this sunny

day. Then it was sign up time for afternoon

activities and as North Glenayr Ones were

on the sloop and the Twos were on the

Snowgoose, the action OD had a chance to

snag a quick nap.

Afternoon activities were mostly land

based except for windsurfing which benefited
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from a brisk wind coming in off the lake.

A killer game of wiffleball developed on the

landsports field and was distinguished by the

participation of three, count 'em, three of

the directors. Afternoon swim was a bit

cooler then the morning and there were fewer

people in the water than on the rafts. To
come in, a skit had to be done from my se-

cond favorite movie: Raiders of the Lost

Ark. Raft two won with a great demonstra-

tion of how to get rid of unwanted snakes.

Dinner was mac and cheese and then it

was time for the evening activity. All day

people had been pestering me about this and

I could see the anticipation in their eyes. It

was capture the counselor, an old stand-by,

yes, but they loved it anyway. It went well

with only five people figuring that I was play-

ing. Just because I don't say yes doesn't

mean I've said no! The winner was North
Bunkerhill with 360 points. Then it was flag

and the Our Mother to balance the day.

SAM 'TOTHOLE" POTTER

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian Open - Chris Miller, Patrick

Leahy
French Open - Brent Wood, John Moran,
Reed Wilmerding

US Open - Geoff Zimmerman
Riflery

Pro Marksman - Reed "Dead Eye" Wilmer-
ding, Josh "Bulls Eye" Gladding

Printing

Printer's Devil - Ted Burke, Robbie Holmes,
Crawford Koeniger

Sailing

Crew - Jake Harrington, David Kapell, Tim
Taylor, Juan Loumet, Brenden Kelley,

Charlie Coggeshell

Archery

Short Bow - Scott Southgate, Chris
Sharpless, Matt Gunnison

FRIDAY, JUNE 29, 1990

As my clock struck 7:00 I sprang out of

bed anxious to begin my first ever OD day.

Although the weather report had called for

rain the sun shone brightly across the lake,

and already I knew that things were going

my way. After a quick meeting with the

directors it was time for flag, and my first

opportunity to take center stage. I was a lit-

tle nervous as the flag got stuck on its way
up the pole, but I managed to keep my com-
posure through prayer and before long the

troops were off to devour a hearty breakfast

prepared by John Roy.

Breakfast went smoothly and following

a few thunderous outburst of camper cheer

the announcements came to an end. Follow-

ing the announcements were the ever-

dreaded morning duties. I felt obligated to

assign Holly and Jessie bank-duty, simply

because they were two people so dear to my
heart.

As the morning activities began the sun

found its way behind some clouds, and I

overheard Mike Cunningham mutter, "uh-

oh looks Hke rain". Despite this minor set-

back, I pressed on with relentless optimism

and the ground remained dry until lunch.

At lunch the campers feasted on corn-

dogs and macaroni and cheese while they

read and re-read their letters from the home
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front. Feeling satisfied, and looking forward

to the activities to come, we all retired to our

cabins for a supposed rest period.

As the afternoon activities began I

noticed more than one camper glancing up
at the ominous sky, as if disaster were due

to strike at any moment. Nevertheless with

a pat on the back and a reassuring word I

sent them all on their way for activities as

planned. The rain held off for another hour

but throughout second period the camp was
covered with periodic spatters of rain. Much
to the campers joy this caused general swim
to be replaced by a camp wide game of dodge

ball. As the North and South battled to a

Kieve tie in Innisfree my mind began to

ponder. The question of an evening activi-

ty. Indoor? or Outdoor?
Dinner was next and the energy that fill-

ed Pasquaney quickly made my decision for

me. There was no way I was going to attempt

to contain these wild groups with an indoor

activity. The pounding on the tables became
deafening and through the noise I announc-

ed "Color Wars" as the evening activity.

Although rain was threatening I was confi-

dent that it would hold off for another two

hours. After all it couldn't rain on my first

OD day. Could it?

That question was quickly answered as

we all gathered down at the Harriet House
field and watched our game of "Color

Wars" transform into a game of "mud
wars". Despite the rain, the high spirits re-

mained and after a fun-filled hour of water

play we were off to Innisfree to regroup and

dry off. With the help of Charlie Richard-

son I managed to account for all those who
were supposed to be present and we all

wandered out to flag to officially end the

day. After a short prayer and a rousing ren-

dition of the Kieve song everyone was off to

their cabins for the night. My first day as OD
was over and I was happy to call it a suc-

cess. If there was one thing I learned it was

that even a little rain couldn't put a damper

on the ever-present Kieve spirit.

CHRIS MARKS
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SATURDAY, JUNE 30

When I rose this morning and gazed

outside, I felt great sorrow. Not only for

myself, but for everyone at the camp. The
weather was cold and miserable. In addition

to the poor weather, the Red Sox lost last

night.

The chimes were pushed back a half-

hour for two reasons: one, the weather, and
two, due to all the sickness we could all use

sleep. John Roy, Laurie, Cindy and Corin-

na had prepared delicious french toast for

our enjoyment. While everyone tried to

warm their bodies, we learned about modern
day muses, Steve Miller, Ali Climo and Hank
Holmes. Because of Steve's prior commit-
ment in Boston, AH and Hank were alone

for Bank Duty.

Morning activities were held inside to-

day, with the exception of sailing and riflery.

For lunch, we feasted on hot turkey sand-

wiches and prayed for the sun. All our
prayers were answered as we were blessed

with a terrific afternoon. OBH returned.

Some of them had caught the flu while on
the trip. Although they didn't show it, we
knew they were happy to be back. We were
more than glad to welcome them.

"The worst I've heard in my fifty years

at camp", Mike Cunningham moaned, refer-

ring to the reception received by the an-

nouncement of mental midget relays as the

evening activity. Despite all the bad press,

the relays were exciting and fun. Old

Bunkerhill, fresh from tub, came in first

place finishers. A special mention went to

Tim Paine for his effort in the Dizzy Izzy

race.

What had begun dismal and gray had
ended sunny and warm. And the Rex Sox
defeated the Texas Rangers in the afternoon.

Isn't Hfe GRAND.
JARED SCHOTT

Qualifications

Riflery

Pro-marksman - Matt Gunnison, Scott

Southgate, Sam Kusack, Tim Peck

Sailing

Crew - Ted Obrecht, Rob Holmes, Henry
Fasoldt, Scott Southgate

Woodworking
Termite - Chris Littlefield

Photography
Snapshot - Chris Westcott

Darkroom - Matt Gunnison

SUNDAY, JULY 1

July arrived under somewhat threaten-

ing skies, but the sun broke through at flag

and the mercury began to rapidly cHmb.
Let's set up chapel outside under the oak
trees. John Roy's delicious blueberry pan-
cakes sailed around Pasquaney and were
devoured in no time.

Gus Koven led a wonderful discussion
about the tripping program at chapel. Several



members of the Kieve community expressed

deep feeling for tripping's ability to teach

perspective of life's pleasures and nature's

wonders; Tim Paine summed it up well with

his analogy of trips breaking down the walls

we've come to rely upon then helping us tak-

ing time to learn what is really important.

Chris Miller sung the sweetest in the

choir while Tevi Poluka belted out the hymns

with the most volume. Inspection found the

camp in good order and the campers all in

complete control of the Kieve Song (and Ver-

dant hills and hearts engraved...). North

Glenayr and North Bunkerhill took home ex-

tra ice cream for exceptionally clean living

quarters.

We all enjoyed an abundant chicken

barbecue then off to our spotless cabins to

write a long, newsy letter home to Mom and
Dad.

Although sickness was still rampant
throughout Kieve, the second Sunday of

camp was the most fun. After the hearty sur-

vivors finished eating a scrumptious meal of

chicken and corn, we all headed back to the

cabins for a short rest before the real fun

began.

The afternoon activities were blessed

with sunshine which could only increase

everyone's enthusiasm. Even though Clay

Mitchell advised me against general swim, I

took the initiative and made my own deci-

sion. The outcome was based on a variety

of factors including the simple truth that I

was the OD. During general swim we were

blessed with some interesting but definitely

funny rups.

Before I realized it was time to ring the

bell for yet another meal. Thanks to Charlie

Richardson's expertise, we ate like kings and

queens. When our stomachs felt as if they

were pushing maximum density, we moved
into council and camper announcments. I

decided it was time to explain the evening ac-

tivity. The Egg Drop!!!

I was impressed by everyones raw talent

at building egg savers. The competition was
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tough because the success rate was extreme-

ly high. The promotion for everyone's egg

savers were also creative which made my job

even harder. But unlike many Kieve activities

there was a cabin that pulled through as the

winner. South Harris was that cabin and will

always hold a special place in my heart. But

I would also like everyone to remember
North Glenayr, simply because they remind-

ed me of granite.

Hopefully at the end of the day we
learned something new to share with a friend

or simply ponder. I knew that after surviv-

ing my second OD day, I managed to learn

a few interesting tidbits that I would not only

share but also ponder for some time.

H.R.K./TOBI HARRINGTON

MONDAY, JULY 2

Although threatening clouds loomed
overhead as Lanse and Grant raised the flag,

it was to be another dry day at Kieve. After

a cereal and doughnut breakfast it was time

for regular duties except for North Glenayr

who was finishing up the packing for their

Fort Island trip. Bank Duty was given to Hill

Ferguson and Gevry Becker as the second

test of my hypothesis that Southerners clean

toilets better than Northerners; and Buck
Duty went to Aaron whose actions the

previous night got him this job.

The morning went smoothly - people all

around camp were enjoying the water, the

clay, the guns, the arrows, and of course, the



windsurfers. The stomach bug continued to

spread through camp especially infecting

North Glenayr as they got closer to the

departure of their journey. But with a few

moans and groans and a lot of prayers,

Jared, Andy, Chris and their crew cruised

off down the long Neck Road.

Afternoon activities rolled by with lots

of action, and North Harris rolled in from
their Moose River adventure. Campers and
counselors alike rushed from their activities

to hug R.J. despite his smell.

After delicious chicken sandwiches it

was time for the evening activity. OBH had
finished packing for their trip, and North
Harris took a journey to Round Top Ice

Cream, so we were left with SG, SBH, NBH
and SH. The game was diplomatic soccer

(idea stolen from Pothole) there were four

teams, four balls, four goals and one field.

After a chaotic game in which the dark shirts

tied the skins teams, it was time for flag, and
time to stand up proudly and sing the Kieve

song.

VINCENT VAN PANHUYS

Qualifications

Photography
Snapshot - Ben Carol, Evan Morrison
Darkroom - David Kapell, C.J. Walsh
Multiple Exposure - Curt Zimmerman
Kieve Photographer - Rob Holmes

Windsurfing

"Cool" Ken Winner - Art Black, Pier Bos,

Ken Hashimura, Jamie Hoggson, Matt
Morrison

Railrider - Ben Charlesworth

Pottery

Journeyman - Chris Bagg
Tennis

US Open - Laurent Busquet, Lanse Davis

Australian - Ted Obrecht

Winbledon - Tod Johnson

TUESDAY, JULY 3

Those of us at Camp Kieve woke up to

the sun a shinin' and the breeze a blowin.

The morning prayer was one of Paul

Simon's finest: "A good day ain't got no

rain, and a bad day is when I lie in bed and
think of things I might have been." Well rain

was out of the question said the skies and

I thought we would all sleep better after a

day at the beach.

So Jesse Dougherty, Chris Lindland and

their beach bum crowd kidnapped us and

sand. Frisbee and pickle were the games that

prolonged dinner just a bit.

Evening activity found all scavenging

camp for everything from the number of

windows in the Harriet House to one of John

McAndrew's leg hairs. The smiles were

bright after a late ice cream snack and I slept

satisfied with another beautiful day at Camp
Kieve.

BRYAN MANAHAN

Qualifications

Art

DiVinci - Ted Burke, Curt Zimmerman
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Sailing

Crew - Josh Gladding, Crawford Koeniger,

Chris Sharpless, Joey Sortwell, Matt Gun-

nison, Jon Schippers

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4

My alarm shrilled at 7:00 a.m. and, like

one of the dead called by a wizard, I reach-

ed out and shut it off, wandering why this

strange being was yelling at me. The next

sound I heard was the splatter of rain on the

roof, and I knew all I needed to know. It was

my OD day and it was raining. Not the best

start to my day.

As the rain came down, I trudged up to

Pasquaney in search of the fabled beasts call-

ed directors. The rest of the camp slept an

extra half-hour as the rain continued to pat-

ter on the verdent hills of Kieve. When flag

time arrived the rain was cutting in and out,

so we bypassed flag and went straight to a
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bagel and jelly breakfast before which I

quoted some wisdom from A.A. Milne.

My bank duty was a big one. I had in-

tended to give it to a patriot, since it was the

4th of July, but I had been challenged the

night before. A bunch of counselors had
gone swimming, and I distinctly heard, "This

could be embarrassing". And then those

seven words which I took as a challenge, "He
can't give us all bank duty." Yeah, right. A
quick sneak and peak and I had identified

all ten members of the swim team all of

whom (except three who were on days ofO
received Bank Duty.

As we went about our morning duties,

I saw that the sun was out and the

temperature and humidity had soared. I rais-

ed the flag in blazing sunlight as the ground
worked on soaking up the water from last

night's rains.

Morning activities were mostly indoors,

or were activities hke box and landsports

which could be done in or outdoors because

at 7:30 it looked like rain for the day. Due
to the humidity a lot of sweating occurred,

and everyone was psyched for a general

swim. The water was cool and the OD
couldn't resist a quick trip out to a raft and
back. To come in the rafts had to present a

skit depicting a great moment in history. Raft

4 and 3 were the first and second ones in with

good skits of the first moon walk. Raft 2 did

the Battle of Bunkerhill (breeds) Hill, but

wouldn't keep quiet and so defaulted to raft

1 which had acted the OD's birth, an event

of little consequence accept to the OD.
Lunch was pizza and then off to the rest

period and activities sign-ups starting with

North Harris. Soon after, the AUagash trip

slipped slowly into camp and started meek-

ly unpacking.

Due to the heat, afternoon activities

were mostly outside. As the afternoon pro-

gressed however, clouds moved in and the

sun disappeared behind a grey wall. By the

time of second general swim, thunder could

be heard down the lake. Much to some
camper's joy, swim had to be cancelled. But

Brian, Holly and Gevry all took a leap in.

The OD would have too, but he ran too fast.

Dinner was an ail-American meal of

cheeseburgers, fries, and apple pie. Then it

was that moment when all campers finally

get the answer to the question that plagues

the OD all day: What the evening activity is!
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Tonight it was the Kieve Skit Auction. This

is done with each cabin bidding on groups

to be used with money supplied for this pur-

pose. Each cabin must buy two objects and

then use them as the central part of a 5-10

minute skit. The props ranged from a toilet

from the Ritz to a rusty crescent wrench.

From a bingo roller to a wiffle bat. While

the skits were being prepared, NG made their

return from their trip. The skits were great.

South Glenayr did the quest for Dick's

house; South Bunker did the god (toilet) who
answered all counsel with problems; North

Bunker did a serious bit about the grim era

of Vietnam; South Harris did a tale of their

trip; North Harris did a wedgie Olympics

with some good special Olympics; and
AUagash did the story of the shmelda cult.

For imaginative use of props it was a tie bet-

ween Allagash and South Bunkerhill.

With a sparkler salute to Independence

Day, the flag was lowered. I read a passage

from a Dr. Who book on the importance of

friendship, and again all was quiet on the

hilltop as the campers scrambled for their

cabins.

SAM "POTHOLE" POTTER

Qualifications

Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Matt Gunnison, Pat
Leahy, Chris Littlefield, Chris Miller, Gor-
die Parker, Chris Sise, Geoff Zimmerman,
Reed Wilmerding, Tevi Puloka
Rail Rider - Ned Hodge, Robbie Nash, Cory
McCarty

THURSDAY, JULY 5

Rising to what I thought could be

another day of rain, I walked up the hill to

Pasquaney a little reluctant about being OD
for the first time.

As breakfast progressed I noted that the

sun was trying to break through the clouds.

The campers seemed also to parallel the sun

as they gained strength and energy. An-
nouncements almost ran into morning
duties, but "no worries" was my motto for

the day. Bank Duty went to Chris Marks and
Pothole for I felt they needed some quality

time to get to know each other better. And
the day's off and running.

Morning activities went off without a

hitch for this rookie OD. For General Swim
we had raft melodies. Raft two won with

"Row, Row, Row Your Boat". For lunch

we went south of the border with burritos.

At rest period this flustered OD took peo-

ple's order about what would be the

camper's passions for afternoon activities.

Once again no hitches. Whew!
For General Swim, we had camp legs.

The representative camper from each raft

with the most cut up legs won. To be honest

it was a tough choice.

Before 1 get into dinner, I would like to

thank the kitchen girls for doing such a great

job with John Roy out sick. Good going
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girls. It was Blake Sando's birthday and
Reed Wilmerding's birthday the next day, so

we sang Happy Birthday to them. Good job
being born guys, it isn't so easy.

After much deliberation, I decided to

make up my own evening activity, Ultimate

Capture the Flag. It turned into Mayhem,
but when the dust cleared, the dark broke

The Kieve tie. Thanks to Ian Brow I raised

the flag in style wearing his black Members
Only jacket and bandana on the knee. All

in all not a bad day. Thanks everyone for

helping me out.

WILL JAMES

Qualifications

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Laurent Busquet, Gordie

Parker, Geoff Zimmerman, Will Kneip, Jake

Sabat, Lanse Davis

Marksman - Chris Bagg
Swimming

He man - Start Townsend, Evan de

Bourguignon, Tim Peck

Archery

Short Bow - Pat Poole

Sailing

Crew - Blake Sando, Brady Hooker
Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Alex Leach, Robbie
Nash, Alex Webb, Ian Kelley, Blake Sando,

Billy Sherman, Ed Wartels, Alex Webb,
Devin Zeller

Rail Rider - Ed Wartels, Alex Webb
Tennis

Australian - Ken Hashimura, Alex Leach,

Evan Osnos
U.S. Open - John Moran
French Open - Jon Carney

Photo
Darkroom - Tim Taylor, Michael Herren

Ansel Adams - David Kapell

FRIDAY, JULY 6

Who needs cloudy days?

Who needs the stomach flu? If I'm gon-

na go down, I want to go down laughing.

Bobby Van took care of that. What bet-

ter way to measure who doesn't take bank

duty seriously enough.

Jessie Dougherty bared massive chest

muscle in front of Ali, but her self-control

saved her from the bank. Lucille Blackburn

had been doing a great job in the infirmary,

but Charlie Richardson was going to test just

how seriously she took matters of personal

hygiene and sanitation. One large booger (the

best of the summer saved in his sneaker), two

nose sausages, and one cracked egg on the

head. Later, there were tears in Lucille's

eyes, but no laughter. Another saved from
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the bank. Jared Schott is a manly man, and

he and Mike Cunningham duke it out in the

basketball court - mano a mano. Now they

brought it indoors. Jared was steady, but

Mike's hand made U.S.S. Enterprise and

story about Captain Kirk and Spock were too

much. Jared was heard laughing all the way
to the bank. Finally, the big man, Charlie

H., got up on the chair. Ed Wartels eyed his

target, flashed his Harvard hat, T-shirt,

glasses and home made hearing aid, and
Charlie was down for the count.

Morning activities went smoothly, with

funny scenes from movies bringing the four

rafts in during General Swim. At lunch, Bob-

by Van reappeared and announced that

"Make Your Counselor Laugh" would be

the activity that night, and a chance to super-

vise Counselors doing morning duties was on
the line. After some wonderful help from the

girls at the Ritz, the campers were ready.

The show started off with Nick French
and Jay Southgate dancing for Joan
Hallowell. Then the North Gleanayr boys

performed a typical telephone scene of An-
dy D., Chris Marks and Jared talking with

their girlfriends. Jared's face was tone, but

Andy and Chris had broken, and Bobby V.

was impressed.

Next, Jared and Chris just couldn't

leave the stage, and this time they showed
off to get a chuckle from Annie Richardson.

Chris looked hot, and Jared broke us all up

when he said, "Yep, I guess this one is a lit-

tle tight."

Jamie Hoggsdn's imitation of R.J. , Will

Kneip's interpretation of Me, Andy Davis's

chewing tobacco, and Taro Hasimura's un-

controlled runs across state threatened to un-

do Hill, Dave S. and myself. Afterward, Hill

and Jay displayed the most talented (and

hungry) belly-buttons we had ever seen, to

the amusement of Brit and Corrina, and then

R.J. and Steve Fulmer shot at Cindy, Ali,

and Laurie, but they were tough.

The men of North Harris showed that

wedgies and cleaning pannikans were indeed

part of their Moose River Trip, and Dave
Kimelman's interpretation of a spaced-out

Jory was. ..well, accurate. Afterward, John

Russell and Dave Sawyer crawled on stage,
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and I don't think Toby and Elaine exhaled

once without laughing. Shall we talk about,

say.. "Vomit!" Those nails have got to be

tough on the throat, Dave. Finally, the men
of Allagash presented the "Case of the

Wild..." Ed Wartels, my friends, did depress

many people when he came out with a

balloon on his head.

Poor Paula, Wendy, and Annie. They

were sitting ducks. How could they possibly

compose themselves when their three stud,

Motown husbands walked, no, danced out.

Their moves were so smooth, and their voices

so harmonious (Not!), that it's a wonder

their three main fillies didn't melt on the

spot.

Bobby was impressed with all perfor-

mances that night, and it seemed his lesson

was learned by all: Don't take yourself too

seriously, and making others laugh can be

just as much fun, if not more fun, than

laughing yourself.

PERRY DODGE

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian - Brady Hooker, Arthur Black,

Drew Lipner, Pat Poole

French - Markus Kusterman, Will Kneip,

Brady Hooker
Riflery

Pro-Marksman - Alex Brosseau, Brenden

Kelley

Archery

Shortbow - David Kimmelman, Billy

Sherman.

SATURDAY, JULY 7

Waking up earlier than the earliest of

early O.D.'s gave me extra time to think

about what to do with this crispy and most

voluptuous day.

Bank Duty rolled the day into action

with rookie and future counselor extraor-din-

ar, Ed Wartels. Assisting Ed was Bank Du-
ty old timer and also exstraor-din-ar, the

kind and lovable R.J. Caldwell. I would Hke

to thank the mighty Allaghasher for their

punctual assistance in my Bank Duty
presentation.

Morning duties took an unusual path

this morning in that the campers were super-

vising the counselors on each duty. The staff

would like to thank Perry Dodge for that

most succulent idea to help motivate the

campers in their competition the night

before.

The rest of the day passed uneventfully

except for another performance by kind and
lovable R.J. Simply put, during general swim
R.J. continually demanded his presence be

known even to the point where he demand-
ed that he be thrown in the water because

he Hked it. Incorrectly assuming that no one

would, he soon found himself wringing out

his shirt, shoes and sunglasses. There was
much rejoicing.

A big welcome to the returning South

Glenayr who decided to pull into camp wear-

ing their life jackets similar to that of wear-

ing diaper. (The new diaper style, I guess)

The big question (even for me) came
after dinner so wonderfully delivered by the

mighty Allagashers once again: John: Well

I guess this brings us to the big question,

what is the evening activity?

Mighty Allagashers: (in unison) What is the

evening activity, John?!"
John: "Ya know it's funny you should ask."

Tonight was the test of outdoor

wilderness skills in a scrambled egg fashion.
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The competition would be heavy between the

one's and two's. The events were:

THE CANOE JOUST
GUNNEL RUNNING
THE SHARP SHOOTER
HUNKER HAUSER
THE NORTH RACE OF THE EIGER
and. ..THE UNHOLY ALLIANCE (4-way

tug of war)

Captivated by the intense fierceness of

the canoe joust, I was unable to observe all

events. Allagash I's and 2's continually bash-

ed it out with each other, while North Har-

ris and South Harris I's and 2's were throw-

ing each other every which way in the hair

raising Gunnel Running competition. Guns
were clearly dominated by the 2's with Cory
MaCarty and Ben Carrol holding the high

scores of the night.

The night was well rounded off with the

4-way tug of war. Though the I's had been

behind for most of the night they swung
themselves back into the competition by

clearly showing the 2's which way the rope

was going to go. The final score was not a

Kieve tie but an actual numerical tie.

It had been a most exciting and cluttered

evening but also successful mainly because

we were all ready to go to bed after such a

day (most of us). What a day it had been.

Thanx
JOHN RUSSELL

Qualifications

Swimming
Mutant Turtles - Josh Kallen, Pier Boss,

Jamie Hoggson, Eric Swanson, Matt
Morrison

Ninja Turtle - Blake Sando, Ian Kelly, Ed
Wartles, Bill Sherman, Alex Webb, Will

Wister, Jake Harrington

Riflery

Pro-Marksman - Devin Zeller, Will Wister

Photographer

Darkroom - David Fitzgerald, Will Kneip,

Ken Hashimora, Jacob von Trota, Laurant

Buisquet, Grant Garrison, Evan Le
Bourguriguon, Stak Townsend
Snapshot - Chris Bagg, Tim Peck, Lanse

Davis

Printing

Printers Devil - Campbell MacColl
Archery

Shortbow - Mike Herren, Ben Carroll, Eric

Swanson, Buzz Poole

Long Bow - Ken Hashimora, Ben
Charlesworth, Matt Morrison

Cross Bow - Evan Osnos
Robin Hood - Jay Southgate

The, the, the, that's allll folks.
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SUNDAY, JULY 8

The last "normal" Sunday of the first

session dawned under crystal clear azure

skies and proceeded to get even more
beautiful-perfect weather for the gang still

out in the woods, the boys in camp working

on their quaUfications, and for Blair Walker

Kennedy's christening at Chapel.

Pancakes full of tangy Maine Blueber-

ries (not the mutant New Jersey berries) were

ceremoniously tossed onto syrup-laden

plates. Allagash and North Harris won
inspection.

Many people traveled a great distance

to witness Blair's christening at chapel which

was a glorious event for all. John Ineson

welcomed the fourth Kennedy babe to the

Christian church with help from Juan

Loum.iet and Nate Kelley who read the

lessons expertly. Ben Carroll took home a

chocolate cake for the loudest voice in the

choir and Chris Westcott won the sweetest

voice contest. Lunch was yet another John

Roy fabulous chicken barbecue and then off

to our cabins to write a long letter to Mom
and Dad.

Sign-ups for activities went well. Wood-
working and Adventure filled up while photo

was free first period and four sign ups se-

cond. It was a nice day despite the clouds

roUing overhead. Long Voyage One pulled

in from their three week trip during lunch

and they had a wonderful trip despite rains.

After both activity periods, general swim was
enjoyed by all, then dinner at 6:00 p.m. Din-

ner was hot dogs and grilled cheese sand-

wiches with salad, potato chips and bug
juice. All were anxious to find out evening

activity as usual. After dinner it was an-

nounced that Ultimate Frisbee would be

played. North Glenayr played South Glenayr

on the archery field and they tied. Then on
Harriet House field, the Harris' and Allagash

were split up evenly. This game got a little

out of hand and suddenly became Ultimate

Mayhem. Flag was up at 8:30 p.m.

H.R.K./Dave Sawyer

Qualifications

Woodworking
Termite - Ned Hodge, Jay Southgate

Tennis

Australian Open - Blake Sando, Frank Tate

French Open - Evan Osnos, Michael Herren

U.S. Open - Jon Carney, Markus Kusterman

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Billy Sherman, Jamie Hog-

gson. Mat Morrison, Ian Kelley, Eric Swen-

son, James Rich, Ned Hodge

MONDAY, JULY 9

After returning from two days off,

walking into breakfast I found out I was to

be the Guest OD. What was I to do? Charlie

Richardson had mapped out my whole

course for me, so it was smooth saiUng.
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Announcements, duties, what was I

forgetting? Bank Duty! Hastily it was award-

ed to Steve Fulmer and Gevry for lack of

balance. Who knows? Not me.

"Rainy Days and Mondays always get

me down," as the song goes and it applied

to today. Indoor activities for all. I met with

resistance from North Glenayr when I clos-

ed General Swim. "You can't please all of

the people all of the- time."

"Here comes the Sun" was the theme
for the afternoon. The sun broke through

and we had all activities. The heavens look-

ed threatening for General Swim, but lucki-

ly the weather held out. Raft two came in

first with their rendition of All and Hank.

For evening activity we kicked off

Broadway Kieve style with play practice. The
play takes us from Kieve in the 30's to 80's.

"The times they are a-changin." And we had

ice cream thanks to John Roy. We lowered

the nonexistent flag. People forgot the camp
song due to other songs they had been prac-

ticing for the play. (I hope that was the

reason.) After a retake we all headed for bed.

"It's all over now!"
Your guest OD
WILL JAMES

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian - Arthur Black, Will Wister,

Devin Zeller, Buzz Poole, Jamie Hoggson
French - Devin Zeller, Blake Sando, Alex

Leach, Will Wister, Drew Lipner

U.S. Open - Evan Osnos, Brady Hooker
Archery

Long Bow - Bren Kelley, Michael Herren

Short Bow - Dave Fitzgerald

Cross Bow - Ben Charlesworth

Swimming
DiVinci - Alex Leach, Girand Lorber, Buzz
Poole, Ian Kelley, Will Wister, Blake San-

do, Alex Debb, Nate Kelley

Adventure

Mt. Tores - Jake Von Eichel, Crawford
Koeniger, Devin Zeller, Will Wister, Chris

Westcott, Brady Hooker, Josh Gladding,

Scott Southgate

Mt. Eigdew - Chris Westcott

Windsurfing

"Cool" Ken Winner - Andy Potter

TUESDAY, JULY 10

It was a friendly, sunny morning as we
clamored up the rocks to flag. As I watched

the flag go up the pole, I wondered what I

should say for prayer. As my eyes caught Ali

and Hank, I knew the theme for the day was

friendship. Not just meaningless

camaraderie, but a higher level of agape love

that should be shared with all.

I felt it was time to unveil the discon-

nected peculiar gatherings of two very un-

predictable council during bank duty assign-

ment. I had been bewildered by their late

night card games under Innisfree and their
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secretive muffled phone conversations in the

Buck. Although I'm still not sure of their

family backgrounds or their future together,

when I found a pair of plane tickets to Bar-

bados with their names on them, I sent them

to the Bank for open questioning.

Morning activities found Long Voyage
One to be the first to successfully complete

the spider web while 15 counselors and

campers carefully supervised the making of

Steve Fulmer's couch.

While savoring my dill pickles at lunch,

my long lost companion appeared through

the crowd. Frank Barbieri and I shared an-

nouncements and the rest of what I con-

sidered a terrific day.

BRYAN MANAHAN

Qualifications

Printing

Printer's Devil - David Fitzgerald

Tennis

Australian Open - Scott Southgate,
Crawford Koeniger, Johann Heubach

Swimming
Mutant Turtle - Brady Hooker, Alex Leach,

Buzz Poole, Matt Gunnison, Ted Obrecht,

Chris Sharpless, Henry Fasoldt, Josh Glad-

ding, Rob Holmes, Jon Schippers, Joey

Sortwell

Archery

Short Bow - Pete Kujawski, Ned Hodge,
Jimmy Connell

Long Bow - Jake Sabat, Matt Scullin, Nick

French, David Kimmelman, Cory McCarty
Cross Bow - Nick French, David
Kimmelman
Tom Stebbins, Jay Southgate



WEDNESDAY, JULY 11

It had been a long time before there had

been a good pump at camp. Many puny peo-

ple were not taking "bank duty" seriously,

and it was time for Hans and Franz to

change many things. They brought forth the

plunger of pumpitude, and Ans Dans (An-

dy Davis) demonstrated how much pumping

can change the physique. Franz showed in-

deed how the plunger can be used with much

force, as he broke the window screen with

one huge flex of his bulging pectorals. There

seemed to be many girly men in Pasquaney,

so Hans and Franz took it upon themselves

to "Pump, at the Bank!"
Some American Presidential history

brought the four rafts in during general

swim, and during rest period we welcomed

the return of South Bunkerhill. Great

weather and the surmounting of Mt.

Washington on the first day had given them

a great trip. Afternoon activities went

smoothly with people gearing up for

QuaUfication Thursday. We had a split
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swim, and by 6:00 John Roy had a great

meal of pork chops, corn, apple sauce, and
pudding waiting for us.

After dinner. North Bunker returned

from the St. Croix River Trip, and soon we
all engaged in Capture the Flag. Neither flag

was captured, as each team proved their

defensive abihties. At flag we knew that we
would soon be a full camp again.

PERRY DODGE

Qualification

Sailing

Mate - Quincy Johnson, Chris Rogers

Skipper - Tim Paine, Trip Tuten

Archery

Short Bow - Trip Tuten, Quincy Johnson,

Curt Zimmerman, John Church, Graham
Geisenheimer, Max Rosenblum
Long Bow - Wes Lipner, Graham
Geisenheimer

Photography
Snapshot - Matt ScuUing, Jake Sabat, Jay

Southgate, Pete Kujawski

Darkroom - Trip Tuten, Quincy Johnson
Multiple Exposure - David Fitzgerald

Ansel Adams - John Church
Sailing

1st Mate - Scott Southgate

Art

Raphael - Ted Burke, Chris Westcott,

Crawford Kowniger, Henry Fasoldt, Scott

Southgate, John Hubeck, Joey Sortwell,

Chris Sharpless, Jon Shippers, Rob Holmes,

Teddy Obrecht, Matt Gunnison, Josh

Gladding

DiVinci - John Church
Degas - Ian Kelley, Blake Sando

Printing

Printer's Devil - Alex Leach, Ian Kelley

Journeyman - Nathan Kelley

Archery

Short Bow - Alex Webb
Long Bow - Brady Hooker, Dan Wendt, Ed
Wartels, Will Wister, Devin Zeller, Ian

Brown, Pete Kujawski

Cross Bow - Ken Hasimura, Matt Morrison,

Devin Zeller, Jake Sabat

Tennis

US Open - Drew Lipner, Charlie Coggeshall

French Open - Ken Hashimura, Mat Mor-
rison, Frank Tate, Graham Wood

Windsurfing
Railrider - Lanse Davis

"Cool" Ken Winner - Juan Loumiet
Robbie Nash - Tod Johnson
Master Boardsman - Tod Johnson

Adventure

Mt. Tores - Andrew Davis, Cory McCarty

QUALIFICATION THURSDAY, JULY 12

It's hard to beheve I am writing the

report for quahfication Thursday. The ses-

sion has simply whipped by. The adage,

"time flies when you're having fun" certain-

ly applies to Camp Kieve.

We opened the morning today by tak-

ing down Jory Payne's laundry from the

flagpole hoisting Old Glory and the Kieve

flag. What ever happened to the previous

night with Jory was settled by Holy and

Jessie., at bank duty. After John Roy and

Laurie, Cindy, and Corinna dished our

breakfast (Eggs and Sausage McMuffins) all

campers scurried throughout camp trying to

finish up projects and amass qualifications.

All campers, that is, except Long Voyage 1,

2, and Allagash.

Long Voyage 2 were returning from

their trip. Long Voyage 1 were building a

campsite as part of a community service pro-

ject along the Moose River, and the Allagash

were canoeing rapids down at the
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Damariscotta/Newcastle bridge. A full mor-

ning for all, even for our theater director,

Nancy Kennedy, who spent all day practic-

ing for the Kieve play.

The same held true for the afternoon.

Jay Southgate led the number qualifications

attained in one day with eight. The total

number for the day was 273. All staff and

campers should be commended for their

efforts.

After a full cast rehearsal we all retired

to gear up for tommorrow's activities - Aqua

Attack and the candle light procession.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Adventure
Mt. Tores - Henry Fasoldt, Trip Tuten, Matt
Gunnison, Robbie Webb, Chris Rogers,

Graham Geisenheimer, Wesley Lipner, Tod
Johnson, Cam McColl, Clay Morse, Time
Paine, Max Rosenblum
Mt. Eigdew - Scott Southgate, Crawford
Koeniger, Alex Webb, Robbie Webb, Wes
Lipner

Mt. Greyskull - Josh Gladding, Alex Webb,
Devin Zeller, Will Wister, Blake Sando

Woodworking
Termite - Chris Littlefield, Ned Hodge, An-
drew Davis, Tevi Puloka, Alex Westcott,

Jeff Zimmerman, Laurent Busquet, Grey
Calhoun, Jacob Von Trotha, Matt ScuUin,

Shaky Von Eichel, John Schipper, Cory
McCarty, Nate Kelley, David Fitzgerald

Woodpecker - Gray Calhoun, Andrew
Davis, Tevi Puloka, Chris Littlefield

Termite - David Kimelman
Woodshop Award - Andrew Davis

Tennis

Australian - Jake Harrington, Ben
Charlesworth, Alex Brosseau

French - Frank Tate, Brent Wood, David
Fitzgerald, Pat Leahy, Alex Brosseau

U.S. Open - Michael Herren, Blake Sando,

Dave Fitzgerald, Grant Garrison, Chris

Miller

Wimbledon - Jon Carney, Michael Herren,

Evan Osnos, Laurent Busquet, Chris DiOrio,

John Moran, Marcus Kustermann
Art

Kieve Master Craftsman - Pat Poole

Kieve Artist - William Kneip

DiVinci - Rob Holmes, William Kneip, Matt

Scullin, Jay Southgate, Eric Swanson, Peter

Kujawski, Chris Bagg, C.J. Walsh, Taylor

Marsh, Trip Tuten, Clay Morse, Matt

Gunnison
Degas - Shaky von Eichel, Clay Morse, Matt
Scullen, WiUiam Kneip, Taylor Marsh, Rob
Holmes
Conatello - Wilham Kneip, Trip Tuten

Michaelangelo - Tod Johnson

Raphael - Tim Peck, Shaky von Eichel, Ben
Charlesworth, William Kneip.

Photograpiiy

Darkroom - Jay Southgate, Pete Kujawski,

Ted Burke, Chris Bagg, Marcus Kuster-

mann, Chris DiOrio, Cory McCarty, Ian

Kelley

Portrait Photographer - Curt Zimmerman,
John Church, Trip Tuten

Snapshot - Laurent Busquet, Evan Osnos,

Ian Kelley

Ansel Adams - Ace Wendt, Ian Kelley

Action Photographer - Curt Zimmerman,
Ace Wendt
Multiple - John Church
Kieve Photographer - Curt Zimmerman,
John Church

Printing

Printer's Devil - Quincy Johnson, Tod
Johnson, Evan Osnos, Jay Southgate, Dave
Kimelan

Journeyman - David Kapell

Master Printer - Nick French

Kieve Typesetter - Nick French

Sailing

First Mate - David Kapell, Markus Kuster-

man, Ian Brown, Frank Tate, Cory McCar-
ty, Tim Taylor, Grant Garrison, Joey Sort-

well, Henry Fasoldt, Eric Swanson, Rob
Holmes, Matt Gunnison, Chris Bagg, Shaky
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Von Eichel, John Church, Drew Lipner,

Matt SculHn, Clay Morse
Skipper - Drew Lipner, Markus Kusterman,

Tim Paine, Chris Rogers

Crew - Drew Lipner, Markus Kusterman
Admiral - Markus Kusterman

Archery

Cross Bow - Dan Wendt, Joey Sortwell, Ben
Charlesworth, John Church, Jake Harr-

ington, Arthur Black, Graham
Geisenhiemer, pier Bos, Dan Wendt
Long Bow - Joey Sortwell, John Church,

Jake Harrington, Arthur Black, Max
Rosenblum, David Fitzgerald, Alex Leach,

Pier Bos, Curt Zimmerman, Laurent Bus-

quet, Quincy Johnson
Robin Hood - John Church, Ben
Charlesworth, Joey Sortwell

Short Bow - Pier Box, Crawford Koeniger

T.S.M. - Graham Geisenheimer

Riflery

Promarksman - Brady Hooker, Michael

Herren, Todd Johnson, John Shippers

Marksman - Todd Johnson, John Shippers,

Billy Sherman, Todd Johnson
Windsurfing

Railrider - Pier Bos, Matt Morrison, Tim
Peck, Grant Garrison, Art Black, Will

Wister, Cam McColl
"Cool" Ken Winner - Pat Poole, Cam
MacColl
Robbie Naish - Pier Bos, Matt Morrison,

Lanse Davis, Tim Peck, Grant Garrison, Art

Black, Cam McColl
Master Boardsmen - Lanse Davis

Pottery

Apprentice - Tim Taylor

Craftsman - Reed Wilmerding
Journeyman - Pat Leahy, Chris Sise

Apprentice - Dave Kimehnan
Tennis

Austrailan Open - Ned Hodge, Ed Wartels,

Nate Keley, Pete Kujawski

French Open - Andrew Poole

U.S. Open - Buzz Poole, Jakob von Trotha,

Matt Morrison, Gordie Parker, Ken
Hashimura, Tevi Puloka
Wimbledon - Jakob von Trotha, Geoff Zim-

merman, Brady Hooker
Fishing

Bass Pro - Bren Kelley, Jimmy Connell, Alex

Connell, Jake Harrington, Crawford
Koeniger, Ben Caroll, Ted Obrecht, Frank

Tate, Alex Brosseau

Kieve Keeper - Ted Obrecht, Frank Tate,

Alex Borsseau

Swimming
Mutant Turtle - Charlie Coggeshall, Shaky
von Eichel, Grady Wood, Frankie Tate,

Markus Kustermann, Bren Kelley, James
Rich, Alex Brosseau, Quincy Johnson, Curt

Zimmerman, Jay Southgate, Juan Loumiet,
Tim Taylor, Ian Brown, Ned Hodge, Nate
Kelley,

He-Man - Evan Morrison, Henry Fasoldt,

Grant Garrison, Ed Wartels, Scott

Southgate, Chris Miller

Popeye - Chris Sise, Jay Southgate, Scott

Southgate

Kieve Aquaman - Chris Sise, Chris Miller,

Sammy Kusack, Jay Southgate

Riflery

Marksman - Eric Swanson, Ted Obrecht
Pro Marksman - Chris Miler, Markus
Kustermann, Shad Whiten, Rob Holmes,
Grady Wood
Marksman 1st Class - Jay Southgate
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FRIDAY, JULY 13

Oh, boy! Rain expected today and for

Parents' Weekend too! Directors in a hub-

bub. Plan B is formulated at 7 a.m.

This morning, though, had a mere cloud

cover, which eventually blew away - as did

the horrible weekend forecast. All New
England except Maine was to be drenched.

Saved! So the kids went about an "open
hill" earning the very last qualifications

possible.

The afternoon was different - tedious

during our attempt to pack trunks and clean

cabins, anxious during dress rehearsal for the

play, and fun-filled during our annual camp-
wide, lake-wide game of Aqua Attack. The
Black team, under the command of Generals

Will James and Hank Holmes, won decisive-

ly and quickly.

On to Harriet House for a joyous

cookout went all of us. The Long Voyage 2

boys kindly played host as the kids ate hun-

dreds of burgers and frohcked on the big

field.

Soon we met a flag were I had the

pleasure of delivering a very incomplete

tribute to our retiring leader Dick Kennedy.
I read what was written by and about Dick
in the 1959 and the 1960 Kieve Annuals. To-

day's campers cannot fully appreciate what

Dick had done but they, like thousands past,

are certain beneficiaries of his labors.

Dick himself spoke wonderfully at

Kistler Point, where we had gathered around

a roaring campfire. His message emphasiz-

ed the strengths gained these four weeks, per-

sonal growth that has enabled each to con-

tribute to others.
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This being Dick's last summer, he wax-

ed historically into several anecdotes from
his early years. As always his summary made
us proud to have been here.

Then every soul took a candle, lit it

from a friend's candle, and walked quietly

along the lake'd edge, up the hill, and onto

the rocks. There, by the twinkly of 180 tiny

flames, the Kieve Song was sung softly and

balefully.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

Qualifications

Photography

Ansel Adams - Nate Kelley

Darkroom - Nate Kelley, Mat Morrison, Art

Black

Portrait - Pete Kujawski
Woodworking

Termite - Rob Holmes, Matt Gunnison, Eric

Swanson, Chris Miller, Girand Lorber

Woodpecker - Jay Southgate, Geoff
Zimmerman

Windsurfing

Kieve Windsurfer - Tod Johnson, Ed Wartels

Fishing

Bass Pro - Cory McCarty, Ian Brown, Tim
Peck, Evan de Bourgignon, Tom Stebbins

Kieve Keeper - Tim Peck
Archery

Crossbow - Wes Lipner, Andrew Poole

Longbow - Tom Stebbins, Andrew Poole

Tom Stebbins Memorial - Tom Stebbins

Sailing

Mate - Evan Morrison, Pat Poole, Chris

Sharpless, David Fitzgerald, Andrew Davis

Skipper - Lanse Davis

WATERSPORTS, SATURDAY, JULY 14

Watersports Saturday was off and run-

ning under clear blue skies. At flag Charlie

Harrington asked all campers to put a hand
on someone else's shoulder to symbolize the

connection that each camper has made dur-

ing the session.

From flag we sauntered down the hill

to breakfast. It consisted of cereal, donuts,

and orange juice, and then campers were off

to their duties to make sure camp was

spotless for their parent's visit. Ten o'clock

came quickly, and the parents began to ar-

rive for the long awaited reunion with their

child.

Each camper took their parents on a

"cardiac" tour which included a lot of up

and down hill cUmbing without much rhyme

or reason. Parents, depending on the foot



apparel, caught on quickly to their son's

plan.

At 1 1 :00 the waterfront was opened to

all guests and campers. The day had reach-

ed the P.T.T. (Prime Tanning Time) level,

therefore the waterfront was busy.

Lunch was served to all at 12:30 and it

consisted of hot dogs and a variety of salads.

The waterfront opened for one more
hour at 1:00 p.m. And at 2:00 the

watersports competition began. There was

more swimming after the watersports and

then it was off to cabin meetings. In the large

group Dick gave particular mention to the

tone that Mike Cunningham sets in camp.

It is guided by his behef in the goodness of

people. Mike's gifts are evident to all at Kieve

as are Dick's as a leader. He takes time to

recognize and make special mention of the

fine qualities that he sees in people.

The Harriet House reception was at 5:00

p.m. and as always it was a great social, ac-

companied by fine food. Dinner followed,

consisting of chicken and all the fixins.

The play "Goodby Dickie, Hello

Henry" was at 7:30. It highlighted a

showstopper solo by Ben Carroll. Jay

Southgate held the story line together with

his narrative. John Church and Max
Rosenblum played a very convincing Dick

and Nancy Kennedy. Nancy Kennedy has

continued to lead by example (Charlie

Richardson calls her Mother Theresa). She
provides the strength and fortitude to make
the play a success. Ali Climo provided a

heart warming slide show at the end of the

evening. Flag was shared by all in Innisfree:

it was a great day.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON

SOUTH GLENAYR
25 yd. Freestyle Joey Sortwell vs. John Shippens

50 yd. Freestyle Josh Gladding vs. Rob Holmes

Canoe Pairs Crawford Koeniger and
• Henry Fasoldt

Johann Heubach and Matt Gunnison
Ted Obrecht and Scott Southgate

Chris Sharpless and Ted Burke

NORTH GLENAYR
25 yd. Freestyle Graham Wood vs.

Marcus Kusterman
25 yd. Freestyle Jake Harrington vs.

Ben Carroll vs. David Kapell

50 yd. Freestyle Frank Tate vs.

Juan Loumiet

Canoe Pairs Evan Morison & Bren Kelley

Alex Brosseau and Pat Poole

Tim Taylor and Charlie Coggeshall

Jake Von Eichel and James Rich

SOUTH BUNKERHILL
25 yd. Freestyle Evan de Borguignon vs.

Jakob Von Trotha

50 yd. Freestyle Andy Poole vs.

Laurent Busquet

100 yd. Relay Stark Townsend and Chris

Bragg vs. Gray Calhoun and Brend Wood
Canoe Pairs Grant Garrsion and Robbie

Webb
Lanse Davis and Taylor Marsh

Tim Peck and C.J. Walsh

NORTH BUNKERHILL
25 yd. FreestyleChris Miller vs. Alex Connell

50 yd. FreestyleAlex Westcott vs. Chris Sise

100 yd. RelayReed Wilmerding and Geoff

Zimmermann vs. Gordie Parker and Chris

DiOrio

Canoe Pairs Pat Leahy & Tevi Puloka vs.

Chris Littlefield and John Moran
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SOUTH HARRIS
50 yd. FreestyleAndy Davis vs. Mike Herran
50 yd. Freestyle Eric Swanson vs.

Kevin Cunningham
100 yd. RelayPier Bos and Cam McCall vs.

Will Kneip and Art Black

Canoe Pairs Ben Charlesworth and Josh

Kallen vs. Ken Hashimura and Matt
Morrison

NORTH HARRIS
50 yd. Freestyle Jay Southgate vs.

David Kimmelman
50 yd. Freestyle David Fitzgerald vs.

Ian Brown
100 yd. Relay Jimmy Connell and Ned
Hodge vs. Matt Sculling and Cory McCarty
Canoe Repairs Pete Kujawski and Jon
Carney vs. Nick French and Nate Kelley

War Canoe Races

Allagash vs. Old Bunkerhill

Long Voyage I vs. Long Voyage II

TUESDAY, JULY 17

B.J. Kennedy's nephew Shad Whitten

had been here for over a week, waiting for

this official day. Double-session boys Tim
Paine, Jakob von Trotha, Brent Wood and

Grady Wood, too, were here when on Mon-
day night Juan Amendariz arrived from

Spain. So the second session of Kieve *90

began a bit early. Which is always the case

because Sam Atkins greets the staff at

breakfast each year, and his buddy Max Blatt

joins us within the hour.

This year was no different. By lunch

time Peter Post, Langston Beram, and Rob-

bie Hunt were also in the fold. We had

enough campers to start activities!
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By 6:20 all were here except the ten boys

from Miami and Chicago via Logan Airport

and a couple of boys who would arrive in

the next days. John Roy's chicken nuggets

were ignored by the anxious campers or

gobbled by the relaxed ones. Charhe
Richardson led the traditional, giant "Simon
Says" game to everyone's dehght. Henry of-

fered an official welcome and began the

orientation. The staff introduced themselves,

and Henry continued with the history and

guiding principles of Kieve. After lowering

the flag, we tried the Kieve song together -

not bad. Then, because of the heat and
humidity, a refreshing dip in the lake was

called for. The water recharged everyone for

that first, special night of meeting new
friends and talking with counselors about the

month ahead.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM



WEDNESDAY, JULY 18

What a great start to second session

1990. Beautiful sunny skies and a crystal lake

greeted the campers for the first full day.

Morgan Suckow and Matt Lazenby were the

first lucky campers to raise the flag. After

a cereal and waffle breakfast, we were

treated to an excellent rendition of "Bank
Duty Blues" by Steve Kaback, Corinna Par-

rel, and Frank Barbieri. The victim was Sam
Potter, affectionately known as Pothole.

For the morning, new campers tried to

complete their Island Swim. The success rate

was fantastic. The veteran campers chose

among tennis, soccer, printing, pottery and

archery. The first qualifications came from

the archery range led by Andy D'Elia and
Harrison Dillon.

By lunchtime the heat and humidity was

at its peak and popsicles helped soothe

campers and counselors aUke. Despite the

heat the campers found the energy to write

a letter home and prepare for their own ren-

dition of the Kieve Song to be performed

before dinner.

For the afternoon, virtually every activi-

ty was in operation. The favorites un-

doubtedly were sailing, canoeing and swim-

ming. While most campers were enjoying the

camp offerings, the Long Voyagers prepared

for their trip by paddHng some white water

in Newcastle, ME. After an afternoon swim
we were ready for the Kieve song. Some
notable renditions were from both South and

North Glenayr. First helpings to the winners

at dinner.

Gevry announced 52 successful campers

who had completed their Island Swim. In ad-

dition to this many other campers begin to

test themselves in a variety of activities rang-

ing from climbing ropes, to wind surfing, to

riflery, to art. A fun filled day to say the

least. The evening was capped off by a great

game of Capture the Flag. The South led by

Jory and John were defeated by the North

led by Steve and Rusty. Goodnight.

CHARLIE RICHARDSON

Qualifications

Archery

Short Bow - Whit Warlow, Langston Beram,

Chris Maclnnis, Will Ewing, Phil Schmid,

Sandy Schmid, Ketch Secor, Chris Desmond,
Chris Werner, Greg Armitage, Ian Glessner,

WilHam Anderson, Mike Goelzer, Grady
Wood
Long Bow - Whit Marlow, Chris Maclnnis

Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winer - Oliver Ken Winner, Oliver

Beckman, Zander Vincent, Ian Grierson,

Chip Sessa, Stef Whitney
Railrider - Oliver Beckman, Zander Vincent

Tennis

Austrailian Open - Ryan Whitney, Jim
Wilderson

Sailing

Crew - Harrison Stuart, Wes Flower, Adam
Wood, Thanny Hatch, Robert Stockman,

Jeremie Laurent-Joye, Justin Lindblad,

Justin Moore, Scott Weber, Kris Blinden-

bacher, Peter Cowan, Chris Dehner, Rory
Ewing, Billy Sherman

Island Swim
Sky Anderson, Ned Bartlett, Eric Halverson,

Campbell Marshall, Ian Maxwell, Seth

Thompson, Andrew Webb, Trevor Wood,
Spencer Baldwin, Ryan Donnelly, Jonathan

Scott, Kris Blindenbacher, Peter Cowan,



Chris Dehner, Rory Ewing, Wes Flower,

Robert Stockman, Harrison Stuart, Scott

Weber, Adam Wood, Matt Lazenby, Jeff

Morrison, Peter Russell, Leopaldo Sebas-

tiani, Andres Streeter, Morgan Suckow,

William Anderson, Gregg Armitage, Archie

Coupe, Kip Godbout, Mike Goelzer, Able

Lyon, Aidan Marcuss, Lan Mcllvain, Chris

Werner, Shad Whitten, Grady Wood, Chris

DeVito, Jake Elberg, Chris FrankUn, Chase

Martin, Ian McGuire, George Mumford,
William Offutt, Matt Weyard, Eugene Boyd,

Ben Hobbs, Nick Meihiuzen, Mart Streeter,

Alex Basilevsky, Chip Sessa.

THURSDAY, JULY 19

The second full day of camp opened to

a clear sky but the weather was hot and
humid. Willie Alter was kind enough to raise

the flag. Breakfast consisted of Egg McMuf-
fins and Cheerios.

After morning duties, it was on to ac-

tivities for the rest of the morning. General

Swim consisted of a long swim. Campers
rotated from one raft to another.

At lunch we chowed on grilled cheese,

ham and cheese, and tuna sandwiches ac-

companied by salads. The ice cream sand-

wiches were a nice break for weary camp
folks.

The afternoon consisted of activities

that campers could get quahfications from;

and they did!

A long general swim followed and the

water helped cool our sizzHng bodies.

Dinner was held outside and it consisted

of pizza and fries. Our condolences to Cin-

dy and Corinna, it was hot in the kitchen.

Evening activity consisted of water polo

with S. Glenayr batthng N. Glenayr, and S.

Bunkerhill batthng N. Bunkerhill. It was
Frisbee on the Harriet House for S. Harris,

N. Harris, Old Bunkerhill and Allagash II.

They cooled off between games with a swim.

All told, it was a great day at Kieve.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON



Qualifications

Archery

Short Bow - Ryan Whitney, Spencer

Baldwin, John Scott, Clark Wooley, Josh

Kallen, Jim Wilkerson, Brent Wood, Alex

Butz, Jacob von Trotha, Brian Mcllvain,

Kris Bhndenbacker, Wes Flower, Adam
Wood
Long Bow - Josh Kallen, Ryan Whitney
Cross Bow - Ryan Whitney, Josh Kallen

Sailing

Crew - Chris Werner, Ian Mcllvain, Greg
Armitage, Able Lyon, Chris Desmond, Shad

Whitten, Aiden Marcuss, Lan Mcllvain, Will

Anderson, Archie Coupe, Ian Glesser, Kip

Godbout, Jared Dunn, Zander Vincent, Will

Alter, Trevor Russell, Jeff Morrison, Phil

Schmid, Clark WooUey, Jim Wilkerson

Campbell Marshall, Trevor Wood, Spencer

Cherry
Tennis

Austrahan - Chris Block, James Maxwell,

Peter Russell, Will Stengel, Jake Elberg,

Chris Desmond, Spencer Malozzi, Harrison

Boyd
Swimming

Mutant Turtle - Kris BUndenbacher, Rory
Ewing, Thanny Hatch, Justin Moore, Har-
rison Stuart, Adam Wood, Chris Dehner,

Wes Flower, Jeremie Laurent-Joye, Billy

Sherman, Scott Weber
Windsurfing

"Cool Ken Winner - Aiden Marcuss, Jim
Wilkerson, Scott Maxwell, Jeff Morrison,

Leopoldo Sebastiani, Will Stengel, Matt
Weyard, Spencer Mallozzi, Phil Schmid,
Able Lyon, Jacob Pratt, Harrison Boyd,
Whit Warlow, Will Ewing, Chris Franklin,

WiUiam Offut

Rail Rider - Jacob Pratt, Will Stengel, Chris

Franklin, Whit Warlow, Will Ewing.

Robbie Nash: Jacob Pratt, Will Ewing,

Whit Warlow, Chris FrankHn

FRIDAY, JULY 20

The day began as no other had

I was O.D. and for that I was glad

The skies looked cloudy with forecasts

for rain

Despite the worries I remained quite

sane.

We gathered in 'sqaney ready to start

the day

The kids were noisy, the atmosphere gay

Name that tune, I bet you fail

Andy and Rusty won the coveted scoop

and pail.

As the day went on the clouds became
more

By second activities, it was beginning to

pour

Kids scrambled for cover and tried to

stay dry

In giving us rain, God was anything but

shy.

'Nary a worry I was heard to say

Air guitar is on with South Glenayr

leading the way
Madonna can vogue, I say with no

doubt

OBH agreed, and won in a rout.

My day came to an end with a mighty

cheer

Putting to rest my anxiety and fear

It just goes to prove that rain, sleet or

snow
The good Kieve spirit leaves nothing but

smiles to show.

CHRIS MARKS
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SATURDAY, JULY 21

Arose to a banner day on Lake

Damariscotta. The sun was shining, birds

were singing, and the campers were raring

to go. Bank duty went to the dynamic duo
of Loxton and Sawyer, for their love of

cleanhness and sparkling tile.

After the campers whisked through their

duties, the day was off and running. Ac-

tivities were had by all and everyone seemed

to be enjoying themselves. I guess that is bet-

ter than not enjoying themselves. General

swim brought about the first Andy D'EHa
Camp Kieve advertisement just for PBS.
Maybe a few campers might show up with

these ads running.

A "plethera" of afternoon activities.

Frank took a group to Pemaquid Point to

pick up trash, listened to calypso music, and

drink tropical drinks on the beach. The rest

shot arrows, bullets, pictures, and more.

Evening activity was interior design.

Each cabin drew a different room and had
to design the interior. South Harris won with

a mauve livingroom with Louis XIV fur-

niture. Actually it was a scavenger hunt.

SBH, NBH, and SH all won with a Kieve tie.

I was disappointed no one got the moosehead
from Pasquaney, but such is life. All in all

a great day. I would Hke to give a special

thanks to the beautiful people who made it

possible.

Your Fearless OD,
WILL

Qualifications

Archery
Short Bow - Chase Martin, Peter Hunter,

WiUiam Offutt, Spencer Mallozzi, Angus
Cole, Jake Elberg

Long Bow - WiUiam Anderson, Jakob von
Trotha, Derrick Packer

Cross Bow - Eric Herman, Derrick Packer

Sailing

Crew - Nick Paul, Alexis Basilevsky

Windsurfing

"Cool" Ken Winner - Jake Elberg, Ian

McGuire, George Mumford
Railrider - Jakob von Trotha
Master Boardsman - Will Ewing, Chris

Franklin

Photography
Snapshot - Justin Moore, Will Alter, Seth

Bohnt, John Brooks, Langston Beram, Ben
Etherington, Alex Butz

Darkroom - Justin Moore, Ben Etherington,

Alex Butz

Multiple Exposure - Justin Moore
Printing

Printer's Devil - Robert Stockman
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Tennis

Australian - Wes Flower, Scott Weber,

Jeremie Laurent-Joye, Kip Godbout, Nick

Paul, Matt Lazenby, Kris Blindenbacher

French - Sam Atkins, Max Blatt

Sailing

First Mate - Philip Schmid, Alex Basilvesky,

Ketch Secor, Trevor Russell

Crew - Ketch Secor, Langston Beram, James
Maxwell, Whit Warlow

Riflery

Marksman - Grady Wood
Archery

Short Bow - Sky Anderson, Ian Maxwell,

Shad Whitten, Eric Herman, Derrick

Packer, James Maxwell, Justin Preddy, Rory
Ewing, Andrew Webb
Long Bow - Eric Herman

Outdoor Skills

Bowman - Kip Godbout, Chris Werner,
Mike Goelzer

Sternman - Aidan Marcuss, Lan Mcllvain,

Grady Wood
Green - Billy Sherman, Justin Preddy, Grady
Wood

SUNDAY, JULY 22

Second session's first Sunday spelled no
relief from the heat and humidity, but the

unbroken string of outside Chapel services

continued. Many visitors were on hand to en-

joy Charhe Loxton's lateral thinking and

spirited sermon on truth, goodness,

knowledge and the Greek way.

Inspection preparation was extremely

thorough in all cabins, but the men of South

Bunker Hill and South Glenayr took home
extra ice cream for the cleanest of the bunch.

Special mention goes to North Harris for

their pebble mosaic welcome mat. Ian Grier-

son picked up a chocolate cake for the

sweetest voice in the choir, while Rusty's

boys from North Bunker Hill collectively

sang the loudest to earn a cake. Chicken

barbecue a la John Roy, then home to write

long letters about our first week at camp.

I have been waiting for my first O.D.

day since 1983, and although I wouldn't be

able to give a bank duty, I was determined

to have as much fun as one could on a half

day. The day started with a demonstration

of how to play "Make Me Laugh." Harrison

Dillon, the Georgia stud, amuses Cindy and
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the rest of us, thus setting the tone. For this

evening, the campers would try to make their

counselors laugh. All during rest period and
afternoon activities, the campers thought

about the best way to make their counselors

laugh because the counselors who laughed

the loudest would have to do their camper's
morning duties the following day. Thus, in-

centive was provided. After dinner, and with

a Uttle help from the girls of The Ritz, the

campers were ready and laughter ensued

under the direction of guest host, Bobby
Vann. Everyone was funny but the North
Harris boys won with their disproportional

man skit. It was a funny conclusion to a truly

fun day.

Henry Kennedy and Ralph Sando

Qualifications:

Out Door Skills

Orienteer - Scott Weber, Alex Basilevsky

Adventure
Mt. Eigdew - Josh Kallen

Mt. Tores - Spencer Mallozzi

Archery
Short Bow - Ian McQuire, Matt Lazenby,

Harrison Boyd, Nick Paul, Justin Moore,
Leopaldo Sebastiani

Long Bow - Jake Elberg

Sailing

Crew - Seth Bolint, Morgan Suckow, Tony
Fuller, Chris Vanderwalker
First Mate -Zander Vincent, Will Ewing,
Will Egan, Jeff Morrison, Chris
Vanderwalker

Tennis

Australian Open - Jared Dunn, Tim Coburn,
Ian Grierson

French Open - Harrison Boyd

MONDAY, JULY 23

The day started a little late today

because of plethora of rain. Nevertheless, the

day started with a bang (literally! a bang!).

Yes, campers and counselors ahke were

woken this morning to the numbing sound

of a metal spoon clanging against an ex-

tremely vibrant stainless steel salad bowl.

This highly acoustic awakening was due

mainly because of the South Glenayr expedi-

tion to Wescott Point.

The rain sent us directly to Pasquaney

to indulge in another John Roy breakfast.

Bank Duty was awarded to people who need

to take better care of themselves and to peo-

ple who need to take better care of so many
people at once.

The day continued very moistly. It was

great to see South Glenayr return from their

Westcott Point Expedition. They were wet

but alive. South Bunkerhill also returned

from their salt/fresh water trip to Nelson's

Point.

The rain was blessed enough to hold off

for lunch, Maxwell's minute and the most

splendid Red Farm House paint report...

"The paint is so red, so why don't you drop

dead., to do do, do da, dup!"

For dinner we had announcements, for

dessert we also had announcements and for

announcements we made yet more an-

nouncements. For the evening activity we
had some more announcements and then a
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slide show of treckling the entire Ap-

palachian Trail and/or the movie Butch

Casidy and the Sundance Kid. Yes, guys,

they both die in the end.

It has been a great day and we had made

the best of it, for you can't have mud soccer

without mud.
JOHN RUSSELL

Qualifications

Archery

Short Bow - Jeff Morrison, Chris Block,

Chris Vanderwarker, Morgan Sukow,

Trevor Russell, Jacob Pratt, Andres Streeter,

Tim Coburn
Long Bow - Matt Lazenby, Chase Martin,

Jacob Pratt

Sailing

Crew - Jon Kallen, Jamie Meier, Seth

Thompson
Kieve Bowline Teacher - Will Egan

Photography

Snapshot - Billy Sherman, Harrison Stuart,

Kris Blindenbacher

Darkroom - Chris Dehner, Robert Stockman

Ansel Adams - Justin Moore
Pottery

Apprentice - Eric Halverson, Peter Russell,

Jamie Meier

Outdoor Skills

Fire Starters - Derrick Packer, Alexis Basilev-

sky, Scott Weber, Billy Sherman, Peter

Cowen, Adam Wood, Kris Bhndenbacher

TUESDAY, JULY 24, 1990

Woke up to another gray, dismal and

wet morning, and another night of only 5

hours of sleep. Last night, Jared and I went

to L.L. Bean's to get tent poles and return

a broken Coleman stove, and to spend a lit-

tle "QT" together; reminiscing about Bates,

Kieve and women. We let camp sleep in un-

til 8 a.m. due to the rain, and John Roy
made my favorite breakfast: french toast.

Council announcements. Duties. Bank Du-
ty: Kieve tic-tac-toe Jesse D. and HoUi lost

to Hill and Jory - sorry about the table Dick.

But in essence, Jesse and HoUi didn't lose

because working together while cleaning

toilets is very good practice in developing the

necessary skills to keep the touch of love bur-

ning bright. Chores. Indian Circle - morn-
ing activities. General swim. Lunch, my
favorite, bagel dogs. Maxwell's minute:

Don't play small mice with big cats. An-
nouncements - word is Rusty Stebbins is do-

ing fine at the hospital. Rest period. Indian

Circle - afternoon activities; which were ex-

tended a half hour since it was still raining.

At 5 p.m. camp gathered at Innisfree for a

few games; Bang-Bang, Greek numbers and
fighting hairs. Ham spuds and pineapple din-

ner with homemade chocolate pudding for

dessert. Announcements. Evening activity

was Mental Midget relays in the BFMT;
OBH was the winner, Allagash #2 came in

2nd, and SBH and SG tied for 3rd. Flag in

the BFMT. The evening prayer stressed that

the purpose of hfe is to passionately work
toward those "things" we love...

KEVIN CRONIN

Qualifications

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Derrick Packer
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Photography

Snapshot - Ian Glessner

Darkroom - Ketch Secor, John Brooks,

Langston Beram
Ansel Adams - John Brooks

Printing

Printer's Devil - Max Blatt

Compositor - Chip Sessa

Art

Degas - Scott Maxwell, Brent Wood
Raphael - All of South Glenayr

Michelangelo - Ben Etherington, Clark

Woolley, John Brooks
DiVinci - Kris Blindenbacher, Jeremie

Laurent-Joye, Gregg Armitage, Archie

Coupe, Kip Godbout, Able Lyon, Aidan
Marcus, Grady Wood

WEDNESDAY, JULY 25, 1990

Rainy Day means a half hour more
sleep, and while we are at it, let's not disturb

North Glenayr at Wescott Point so no
changes at all, right? Nope. Fortunately this

is no huge catastrophe, and if this is the worst

it gets all day I'll be pumped. No flag this

morning, but the morning announcements
fill the void for time and energy lost. Morn-
ing duties are also canceled due to weather
- (you know it must have been bad to cancel

this!) Bank Duty this morning has to go to

someone who is not a male counselor so all

other names of staff members go up on the

chalk board and a sponge is tossed to deter-

mine who goes. Names included: Henry,
B.J., Steve Kaback, Lauri VerPlank, The
New Kids on the Block, Terry Blagdon, Mike
Estle, and Greg Lundberg...just to name a
few. But it is Mike Cunningham and AH
Climo who are sponged before they must use

the sponges on the toilet themselves. No mat-

ter what their names are 57 times larger than

anyone else's.

Morning duties are carried on indoors,

but we still manage to sneak a general swim
in before lunch. The burritos are well receiv-

ed and all are excited to harvest their own
methane gasses. We take a gamble after

lunch and plan on outdoor activities, but in-

clude a field trip to the Maine Museum in

Augusta all the same. Fortunately the rain

holds until after dinner. We had the famous

egg drop contest as our evening activity,

where each half cabin had to build a vessel

out of 17 straws, and 3 1/2 half feet of mask-

ing tape that could withstand a fall of 8 feet.

As well they had to name and advertise their

product. South Glenayr produced two win-

ning shuttles while the North Bunkerhill ones

also had a winner. These three then went on

to a 20 foot challenge where all were turned

into scrambled eggs. Flag was held in the

dark clearing skies, and all were thankful for

the challenges of another day.

CHRIS DOUGHERTY

Qualifications

Pottery

Apprentice - Cory Cramer, Zander Vincent

Printing

Printer's Devil - Aiden Marcus, Will Alter,

Stef Whitney
Journeyman - Chip Sessa
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Sailing

Crew - John Brooks

First Mate - John Brooks, Tony Fuller

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Ian Glessner

Archery

Short Bow - Ned Bartlett, Scott Maxwell

Long Bow - James Maxwell

Cross Bow - William Anderson

Adventure

Mt. Tores - Ketch Secor

Art

DiVinci - Chris Werner, Eric Herman
Donotello - Ketch Secor

Degas - Kip Godbout, Grady Wood

THURSDAY, JULY 26

I awoke this morning and much to my
surprise, I saw sun. This was the first time

in four days and I was determined to take

advantage of it. It was a day of all outdoor

activities. Campers swam, sailed, windsurf-

ed, shot bullets and arrows and played down
in Adventure as good ol' Sol replenished

their dwindling suppHes of vitamin D.

Bank duty was a Native American spell-

ing bee in which select counselors were ask-

ed to spell the Indian names of Maine lakes

to avoid the soiled cans. The first to loose

was Elaine when she failed to spell ''Chem-

quasadamticook" correcdy. She was quick-

ly followed by Charlie Richardson who could

not spit out the right letters for "Syslobisus."

Seeing that it was such a hot and sunny

day, I arranged a special treat for the

campers in the afternoon - popsicles! All en-

joyed a refreshing break between activity

periods thanks to Laurie, Corrina and Cin-

dy. Weathermen who were at a loss to ex-

plain the day's clear, hot snap have finally

settled on the theory that Henry Kennedy
caused a regional temperature shift when he

burned through 18 holes of golf - shooting

an 81!!!

Thanks Hank!
As for the evening activity, I was strap-

ped for ideas. There were too many vehicles

out to play "Van Dodge." Gem misplaced

the sharpening stones so
*

'Knife Catching"

was impossible, and Will had told me earher

that he was going to be parasaiHng on Satur-

day. So for me, it ended up being "Capture
the Camper" between Wescott Kisler. The

winner was South Glenayr followed by a

Kieve tie for second with North Glenayr and

South Bunker Hill. Special thanks go out to-

day to Liz for helping with the afternoon's

shopping and evening activity.

Frank Barbieri

Qualifications

Sailing

Crew - Andrew Hatch

First Mate - Wes Flower, Campbell Marshall

Tennis

Australian Open - Peter Cowan
French Open - Wes Flower, Kris Blinden-

bacher, Ian Grierson

Riflery

Pro Marksman - Alex Basilevsky, Rory Ew-
ing, Lan Mcllvain

FRIDAY, JULY 27, 1990

Woke up to a partly cloudy, hot and

hazy day, but it sure beats the rain. Frank

got up early to drive Chris and Jesse's

Allagash #2 men; morning prayer asked for

a safe and challenging journey. Breakfast

was a quiet affair with only 3 cabins in camp.

Bif and Tad, from the power duo Bicoastal

Painters, sang "I'm the O.D." for Bank

Duty.

I'm the O.D.

I'm the kind of guy

Who likes to fool around.

Most people think I'm funny

And I know that I'm a clown.

But today I'm in charge
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And I got to be quite serious

And when you hear Bank Duty

You'll know I'm delirious.

I'm the O.D.

I give Bank Duty

OD, OD, OD, OD, -- oh.

There's 2 people about

Who Hke to dance and scamp

They're tall and blonde

And the luckiest people in camp.

He's from California and

He's kinda sorta cute.

She's from Virginia and

She plays a lovely flute.

I'm the O.D.
I give Bank Duty

OD, OD, OD, OD, -- oh.

When you get down to your cabins

Make sure give your thanks

To those 2 lucky people

Who are going to clean the Banks.

So while you stand there thinking or

Relaxing while you sit.

You'll know the toilets are clean

By Chris Lindland and Brit.

I'm the O.D
I give Bank Duty
To Chris Lindland and Brit, Brit, Brit,

Brit!

Written by Bif and Tad.

Produced by Bif and Tad.

Sung by Bif and Tad.

Special thanks to the Solid Gold Director's

wives and their husbands.

HRK and Charlie Richardson continued

their domination on the tennis courts beating

Mike Cunningham and Sandy Buck 6-0, 6-3,

2-6.

General swim raft trivia; TV theme

songs Raft 2 under the leadership of Chris

and Layne won with their rendition of the

Brady Bunch. Chicken patties for lunch and
fudgecicles for dessert. Announcements:
Maxwell's minutes - "You need a strong

foundation to build a house; you need a

strong foundation to speak in public." A
moment of silence was respected by all, at

the age of 38, Brent Mydland, of The Great-

ful Dead, died.

Archery, saihng, pottery, riflery, tennis

and swimming were all offered for afternoon

activities. HRK taught a home improvement

class to all interested; today's subject was
door repair; more specifically So. Glenayrs.

General swim lasted for an hour due to the

heat. Raft 4 under the guidance of Dave and
Will won the honors of coming in 1st for

singing 4 commercial jingles; Folgers, New
Clorox, Pontiac and Burger King. The Pat

Metheny Group played a few tunes from
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their album "Still Life (talking)" during din-

ner. Evening activity, World Cup Soccer;

Ireland (NG I's and SBH I's) defeated

Argentina (SG 2's and NBH 2's) 3-0 in the

championship game. Flag, Evening prayer to

quote Rusty: "Anything's possible"...

KEVIN CRONIN

Qualifications

Sailing

First Mate - Adam Wood, Robert Stockman
Crew - Eric Halverson, Ian Maxwell, SKy
Anderson, Scott Maxwell

Tennis

Australian Open - Spencer Cherry, Eric

Halverson, Campbell Marshall, Trevor

Wood, Ned Bartlett

Swimming
Mutant Turtle - Will Anderson, Gregg Ar-

mitage, Chris Desmond, Aidan Marcus, Ian

Mcllvain, Ian Glessner, Peter Hunter, Shad
Whitten

He-Man - Archie Coupe, Kip Godbout,
Grady Wood

Archery

Short Bow - Thanny Hatch, Robert
Stockman
Long Bow - Justin Moore, Rory Ewing
Cross Bow - Justin Moore

Tennis

Australian Open - Rory Ewing, Justin Lind-

blad, Andrew Webb
French Open - Jeremie Laurent - Joye, Scott

Weber
U.S. Open - Wes Flower

Riflery

Marksman - Justin Moore
Pro Marksman - Trevor Wood

SATURDAY, JULY 28, 1990

Morning brought us yet another

beautiful day. After taking a shower and
waking everyone else up in the cabin, I was
ready to start my day at G.O.D.

The 1920's was the era of ballroom dan-

cing, which is now a forgotten pastime. So
I decided to have ballroom dancing as a

means for determining Bank Duty. However,

Mike Cunningham broke the news gently to

me that the band had been snowed at the Salt

Lake City. Therefore, I had to alternate my
plan. Why not combine ballroom dancing
with the Pop culture of the late 80' s and
90' s? I had people write in their entries from

all over the country. The boxes were filled

in the office and overflowing. But I decided

to go with the Kieve entries, because afterall,

the contest was to be held at Pasquaney Hall.

Two couple's entries stood out among the

rest. Could they pass the test of combining
the two dance arts? I was dismayed that K.C.

Cason was snowed in with the band, so I

would have to be host for "Bust a move for

Bank".
The first couple comes from Skokie, Il-

linois. She's a diesel truck mechanic and he's

a beautician. Let's give a big round of ap-

plause for Tobi Harrington and Chris

Lindland. Our second couple hails from Ap-
pleton, Wisconsin. He's a tattoo artist and

she's a truck driver for the Leinenkugel

Brewery. Let's hear it for Layne BUss and

Frank Barbieri.

The dancing was fast, exciting, and

bordering on dirty. When the smoke had

cleared off of the dance floor, Frank and
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Layne were picked as the winners by our il-

lustrious judges, Ryan Whitney, Clark

Woolley and Phil Schmid. You gotta bust

a move.

Activities were had by all. Lunch
brought us back to reahty with the lesson we
learned from Scott Maxwell During "Max-
well's Minute". Our South Glenaryian Guru
wisely told us, "Knowledge must grow as

plants grow. As with plants there are weeds

in knowledge. Such as too much T.V. even

with grown ups. So cut down and read

books."

I hope everyone read during rest period.

For afternoon AH and Tobi took a

photo field trip to Pemaquid Point. Frank

led a group in outdoor skills and taught them

backwood resources and canoeing in rapids.

The rest of the camp partook in other

activities.

At general swim, we sang Christmas

Carols. Rafts 1 and 3 had a medley of

Christmas songs. However, they started to

overdo it and it reminded this O.D. of shop-

ping at Woolworth's at 10:00 at night on

Christmas Eve with all of his shopping left

to do.

For evening activity we could not have

Wannigan guilding because Jory informed

me there wasn't enough wood in camp. Bar-

racuda fishing was out for the Snow Goose
wasn't fixed yet. Arcade night was out

because the sack of quarters would not fit

through the teller's window at the drive thru

bank. I was planning a big disco dance, but

once again the BeeGees, our band, was
snowed in at Salt Lake City. How many
other famous people were there snowed in

also? That snowstorm could've ruined my
O.D. day but I went with townball. It was

a close game but it ended in mayhem and a

Kieve tie. The Reverend Thywill B. Done
closed the day with a prayer and we all went

to bed after a long day.

WILL
Qualifications

Swimming
He-Man - Justin Moore, Rory Ewing

Outdoor Skills

Backwoods Rescue

Lucille - Jim Wilkerson, Scott Maxwell, Ian

Maxwell
Canoeing

Chase and Little Falls - Ryan Donnelly, Jon

Scott, Billy Sherman, Phil Schmid
Pottery

Journeyman - Eric Halverson

Archery

Short Bow - Aidan Marcus, Ben Etherington

Long Bow - Alex Butz

SUNDAY, JULY 29, 1990

Morning prayers for the many Kieve

folks out on trips started another glorious

Sunday morning. The string of high pressure

and blue, cloudless days continues.

Mid session inspection found plenty of

room for improvement; the cabins started to

develop the "lived-in" look. Old Bunkerhill

and North Bunkerhill (both cabin's last Sun-

day in camp...) were the least disheveled.

A special choir treat - Steve Kaback, the

nomad painter, on the guitar. Grady Wood
sang "Day by Day" from Godspell with the

most volume while Robert Stockman
serenaded us with "Amazing Grace." Har-
rison Stuart and Aidan Marcus read lessons
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from the 1926 annual and Ralph Sando gave
^^ll-spent. When the multitudes of sun soak-

an excellent audio-visual performance with f"^P^^^ returned, Kieve was ready to sent

his Round Tuit sermon. A wonderful Sun- ^^^jj cabm on an adventure, formerly known

day midsession morning. Queen Whitney s Revenge. The object of

And on the seventh day God rested,
"^^sion was to save the baron Rusty from

however, for the men of Kieve there would evil claws of the wicked Queen Whitney,

be no rest today. The taste of John Roy's ^^o do so each cabin had to battle through

chicken transformed this routine Sunday ^^/^l^J ^^T""^!''
the smoke

morning into fun-filled, sun filled party at
cleared and the day had turned to night the

the beach. Unfortunately my broken arm ^^wo cabins who saved the baron were South

prevented me from joining the beach-going ^^^^^y^ North Bunkerhill. Congratula-

caravan. Yet my time alone at camp was ^^^^^ gentlemen.

HRK/RUSTY STEBBINS
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MONDAY, JULY 30, 1990

Well hello Kieve and good morning, this

is Spedrog ScroscilHscrag reporting for du-

ty as the officer of the day, July 30, 1990.

We are celebrating today since this is the only

day this entire year that it will be the 30th

of July. Hee, hee, honk, honk, snort, snort,

laugh, laugh.

Well, with that in mind, I must prepare

myself for a normal day. I carefully drape

my sunscreen and lip balm around my neck

for easy access - this is especially important

today since I have to make lots of an-

nouncements and my lips are liable to get

dried and chapped. My compass and whis-

tle go on next because you never know when
you might get lost and have to take a com-
pass reading to reorient yourself. And being

the Officer of the Day, I never know when
I'll need the whistle - I should almost just

leave it in my mouth! Honk, honk, snort,

snort. Naturally I have my duck boots on -

they are pretty good with the multifaceted

terrain we have here at camp. My socks are

pulled to the knees to avoid any unpleasant

bugs, later in the day I'll reinforce the elastic

on the tube socks with duct tape. My trail

shorts are well ironed and well in place, pull-

ed above my navel so that my Kieve staff

shirt will stay tucked in for the duration of

this exciting day. Since it is an especially sun-

ny day, I take care to donn my festive "col-

ors of the rainbow" cap with frizzy edges

and in addition, I apply a liberal coating of
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zinc oxide to my nose and I button my shirt

to the top so as not to burn my fair skin.

Thinking ahead to the trials and tribulations

of the smoldering day I don't forget to

shoulder my trusty canteen. After all, I'm

not a camel! Hee, hee, honk, honk, snort,

snort, laugh, laugh.

I march straight to the office where I

pick up my clip board and I construct a name

tag indicating who I am, my title and the date

for anyone who happened to have forgotten

their calendar at home (I like to cross off the

days with my red magic marker as opposed

to ruining my crayons which I save for draw-

ing pretty pictures.)

Safety should not be taken for granted

or taken lightly, so I am sure to carry my
copy of the American Red Cross Safety

Manual at all times, today clipped right in

under my daily schedule.

I ring the bell at 8:00 indicating flag will

soon be held. All gather and stare at their

unfamihar OD, but I don't react, I simply

adjust my horned rimmed glasses which are

a bit crooked from the break on the bridge

between the lenses that I managed to fix with

masking tape, and I remind them of the

Kieve rule of kindness. Happily we raise the

flag and thank God for thermo nuclear

genisis and computers with ten million

megabites. Hee, hee, honk, honk, snort,

snort, laugh, laugh.

We eat a hearty breakfast because its the

most important meal of the day. I remind
the folks that we are breaking our fast that

we held through the night for over 14 hours!

So often we do this without thinking but gol-

ly ain't it nifty?! For bank duty I decided to

play one of my favorite games and passtimes,

pin the tail on the donkey. The donkey has

lots of names of females on it with a huge

Gevry right on the butt. Hee, hee. John
Russell gets blindfolded and what do ya

know, but he sticks the donkey right on the

Gevry. Honk, honk, snort, snort, laugh,

laugh.

Naturally, everyone is enthusiastic

about morning activities so the boys attack

them with vim, vigor and vitahty. General

swim ensues the activities and I donn a per-

sonal flotation device just in case the dock
is sHppery and I fall in. Safety first you
know. We have a contest for each raft to im-

itate how someone with the name of Spedrog

might enter the water. Several participants

hike their swim trunks and fall in, but the

raft that did a perfectly executed swam dive

got to come in first.

Lunch, rest period and afternoon ac-

tivities all went by with out a hitch and the
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afternoon general swim was concluded with

trivia from my favorite movie "Revenge of

the Nerds," somehow I really identify with

the characters. I could only really see

Poindexter, Lewis and Gilbert as my friends

in everyday Hfe. Dinner was scrumdilUcious

as usual as we enjoyed fish sticks and
potatoes - and Gevry ate 2 whole potatoes!?

What ever that's good for. Maybe we should

call her "Spuds". Hee, hee, honk, honk,

snort, snort, laugh, laugh.

It is strange but everyone was excep-

tionally excited to dress like me for our even-

ing activity of carnival night. We played lots

of fun games and even passed out candy as

prizes. It was just like a real Carnival but no

cotton candy.

In the end everyone had fun today
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laughing at the O.D., but we all prayed that

we could look beyond appearances and ac-

cept people for who they are inside and the

values they hold to be true. Like my heros

Bill & Ted say, "Be excellent to each other."

SPEDROG SCROSCRILLISCRAG

TUESDAY, JULY 31

My third and final O.D. day for the ses-

sion, I wanted it to be good but knew it was
going to be tough to follow Chris Dougher-

ty's creative, action packed day.

Flag: Morning prayer was taken from
James Michener's The Source: "The anxie-

ty that torments the world to this day is the

mystery of death, the triumph of evil, the

terrible lonehness of being alone and the

discovery that self of itself is insufficient."

I offered: Lord, help us to realize your

mysteries and give us strength so we can be

good, uphold justice and understand the

truth within each of us. Amen.
Bank Duty: An Ode to Bank Duty

Campers do not know
What counselors do at night

They talk, laugh and sing

Until the morning Ught.

As we gather for flag.

And have our first cup of coffee

Do the counselors start to wonder

If they might get Bank Duty

They conjure up images

Of the night before,

Sweating in anticipation, wishing

That never came through THAT DOOR.

As the mystery unfolds

Pasquaney becomes silent

Nervous counselors look around

Hoping they aren't part of it.
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But Bank Duty
Is a fact of life.

Toilets must be cleaned

To relieve us of our inner strife

There are two old campers

Who returned to Kieve

With desire and enthusiasm

To pound nails and sail waves.

Yesterday these two returned

From a camping trip.

Happy, refreshed, but

Dirty and needy of a dip.

Camp missed you and
We welcome you back;

So I offer you a plunder

And brush for the Bank Duty attack.

You did nothing wrong
So don't despair.

But as you know
Our toilets need loving care.

So when you see them pass

Give them a high five

For I think Steve and Carlton

Will admit it's great to be alive!

Morning Activities: Archery, Wood,
Snowgoose, Sloop, Tennis, Pottery, Sailing,

Adventure and Windsurfing. Second activi-

ty period the Cronin Cab Company zoom-
ed Dave Sawyer to Boothbay via the River

Road for two days off on Fox Island with

is uncle, aunt and three kids.

General Swim Trivia: Pothole Diving

Contest. Pothole's raft ironically came in last

for not perfecting his world famous techni-

que of just jumping into the water. John Roy
served the world's longest grinder (30') for

lunch. Dick and other directors entertained

the Health Inspector during and after lunch,

while I sent Chris Dougherty and Jared down
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to Westcott Point to take down a rope swing

I set up from my overnight camping trip with

my men from South Glenayr.

Afternoon activities offered were
Adventure, Archery, Photo, Printing,

Riflery, Tennis, Wood, Swimming, Saihng,

Windsurfing and Fishing. Evening activity

was Casino Night. Forty-Two dollars

separated third from first place; South Har-

ris won with $665, North Harris was second

with $637 and South Bunker Hill was third

with $623. Evening prayer stressed that life

is not a gamble but a gift which must be

treated with respect...

By the end of the day I was exhausted

and I think everyone had a great day. But

my day could not have run so smoothly

without the support of every member of the

counsel; thanks for all your help. A special

thanks goes to Britt for making the money
for the evening activity.

KEVIN CRONIN

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian Open - Clark Woolley, Phil

Schmid, Ian McGuire, Jake Elberg

French Open - Ian Glessner

U.S. Open - Archie Coupe
Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Tim Coburn, Chris

DeVito, Chase Martin

Kieve Windsurfer - Chris Franklin, Will

Ewing
Railrider - Tim Coburn, Chase Martin

Robbie Nash - Ian McGuire, Will Stengel

Archery
Long Bow - Wilham Offutt

Short Bow - Jon Kallen, Campbell Marshall,

Trevor Wood

Cross Bow - Ian Maxwell, Eric Halverson,

Wit Warlow, Jake Elberg, Chase Martin

Pottery

Apprentice - Jon Scott, Spencer Baldwin

Sailing

Crew - Harrison Boyd, Ben Hasler, Jacob

Pratt, Leo Jesus Vasquez, Chris Block, Matt

Lazenby, Peter Russell, Andres Streeter, Tim
Coburn, Cory Cramer.

Adventure

Mt. Tores - George Mumford, Will Stengel,

Phil Schmid
Mt. Eigdew - Spencer Mallozzi, Leo Jesus

Vasquez

Mt. Grey Skull - Spencer Mallozzi

Photo
Snapshot - Chris Block, Matt Lazenby

Swimming
Mutant Turtle - Ben Etherington, Cory
Cramer, Alex Butz, Phil Schmid
He Man - Ryan Donnelly, Jon Scott

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 1

My eyes opened and fell upon my clock

causing my eyes some pain in the process.

Removing my eyes from the clock I saw I was

past due for my meeting with the directors

for my OD day. With the speed of a maim-
ed rabbit, I went up the hill as the chimes

started ringing. In my own defense, the

chimes were ten minutes early.

The day was a little cloudy and the wind

was strong, holding the flags out straight as

they were sent up the pole. The prayer was

in hope that the urge and need to win would

not interfere with what was being done, and

then we all followed Jared down to breakfast
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of cereal and french toast. After all had eaten

duties were handed out. Bank Duty went to

Jory, Steve and John Russell and their new
mountain bikes.

After duties were duly attended to, mor-

ning activities were started up. For those sail-

ing or windsurfing, the high winds made
things fast and adventurous. It was about

this time the OD got his first glimmering for

even activity. "What was it?" you ask, (and

many did). You'll have to wait just like they

did. So there.

General swim was short and to come in

the rafts had to answer Pothole trivia-like

where I got my nickname, who two of my
HBC's were, that sort of thing. Lunch was
meatball subs which disappeared far too fast

for some people. Just as we were digging in,

who should arrive but the returning Allagash

I!

They were dirty, but elated and psych-

ed coming off their trip. After lunch all go
off for rest period and the OD starts after-

noon sign-ups with North Harris. For some
reason, people persist in beheving that the

OD will tell them this time they ask what the

evening activity is. No dice, guys.

During rest period, the sun comes out
warming things up a bit, but the wind is still

high, making it great sailing for six lucky

guys pushing for their skipper. All through
the afternoon and through general swim the

OD plots and schemes over his evening ac-

tivity. Hang on, I'll get to it.

Dinner was pizza and onion rings,

devoured hungrily by the campers as the

weather again grew cool. Only ten counsel

are in camp now, due to the mass rush to

see James Taylor play nearby. Let 'em go;

I have a great activity. After announcements

the OD warns the campers of a spy among
the staff. He's about to name the spy when
he flongs a hand to his chest and red stuff

flies. Staring unbelievably at his wounded
chest, he only has time to gasp out, "Next
bell, Indian Circle, Spy Hunt..." Then he fell

lifeless to the ground. Just as the bell rang

a tired and worn out North Glenayr pulled

in.

Spy Hunt offers only twelve clues to the

Kieve spy's identity to be gathered from
twelve locations. Each location is marked by

a piece of paper giving instructions on how
to get to the next clue location. There are six

intelligence agencies hunting for the spy: The
Albanian Secret Police (South Glenayr), the

Russian KGB (South Bunkerhill), the Israeli

Mossad (North Bunkerhill), the East German
AVA (South Harris), the West German BFV
(North Harris), and the British D.I.G.

(Allagash 1). Clues were sought, the spy

followed diligently. Occasionally agencies

clashed, but it was the KGB (SBH) who
finally ferreted out the spy. It was Rusty who
had been spying.

With that we held flag in the growing

darkness and gave thanks for sun, games,

and that we were far away from the games
of real intelligence agencies.

POTHOLE
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Qualifications

Photography
Snapshot - Grady Wood, Aidan Marcuss,
Kip Godbout, Gregg Armitage, Archie
Coupe, Mike Goelzer, Shad Whitten, Peter

Hunter
Darkroom - Chris Block, Archie Coup,
Gregg Armitage, Ian Glessner

Archery
Short Bow - Kip Godbout, Jared Dunn
Long Bow - Spencer Baldwin, Jon Scott

Printing

Printer's Devil - Brent Wood
Riflery

Promarksman - Jacob Pratt, Ben
Etherington

THURSDAY, AUGUST 2

Oh what a beautiful day. Ferris Beuller

would definitely have had fun today. At flag

we all vowed to do the same. Bank duty this

morning was given to two counselors for

their different procedures for using the

wilderness as an outhouse.

The morning went very smoothly with

quaUfications being earned in all activities.

The morning general swim featured Syn-

chronized pain dives. Pothole's raft didn't

finish first for the first time since 1987. He
was a little upset, but I reminded him that

if he gave it his best effort he should be hap-

py. He didn't buy that.

Lunch was burritos, quite fitting on the

very Mexicanesque day. The afternoon

featured in addition to numerous activities,

a large soccer game directed by Aaron down
on the Harriet House field. General Swim
was well deserved. Pothole returned to form

during the afternoon swim with a very well

behaved raft.

The evening activity tonight was the

always popular and ever violent Color Wars.

Allagash, North Glenayr and a Mixed bag
of cheaters won. There were no serious in-

juries. I thank you all for playing hard and
remembering that it was just a game. I'll see

you all tomorrow morning at flag.

JARED SCHOTT

Qualifications

Archery

Short Bow - Chris Devito, George Mumford,
Able Lyon
Long Bow - Chris Devito, Greg Armitage

Pottery

Apprentice - Grady Wood
Sailing

Skipper - Campbell Marshall, Chris Des-

mond, Phil Schmid, Tim Coburn, Will Ew-
ing, Whit Warlow.

Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Andy Wise, Campbell
Walker, Ben Wissinger, Eugene Boyd, Peter

Post

Railrider - Peter Post, Andy Wise
Adventure

Mt. Eigdew - Will Stengel

Mt. Tores - Ryan Whitney, Ben Etherington

Swimming
He-Man - Alex Butz, Ben Etherington, Ryan
Whitney
Mutant Turtle - Robbie Hunt, Nick
Meihiuzen, Decker Rolph
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 3

Back to Back OD. What will they try

next? I can't complain, I fell asleep so early

that the men of South Harris had to put

themselves to bed. The day is even better

than my last OD day, yesterday. Not a cloud

in the sky. There was no bank duty today.

But a special mention was given to Frank

Barbieri and Chris Lindland for the effort

and desire during color wars last evening.

We wished good luck to South
Bunkerhill and North Bunkerhill (they left

at 5:30 this morning) on their trips to the

White Mountains and St. Croix river, respec-

tively. They should have great weather.

The morning activities must have been

quite eventful because there were tons of

quahfications and were cries for longer rest

period by the council, led by Mike M. and
Will James. General swim featured the

utihzation of some of the classic hits of the

early eighties. Will and Chris Lindland,

known more for his pain dives, did a

wonderful job.

Afternoon activities were slowly plod-

ding along until Andres Streeter's friends,

MeUssa and Laura showed up. The archery

field was more popular than ever, yet no one

was shooting arrows, Cupid would have been

disappointed (or would he have?) A pain dive

was the contest for General Swim. There

were some excellent efforts. Much nicer than

the other day. We also need to remember Lt.

J.G. Frank Goldberg a camper here in 1981,

was a great counselor today on Raft 1 . This

attempt at a pain dive, by self admission was
awful. But we were glad he came back

despite his over rotation on the dive.

After dinner, Jeremie and Will

Brightened up announcements. (I think

Jeremie knows English pretty well) We had

a new evening activity tonight. Ultimate

Agna polo. The wrinkles need to be ironed

out but the general consensus was a thumbs

up. A beautiful moon closed the book on to-

day. It was quite a day. Goodnight.

JARED R. SCHOTT

Qualifications

Tennis

Australian Open - Jacob Pratt, Jeff Mor-

rison, Andres Streeter

French - Chris Block, Trevor Russell

U.S. Open - Harrison Boyd, Scott Weber,

Kris Bhndenbacher

Wimbledon - Wes Flower

Photography

Ben Haler, Whit Warlow, Decker Rolph

Archery

Short Bow - Will Stengel, Matt Weyand

Long Bow - Chris FrankHn, Will Ewing

Robin Hood - Jacob Pratt, Harrison Boyd

Cross Bow - Nick Meiheizen

Swimming
Mutant Turtles - Campbell Walker, Peter

Cowan, Trevor Russell, Matt Weyand,

Robert Stockman, Peter Post, Chris

Franklin

He-Man - Scott Weber, Peter Cowan, Billy

Sherman, Decker Rolph, Kris Bhnden-

bacher, Wes Flower, Matt Weyland, Peter

Post, Chris Frankhn

Bugs Bunny - Justin Moore, Jeremie

Laurent-Joye, Lazarus Neptune
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 4

I awoke at 6:00 on this sunny morning.

Per-usual I had to work outbank day, and

as an underquaUfied guitar player and con-

sistently off key singer, there was plenty of

practice needed. A new rendition of "House
of the Rising Sun" left Will and Frank in the

bowls. Only at Camp Kieve could I assault

my listeners and finish the song. Thank You.

The best continued as Steve informed

us his thermometer read 120 degrees while

he was painting. We were down to afternoon

activities on the water, so greased

watermelon, canoeing and landsports with

half-time swim kept us moist in the oppress-

ing sun. Mike McGillian and Steve Fulmer

took a group of 15 to Maine Yankee Power
Plant. Their conclusion was we could die

sooner from dinner than from the uranium

only 30 miles away. Sheschky was certainly

with word for the afternoon, as we cancell-

ed general swim due to severe cases of

waterlogging. We had some people swim-

ming, others playing basketball and some

somewhere in between. A pleasant change of
routine for all.

Evening activity returned to tradition

for the annual Kieve Road Race. The ones

raced the twos and both were against the

sunlight. We made it back just before the rest

of the shadows were lost, and the night was
full of hope for sunshine.

BRYAN MANAHAN

SUNDAY, AUGUST 5

We made it. Every Sunday chapel of

1990 took place outside. Hard to beheve that

this is our last Sunday together.

The Long Voyage men screamed and
honked their way to morning flag after an

all night adventure home from Katahdin.

Welcome home.
North Glenayr and North Harris took

home extra ice cream for the cleanest cabins

during inspection. The Ritz girls and
Allagash crew were immortaHzed by a na-

tionally published magazine down at the

Ropes course.

It was nice to have Nancy back behind

the organ for "Onward Christian Soldiers."

South Harris belted out the loudest voice

while Justin Lindblad's sweet voice earned

him one of B.J.'s first ever chocolate cakes
- a historic moment. Tim Coburn and Will

Stengel eloquently read the lessons at chapel

- excerpts from Dick's 1975 essay on the

history of Kieve from the Golden Anniver-

sary 1975 Annual.

Jory Payne produced a motivating ser-

monette about Kieve's grass being the

greenest and we should all do our best to ful-

ly enjoy the last week of camp.

This afternoon appeared promising with

warm sun and fluffy white clouds encom-

passing the verdant hills of Kieve. During In-

dian circle numerous activities were offered.
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and because of the limited numbers of

campers presently at Kieve this Sunday, the

boys were given the opportunity to choose
their most enjoyable activities. Everyone was

eager to continue their work in order to

achieve qualifications that were certainly well

deserved.

As the afternoon progressed and the

sun's rays beamed on the campers' faces with

extreme profuscity, the bell of general swim
came as a blessing to all. Soon after the

South Glenayrs, with AG, Hank and Jory

arrived back at camp after an interesting

afternoon in Rockland. During their visit

they met a former camper and counsleor of

Kieve who presently is in the Navy. He gave

an extensive tour of the ship that he was bas-

ed on and answered thorough answers to all

the boys' questions who sat on the ship deep
with curiosity and interest. It was quite a

learning experience for all the Kievesters who
had the opportunity to attend!

John Roy's traditional Sunday dinner

of hotdogs, chicken and corn was greeted

with many content faces. As "Capture the

Counselor" was introduced as the evening

activity, the boys replied with extreme cries

of enthusiasm and with anxious faces they

awaited with anticipation for the bells to ring

at 7:15.

After thorough calculations; adding up
the total points of each individual cabin, the

Long Voyage proved victorious with a

widespread defeat of 500 points over N.
Glenayr and S. Harris.

After a brief speech at flag, summing
up the events and achievements of the day
the boy's, eager to get some sleep for the

following day, walked down to their cabins

after another beautiful day at good ol' Camp
Kieve. I want to extend my gratitude to all

the counselors and campers for the coopera-

tion in making my first O.D. a most
memorable one!

HRK/JOHN C. McANDREWS

Qualifications

Archery

Cross Bow - Chris Devito, Sandy Schmid,

Nick Meittiuzen

Long Bow - Adam Wood, Sandy Schmid
Printing

Printer's Devil - Jeremie Laurent-Joye, Har-

rison Boyd
Tennis

Wimbledon - Wesley Flower

MONDAY, AUGUST 6

It was drizzhng lightly when I woke up

on this Monday morning. I headed up to

Pasquaney to join the directors for coffee

before flag. The atmosphere was unusually

somber with the tragic news that LiUian's

daughter had died in a car accident. Our
hearts and prayers will always be with her,

her friends and her family.

We had a regular 8:00 a.m. flag and

then raced on to Pasquaney for a bacon and

egg breakfast. Morning duties were assign-

ed featuring Long Voyage once more, and

on that note. Bank Duty went to Gus and

Clay so they could re- familiarize themselves

with the workings of a flushing toilet. The
rain stopped so we enjoyed outdoor activities

with many qualifications from Adventure,

Windsurfing and Archery then took our

regular General Swim.
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The skies got grayer during lunch so we

decided on "rain" activities for the after-

C noon including a trip to the Augusta Natural

I History Museum and BMT Basketball. We
had a quick raft to raft swim and enjoyed

] lots of free time until dinner.

For the evening activity Bill and Ted

;
came to town in Bill and Ted's Excellent

Adventure, the classic film that followed play

rehearsal. Kneel for prayers. "Be excellent

to each other and let us appreciate how lucky

we are to be at Kieve. Let us not forget those

around us who suffer. Amen."
VINCENT VAN PANHUYS

Qualifications

Adventure

Mt. Eigdew - Chris Frankhn, Ned Bartlett

Mt. Tores - Rory Ewing, Sky Anderson,

Cory Cramer, Andrew Hatch, Eddie Sar-

dina, Nick Meihiuzen

Archery

Short Bow - Decker Rolph, Mark Streeter,

Peter Post, Ben Wissinger, Andy Wise, Ben

Hobbs
Long Bow - Robbie Hunt, Peter Post, Ben
Wissinger, Andy Wise.

Windsurfing

Cool Ken Winner - Chris Vanderwarker,

Matt Lazenby, Morgan Suckow, Andres

Streeter

Railrider - Matt Lazenby, Chris Block,

Trevor Russell

Robbie Nash - Chris Block

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7

When I walked into the office this mor-

ning, Charhe and Mike were arguing about

the significance of physical realities in rela-

tion to the subjective mind. I tried to get in

on it, but they assaulted me with five syllable

words and names I'd never heard of. Then
they told me to ring the bell a half hour late.

Meanwhile, something was stirring in the

lake...

An old man who used to make a hving

by selling wooden figures once walked

through these parts. I stood on the same rock

he once did and gazed into the sky. The driz-

zle felt good on my face. When I rang the

bell at 8:30, an ancient coldness was getting

ready to rise again down in the lake...

I asked a lot of trivia questions at

breakfast; Vince got his wrong, so he clean-

ed the toilets. During announcements, Peter

Post informed us he'd lost his shirt and Clay

announced he'd lost his mind. I wondered
which was more important. So did Ben Met-

calf. So did Juan Armendariz. Meanwhile,

an ancient fire was assembling to battle an

ancient coldness down in the lake...

I didn't know at the time that our own
campers would become the armies of the an-

cient fiery god of the West and the ancient

icy god of the East. By lunch, however, I

knew enough to warn the kids of Swamp
War. Meanwhile, something was starting to

take shape down in the lake, and it wasn't

the fish that had been caught earlier that

morning...

Afternoon activities were BMT ball, all

art center activities, archery, boxsports,

adventure and play practice; but, the kids'

minds were not on those activities. They were

starting to feel a calling to something else.

There was no general swim that afternoon.

In another part of the universe, a star col-

lapsed, but we won't know for bilUons of

years. I breathed in some oxygen atoms

which had made up the body of a deer 2,000

years ago. Meanwhile, the mist on the lake

meant more than we thought...

Dinner that night was yummy and after-

wards, I explained Swamp War. I became the

Undertoad and I pronounced the Mages of

the White and Red; I proclaimed the

Wraiths, the Ephraim Guard, the Knights,

Barbarians, Warlords and Brigadier

Commanders.
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When the battle ended, and all that was
seen was thin veils of moonlight in the mist
and all that was heard was the dripping
moisture from leaf to leaf to rock, it seem-
ed the icy god of the East had won. We went
to bed that night quietly in the dark. Mean-
while, something was still stirring in the
lake...

GUS KOVEN

Qualifications:

Adventure
Mt. Tores - Pete Wood, Doug Ehrman,
Jason Hammer

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8

Gray skies continued this morning and
we woke up 1/2 hour late. We had tried rain

dances and prayers to get the sun back, but

today I decided that optimism (namely my
sunglasses) would be the method to bring

back the sun. The sunglasses hadn't failed

me on the Moose River or in the White
Mountains so I figured they would work
once more.

Duties included stacking wood at the

Harrington's by South Harris and cleaning

up Innisfree in preparation for the play.

Bank Duty was also given in a positive note

as a thanks for all I had gained from a con-

versation at the Ritz a week ago. Rusty and
Holly were rewarded.

Regular outdoor activities were offered

in spirit with the day, including South

Glenayr's first try at Windsurfing. Lunch
brought back South Bunker Hill from the

White Mountains and at the end of rest

period, supposedly during Indian Circle, the

Allagash 2's rolled in. The Dougherty
brothers were reunited once again. Ahh. . .

The sun actually came out in the after-

noon and everyone enjoyed the usual array

of outdoor activities. People were especial-

ly excited to be back on the tennis courts with

John McAndrews. We had a split swim while

Allagash 1 had play practice.
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Dinner brought back North Bunker Hill

from the Croix whose excitement made it all

a chaotic event. To add to the chaos, we had

a giant game of Capture The Camper for the

evening activity. Old Bunker Hill was cap-

tured the least, but they didn't show up at

the 3rd and 4th check points. . .so, they lost!

North Glenayr showed the greatest skill in

this game, which not only required the

campers to avoid getting caught, but also re-

quired them to check in at 4 points. Thus,

North Glenayr won the ice cream the next

day.

We ended the evening by giving thanks

for bringing us all together as a full camp
again, for the sunshine and for all our friends

here at Kieve

VINVENT VAN PANHUYS

Qualification

Adventure

Mt. Tores - Rory Ewing, Sky Anderson,

Cory Cramer, Andrew Hatch, Eddie Sar-

dina, Nick Meihiuzen, Chris Block

Mt. Eigdew - Chris Frankhn, Ned Bartlett

Swimming
Mutant Turtle - Will Offutt, Will Stengel,

Whit Warlow, Spencer Mallozzi, Will Ew-
ing, Sam Shaw, Ketch Secor, Angus Cole,

James Maxwell

Heman - Will Ewing, Whit Warlow, Will

Stengel

QUALIFICATION THURSDAY
AUGUST 9

Enough of the rain dances, bring on the

sun. QuaHfication Thursday. A day when
campers scamper around Kieve getting

perhaps the last final try at an activity of

their choice.

The day started with Wes Flower and
Chris Bhndenbacher raising the flag and the

O.D. giving thanks that all trips left Kieve

and came back... safely. For duties we
diligently worked to tidy up camp, also the

Long Voyagers continued their community
service projects by painting the new canoe

trailers.

Besides assigning quahfications, in-

dividual cabins worked at the Kieve play with

Nancy, Ben Wissinger, Robbie Hunt, Peter

Post and Tim Paine were beginning Kieve

sohsts, and the adventure crew was beginn-

ing the selection process for candidates

school. Needless to say, with archery, riflery,

saihng, painting, pottery etc. all in use,

campers had more than enough to interest

them. Another note was a great accomphsh-
ment for Corey Cramer...he completed his

island swim. Congrats!

After a hearty dinner we all joined Nan-

cy and worked on the play. Great individual

performances by Jeremie Laurent-Joye the

birthday boy, who sang "I hke Kieve". By
9:00 we had all retired to rest up for tomor-

row's festivities.



Qualifications:

Art

DiVince - Andrew Hatch, Morgan Suckow,

Chris Maclnnis, Peter Russell, Langston

Beram, Will Ewing, John Brooks, John

Scott, Sky Anderson, Ian McGuire, Chris

Dehner, Archie Coupe, Chris Maclnnis Will

Alter, Jeff Morrison, Ian Grierson, Chris

Vanderwalker, Harrison Boyd, Ben Hasler,

Lan Mcllvain

Donatello - Chris Dehner, Archie Coupe
Degas - Chris Maclnnis, Will Alter, Ben

Hasler

Michaelangelo - Andrew Hatch, John
Brooks, Chris Maclnnis, Langston Beram,

Will Alter

Wood
Woodpecker - Whitney Warlow
Termite - Jeff Morrison, Harrison Stuart,

Morgan Suckow, Peter Russell, Zander Vin-

cent, Justin Moore, Harrison Boyd
Termite and Woodpecker - Chris Vander-

walker, Will Ewing, Jakob Von Trotha

Printing

Compositor - John Brooks

Journeyman - Lan Mcllvain

Kieve Typesetter - Chip Sessa

Printer's Devil - Jakob Von Trotha, Peter

Russell, Alexis Basilevsky, Trevor Russell,

Chris Franklin, Chris Maclnnis, Zander Vin-

cent, Jon Kallen, Jeff Morrison, Chris

Warner
Archery

Short Bow - Ian Grierson, Billy Sherman,
Tony Fuller, Sam Atkins

Long Bow - Ian Grierson, Nick Paul,

Graham Wood, Ben Etherington, Phil

Schmid, Andrew Webb, Brent Wood, Clark

Woolley, Peter Hunter
Cross Bow - Ben Etherington, Ned Bartlett,

William Offutt, Adam Wood, Andres
Streeter, Phil Schmid, Ian McGuire

Robin Hood - Justin Moore, Matt Lazenby,

Ben Etherington

Art

DiVince - Will Alter, Jacob Pratt, Chris

Block, Sam Atkins

Michaelangelo - Ian McGuire, Jacob Pratt,

Eddie Sardina

Donatello - Jamie Meier

Fisliing

Bass Pro - Spencer Cherry, Sam Atkins,

Campbell Marshall, Trevor Wood, Jim

Wilkerson, Will Offutt, Derrick Packer,

James Maxwell
Kieve Angler - Spencer Cherry, Derrick

Packer, Jim Wilkerson, Campbell Marshall

Kieve Keeper - Spencer Cherry

Freshwater Sportsman - Trevor Wood,
Campbell Marshall, Spencer Cherry

Tennis

Australian Open - Harrison Stuart, Sandy
Schmid, Derrick Packer, Justin Moore
French Open - Ryan Whitney, John Brooks,

Nick Paul, Ian McGuire, Kip Godbout, Phil

Schmid
U.S. Open - Trevor Russell, Chris Franklin,

Peter Cowan, Ian Glessner, Chase Martin,

Ian Grierson, Rory Ewing
Wimbledon - Archie Coupe, Jeremie

Laurent-Joye, Scott Weber, Kris Blinden-

bacher, Max Blatt, Sam Atkins, Ian Glessner

Adventure

Mt. Tores - Trevor Russell, Eric Halverson,

Will Alter, Peter Russell

Mt. Eigdew - Billy Sherman, Rory Ewing,

Eddie Sardina, Nick Meihiuzen, Chris Block,

Jake Elberg, Thanny Hatch, Ketch Secor,

Ian McGuire
Mt. Torcs/Mt. Eigdew - Jacob Pratt, Har-

rison Boyd, Andy Wise, Eugene Boyd, Mark
Streeter, Campbell Walker, Decker Rolph,

Sandy Schmid
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Mt. Grey Skull - Will Stengel, Leopaldo

Jesus Vasquel Sebastian!

Landsports

Diskmaster - Campbell Walker, Andy Wise,

Max Blatt, John Brooks, Eric Halverson,

Eugene Boyd, Ned Bartlett

Photo
Kieve Photographer - Morgan Suckow,

Justin Moore
Ansel Adams and Photojournalism Portrait

- Morgan Suckow, Ben Hasler, Kip Godbout
Darkroom - Clark Woolley, Whit Warlow,
Andy Wise, Campbell Walker, Kip Godbout
Snapshot - Peter Russell, Jim Wilkerson,

Sandy Schmid, Eddie Sardinia

Windsurfing

Master Boardsman - Phil Schmid, Matt

Lazenby
Railrider - Chris Vanderwalker, Chris

Maclnnis, Shad Whitten

"Cool Ken" Winner - Andrew Webb, Mike
Goelzer, Shad Whitten, Rory Ewing, Billy

Sherman, Peter Hunter, Thanny Hatch, Seth

Thompson, Chris Maclnnis

Robbie Naish - Aidan Marcuss, Chase Mar-
tin, Matt Lazenby

Pottery

Apprentice - Whit Warlow, Sky Anderson,

Chris Mclnnis, James Maxwell, Will Ewing,

Sam Atkins, Langston Beram, Andrew
Hatch
Kieve Potter - OHver Beckman

Sailing

Mate - Jared Dunn, Matt Lazenby, Ian

Glessner

Crew - Ian Grierson, Ryan Whitney
Riflery

Pro Marksman - Tim Coburn, Scott Weber,

Harrison Stuart, Clark Woolley, Mike
Goelzer, Nico Meihiuzen, Max Blatt, Will

Anderson, Peter Hunter

Marksman - Will Ewing, Ben Hobbs, Har-

rison Boyd
Swimming

Heman - Chris Desmond, Jim Wilkerson,

Philip Schmid, Jakob Von Trotha, Sam
Atkins, Robert Stockman, Ian Maxwell,

Mark Streeter, Andres Streeter, Spencer

Baldwin, Cory Cramer
Bugs Bunny - Kris Blindenbacher, Sky

Anderson, Will Egan, Chris Franklin, Will

Ewing, Jake Elberg, Adam Wood, James
Maxwell

Mutant Turtle - Sam Atkins, Matt Weyand,
Seth Bolint

Popeye - James Maxwell

FRIDAY, AUGUST 10

The day began with weather worries. A
bunch of anxious directors at 7:15 tried to

make Plans B and C for Friday and especial-

ly Saturday. Chris Desmond and Ian

Glessner weren't nearly so fitful as they rais-

ed the flag. They and the other boys were

just looking for another good day - who
cares about the rain? So we ignored the grey

skies, and the rain stayed away, allowing us

a super morning for final quahfications.

(CharUe Harrington and Don Jones hung a

giant tarp at the picnic area, anyway, for

Plan B.)

The afternoon brought excellent rendi-

tions of packing, acting, and tracking, these

last two referring, of course, to play rehear-

sal and Aqua Attack!! The dress rehearsal

went smoothly; the boys have tried hard, as

this is possibly Nancy's finale and they want

to impress her. The Black team won the high-

spirited Aqua Attack contest by a slim vote

of the judges, but all had great fun in the

effort.

The Long Voyage boys hosted the

burger picnic at Harriet House field, where

everyone relaxed over the meal and played

Ultimate Frisbee or "Pickle". Thanks, guys,

for your kind service.

The reading of the Annuals at Flag was

difficult in that it is impossible to adequate-

ly thank Dick upon his last weekend at camp.

Instead, I read two pieces from the 1939 and

1959 Annuals - his first year as camper and
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first summer as Director. I hope these pro-

vided some happy memories for him.

Dick gave all of us a most memorable
talk at Kistler Poim, about what Kieve has

meant to him. As always, he diverted all

praise to the boys and the staff. If most of

his words are not remembered, his penchant

for affirming others will be. He is and has

been the first Hnk in the "chain reaction"

of kindness, strength, and consideration

upon which Kieve thrives.

Up to Flag we dolefully walked, a can-

dle in each hand, to be led one last time by
Dick in the singing of the Kieve Song.

MIKE CUNNINGHAM

Qualifications:

Windsurfing

Kieve Windsurfer - Jakob Von Trotha,

Jacob Pratt, Phil Schmid
Archery'

Long Bow - Mike Goelzer, Ryan Donnelly,

Tony Fuller

Cross Bow - Nick Paul, Ian Grierson

Robin Hood - Rory Ewing, Eric Halverson,

Alex Butz

Pottery

Apprentice - Ben Wissinger, Andy Wise,

Eugene Boyd, Tim Coburn
Journeyman - Peter Russell

Art

Michaelangelo - Will Ewing, Zander Vincent

Donatello - Will Alter, Andy Hatch, Justin

Preddy, Will Ewing, Aidan Marcuss, Jon

Kallen, Justin Moore, Robert Stockman,

Jeremie Laurent-Joye

DiVinche - Thanny Hatch

Degas - Andy Hatch, Langston Beram

Raphael - Harrison Stuart, Angus Cole, Will

Alter, Alex Basilevsky, Justin Moore, Aidan

Marcuss, Ben Hasler

Kieve Artist - Will AUer

SATURDAY, AUGUST 11

The name Watersports was very ap-

propriate on this day. We had anticipated a

hard rain and had taken precautions with a

tarp system up at Pasquaney, but during the

evening deluge, the tarps ripped and came
down. After a quick repair, we prepared with

our rainy day format, which eliminates water

activities.

Our breakfast was forced inside, but

that still was not going to dampen the mood
of Camp Kieve campers and council. After

breakfast, we readied camp for parents with

a sprucing up. Parents arrived at 10:00 a.m.

amidst a downpour, but all were glad to be

reunited again. At 12 noon lunch was offered

in Innisfree and Pasquaney to accommodate
our great turn out.

After lunch it was showtime for our

1990 hit produced, directed, written and
choreographed by Nancy Kennedy. The
name of the hit production was "Goodbye
Dickie, Hello Henry." It consisted of a

medley of songs from many years past.

After the play, we were off to cabin

meetings to distribute qualifications.

Campers and council were proud of their ac-

comphshments and achievements.

Following the cabin meetings we had
cocktails and coketails in Innisfree and Pas-

quaney. Mike Cunningham gets the hard guy

award for his outdoor bar tending. Dinner

followed which was our dehcious chicken

barbecue.

At 6:30 p.m. Dick offered his last

Watersports Sermon. He has meant so much
to us all and it will take some time for all

of us to adjust. We have all benefitted from
the man with the whistle.

We were wet but out spirits were not

dampened. All in all it was a great day.

CHARLIE HARRINGTON
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TRIP NOTES

June 22-July 6

Long Voyage #1

With Frank Barbieri, Ralph Sando,

and Harrison Dillon

Day 1

It was a leisurely day with our estimated

departure at 3:00 p.m. In the morning our

group romped on the adventure course, com-
pleting the Mohawk walk Chris Dougherty
and beating the record in another obstacle.

Meanwhile their HBC was busy himself with

last minute preparations, packing the cooler,

and putting the finishing touches on the clam

sauce.

We left on time and arrived in Green-

ville four hours later. We camped at Squaw
Brook campground and after a hearty meal

of cheeseburgers, we headed for bed with ex-

cited thoughts of the coming day of rafting.

FRANK BARBIERI

Day 2

Rafting Day!!! Hold on boys for the

rapid worlds of the Kennebec River. After

a delicious breakfast of scrambled eggs with

onions and green peppers, we headed for

Eastern River Company's home base. We ar-

rived there an hour early and occupied

ourselves playing pool in the rec room until

it was time to leave.

Once we were fitted with our wetsuits,

and signed our waivers we were on our way
to the Kennebec. One of our guides gave us

a safety talk and showed us some hot pic-

tures of tipping boats. This peaked our an-

ticipation. When the ride was over we walk-

ed excited and apprehensive to the bank of

the river. There the river looked calm but

disappeared around the corner. Once we
loaded up in the boats, we were on our way.

Our guides Tim and Dave informed us

that the river was flowing at an average rate

of 4800 cubics (which translated means
rapids with eight to ten feet high wave trains,

which translated again means "keep your
feet in the boat and don't stop paddUng").

Smiles were tattooed to our faces as our

guides weaved us in and out of the rapids.

"Back left!", "All forward!", they cried as
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our raft was sucked down the river. This

eventually led us to the highlight of our trip.

Magic Falls.

"They are called Magic Falls", Tim ex-

plained, "because rafters have a tendency to

enter them and disappear." We heard the

rushing water well before the falls began, and

we started a hard paddle forward. Dave's

boat was first. We watched it move towards

the "horizon Hne", when suddenly it disap-

peared. Two seconds later it sprung up on

a white pillar of furious water (all bodies

were present). Our boat was next.

As we approached the falls, the sound
of rushing water got louder and louder, un-

til we were not able to hear each other talk.

By then, however, talk was cheap, for we
were diving headlong into a clamorous fren-

zy of bashing waves. Hold on! Wham! We
were lost for a moment, surrounded by white

spray, and then pop! We were shot out

straight up into the air above the fury below.

Bang! On the surface again paddles flying.

We had completed that with all bodies

present.

A ways down the river we stopped at a

water fall and relaxed below its 29 foot

cascade. After which we headed back on the

river and got a chance to paddle on the

"Duckies" (small inflatable kayaks). Andy
found this part of the trip particularly

troublesome.

When we finally reached the take out

point there was a delicious lunch of steak and

rice waiting for us. We chowed! ! Then it was

back to the Eastern River home base to

review a video of our day, and then on home
to our Squaw Brook campsite. After a

satiating dinner of hot dogs and chips, we
played a game of ASOCO and hit the sack.

A great day 2.

Day 3

The day started at 4:47 a.m. thanks to

Frank's alarm clock. The campers were

awakened by the thrashing of a wiffle bat

against the dewy sides of the tents. Breakfast

was cornbeef hash with last night's franks

mixed in, and then we were off.

Charhe drove us to our put in at

Rockwood. After the campers packed the



canoes and Frank and Ralph searched for

water and greeted one of the metropoHs's

greater intellectuals, we headed off into the

windy lake.

The fog was thicker than Maypo, but

the omnipotent Jose had granted us

tailwinds. Not men to waste such an oppor-

tunity, the craftsmen of Long Voyage con-

structed sails for the boats from tent flies and

the tarp. Team Jason, however, opted for

the traditional paddling.

The three boats - two sail-rafts and one

canoe-were driven by the wind on differing

courses.

The wind roared and the rain fell, mak-

ing the paddle miserable for all. Blinded by

the fog, we moved on toward what should

have been the campsite. "It's over there on

the gray splotch between the two white pat-

ches." All were soaked and hungry as the

paddlers reached the island first, followed

soon by the somehow good spirited sailors.

We set up camp and took a well deserved

rest. Dinner was beef stew and powered

potatoes (sort of - see, Ralph, you love

Cream of Wheat.) Geography was played to

get someone to sterilize the dishes and all

were in bed by nine-thirty, exhaused by the

gruehng day.

ANDREW PALMER

Day 4

I woke up this morning to the crushing

sound of waves and rock... and my eyeballs

as they tried to register the fact that the alarm

did indeed say it was 5:00 a.m. Okay, up
from a brisk walk in my boxers and a

refreshing bout of screaming and tent

bashing. Then to breakfast. First though the

wannegans for food and then to the stove to

try to Hght a fire and try again, and again,

and again. Three hours and ten minutes

later, we cruised down Moosehead Ocean
towards the Northeast Carry - a portage that

probably annoyed Henry David Thoreau as

much as it did us. Breakfast was (finally)

Cream of Wheat for us and victory for

Ralph.

Thanks to Chris Urfer's curse (Man,
would it be a bummer if it stopped raining

for the portage?) We were forced to endure
the sufferings of a painfully beautiful day.

Kudos to Jason "Volvo" Beilleux, whom we
thought would start offering to carry locals'

Boston Whalers for lack of stuff we hadn't

portaged yet. By the end of the portage the

painfully beautiful morning had changed in-

to an excruciatingly pleasant afternoon. We
floated pleasantly down the river, pleasant-

ly tanning to a golden brown (or glowing red,

depending on your SPF), pleasantly exchang-

ing words of interest that sort of meant the

same thing. Then, suddenly, like the grim

reaper, huge soggy gray clouds rolled in from

the North. Frank summed up our attitude

in one word. Paddle!

In what could have been no time, but

we know it wasn't, we were under the trees

at Ogden Point, seconds before Jose drop-

ped his wrath on us.

If you've ever seen "Butch Cassidy and

the Sundance Kid", what happened next was

something right out of the last scene, as

Butch and The Kid are trapped in a bank.

"Wanna make a break for it?" asks

Butch. "Let's go," says the Kid, and they

did. Right into the whole Mexican army. It

was as if they were waiting for us to poke

our heads out, and then unleashed

themselves. As we left Ogden Point, which

was under 8 feet of water, the rain pelted

down as big as baseballs, and the 500 yard

paddle was... well, basically no fun. Even-

tually the rain stopped as it almost always

does, and we were rewarded with blue skies

and a rainbow that disappeared as soon as

everyone got their cameras out. Dinner was
Spaghetti con Carne, after which everyone

stood in line at the cedar throne.

It's been a long day, and I don't know
if I can finish writing this without zonking

out. G'night.

P.S. Chris caught a plethora...

TIM MORRISON

Day 5

Ahhh! What an incredible day! We
awoke at the very late hour of 6:00. And as

if that isn't enough, I had the great pleasure

of awaking Monsieur Sando by dropping a

cupikin of water on his head. Once everyone

was out of bed, they looked up to see blue

skies and white billowy clouds overhead.

Upon seeing this never before seen metamor-
phasis of nature, everyone was content to

take their time and enjoy the day. It took us

three hours to finally get on the move. This

was in part caused by the fact that three of
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our big guys, Palmer, McKinney, and

Beckerlegge, were not allowed to work so

that others who had not been doing their

share would have to step up and prove

themselves... I'm happy to say that everyone

did. When we were on the river, no one was

in that big a hurry and we were content to

glide and perform synchronized swimming,

creating soul trains, and triangles as we
floated down river. We then ate a well

deserved snack (for sunbathing can take a

lot out of you). After the snack Frank sug-

gested a game of canoe rugby. This was a

fun yet short lived event for just after we had

begun, we saw a huge group of canoes roar-

ing down the river. The game then stopped

and the race for Big Island campsite had

begun. Frank Barbieri and John took an ear-

ly lead, followed closely by the Palmer-

Morrison connection. At first, I was worried,

they seemed to be moving ever closer, Frank

told me not to worry. He was right. Before

I knew it Barbieri-Lawrence, Palmer-

Morrison, and McKinney-Veilleux were a

speck on the horizon and the enemy canoes

were out of sight. It smelled Uke victory.

Once set up at Big Island, there were tunafish

sandwiches for all and everyone was look-

ing forward to a relaxing afternoon. Then,

the great tragedy of the day occurred, the

soccer ball was lost downstream, although

there were vaHent efforts by Robb, Andrew,

Urfer and Eric to retrieve it. Then after an

incredibly filling dinner of beef rav, min-

nestroni soup, Hershey bars and fruit salad,

everyone left to read, play cards or make one

last stop at the nice cedar outhouse. Thus

concluding the latest installment of our epic

very Long Voyage through the Maine woods.

R.T. ARNOLD

Day 6

Today started when my watch alarm

went off just before the alarm clock. Of
course I shut the watch alarm off, but then

when the alarm clock went off at 6:01 a.m.

I realized that it was time to get up.

I awoke everyone in the camp by hitting

a baseball bat against the sides of the tents.

I accidentally knocked down the moss by

tapping too hard on it. After that, the mor-

ning went smoothly. Being OD for the first

time, I had no clue of what to do. The maps
looked like they were in foreign language.

For the first leg of the trip I kind of stayed

behind the rest of the group in the hopes that

someone else would lead the group that knew
where they were going. That worked up un-

til we got to a place called "the store" (real

original). The man who ran the store was

named Jack. He is an elderly nice man who
sells baked goods. He baked some of the

finest doughnuts and cookies I have ever

tasted.

After that we all left to go
upstream/Lake/pond. While we were going

we saw some of the most incredible military

jets I have ever seen. They were going above

the speed of sound. When we got to the

campsite, we noticed how many bugs there

were. We broke out the tents and had din-

ner. Dinner was Mex Night, so we had a lot

to eat. There was refried beans, chih, salsa

and taco shells. After that we were all full.

Then Frank told us that Harrison had to

leave because of a severe problem in his

mouth. Everyone was bummed. Some of us

would be losing a good friend and I would

be losing a stern man and a good friend.

Then everyone went to their tents and played

cards and talked for a few hours and finally

fell asleep.

ROB POLETT

Day 7

Today was rest day. For Frank and

John it started at 5:00 a.m. because they had

to go to a ranger station to call Kieve to see

about getting Harrison taken back to camp
because of a tooth problem. For everyone

else the day started at around 8:30. We
waited for Ralph and Harrison to get up and

then we got a fire going. The breakfast was

pancakes made by myself, Andrew Palmer,

Eric, and Jason. With rain looking possible

7ths and 8ths on pancakes were postponed

until around 2:00. After the rain had stop-

ped the fire was started again and John and

Frank finally returned. Everyone had been

worried and were glad when they returned.

We fed them lots of pancakes and then

everyone rested before dinner. Some people

elected to play hot potato with the soccer ball

which turned into "watch the ball float down
the river." Chris and Jason V. frequently

visited the water in order to bring back the

ball.

At 6:00 everyone decided they were
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hungry. The fireman, Andrew Palmer and

the generator, John Lawrence got the fire go-

ing. Dinner was minestrone soup with rice

served with a lovely 1990 pink mung. Then
after everything was cleaned, we waited un-

til dark to make s'mores.

At around 9:00 we broke out the Her-

shey Bars, the graham crackers, and the mar-

shmallows. Also we used the stove to make
hot chocolate to enjoy after the s'mores while

Frank read us Stephen King's "Survivor

Tale" to add to the eerie feehng.

After the K was packed we went to bed

full and happy. Tomorrow we would be por-

taging, shooting rapids and portaging again

so everyone wanted a good night's sleep.

ROBB BECKERLEGGE

Day 8

Waking up at the leisurely hour of 8:00,

we all had a hearty breakfast of hash and

toast and prepared to meet our challenge:

Portage all canoes and gear up to the

Caucomogomoc Dam campsite and then run

the rapids back to our previous campsite.

The portage went very smoothly, taking on-

ly two hours to complete. After setting up
the tents at our new campsite, we ate lunch,

which consisted of tuna fish sandwiches and
cookies. Towards the end of lunch, we all

watched while some Boy Scouts from Ohio
proceeded to their canoes in order to prepare

to brave the rapids. We knew they were

serious when they all strapped their helmets

on. Eager to watch them be thrashed among
the rocks everyone with the exception of

Frank and Ralph, ran down to the most
dangerous and exciting place on the rapids.

This consisted of a series of ledges and
hydrauHcs, powered by very fast water.

Sticking out into this water was a large pile

of driftwood. It was to this place that we ran

to watch the boys from Ohio. The Boy
Scouts must have decided to have lunch or

something because 45 minutes passed before

they finally appeared. Eagerly anticipating

their arrival we watched closely. To our bit-

ter disappointment the group gathered at the

edge of the river and portaged around the

dangerous area.

Convinced that they were wimps for not

braving the rips, we returned to the camp-
site to prepare to run the rapids, including

the part which the Boy Scouts skipped. After

scouting out the rapids for the best route, the

canoe team of Barbieri-Lawrence shot the

rapids without getting wet above the waist.

Next came the Sloterbeck-Urfer team. Their

team was almost through the rapids when
their canoe became swamped with water and

sank. The canoe continued to be taken

downstream until eventually it became wrap-

ped around a rock. Next came the team of

McKinney-Veilleux, better known as "team
Jason." They went through the rapids

without any problems, only to be swamped
at the end. However, it did not turn out to

be serious as the Jasons were able to swim
over to the bank. Following them was the

Arnold-Beckerlegge group, who survived

without any problems and at the same time

staying mostly dry. The Palmer-Morrison

team came next. They unfortunately, did not

have as much success, and flipped after the

first ledge. Their canoe was carried

downstream until it hit the Sloterbeck-Urfer

canoe, already in a horseshoe shape around

the rock. Last, but not least came the

Babcock-Potter-Sando triple team. This

team did not make it through either, and

soon all three were floating downstream after

their canoe.

During all this craziness, it was
discovered that Chris had bumped his leg on
a rock, so Frank decided to take him to the

ranger so they could find a doctor. After all

the canoes, including the Sloterbeck-Urfer

canoe which had a crack down the side, had
been carried back to camp, dinner was

begun. It consisted of Pasta Romana with

pudding and popcorn for dessert.

Because we had all had a long hard day,

we decided to turn in even earlier than usual,

which is early, happily ending an exciting

day.

Day 9

Today we woke up at an ungodly hour,

4:15. We proceeded to break down our tents

and start breakfast. We broke camp at about

6:00 and loaded the canoes. Ralph tested his

new creation of part canoe, part trash bag

and tape. Proceeding slowly but surely,

Ralph the only one in this new canoe fear-

ing it would sink, decided the canoe should

be towed and he got to mojo. Everyone then

paddled hard spurred on by the hearty

breakfast of cream of wheat and fruit
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cocktail. We arrived at the pickup truck to

be transported to our new site. Yet the bus

did not come rambHng down the road until

around two o'clock. We were relieved that

it came and piled on in. We met our new
counselor who replaced Harrison, he was
Charlton Rugg. We arrived at our new camp-
site and to our dismay again there were many
bugs. That night we were visited by various

species of wildhfe, had a short rain shower.

Jason Veilleux woke up for a short time and

said something not understood by humans.
Otherwise the night was uneventful. With
that day 9 is over and I have no more to say.

ERIK BABCOCK

Day 10

We all awoke at 7:15. The sun was shin-

ing so it was a good change from last night's

rain. Breakfast was then started, and what

a wonderful breakfast it was - scrambled eggs

with huge chunks of onion and green pep-

per. There was also a side order of bacon
with that. After breakfast, Frank, Brian and
Chris showed up with the bus. We then

decided to start farther up than the trip had
planned. We were starting up on Allagash

Stream which was usually too low to run.

So we all loaded up the bus and hop-

ped in for a fairly short ride. When we got

there lunch was PB&J. Brian drove off leav-

ing us in the rugged Allagash Country. We
were paddling through a narrow stream with

small rips it was beautiful.

Suddenly after a small portage enemy
chopper started flying in. Ralph Sando
grabbed his M-16 (his paddle) and opened
fire on them. An enemy plane then fired a

missile. Tim Morrison said, "Hit the deck!"

as everyone fell to the water. The enemy
boats then came around the corner and the

battle was on. Frank made a heroic move by
jumping into the enemy fire. Although the

battle was fierce, I think it ended up a Kieve

tie. While out of enemy waters we enjoyed

the quick current in the stream until we final-

ly got into Allagash Lake. The lake was
beautiful. We all relaxed as we paddled to

ice caves. Some of the campers and
counselors brought the flash Hght to explore

the Ice Caves. Most of us chmbed down in-

to the cold and dark cave. It was amazing
how cold it was down there. After explor-

ing the caves, we paddled on to outlet which

was taken. We then had a decision - stay at

Island which was on the lake or head down
more of Allagash Falls. We decided on the

falls, which was a great idea. The rapids were

awesome. Everyone was in really high spirits.

We then got to Little Allagash Falls and set

up camp. Dinner was great. It was linguini

and clam sauce. After our filling dinner, peo-

ple retired to bed.

JASON MCKINNEY

Day 11

My tent-mates woke me at 6:00 to tell

me the alarm had gone off. I woke the others

by banging a pot and yelling rude things. In

a few minutes everyone, except for the three

who overslept, had Maypo. We got on the

water at 8:00 and ran through some really

nice rapids with only four casualties. Mark
and Andrew Potter flipped going over a

ledge, luckily they went carrying only the

trash, so nothing was damaged. Tim and An-
drew Palmer also flipped over a ledge.

Once down Allagash Stream with a

short paddle, and some guess work, we got

to Lock Dam by 11 :30, had a snack and ar-

rived at our campsite by 1:00. A lunch of

tuna and moldy bread was followed by a

bread baking session - everything from
banana to prebaked white (this was to keep

it from getting moldy), and then dinner. I

think that dinner and the recipe that follows

deserves its own special paragraph. So this

is the story : I noticed the evening of day 10

that there was no ham packed in the

wanagans. This meant that for dinner there

was nothing. Never fear, we had the solu-

tion. Allagash Mash, a horrible concoction

that tasted, unfortunately, as bad as it look-

ed. We all had some, and Rob P. actually

ate dinner, sort of. Here is the recipe for our

dinner.

ALLAGASH MASH
2 bags of powered potatoes, 1 box of oat

meal, 8 bags of gorp (peanuts, raisins, and

M&M's), brown sugar to taste, more raisins,

and 1 Boy Scout.

After canned apples for dessert, we wat-

ched a beautiful sunset and went to bed. As
darkness settled over us one of the many deer

that roamed our campsite watched us, an owl

hooted in the distance (right Brian M.) and

all was quiet. Goodnight.

CHRIS URFER
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Day 12

I awoke before the others at five

minutes of seven in the morning. Being OD,
I started bustling about pretending to be very

busy. In a rare moment of closeness with

Mother Nature I walked up to a deer and of-

fered it some grass. It sniffed my hand ex-

pectantly, but seeing that what I offered was

on the ground everywhere, it ran away

haughtily. The camp was now awake and

ahve, rushing around doing everything for

me. Well, at least they were awake. Most of

the people got right out of bed, excited to

start day twelve. We had a breakfast feast

of hash and a slice of toast. I decided that

we would first head over to the abandoned

railroad and tramway, two old engines and

a plethora of old railroad equipment about

two miles away. We closed camp and left

Pillsbury Island about five minutes of ten our

neighboring Boy Scout buddies, who were

awake about two hours before us, left. We
arrived at the sights without any problems.

We walked along the path looking at all of

the equipment. These trains were abandon-

ed in the woods because they had lost their

use. Yet, they are still incredible machines,

large immobile monsters of another time

parked out in the Maine woods. When we
were done, we headed for Farm Island and

the water after it which would lead to our

night's campsite. We were approaching Farm
Island when R.T. suggested that we engage

in a little friendly cliff jumping to entertain

ourselves. He and Frank knew of a small

island nearby, so we headed over to it. We,
most of us, stood atop the ridge peering

down below into the thrashing waters, strug-

gling to maintain our balance as the fierce

winds, characteristic of high altitudes raced

around us. Actually, by this time, we had a

beautiful sunny day to enjoy. Many jumped
and we all had a great time, we paddled away
to an aqua-snack and decided that most of

us wanted to play some canoe rugby. The
Urfer-Sloterbeck and Palmer-Morrison
canoes floated away in the sun while we
began the game. The teams were campers vs.

counselors and we established the first goal,

a nearby point. Paddling fiercely in an ex-

cellent game by all, the counselors scored

first on a controversial goal. After that the

counsel dominated. We arrived at our plann-

ed campsite. Little Eagle, orily to find that

a party was already inhabiting that space. I

decided that we should head back down the

lake to Zeigler. We set up camp at the

spacious site. Many basked in the sun while

McKinney and I made two cakes to celebrate

Ralph's birthday, and only a few days late!

We next began cooking macaroni and cheese.

We feasted on the pasta, then on the cakes.

I wanted to fill these stomachs up, so I decid-

ed to have s'mores. We had to wait till dark,

so R.T. and Rob B. went out for a little

target practice. We were then joined by

mysterious Dan, a mystery church camper

whom we would be visited by unexpectedly

several times until Chase's. Eric Babcock and

Chris Urfer threw a pile of screamers on the

fire and we had a little fire jumping until it

died down. Dan was impressed by our enter-

taining feats and story telling, led by

Charlton and unfortunately, Ralph. He
realized that Kieve was more exciting and fun

than other camps. Dan probably had a bad

case of camp envy. He was right though, we
were having fun. It was a great day.

JASON VEILLEUX

Day 13

We awoke this morning at 7 a.m., a nice

leisurely hour to find ourselves with a tail-

wind. All were tired from a late night of

s'mores and story teUing, but we got our

breakfast of cream of wheat going quickly.

Despite an absence of brown sugar the meal

was tasty thanks to a bounty of grape and

strawberry jelly. We packed up our things,

refilled our canteens and jug at the nearby

natural spring, and pushed off before 9 a.m.

We had a short paddle and despite a stop for

driftwood and another for photographs of

a moose on Churchill Lake, we reached High

Banks long before noon. An afternoon of

games began with cliff jumping where many
different tricks and styles were used by Jason

Veilleux, Jason McKinney, and Eric Bab-

cock. A little bit of doubt had been raised

about whether or not we should have gotten

up at 7 instead of later, but as it started to

rain we were all glad to be at our campsite.

Rain continued off and on throughout the

day as we ate our tuna sandwiches and

sterihzed under the tarp. A game of wink-

murder followed. Ralph was the only

murderer successful in killing the entire cabin

by winking at us. The rest were accused and
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caught successfully. The day ended after a

filling meal of chicken noodle soup and then

popcorn. It had been a nice, slov/, relaxing

day for us and we all felt the approach of

the end of the trip.

OSCAR SLOTERBECK

Day 14

Today is Wednesday, day 14, my O.D.
day. I set the clock the night before and had
the OD box in my tent. The next morning,

I arose at 5:30 impatiently waiting two hours

for wake up. I awoke everyone. Jason M.
wanted to wake up the council, so I'm not

sure what happened, but I think a bunch
took down the council tent which made
Ralph very upset. He wanted revenge. We
loaded the canoes and Andy Palmer took all

the tents because Ralph was going to flip us

because of the way we were at the campsite.

So Ralph and Oscar were dumped first and
so was Ralph. He was swimming for me and
Andy Potter, but we managed to escape.

We arrived at Churchill dam and
scouted the rapids. We put in on the other

side "dry." We did nine miles of rapids in

completely dead water. The fabulous press

boat flipped for no reason at all. John
Lawrence and Frank Barbieri. Finally we
took out at Old Bridge where an orange bus

was waiting for us. We drove to Greenville

and saw a carnival. Since it was the 4th of

July, we came back later to watch fire works.

MARK SUPPLEE

Day 15

Up at five at base camp 1, Squaw
Brook, in order to make it to base camp 2,

Eastern River, on time for our second day
of white water rafting. This time the river we
had to conquer was the Penobscot. We had
our eggs and bacon, got our wet suits, and
were soon on the bus to the river. Once there

we met our guides, Vicci and Judy, and then

it was: Hallo, White Water. Rock N Roll!

We didn't have far to go in the morn-
ing and wound up getting there early for

lunch. This was too bad for everyone else

because we munched on the steak, rice,

beans, and fruit hke the strong people we
were. After this incredible meal, we were

ready for "Lose Your Lunch Falls." This

was not an apt title; however, it should have

been called "Lose Vicci's raft falls" and

"Lose Your Lunch Bus Ride." Everyone on
Vicci's raft (Erick, Oscar, Rob Polett, An-
drew Potter, Jason McKinney, R.T.,

Charlton and myself) was effected into the

water with the exception of Vicci, her

daughter and Oscar. The bus ride home was
marked with some excitement as R.T. Ar-

nold started a fad by booting all over the bus.

He continued this on our ride from Eastern

River to Baxter as he blew chunks all over

himself, Frank, the peanut butter, myself

and the tarp, strategically located river duf-

fels and the side of the Perserverance itself.

When we got to Baxter, we told them that

we were from Kieve and they told us that we
could sleep in the gravel pit down the road.

So we all said, "thank you very much, good-

night." Once in the pit, we set up our tents

and went to bed. The night was a restless one

for some people, as many were following

R.T.'s lead by either worshiping the

porcelain God, talking to Chuck, or the big

white phone, or just quietly having a

technicolor yawn. This was a fitting end to

Ralph's O.D. day.

Day 16

We woke up at five o'clock in the mor-

ning to climb Mt. Katahdin. That night we
slept in the gravel pit, and had corned beef

hash for breakfast. Six of us including myself

were unable to climb Katahdin because of

sickness. The survivors included Ralph, An-
drew Palmer, Rob Beckerlegge, Rob Polett,

John Lawrence, Jason Veilleux, Erik Bab-

cock, and Tim Morrison. After a brief group

rest at Chimney Pond, they pressed on up
the monolithic behemoth that is Katahdin.

They scaled Cathedral, pressing upward
towards Baxter Peak (5,267 ft.). Jason,

Oscar and Eric imitated mountain goats.

Ralph took pictures, and Andrew found a

Zen-rock. The chmb up and the view from

cathedral was nothing short of spectacular.

Mountains and hills wrinkled the land for

miles. Lakes and ponds mirrored the clouds

above.

Reaching Baxter, the Sando Expedition

looked out across to its greatest challenge;

Knife's Edge. Knife's Edge with its 1.1 miles

across the ridge from Katahdin to Pomona
Peak, 1.1 miles of 100 foot drops on either

side, gusts of wind without warning, and a

4 foot wide strip of rock between you and
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death. NO PROBLEM!
Jason Veilleux led a group dancing from

rock to rock fearlessly. Campers of sounder

mind walked holding on to whatever they

could find. Finally, the only obstacle

separating us from Pomona was Devil's

Crotch, a small niche when viewed from

Chimney Pond, which had somehow become

a 40 foot chasm. With Ralph leading the way
again, we had no problem.

After a snack and a photo (Ralph ad-

vanced the film), we proceeded down
Dudley, a total piece of cake. Another rest

at Chimney Pond and all that remains of our

day is our hike in the gathering darkness

back to the bus. A 12 1/2 hour day that had

begun at the foot of Katahdin was almost

over, as the Sando Expedition returned to

find most of the other campers well again.

ChiU and rice cooking on the stove and
Orange Death once again ready to prowl the

streets of Greenville.

ANDREW POTTER and TIM MORRISON

Day 17

At 7 a.m. the alarm went off. At 8 a.m.

Frank decided we should move, so I arose

to be greeted by a spectacular, cloudfree

morning. Barfamania had apparently burn-

ed itself out the night before, so breakfast

was quickly devoured by ravenous campers

and council. Once again we sallied forth

from Squaw Brook to Base Camp, Eastern

River, where we picked up the trailer. Then
turning northward, we set our sights on the

infamous Seboomook Ledges. As we
journeyed, some were daunted by the for-

bidding clouds that scudded the sky, building

into a huge bank that blocked the sun, we
pressed bravely on. After bologna and cheese

for lunch, R.T. stepped in as fill in O.D. And
so leaving our courageous heroes, adjourn

until Old Roll Dam.
When the two groups split up,

Charleton needed a replacement O.D. to rule

under the steady hand of Frank Barbieri, as

we made our way down the treacherous

ledges. Since nobody wanted the awesome
responsibihty, I volunteered. They did not

tell me I'd have to write another report.

Anyway, with Frank soloing, we began our
adventure. It took about twenty minutes for

us to reach our first horizon line. Using our
expert scouting tactics (with a little help from

Frank), we saw that we would head to the

far right shore, then the bowman would pull

the canoe through a small narrow chute, then

pull the canoe back around and shoot

through a small break in a hydrauUc. The on-

ly problem this ledge caused was canoes get-

ting stuck in the tiny chute. Otherwise

everything went well. The second series of

ledges claimed the first victims of the after-

noon. Ironically the first boat to flip, mine

and Rob's, occurred in dead water after

shooting a ledge backwards. The first canoe

to flip on the actual ledge was Eric's and

Ralph's, the first of four of the day.

Although it must be noted that after the first

flip, they both lost their paddles. There was
only one extra paddle, so Eric had to con-

tinue with a stick. The rest of the day canoes

were crashing into rocks, people were get-

ting wet, but two canoes - Urfer and Oscar,

and Andrew and John - made it to the last

major set of rapids called the labyrinth.

Urfer and Oscar were the first to flip. They
then proceeded to go down ledges but not

in their canoes. Then their canoes got caught

in a ledge and it took Frank to get it undone.

That left Andrew and John and one more
ledge to go. They flipped. That ended a

gruehng but fun day.

As the canoes arrived, I had a chance

to direct them over the final ledge. I manag-

ed to cause both Andrew's to flip, much to

the dehght of all. Once all were safely beach-

ed, we cooked spaghetti Alfredo while Frank

returned to Seboonook Dam for the trailer.

Having loaded the canoes, and washed the

dishes, we drove by the light of a beautiful

full moon to... yup, you guessed it - Squaw
Brook. Exhausted by the day, we immediate-

ly retired to our tents. That is right after

recovering one from the woods where it had

blown during our absence.
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Day 18

The last day of the trip. We headed out

early for the long drive back to Kieve, and

were thrilled when we arrived among cheers

and shouts. It was a perfect end to a perfect

trip. Thank you guys for one of the greatest

experiences of my hfe. I love you all.

FRANK BARBIERI

June 22-July 4

The Mighty Allagash

John Russell, Rusty Stebbins, Steve Fulmer

The trip really began when Ed organiz-

ed the loading of the trailer and the canoes

and Alex Webb did the awesome job of ty-

ing them on. I'm not sure why but it's a nice

way to start off a trip report.

"The successful trips are the ones that

are well prepared", Mike Cunningham.

June 22

We drove down the hill fully loaded to

get our last look at the Kieve sign for two
weeks and on into the lovely, deep and dark

Allagash. NOT!!! No more than two miles

down the road a sudden rash of the vehicular

plague strikes. Not wanting to unload on his

fellow peers Brady comes forward first, "I

think I'm gonna puke man". Our faithful

(very faithful) driver Jared quickly acts and

says "come on up front and watch the road

a little."

Rusty: John, is there any dramamine in the

med. kit?

John: Ahhh, I don't think so.

Rusty: Ohh, o.k.

next crisis

Steve: By the way John, did we remember
the tents?

John: Ahhh I don't think so.

Steve: Ohh o.k.

(Meanwhile the vehicular plague advances)

Jared: Is anyone else feelin' funny?"
Unfortunately about 5 or 6 other hands went

up.

John: "Now what does one do, Jared." "Ya
know, maybe we should go back to camp.

We made a b-line for camp, organized

a commando mission for the tents and the

dramamine with our surviving crew. The
mission was successful and we were again on

our way (I think)

Arriving at our camp sight. Big Island,

Brady falls in love with the latrine.."Wow
mann, we should take that thing with us, it's

awesome! " Girand decided he will go on an
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explainable laughing binge along with a

philosophy binge. .. "Life is like a

couch... Life is like a swimming pool.. etc.'"

Gourmet burgers made a great dinner but the

best part came after...

John: Hey Ed, where are the pot scrubbers?

Ed: Daa, I don't know.

John: You pour them down the latrine with

the rest of the dirty water, did you?

Ed: Of course not!

(five minutes later)

Ed: Well, maybe I did...who's got a

flashhght?

(two minutes later)

Brady: Does anyone have any fishing line?...

June 23

Well, we thought we could beat the rain.

NOT! It started coming about one hour in-

to the paddle. We were more than convinc-

ed we had done/said something sacreligious

- 1

to the weather gods. Just as we were leaving

the current of the West Branch and entered

lake territory the wind and the rain really

came against us. Headwinds first, then cross

winds. We found out which was worse. The
wind and rain died just as we reached the

safety of the distant shore. Good, let's push

on to our camp site. But Noooo! Even
though we had completely changed direction

it just so happened that head winds started

up not long after we started again!

RIP-OFF! We persevered onward
nevertheless, (perseverance; to persist, to

pursue, name of Kieve van and motto) I was

surprised to make it to our planned camp-
sight. It was evident this was an unusually

strong group of campers.

(Growl)

The events of the day made the rotini

dinner seem all that much more satisfying.

A great job of cooking by Will Wister and
Blake Sando. Rusty felt his duty for the day

was not fulfilled and thus felt he should show
the campers proper pear eating technique.

What a day.

Drew Lipner: Are we really getting up at 4

a.m. tomorrow?

June 24

(Mud Pond Portage)

When the men of the Allagash awoke
on day 3 we all knew that knee-deep mud,
freezing spring water, and killer mosquitoes

awaited us at the Mud Pond Portage.

After a filHng breakfast of a watery

maypo we had a short paddle which includ-

ed two short practice portages. Finally after

a short search for the beginning of the por-

tage path we were off. Bill Sherman was the

first camper to finish with an impressive time

of 55 minutes on his first trip beating one

of our counselors (Rusty). After Bill finish-

ed Blake, Devin and Will came in at pretty

much the same time. Then soon enough the

rest of the cabin came in one at a time. In-

cluding Ed who brought in a Mad River after

hurting his ankle. By the time we had finish-

ed both trips it took us about four hours. As
some said "this portage was helHsh" and
others said "it wasn't as bad as I thought it

would be." Which was true; after the por-

tage we had a couple of snacks to hold us

over until we got to our campsite which was
supposed to be easy, yea right!! As soon as

we started our paddle a huge rain cloud came
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over us and soon it started raining as we
made our way down Mud Pond Stream. Im-

mediately strange activities began. First the

canoe of Blake and Will swamped getting

two tents wet and ruining the gas stove.

Brady and Drew also had a little excitement,

their canoe had turned around and they went

down the rapids backwards. All of a sudden

lightening struck and three people got a Ht-

tle shock (Buzz, Devin, Rusty) who were all

taken by surprise. We all got to shore and

got cold and soaked. Then after a few

minutes wise old Ed suggested that we do a

good old anti-rain dance which went like this:

Bunga - Oya, Bunga - Oya, etc. We then

started paddHng and eventually it did stop

raining and we made it to Gravel Beach for

a well deserved rest day to follow.

June 25

As I dished quite a bit of money over

to the ranger (Not fines guys, Hke Ed told

you) I made the mistake of asking the ranger

what the forecast was, "Rain, Rain, Rain",

he would say in his Maine accent. As it turn-

ed out he was wrong. The weather continued

to be rather nice. It was a typical rest day

at Gravel Beach. Pancakes were made all

day, there were movie reviews and especial-

ly Nintendo reviews of which Ian Kelly stood

tallest on that subject. We discovered what
a small world it was, for my sister was also

the teacher of Blake and Will Wister and

knew Buzz Poole (only because he doesn't

like to wear his jacket). Brady tells us all

about his girlfriend and Ed was able to fit

in at least 5,876 stories on top of reminding

us that he has a brother (what's his name
again?). Ravioli and smores to cap the night

off, yesss.

June 26

Clear skies again long with Alex Leach

making the Cream of Wheat instead of John

for our resupply day. A nice way to start the

day. Ian Kelly wasn't feeUng too good.

Apparently his stomach had caught on

to the tobasco sauce we had put in with the

ravioli last night. Was that you Steve? It was
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a good thing we were leaving the next day

because the latrine was almost filled to the

rim according to Ian, who had spent much
time analyzing it.

Indeed it was a nice day of paddUng to

get resupplied and once again Ali and Tobi

came through on the chocolate chip cookies

and brownies (ooops forgot to tell about

them). Yesss! Love you gals.

Upon our return the heat was enough

to make us engage in canoe wars. The ter-

minators clearly dominated the game and the

butt hangin' in there even

though they would sometimes flip even

before engaging in battle.

Later John and Brady discussed what

a bummer it was to get love letters that turn-

ed out to have no "mush" what so ever.

Poor Rusty had no one to talk to about what

it was Hke to get no letters at all.

The night came to a close with one more
set of canoe wars and the Gravel Beach
Championship wrestling tourney. Blake San-

do was by far the most acrobatic (did your

brother show you that stuff?) Many thanx

to the kind of loving loons who decided to

sing us to sleep that night.

June 27

We woke early this morning and the

clouds spoke to us deceivingly. Rain or shine,

it was time to move northward. Rain did per-

sist to be on our minds mainly because we
had had enough of it.

Approaching Eagle Lake we could see

a front moving in but we did have a small

tail wind so John decides to call a counsel

meeting to set up sail. NOT! ! As we had just

gotten the sail up bad luck strikes real hard

again. The wind decides to change direction

and speed up drastically, thus making a sail

obsolete.

The icing on the cake soon came (we'll

eat the cake later) in the form of rain. Hard
rain. The elements were coming at us so

strong that we became pinned against the

wrong shore. For fun laughs and exercise we
walked our canoes along the shoreline keep-

ing them pointed into the 2-3 foot waves.

Our camp sight was in sight but it was up-

wind across the lake. Finally it was decided

there would be no more of this cat footin'!

Are we Allagashers! ! ! The cry rang out, "in

our canoes and paddle directly into that

headwind! Hard!" And so we did. To go one

half mile it took us two and one half hours.

But the feeling was undescribable as each of

us, one by one, pulled into the safety of Farm
Island Camp sight. Not surprisingly the wind

died when we all had pulled ashore. It had
been a tough day and we were ready for bed.

June 28

Up early again, but where are the head-

winds? What a break. Someone was nice

enough to leave a little deposit of Cream of

Wheat on the beach and on Rustys' hfe

jacket. Thanks for the extra snacks guys. The
days travel was very fine and precipitation

free with the exception of a quick pee break

at of all places, Johns' bridge. The O.D.'s

of the day. Will Wister and Blake Sando did

a sharp job of navigation while also

demonstrating the new technique of leading

from behind.

Chase's Rips had to be the highlight of

the day. No one was really impressed with

Buzz and John going down the first set

backwards, (not naked) except for perhaps

Buzz and John. Amazingly no one flipped,

swamped or horseshoed (unlike Steves last

time down). It was also interesting that the

last two people down were Grumman
canoes, a.k.a. rock magnets.

After such a day we were all ready for

a semi-mexican dinner. Sorry no cheese. Ed
will try to offer some of his. Then the great

pudding hunt began for seconds on pudding.

Winners were, unofficially: Ian Kelly

Officially: Alex Webb.
Well, good night guys, what a great day.
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June 29

They wanted 5 a.m., so they got 5 a.m.

Up and at 'em! Wow it is cold out this mor-
ning. The mist is blowing off the river. Ohh
how romantic. Another morning for Maypo
as Alex Leech and Bill Sherman who are the

O.D.'s today swing the group into action.

Rusty is determined to perfect the technique

of making Maypo, only to find that he is just

as bad as John.

Our rewards for waking early came on-

ly a short time after leaving our campsite.

As we entered a very open marshland and
also just after I had told Buzz that we pro-

bably weren't going to see any moose with

horns, some points to a moss with horns (a

bull). Then looking the other way was a

moose without horns. Then, one more! It

was a veritable Plethora of moose, while I

was busy focusing my zoom lens on the bull,

the other moose decides to swim out to ask

Alex Leech to ask if he knew the latest

weather report. Alex apologized stating that,

Bowinkle imitations were only for people

who had made reservations (a tourist

moose). Alex flipped him the bird and paddl-

ed on his way while Devin and Rusty look-

ed on from behind in amazement... sorry, I

get a little carried away.

On a more serious note this was by far

our longest day of paddling. It was estimated

by some of our top navigators that we went

around 21 miles.

The day would not have been complete

without taming the roaring, vicious pearls of

Long Lake Dam, Drew Lipner clearly stated,

"That was totally awesome!"
As we pulled into Round Pond we

found that one of my favorite camp sights,

inlet, was already taken. We decided to let

these people live mainly because they were

one of the first groups we had seen without

those silly outboard motors (It must be very

scary for some people to think of paddhng
down a river).

For dinner I forget what we had but

what difference does it make anyway. The
rain was coming again so it was off to bed

early. Before we fell asleep though, Blake

Sando earned his hershey squirts quahfica-

tion. A little charcoal from the fire pit does

wonders to "harden things up".

June 30

We wake this morning to the voices of

a group of French Canadians laughing and



joking. This was actually a pleasant change

over waking to the same old annoying travel

alarm clock. We had a most successful trial

run with Kelloggs Oat Bake for breakfast.

It turned out that we had pulled out of our

camp sight just in time to stay ahead of a

high school group with big bellys. The pad-

dle was fairly short and relaxing especially

when we started doing the Allagash stroke.

A mere 3.5 hours of paddling brand us to

our goal for the day, Deadwater North

campsight. The bugs gave us an unusually

affectionate welcome on this rather warm
and sunny day. So Ian Kelly decides to

launch a protest by walking around in bare

feet with a wool jacket and rain coat on.

After dinner it was high time to do some
ghost story action. Rusty by far had the most
freakish story, while John had one of those

long tear jerking, testosterone tugging stories

about I don't know what.

July 1

Rabbits!!

Another late morning for we didn't have

very far to go. Alex Webb gets caught with

his hand in the cookie jar. But even more
amusing was when he and Ed completely

ground themselves on a rock just after Alex

gets done explaining "we don't ever hit

anything". Approaching Allagash Falls, Ian

and Gerough were convinced they were go-

ing to go over. The portage around the falls

was cake compared to Mud Pond and the

falls themselves were quite a sight to see.

"Dude, I could do those falls, no problem."
This was not the longest of days as we

pulled into camp by 1:15. Blake showed his

expertise in mold extraction from our loaf

of bread that was for the P.B. & J.

After rounds of cards and the

counselors decided to retire for their after-

noon nap. Some time we were awaken to the

"pidder padder of little feet" by our tent.

It was actually the chaos of Man Hunt. A
lovely time passing game where campers run

around with M-16 rifles and try to hunt down
one another.

A most succulent ravioli dinner (without

tobasco sauce) was topped off with the 1990

Allagash dinner dish orchestra, featuring

lead percussionists Brady Hooker, John ar^d

Rusty. The orchestra got to be so loud that

we were sure that any form of wildlife within

at least 20 miles would easily be scared away
from us. Less than an hour later Rusty came
running up from the riverside saying there

is a bull moose no more than 200 feet away
feeding off the river bottom. It was agreed
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that was definitely another one of those

tourist moose, not only because he must have

been attracted by the sound of changing din-

ner plates but also because when he saw us

he would smile, pose and then stick his head
back underwater. Once he brought his head

out of the water looked at us and said "how
bout a Fresca?"

July 2

We got up the next morning not so ear-

ly and got breakfast ready not so quickly

nonetheless. We were on our way after

another violent serving of breakfast. Ian Kel-

ly impressed everyone by using the old Nin-

ja "touch-me-and-you-die" walk when it

came time to get his dinner. Girand was also

unique using the barrel-into-counselor

technique. Before leaving Buzz Poole also

caught the attention of the cabin when he ac-

tually made a funny code named "backwards
Z".

Ohh what a lovely paddle it was today,

especially for the stern, even though everyone

hkes to do the Allagash stroke. It's very

romantic.

Ed had a particularly unfortunate mor-
ning because he lost the bet! What's your
brothers name again?

Not long after arriving at our camp
sight, the "A frame" Evelyn came down to

see us and collect the camping fee, for we
had left the Allagash waterway and were

camping on her private property. Evelyn was
a neat part of trip for all of us. She had in-

vited us up to her house to hang out with her

on her porch. Knowing that she was a widow

(1 1 years) the fearless trip leader sent his best

representative and most well behaved

campers up to see her (wash your face Alex!)

My vast experience with the older generations

had led to the exact outcome had expected.

Yes, the four well behaved members of the

social trip came back with two apples each,

only after Evelyn had told them her entire

ancestral history and showed all the pictures

of her family; some were 200 years old.

(When was the camera invented?) Dinner

started early because it was...cake night and

how sweet it was. Alex Leach and Billy Sher-

man were just the people we needed to put

the icing on the cake. Although I must ad-

mit they were not quite the people to cut the

cake. (Little pun there guys). Allagash stew

was awesome, the cake was great, and the

hot cocoa was just about too much chocolate

for one night. So, after Ed told about 15,572

stories about his brother and Aunt Shmelda,

we decided to storm the town of Allagash.

We tested the school swings, shdes, round

about, httle horses on springs and a lesson

on astronomy. Then on the way back over

the bridge for another fun night, sleep tight.

July 3

Wake you Shmelda! Or else I'll take

your tent down. O.K. you touch my tent an

in you go. Alex Webb, Drew Lipner and
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Devin Zeller all had to do their time. "Justice

must be served". According to Alex Webb
the punishment "was O.K.".

It was a sad thought to think this was

the last time we would be boarding our

vessels, however, others rejoiced and said

things Hke "Thanks be to God".
Mad River Canoes got a little stuck. Not

much later the rain caught up with us.

Perhaps to remind us of what a close rela-

tionship all of us had developed with the

rain. Ohh how we will miss you rain! (Even

though it was one of those love hate

relationships).

The rain took a break when we got to

our campsight. For many it was sad to think

this was our last camp sight, others however
partied. Not much later concern began to

show on the faces of the campers for the

menu had listed tree bark and insects both

for lunch and dinner today. (Ohh the food

had been so good up to this point!) The faces

of concern soon turned to faces of despair

as the counselors returned from the general

store with their arms filled with all kinds of

goodies that we hadn't seen for weeks. Let's

return to our hidden camera and rehve the

moment:
Counselor: Ya wanna bite?

Buzz Poole: Oh please yes!

Counselor: Well why don't you get one?

Buzz: I don't have any money!
Counselor: Oh well, ahh here's five dollars.

All campers: Oh can I have some money
please, please I'll be your best friend!

Oh what a sight it was to see all those

faces of despair turn to sparkHng faces of

glee, jubilation and rejoicing. (There was
much rejoicing).

July 4

Up bright and early. Dick Kennedy pull-

ed in right on time (which is about 15 minutes

before he says he'll arrive) and it was all over

from there.

JOHN RUSSELL
BUZZ POOLE

June 22-23

North Harris to the Pemaquid River

Will James, R.J. Caldwell and Jory Payne

After breakfast, the eager crew of North
Harris set off to tackle the Pemaquid River.

The excitement of the crew led them across

Lake Damariscotta to the sight of the por-

tage trail. Everyone seemed to be determin-

ed to make it. Nate, Jon and Jimmy were

the first to complete the trail, and everyone

else soon followed. Campers that had com-
pleted the trail came back to help Pete and
Jake who were confused about the trail. At
the conclusion of the portage the counselors

carried the canoes across Route 1 while the

campers waited patiently. Nick was the win-

ner of the raffle for the extra sandwich.

After lunch we all paddled very quick-

ly to the campsite. That night we ate flame

broiled burgers that tasted a lot better than
Burger King. Cory and Jon made an attempt

at fishing. After a few ghost stories, we all

went to bed very tired. In the middle of the

night the counselors awoke to the sound of

the campers as their tent had fallen down.
The next morning we had peanut but-

ter and jelly sandwiches due to the rain that

had fallen during the night. Then we set out

on our long paddle. We went through Pema-
quid Pond to Biscay Pond that took us on-

to the Pemaquid River. Jay and Ned con-

stantly led the pack with David Kimelman
and Cory not far behind. The scenery was
so amazing despite the fog that David Fit-

zgerald took pictures. After passing through

the final bridge at the end, Ian and Matt
could not believe we were done; they were

finally convinced when they saw Henry and
Tobi. All in all a great trip. Thanks guys. RJ,

Jory and Will.

June 22-23

South Harris to St. John's Bay
With Perry Dodge, David Sawyer, and Hill

Ferguson

After breakfast on Friday morning we
loaded the canoes on the trailer and headed
for Restoration Point. When we launched
the canoes, it was foggy, and we were con-

cerned that we weren't going to find the

elusive "gut" into the Damariscotta River.
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As we paddled into the sea, however,

the visibility improved, and soon Andy Davis

spotted the red, white and blue radio tower

which was to be our guide. We paddled out

to John's Island and rested.

With the tower spotted, we still had to

find the gut itself. A red-roofed house seem-

ed a good marker, and soon we could see

lobster boats disappear on the distant shore.

We headed straight, tapping jelly-fish with

our paddles as we moved. Our heads turned

left and right at the innumerable lobster

traps, and then we rafted in the middle of

the gut and took sunblock and snacked on
granola bars. We went under a small bridge

and then scared a ton of seagulls off their

island. Fortunately, none of their bombs
were direct hits.

As we headed onto Damariscotta River,

a thick fog and cold front enveloped us and
threatened to split us apart. So we rafted and
had lunch on a small rocky point. Follow-

ing the advice of the nice couple that Hved

there (and their dog), we headed straight

across to Boothbay rafted on a small dock,

and easily battled the tide to Fort Island.

Everyone, especially Art Black, worked hard

pulUng the canoes up and erecting the tents.

"You must work as a team. You must be

prepared!" I barked, as I reahzed I had

forgotten the fly to the counselor tent.

Mat Morrison and Ken Hashimura cir-

cumvented the island, Kevin Cunningham

showed everyone a cave (he never said it was

that big), and Ben Charlesworth astounded

all with his poker face and dexterous hand

skills at gin rummy.
By 5:00 Hill had started the fire and was

soon cooking up flame broiled (we're talk-

ing flame on the burger) burgers Kentucky
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style. People battled over Dave's hammock,
and after the dishes we had fruit cocktail,

and then smores. Pier Bos, Jamie Hoggson,
and Will Kneip worked the crowd with their

jokes, and soon it was time for bed. A group
rendition of the Kieve Song in one tent and
Pier Bos's voice in the other were the last

sounds heard.

We woke up early the next morning.

Early. But no rain, no thunder, no lightn-

ing! We could do the paddle. It took a while

for us to get the equipment to the water, and
low tide and the Sucking Mud Trap of Death
on the south shore certainly didn't help mat-

ters, as Kevin Cunningham can attest. We
were on the water by 7:30, and the tide took

us far.

Mat Morrison with Mike Herren, and

Kevin with Eric Swanson, were particularly

strong canoes, while Josh Kallen made sure

his canoe was up to the 9 mile journey. Pier

and Cam MacCoU spotted the first seals, and

at one point it seemed we had entered the

whole seal community. We broke up the pad-

dle by rafting and resting regularly, and the

last three miles seemed more like six. As we
neared the landing, headwinds also greeted

us, and that made the finish all the more
satisfying. Congratulations to the men of

South Harris on great teamwork and a great

trip!

June 24-25

South Bunkerhill to Nelson's Point

With Vincent Van Panhuys, John McAn-
drews and Jesse Dougherty

Day 1, The Paddle

Vincent: "We're out of here!"

Taylor: "Wait! When are we leaving?"

Camper: "How are we going? Are we do-

ing the rapids today? How long is the por-

tage? Did you bring any snacks?"

Vincent: "About five miles; no; about 200

yards; yes."

Camper: "How far are we going...

Vincent: "I don't know."
Lanse: "This lake seems like it never ends."

Vincent: "I think I had a couple too many
pieces of chicken, or too much St. Croix

water. Time for a break."

Camper: " What do we do if it rains?"

Vincent: "Granola Bars!"

Jess: "Could you guys keep it down a little?

I got a headache."

Vincent: "A great paddle guys. The sun's out

and we are ready to portage!"

The Portage

Grant: "Andy carried a canoe by himself and
is already setting up the tents and cooking

dinner. Don't be wimps. You can carry this

canoe.

Vincent: "Come on guys. You're almost

there."

Jesse: "Guys! One canoe at a time."

The portage was fantastic. Everyone carried

a canoe for the 200 yard distance in a pair.

Camp
"Watch out! Those rocks are slippery."

Vincent: "Jesse, do you know how to set up
one of these tents?"

Jesse: "Uh, don't you?"
Vincent: "Uh..."
Vincent and Jesse: "John?"
Vincent: "All right. Grant, Laurent, Tim,
Andy, Lanse and Robbie! You're in charge

of setting up the tents."

Jesse and John helped the campers who
had been on Kieve trips before to set up the

tents, while the others helped, watched, and
learned in preparation for the White Moun-
tains. Vincent patched up Lanse and Gray
who had cut themselves dragging equipment

up the slippery rocks. They were both fine

and ready to help out the rest of the gang.

Dark clouds loomed on the horizon, and we
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knew we would have to get a fire going in

a hurry, but the wood which had been com-
pletely soaked for the past three days wasn't

in any hurry to burn. Evan and Brent fixed

up the fire pit while the rest of the group

spent time searching for wood that would
burn. With Jesse chopping, Vincent sear-

ching, John hghting and the campers pray-

ing, we finally got a fire that could cook

cheeseburgers and smores. By the time din-

ner was cleaned up and John finished tell-

ing some spooky stories, it was ten o'clock,

time for bed. The counsel crashed im-

mediately while the campers kept all of

Damariscotta awake. However the night was

not complete without a visit from Watson
the black lab whose panting woke up and

scared the council. Luckily, Watson was
harmless and he guarded our tent all through

the night.

Day 2

CJ: "Let's give Watson some graham
crackers."

Camper: "What's for breakfast?"

Vincent: "Eggs and sausages if we can get

this fire going."

Grant: "This fire just ain't happening."

Vincent: "Time for the stove."

Camper: "Vincent, can we take the dog?"
Grant: "I can cook some mean scrambled

eggs."

Camper: "Vincent, can we please take the

dog?"
Vincent: "Get your canoes packed up and

let's get outa here."

Lanse: "I'll kiss you if we can take the dog."

Vincent: "Bye, Watson."
Vincent: "The water level is high, let's hit

the rapids."

Brent: "I think I'll hit those rapids

sideways."

All: "Hi, Charlie. We made it!"

Thanks everybody for working hard,

helping out and working together to make
this trip a success. Sorry I couldn't set

anybody up for a date with the girl at Round
Top.

June 24-25

South Glenayr to Westcott Point

With Bryan Manahan, Clay Mitchell,

and Hank Holmes

We happily opened our eyes and ears

Sunday morning to the sound of nothing. No

lightning, no thunder, no more rain. Phew!
A hectic morning of cleaning up for in-

spection, packing, and tubbing, a prepara-

tion not quite timely two days before leav-

ing on our great journey. After an energiz-

ing lunch we hauled our gear down to the

waterfront, looked out at the horizon, and
headed for Westcott Point.

"Crawford, did you remember your

long pants?"

"Ah..., no."

"How about a long sleeve shirt?"

"Ummm... I couldn't find one."

"What's in your big bag?"
"My sleeping bag."
"Anything else?"

"A few teddy bears."

"How many?"
"Seven."

So we grabbed a little extra clothing at

the last minute, and were on the water by

2:00 p.m.

A quick paddle westward brought us

deep into the marshy cove below Bunkerhill.

A perfect inlet for wildlife: two loons

nests, and two abandoned beaver lodges.

Well, we thought they were abandoned. The
second turned out to be the residence for a

large family of harmless water snakes.
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After a few G-bars we battled the head-

winds back to Westcott Point. The tents were

erected in record time (after figuring out

which end was up and where the poles went),

and Hank split some perfect firewood for

dinner. Hamburgers with all the toppings,

fruit cocktail, and this morning's chocolate

cake occupied the next three hours with ren-

ditions of "The Old Ballgame" passing time

in the food Hne. S'mores cooked on "sterile

sticks" filled our belHes while Clay told us

of the ever haunting "Black Cat". Crawford

kept night-watch with the loons.

The rest of South Glenayr arose about

7:00 a.m. for a drawn out breakfast ofM&M
pancakes. Ted Obrecht was supplying enter-

tainment with a total of four bass. We played

a game of predator and prey where Henry
saved Joey from impalement on a log cabin,

and Hank taught trust through fighting

hairs.

We were on the water by 1 :00, but the

headwinds were too strong for a journey to

Blueberry Island, so home we came. Thanks

for the weather, the smiles, and jokes.

June 25-26

North Bunkerhill to Bald Rock Mountains

With Sam Potter, Ben Metcalf and Aaron
Mysliwiec

June 26

Full of vim and vigor, the men of North

Bunkerhill rolled out of bed at 7:30. This was

the morning that they would set off to scale

the heights of the Camden Hills. But

first-breakfast.

After a filHng breakfast in Pasquaney,

we loaded our equipment into the trailer with

no tailgate. As Ben ties everything in, the rest

of us, not knot experts, jump into the plush

interior of a brand new van. Soon we were

on our way north to Camden, after a brief

stop for the counsel to buy organic bug dope.

At 10:30, after an uneventful drive, we
arrive in Camden to check in with the

rangers. Tevi wants to know why we check

in, why not just go into the woods and clear

out our own site. This is never really

answered to his satisfaction. After checking

in, we moved into tent site number 4 and
start putting up the tents. While Aaron and
Ben struggle with the dome tent. Pothole

gives a quick tent clinic on the six man

elephant tents. All goes well and it turns out

that there were even enough tent poles to go

around. By 11:00 the campers are hunting

for the most cunning prey in the forest, fire

wood, while the council whip up some truly

awesome peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.

For "firsts" we ask some random questions,

but for "seconds" the campers must name
a president of the United States. After half

the cabin goes, it gets a lot harder.

At noon exactly we were off to hike the

trails. The woods on the Camden Hills were

some of the most beautiful I've ever been in,

and the sunshine streaming through the

leaves makes it all look just too pretty. We
started with a 1 .5 mile hike up the native trail

to the peak of Mt. Battle where the protec-

tive cannons used to cover Camden Harbor.

The trail is close to the road up the same

spot, and where we have to cross it, we wince

in its reflected heat. As we hike Aaron takes

the ones in a hurry off ahead at a brisk pace,

while those preferring a more leisurely stroll

hang back with Ben and Pothole.

At the top of Mt. Battle, the view is ex-

cellent, but with a faint haze over the dis-

tant islands. Pat is more interested in girls

and Alex Connell wants to get close to the

edge. We have a quick snack of oreos and

then, much to the tourist's relief, we set off

for Ocean Lookout, 1.5 miles away by the

tablelands trail. The Tablelands trail dips in-

to some deep woods, so we do not realize

that the wind has picked up considerably un-

til we step out into it at Ocean Lookout.

On the exposed face of Lookout it is

cool and windy, but the view is even better

than the one before. All of Camden is spread

out before us including the summit of Mt.
Battle with its tower looking very far off in-

deed. As we munch on some Fig Newtons,

someone points out that the clouds are now
looking decidedly unfriendly. Then someone

points out that Pothole forgot the tent flies

for the campers' six monster tents. Pothole

looked appropriately embarrassed, hemmed
and hawed and ended up saying that it

wouldn't rain.

It is a one mile hike down the Megun-
ticook trail and it goes fast. On the way down
a lizard cleverly disguised as a chipmunk may
have been seen, but none are really sure. A
snake was definitely seen but left alone. A
ranger very nicely avoids driving over it. As
we drive back to the site, the radio warns of
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thunderstorms, but Pothole remains confi-

dent. The campers were wondering what to

do if it rains, but the council have plans-

plans that need not be mentioned as they are

never needed as it never rains. (So there!)

At 6:00, after another wood collection

and many promptings from John, the din-

ner of beef stew and cherry mung is brought

into being. Gordie discovers that tobasco

sauce is good, but not in great quantities. He
is one of the first at the mung pot. Clean up

seems to take forever, and would have, had

not Topher (Chris Littlefield) volunteered to

do a lot of extra cleaning. As it gets dark and

the marshmallows are brought out, Pothole

launches into a long story called the "Cof-

fin." It has everyone scared right up to the

unavoidable and horrible punch hne. He
then goes on to tell them about an encounter

with snakey beings from man's prehistory.

This story has no punchHne. Then it's off to

bed for a round of really bad jokes into the

night. Hey, what did the grape say to the

elephant?

Breakfast was started by 7:00, that be-

ing the time the campers managed to get the

counsel out of bed. Hot chocolate is set aside

in favor of mung as the day is going to be

a hot one, and pancakes are made for

everyone. Westy is desperate to lick the but-

ter pat, and so earns the right to clean it.

After breakfast clean up, all go for a

walk on the beach with Pothole for a little

biology lesson/seaglass hunting expedition.

Topher and Pat find some ruins of a

walkway up and a house, and Chris Sise and

Chris DiOrio climb up the foundations of a

chimney. Then it's all back to the site where

Aaron and Ben have a lunch of tunafish

sandwiches waiting.

After lunch it's pack-up, clean-up, and

we had a fond farewell to the Camden Hills.

A httle later we bid a fond hello to some
Round Top ice cream. After that it was
straight back to Kieve and unpacking. Good
trip guys! Next stop, the St. Croix River.

June 26-27

North Glenayr to Westcott Point

With Jared Schott, Andy D'Elia,

and Chris Marks

The weather today was absolutely ter-

rific. We, as a cabin, were blessed. Every

other trip has suffered through rain, sleet and
snow, not to mention the bugs... Not us, no
way, Juan.

After lunch, we gathered our gear and
headed down to the waterfront. Everyone

worked exceedingly well putting the canoes

in the water. Our goal on this trip was Team-
work. We had started off on the right foot

to improve on our paddle technique, we
navigated our vessels around Big Island then

toward our home for the night, Westcott

Point.

After pulling all the gear and canoes

securely up onto land, we sat down to figure

out our main objective-pitching our tents,

gathering firewood and most important of

all, eating oreo cookies. The oreos went
down as smoothly as the tents went up. The
ones finished first due to a misplaced pole

for the two's tent. The general consensus was

that firewood could wait. After all, we were

in the middle of the woods. Swimming turn-

ed into the order of business. Andy and Ben
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C. displayed most of their epidermis, while

others amused themselves with a rubber ball

found in the bushes.

By 5 p.m., everyone was hungry.

Charhe, Markus, James, and Frank took it

upon themselves to gather wood. A job well

done. Graham polished the grill to perfec-

tion making the cheeseburgers better than

ever. After burgers and clean up, the tun

began. S'mores!!! It was Markus's first

s'more. He said they were dehcious. I don't

beleive anyone disagreed. The fire was stoked

up again for ghost stories. James, Frank,

Graham and Chris M. each told terrifying

stories. Alex B., Ben and Juan seemed most

affected by the scary tales. By 10:30 it was

time for bed--bed not sleep. As I drifted off

I heard the happy chattering of the guys. Lit-

tle did I know that they would be awake at

6:30 a.m.

Day 2

What a beautiful day. We all wanted to

stay at Westcott, but knowing that camp can-

not function without us, we would have to

return by lunchtime. Although some were
still in the tents, they came down anyway.

Jared and Chris started the fire and prepared

for pancakes, sausage and canned peaches.

It should be noted that these were not or-

dinary pancakes but rather M&M pancakes.

We all had plenty. Shaky and Tim decided

that they Uked them better not cooked too
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much. Clean-up stars were James, David and
Graham. They did an excellent job cleaning

the greasy pots and pans.

We loaded up the canoes for our mor-

ning excursion to the Beaver huts in the cor-

ners of Lake Damariscotta. We saw two

turtles and lots of mud. When we finished

our exploration of the wilds, the headwinds

had picked up. We were in for quite a pad-

dle. Jake and David took the long route, not

beheving that the shortest distance between

two points is a straight line. Shaky and Chris,

and Bren (otherwise known as Stinger) and

Andrew won the race from the beaver hut

home. We arrived in front of the whole camp
at General Swim. A job well done. We are

now ready for Fort Island.

June 26-JuIy 2

North Harris to the Moose River

With Will James, R.J. Cadwell and

Jory Payne

Tuesday, June 26, 1990

What, waking up at 5:00 on a summer
day? As the sun came up. North Harris also

rose. Dick drove us up to Attean Landing
for the start of our trip. The weather look-

ed rough on Attean Pond as we paddled in-

to white caps. With a sigh of relief, we land-

ed on the beach that was to be our campsite

and the start of our portage trail. Everyone
set up the campsite. Then we set off to por-

tage the canoes. Within a half hour everyone

had completed the portage with the canoes.

This has to be a record time. Then our
reward was hamburgers shaped by Ian. After

pudding which was devoured with gusto, we
all went to bed tired and with anticipation

of finishing the portage. However, we were
awakened by R.J. every half hour.

Day 2 - Wednesday, June 27

Another early rise to finish off the beast

of a portage. The first order of business was
to portage the camping gear. Cory made a

great effort with a very heavy Jerryjug, but

as we found out later, water is a precious

commodity. Jay and Ian did a great job with

a truly heavy wannigan, as RJ was out of

commission. We then went back through

knee deep mud to portage our personal gear.

The campers looked hke soldiers trudging

through the swamps in Viet Nam with R.J.

leading the forces. Jake went back to help

others that were still somewhere on the

railroad tracks. By high noon the portage

was complete, but the weather did not look

obhging. Determined to paddle Holeb Pond,

we set out to battle the headwinds. We gave

a good fight, but the wind was just a little

bit stronger. Therefore we pitched camp at

the end of the portage Trail and ate some
tunafish sandwiches. Jimmy retired to a high

rock to catch a breeze and some z's. Follow-

ing Jimmy's example we all went off to the

tents for an afternoon siesta, knowing that

we had beaten that portage.

Were we dreaming or was there whistl-

ing coming from the woods? No, it was true

a bunch of boy scouts who were planning on
camping right next to us. Thus starts the

beginning of the boy scout saga. Jay was our

ambassador as he is a boy scout. Much to

our joy they had to go back to make another

trip so our solitude resumed.

For dinner we had hot dogs. This is

where we came to find out what a slave Ned
is to his stomach. The council told the other

campers to watch out for how close their

arms got to Ned's mouth. As we were clean-

ing up, the "girl scouts" came to our camp-
site to show us their techniques for camping.

We were very poHte but uninterested.

Going to bed early was an idea shared

by all as we had to make up today's paddle.
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Day 3 -Thursday, June 28

5:00 seemed to come around pretty ear-

ly, but we got up to beat the headwinds and

to show the boy scouts from Long Island we

were forces to be reckoned with.

When the dust settled, the boy scouts

were nowhere to be seen. Another record was

made by burning across Holeb Pond. Then

it was onto the Moose River. It kept winding

and twisting and winding some more and

twisting and winding some more with some

more twisting. David F. kept asking if we

were on the Moose River yet and we kept

answering him that we were.

Our first set of rips was Camel Rips. Jon

managed to go over them broadsided much
to the council's horror. We continued to

wind and twist, and it seemed like Nate was

confused about weather he had already

paddled the same stretch of River.

By 12:00 we had made it to our destina-

tion, Holeb Falls. The portage was longer

than I had remembered, but we set upon the

task Hke lightning. Pete pointed out that his

canoe had turned into a submarine due to

a few popped rivets.

After a speedily completed portage, we

had lunch and heard the whistling once again

from the "girl scouts". We ignored them and

took a trip up to the falls where Jon and Nick

threw sticks in the water to see just how rag-

ing the water was. Then it became time for

ham steaks with s'mores to top it off. With

an immense sense of accomplishment we ad-

journed to our tents.

Day 4 - Friday, June 29

Due to a belated wake up call, we slept

in until 7:00 and lit out at 8:00. Around the

next bend we came to Mosquito Rips. The
water was running very fast, so we picked

the canoes up over the rocks. Matt, David

F. and Cory helped to Uft the canoes. After

more winding and twisting some more, we
came to Spencer Rips, and the council shot

the rips. Much to our chagrin, we had to wait

for the "girl scouts" to vacate their camp-

site, in order to put the campers back into

the canoes.

Arriving at Atteans Falls "we blocked

the boy scouts in". However, they had

already been there for a good hour. As it

started to rain we ate peanut butter and jel-

ly sandwiches and raced to put up the tents.

During the rainstorm, R.J. and Will took all

afternoon to shoot all eight of the canoes.

The campers rated each assault of the rips

and were harsh critics. Jimmy the Russian

judge gave us a 9.0 while the commentator
from NBC gave us a mere 5.0.

After a hearty meal of Mac and cheese,

we worried about the rain. Falling asleep was

easy due to the sound of rain dripping on the

tents and the completion of a long day.

Day 5 - Saturday, June 30

Once again a day of luxury to sleep in

late. What's that cooking? Oh, yes! Corned
beef hash. Practically still hcking our plates,

we lugged our stuff down the Attean Falls

portage trail.

Crossing the river, much to our dismay

we had to portage a short distance again.

Nate and David K. were lightning quick, rac-

ing their stuff across the trail Hke pros.

Great tanning rays provided us with tans

that would impress all the Jackman women.
Jake and Nick went on a commando mission

to Birch Island to get us water. They slip-

ped under cover of some bushes and heisted

some water.

Looking through R.J.'s binoculars, we
spotted our favorite boy scouts on our camp-

site. Some nerve. Not to be dismayed, we
found a suitable site right next to the boy

scouts. A good game of swamp the canoe,

running bases and swimming helped to pass

the day away.

Spaghetti for dinner, not quite. We were

on a "kindle no Fires" campsite and our pro-

pane was dead. Big dilemma. Ask the boy
scouts for a stove or starve. My instinct said

starve, but my stomach said suck it up and

ask. With our tails between our legs, we sent

our resident boy scout. Jay, to be our envoy.

Success. Silly boy scouts loaned it to us. All

stomaches were filled except Ned's. "No,
Ned, you can't have cold maypo."

Matt was our winner of Hoist the

Camper. Laughing all the way. When the

laughter died down, we all went to that big

tent in the sky.

Day 6 - Sunday, July 1

The council awoke floating in a foot of

water, but thanks to Josh Kallen at least we
had something to wake up in. This was just

the first of our waterlogged days.
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I guess a hot breakfast was out due to

the elements and no propane. We lit out right

behind the boy scouts. Little did we know
that this was the last we would see of them.

If we had known, we would have given a

Kieve cheer.

"The weather started getting

rough... the tiny ship was tossed." That

would be our theme song for the day. The
heavens opened up on us and we were get-

ting cold. Ned and David K. looked Hke they

were getting frostbite, so we pulled over at

Jackman Station.

Kindness does run abound in "The
Vacationland". Mrs. Fountaine took us in

and gave us hot chocolate and we warmed
our numb bodies by the fire.

The rain died down and the sun came
out for the rest of the day. Not! Right when
we got in the canoes, it poured again. We
just had to make it to Long Pond. We
entered the Moose River again and became
engulfed. It went on for an eternity.

Upon reaching Long Pond, we saw

Bullwinkle, the Moose. Then we rafted up
and made lunch which consisted of peanut

butter and jelly and doritos. Jon Carney won
a donut by naming Scottie Pippen as the

other Chicago Bulls's All-star and David F.

won one by naming Jory's middle name.

The next order of business was finding

our elusive campsite. We went to Frank

Strasburger's house to figure exactly where

it was. Frank was a big help in pointing us

in the right direction.

We set up camp on Bug Beach and em-
barked on a formidable task - finding wood.
"What's for dinner. Will?" I was asked this

question countless times and with a blazing

fire at hand I divulged my secret of baked
beans. Dick had told me a camping trip was
not a camping trip if you don't have baked
beans. I believed him. Everyone heartily

wolfed them down in hopes of warming the

tents.

The infamous hook came into being

that rainy July 1st night. Everyone
volunteered to succumb to its power. Pete

had to be cut down to save himself from its

wrath. With this in mind, we crawled into

our damp sleeping bags, tired from a long

day.

Day 7 - Monday, July 2

What a glorious day? This was the day
we were supposed to go home and it was 80

degrees and sunny. The irony of it all. The
day had come that I had heard about all ses-

sion - McDonald's Day. The campers wanted
to go to a vegetarian restaurant, but the

council wanted McDonald's.
With this in mind and maypo plastered

to our ribs, we paddled to our take out site

at Frank's house. Right as we were paddl-

ing across, we saw a familiar sight on the

road, an orange Kieve bus. HRK helped us

load our canoes and gear and off we went.

The campers did not prevail, and we
went to McDonald's. The bearded lady from
the circus was seated next to us.

With smiles we pulled into camp to end
a great trip. Thanks guys for providing me
with great fun and memories.

WILL

June 26-July 1

South Harris to Mt. Katahdin
With Perry Dodge, David Sawyer

and Hill Ferguson

June 26

After loading up the trailer (we were
psyched not to have to load up canoes), the

men of South Harris headed up 95 North for

a five night stay in beautiful Baxter State

Park. The driving went smoothly, as we stop-

ped for sodas and lunch on the way and ar-

rived at our site to find that a church group
from Nova Scotia was late in leaving the

spot. We helped them move and soon the

tents were set up.

A group went swimming in nearby (and

frigid) Roaring Brook while others collected

firewood. After a supper of hamburgers and
hot dogs and a game of whiffleball, it soon
became dark. What was planned to be a talk

about the next day's activities soon turned

into a cabin-wide discussion of what this trip

and Camp Kieve are all about. We talked

about teamwork and the responsibility that

comes with privileges. Counselors and
campers were honest in airing their

grievances and feehngs. All went to bed that

night feehng that the members of the cabin

better understood each other.

PERRY DODGE
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June 27

We all awoke at 6:45 a.m. and the

counselors fixed a breakfast of fruitcup and

bagels. While the campers were eating, the

counselors fixed PB and J for our lunch on

top of Mount Katahdin! We began climb-

ing at 8:45 a.m. with Jamie saying he was

not feeling well. After about two hours on
the trail, Jamie said he could not go on. Since

Hill was the only counselor who had cUmb-

ed this mountain before, he and Jamie began

to descend while the rest of us ascended. The
fourteen who continued up the mountain

climbed up the rock face of Helon Taylor

Trail and stopped shortly before Pamola
Peak at 12:45 p.m. We arrived at Pemola
Peak at 1:15 p.m. and Perry began to check

out Devil's Crotch. He returned and we were

ready to cross when a big cloud chmbed Bax-

ter Peak (the highest) and dropped into the

valley in front of us. It began haihng. We
couldn't see but thirty feet in front of us and

the wind was whistling in our ears. We decid-

ed (or read on a sign) that it was not safe to

do Devil's Crotch or the Knife Edge. We
began our chmb down and soon, the wind

and hail stopped and the sun came out. Hill

and Jamie met us at the ranger station at 5

p.m. Apparently, the wind blew down the

two eight man tents but just removed the fly

of the six man. The tents were set up again

and dinner was beef stew and everyone en-

joyed this hearty meal. Perry went into town
to get Lyson and ice. Perry returned and
Mike was almost finished his book. Perry

was reading the same book, but he was just

starting. Perry took the book and ran. This

started a "war" between camper and coun-

cil. There were physical and emotional cuts,

but all were healed before bed at 10:30 p.m.
Council stayed up and talked about the days

events and went to bed at 11:15 p.m.

DAVE SAWYER

June 28

"Jack and an ace?! You always get a

jack and an ace!" These words of Ben
Charlesworth finally broke the council's

threshold of sleep. We were rudely awaken-
ed to our long awaited rest day. After rising

late at about 10:15 a.m., we prepared a

scrumptious feast of bacon and eggs. The
kids were excited about their day at Abol
slides. We arrived at the natural rock slide

around 2:30 p.m. After an intense nine inn-

ings of World Series Wiffleball, I was
volunteered to make the first "trial run"

down the slide to find the safest route bet-

ween two dead ends of rock on either side

of the slide. As usual, I found no trouble on

my run. However, one camper did not take

heed to the directions and slammed, shoulder

first, into an extremely stern face of rock.

I won't reveal his name in order to protect

Will Kneip, the "Bust a Move" King. The
outstanding performance goes to Pier Bos,

who was probably the first man ever to make
a slide in the buff. It's astounding what

measures campers will resort to in order to

be named a "Kieve Wildman!" Needless to

say, the "Bosman's" stunt was simply not

enough to attain the coveted "wildman"
status. Our stomachs were quickly filled with

dinner of savory ham with a touch of Perry's

own special sauce, a most unusually original

combination of honey and mustard. Most of

the campers complained over my addition of

tabasco sauce to the ham. It was quite ob-

vious who the real Southerns were in this

testing bout of taste buds between the tender

tongues of the Yanks and heat resistant

tongues of the South. Pier Bos claimed he

could not even taste it - what a man! After

an overly satisfying meal and an intense

game of North/South Capture the Flag, we
wound down to a warm and relaxing camp-

fire. The pulse began to quicken, however,

as ghost stories were exchanged. The night

was topped off with the startling, bone chill-

ing, and spine-tinghng story of Herb Dietzl,

the mad lumberjack. Perhaps the poise of

Perry Dodge was too convincing for Swamee
Josh Kallen who ducked into his tent, sure-

ly to lose hours of sleep.

HILL FERGUSON

June 29

Katahdin. We had climbed it, but Bax-

ter Peak had evaded us. Mother Nature had

willed it for another day. All felt like hav-

ing another "rest" day, but the blue sky and

our thirst for adventure led us to seek and

conquer the infamous Mt. OJI to the west

of Katahdin. This mountain is known for its

steep rock slides which form the letter shapes

"O", "J" and "I". After a quick meal of

Maypo, brown sugar and pears, we were off.

The drive was long and windy, almost
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entirely on dirt roads, but the excitement

began even before we left, as a baby beaver

strolled nonchalantly right through the mid-

dle of our camp. On the way to the moun-
tain, we saw a deer. As we got out of the van,

Tara's and Matt Morrison's face grimaced

with an adrenaline pumped intensity - so

eager were they to feel their hands and feet

gripping the hot rock. The trail to the foot

of the mountain was easy enough, but soon

the trail steepened, and before long it took

us to our first rock sHde. It was a sheer face

of rock with water running down, but all

were up to the task. Hill took some pictures

of us, Jamie Hoggson took plenty of the in-

credible view, and then we pressed on.

Josh Kallen, Pier, Cam MacColl, Jamie

and Kevin Cunningham collected beautiful-

ly marked rocks on the way up, as Hill con-

tinued to blaze the trail. Dave did a

remarkable job keeping the pack together,

especially since he'd sprained his ankle on
Katahdin. We were exhausted at the peak,

but the awesome view, especially the lookout

that Will Kneip discovered, rewarded our ef-

forts. After some quick tuna fish sandwiches

we headed down.
"This is dumb. There is no trail at all.

Whoever did this trail was ."

After 100 yards we knew Eric Swan-

son's opinion of the South SHde Trail, our

own thoughts were not far off. We kept

sHding down, where Art Black skinned his

leg, and near the bottom Jamie got a very

special picture of Pier Bos and Taro
Hashimura. Will and Andy Davis introduc-

ed their high tech boots to the OJI swamp,
and we followed huge moose tracks back to

the van. On the way back a baby moose near-

ly took a chunk out of Mike Herfen's

shoulder.

"Can't we have macaroni and cheese

tonight. I'm so hungry." The counselors

thought that mac and cheese would be nice,

but McDonald's would be even better. We
chowed hard, and because everyone was
under ten (not!) they got a small ice cream
cone free.

We had a full day. We had earned our

meal, and now we had earned our rest.

Moments after the van was parked everyone

was in their tents reading and getting ready

for bed. We could return to Kieve proud of

our accomphshments.

PERRY DODGE

June 30

We all awoke between 9:30 and 10 a.m.,

decided it was time for the campers to cook
a meal. But before any cooking begins, we
must sterilize all the plates, panekins, pots

and pan. Perry had chopped some wood for

the fire and it took about twenty minutes to

start the fire. After sterilization, the campers

took over. Ben had to keep the fire going.

Will cooked the bacon. Cam cooked the

sausages. Pier, Jamie, Art and Taro cooked
the pancakes. Mat and Taro made the bug
juice, and Andy and Art made syrup of

brown sugar, butter and water and other in-

gredients because the counsel forgot the

"real" syrup. Pier sat by the fire and said,

"Guys, if you need any help keeping the fire,

just ask me." The cooking process began at

11:45 a.m. and finally finished at 2:15 p.m.

with Pier making two pan size cakes for Josh

and Cam. During the meal, Eric described

his clip-on wardrobe, and the "stuff" he

does at home. After breakfast some slept,

played whiffleball, read or just relaxed un-

til dinner. A group went swimming while the

others collected firewood. Dinner was Chile

Con Carne and noodles, but in order to get

dinner the campers had to sing a song with

feehng. Josh sang "Doctor Feelgood",

Jamie sang "You Shook Me All Night

Long", Will sang "Walk This Way". After

dinner we roasted marshmallows and made
s'mores, then some ghost stories scared many
campers and bed time was at 11:00 p.m.

Thanks Baxter State Park, Herb Dietzel and
the laughing clown for a great six days.

DAVE SAWYER

July 1

The splattering of cruel raindrops on

our tent forced us up at 7:30 a.m. After a

nutritious breakfast of open faced PB&J's
we broke camp at 9:20 a.m., much earlier

than we expected. Perry decided to blaze a

new not-so-short-cut route home resulting in

about five or six turn arounds. Nevertheless,

we made it to Augusta where Perry made his

big announcement: "Eating once at

McDonalds was great...but two times is even

better!" I turned to see thirty shining faces,

some shouting, some in tears. We chowed
to the best of multiple 50's tunes and enjoyed

the decor of the rockin' 50's. After lunch,

the campers were thrilled to play on the
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McDonaldland playground. Appetites whet-
ted, we started our last leg of the trip home.
Finally, we arrived and by the look on the

thirteen exhausted campers, I knew there is

no place like Kieve.

HILL FERGUSON

June 27-July 11

Long Voyage #2

With Chris Dougherty and Chris Lindland

Day 1, June 26

After loading up and waiting two extra

hours for the Long Voyage I's replacement

counselor, Perseverance went screaming out

of Kieve toward adventure. Today was simp-

ly a driving day for us.

We were missing one very key member
from our group, our HBC, Chris Dougher-
ty. A virus that had been going around camp
had gotten him, forcing him to join us a day
later. This sickness would later claim many
other members of our group.

When we reached the campsite we had
burgers for dinner. We were limited to only

two burgers a piece, and I could already see

that Matt Budd was going through food

withdrawal. After dinner we played keep

away with Ozzie's book, and then had a

group wrestlemania. Of course Counselor

Chris Lindland was victorious. This tired us

up in a hurry, sending us to sleep in our tents.

CHRIS LINDLAND

Day 2

Today we rose early, very early, so that

we could make our rafting take off by the

time of seven. Our breakfast consisted of

eggs, and a pile of bacon, this was quickly

devoured by the campers, and we were off

to the big river.

We arrived at Eastern River Expeditions

a Httle late, and we hurriedly tried on our
wetsuits. Much to the boys' delight there

were a number of hotties that would be join-

ing us. This created much interest between
the young adolescent males who hadn't seen

girls in one whole week.

After a two hour drive we finally reach-

ed the Penobscot River. We were suited up
in really silly looking but purposeful safety

gear. From there we were escorted to our
rafts by our guides, the beauty and the beast.

They explained to us all the various ways that

we could damage and contort our bodies

while rafting, and then we were off. After

floating a while, and cruising down some
small rips, we all stopped to scout out our

first big set of rapids, called Big Ambajack.
We all headed down a trail out to a penin-

sula where we viewed the height of the

rapids. There were three consecutive ledges,

and a number of holes in the area. We were

all intimidated, especially Matt Budd. As we
walked back Scott Tackett said, "this will

be a piece of cake."

When my raft reached the end of the

rapid, Scott was proven wrong. After we
went over the first ledge, I viewed the three

campers across from me go, as the guide call-

ed it, trout hunting. The reason was because

one side, I beheve mine, was paddling much
harder than the other. Chris and Nick were

saved quickly, while Scott neglected to grab

the throw bag and went careening down the

second ledge into a keeper hole. About ten

seconds later Scott emerged and was rescued.

We had lunch, and continued on to our

next rapid which was called "Loose your

lunch falls." It was a twelve foot waterfall

which the guides described as the most

treacherous of all of today's rapids. This

time, we all went through without having to

go swimming. After that, we did a number
of rapids that had large waves, and were a

great deal of fun for everyone. At the end

of the day, the group opted to tail another

trip down the rapids to return early.

We greeted Chris back at ERE and
headed off for dinner. We had a great meal

at the restaurant. I went a Httle overboard
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with my meal. The banana cream pie return-

ed when I was hit by the twenty-four hour

flu.

The day wound down slowly, and we all

went to sleep already excited for our entrance

into the Allagash Waterway tomorrow.

Day 3
^

Day 3 was the first day of canoeing. We
woke up early at Big Squaw Campsite by

Moosehead Lake. For a quick departure, the

Coleman stove was used to create a breakfast

of maypo. The group of four counselors and

ten campers loaded on Perseverance for the

1 1/2 hour journey to Penobscot Farms. We
came upon the farms (after a few happen-

ings with the canoes) the canoes were plac-

ed into the river. Again the big orange

transportation left only with two counselors.

We took off at 1 1 :00 a.m. only with the on-

ly remnants of civiUzation as our gear. In one

hour we reached a boat launch where we had
an important discussion about environmen-

tally safe camping and the SCROT (student-

counselor-rookie-intraining). I was chosen to

be the first SCROT. The next destination was

Lobster Lake. When we reached the lake it

was soon reaUzed that our supposed camp-
site at Ogden Point was taken by a plethora

of flak barney marauders. After searching

around Lobster Lake, the fact was observ-

ed that there were no campsites available.

Therefore we exited Lobster Lake after a

lunch of tuna. The posse trekked towards the

next destination. We reached Thoreau's

Island at five. This served as our campsite.

An ominous sky foreshadowing rain forced

us to set up camp quickly. A dinner of rotini,

cheese, and dogs fed us well. Afterwards a

cake celebrating many things treated us

before bed.

NICK SIMONDS

June 30
Waking up at 6:15 on Thoreau Island,

I peered through the tent flaps to see a huge

white wall of fog come storming down at us.

Dismayed, I rolled over and slept. At 6:40

my luck had changed, the sun shown brightly

on our campsite. Being the SCROT for the

day I woke everyone up. By seven, everyone

was at work. At ten we had left the camp
with stomachs full of cream of wheat and

honey. Today our positions in the canoes had

reversed making our short paddle seem to

take forever - zig-zagging from, side to side,

hitting other canoes and running aground.

Troubles can't last forever and soon we ar-

rived at beautiful Big Island. Promptly we

set up camp and ate lunch. The afternoon

was spent relaxing, reading and sleeping.

Nick Simmonds fished and caught two baby
trout while Scott and Ozzy carried wood
across the river. The day was finished with

chih con carne and sick medical stories. The
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evening was topped off with roasted marsh-

mallows, then we went to bed smiling con-

tentedly at our peaceful day.

CHRIS OSGOOD

July 1

The gang woke up early to a light rain

that had been going on all night at our camp-

site, Big Island. The campers and counselors

quickly chowed a breakfast of corn beef hash

and fruit cocktail accompanied by some
lemonade. Philippe and Jonathan managed
to get bank duty, a new chore to clean bowls

and pots. The wetness brought out the mos-

quitoes and no-see-ums and blocked out any

hope for a fire; hence, we used our trusty

Coleman stove. The bugs and rain frustrated

everyone, but soon we pushed off towards

our next destination. We paddled for 2 1/2

hours through rain, cushioned by a snack of

granola bars. We reached our campsite

where we ate a lunch of tuna and PB&J's and

then set up camp on damp ground in good
time. We passed the time by reading and con-

centrated on some serious studying of our

eyelids. The fire again was difficult, but a

new flame flashed when we got in line

around it and stoked it along with Chris

Lindland's disco music with all the campers

showing their different techniques of disco

dancing while stoking the fire. We finally got

our fire going and enjoyed a hot meal of beef

stew and mashed potatoes. We continued our

all out discorama and capped off the night

with marshmallows and Hersheys. Everyone
went off to bed bushed and prepared for a

more challenging day of portaging.

SCOTT TACKETT

Day 5

At 6:00 a.m. when we reluctantly arose

from our tents, we were stunned that the sky

was blue since we were used to dark and
gloomy horizons. After tents had been taken

down and canoes loaded we all had to form
another power circle of stoke, but this time

to the "African Worship" musical talents of

both our counselors. The fire kept well so

soon we were all eating maypo with brown
sugar and raisins. Then we set out for a big

day of canoeing and portaging. We canoed
on Black Pond for about four hours with a

few breaks and a satisfying snack of fig

newtons. We soon reached the inlet to

Caucomogomoc Stream where we had a bat-

tle against the current for twenty minutes un-

til we reached the beginning of the portage.

After we beached, some of us scouted the

bumpy trail of logs while others planned how
to get everything in their canoe and the canoe

down the mile portage trail in only two trips.

We set out on the portage with good inten-

tions and hoped we would be able to com-
plete it. But it was a different story when
everyone had completed their first trip. Some
canoe teams realized they had left too much
for the second trip, while others were happy
they had gotten the hard stuff over with. The
Chris's had to go back several times. After

we were all done with the portage, we were

lucky the only one sick was Philippe. We all

talked about our past and just completed

portage experiences and how much we had
carried over a late lunch of PB&J's. Almost
right after we had a bunch of pyros who tried

to start a fire which we would need to burn

strong for a full hour to completely cook our

baked potatoes. A few hours later when most

of our potatoes had been cooked and the fire

could not be saved we turned to the Coleman
stove to cook our chili and two potato top-

pings: a vegetable mix and shrimp alfredo.

Since it was so late when we finished dinner,

everybody went to bed tired from a hard

day's work except Gregg, Ozzie, Nick, Chris

L. and I. We stayed out to clean the pots,

pack the K and spread the tarp. After we
were finished, Greg, Ozzie and I hit the sack,

while Chris L. and Nick managed to stay up
another hour to view the starry sky. All in

all after the day was done, we were all hap-

py with ourselves for the work we had
accomplished.

CHRIS HALL

Day 6

Once again we woke up at the early time

of 6:30 a.m. Although our muscles were sore

from the day before we jumped out of our
tents in search of wood. The meal of Maypo
stacked with brown sugar and fruit punch
seemed to stimulate us for the battle of head-

winds. As we took off from the shores of

Cocomogomoc Lake the headwinds had lit-

tle effect on us. In the middle of this lake

we did not hesitate to have a snack of peanut

butter crackers. Although our stomachs were
only half full, we paddled all the way to our
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resupply area. We definitely went all out on

the peanut butter and jelly for lunch and then

waited patiently for the Kieve Bus. The bus

finally loaded us on, interrupting us from the

excitement of Stephen King. After a bumpy
ride, we unloaded the bus and trecked down
Allagash Stream. We had two enormous por-

tages of 100 yards and steered cautiously

through the narrow passages. The highpoint

of this stream was the discovery of a very

casual moose. Chris Lindland seemed to get

along with the moose very well. We con-

tinued on the stream and emptied out onto

Allaghash Lake. We were soon greeted nicely

by the Ice Cave campsite and pitched our

tents up in a light rain. For once we had no

trouble starting the fire. Tom Stebbins' great

cooking ability paid off for the dinner of

barbecued chicken accompanied with salad.

Jonathan DiOrio and Andrew Currier pro-

ved their bravery when they gulped down
barbecue sauce and salad dressing. After

sterilizing loads of dishes and fighting over

leftover food many Long Voyagers made
their way to bed. Some still hungry campers

and of course the council, stayed up for a

late night dehcacy of rainbow chip cake. This

very exotic dinner helped us sleep solidly and

prepare for Ice Caves the next day.

MATT BUDD

Day 7

Today, primarily meant to be a rest day,

the group had a pleasant wake-up time of

7:30. Soon after people were already sear-

ching for wood on this cloudy day. It took

several tries to get the fire started, but soon

it was a monstrous blaze. This was good, for

we would be having a rather large breakfast.

By 9:00 bacon was sizzHng in the frying pan,

and the eggs were ready to go. About this

time, the ranger visited, and before he left,

we had received a bag of batteries and 40

matches. After this welcome interruption in

breakfast, the green peppers, onions and

mushrooms were sauteed on the fire. This

was mixed with eggs and bacon. We were

ready for an adventurous and somewhat
restful day exploring the ice caves. Before we
left a fiercely competitive game of skipping

stones was played at the waterfront between

Chris Lindland, Gregg Zimmerman, and

Matt Budd. Lindland was not at his best this

day and at times he pouted over his poor per-

formance. Gregg Zimmerman had an ex-

traordinary day at times using his skill to skip

his rocks up to 20 times. Matt Budd used his

strength to heighten the competition. Soon
after the game many of us departed for the

ice caves in rain gear, equipped with

flashlights. As we arrived after a short hike,

we split into two groups. One would explore

the icy walls of a smaller cave, while the other

would slither to the cold, dank depths of the

larger. As my group and I descended into the

larger cavern after first viewing the other

sight, we all felt the temperature drop

dramatically. When we reached our end

point, we all shut off our flashlight for a

short time and enjoyed the cave's true

mystery. After all of us had explored the ice

caves, we collected wood at a nearby sight

which Chris Lindland called "Endor Forset"

because of its abundance of perfect wood.

Soon after returning to the campsite it started

to rain. Pulling the tarp over the wood, we
waited an hour until the brief rain had stop-

ped and we could get started with dinner.

The beef stew and rice cooked nicely under

a well kept fire. Dishes were then cleaned and

a strong brew of hot chocolate was made
along with marshmallows and the Hershey

bars. A challenging game was then played

around the helpful, but now dying campfire

and then the day came to a merry close.

ANDREW CURRIER

Day 8 - July 5

Today the wake-up time was 6:30 and

soon after everyone was up and helping with

the different duties. After a couple tries to

light the fire, it was soon blazing and the

water for Maypo was put on. Along with the

Maypo we had Honey and raisins for

breakfast. A few hours later some of the
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cabin packed up to go climb Allagash Moun-
tain. One counselor and eight campers paddl-

ed 3 1/2 miles down Allagash Lake with in-

credible tailwinds to a ranger station and

took out there. Two campers were not feel-

ing well, so Chris Dougherty stayed behind

with them. The rest of us cHmbed the moun-
tain in fifteen minutes. It was not a long hike

but it was steep. We reached the top and had

tuna sandwiches for lunch. We climbed

down just as quick as we came up. We put

in and paddled fierce headwinds for a cou-

ple hours back to the campsite. We took one

rest on a very small island and had a snack.

After we reached the campsite there was a

rest time for a while. At about 5:30 Andrew
Currier built a nice structured fire, and I lit

it with one match while previously it had
taken more. The fire blazed and with the help

of Matt Budd, Philippe M. and Andrew, din-

ner was ready very quickly. For dinner we
had chih and rice once again with the help

of Matt Budd, Andrew and Phihppe we had
lemon mung after dinner. After that we
played kick the can and did skits, then

everyone went to bed around 9:30.

GREGG ZIMMERMAN

Day 9

Everybody woke up at 6:30. When the

most of the group was ready, the breakfast

was quickly served. To leave the camp (Ice

Cave) at 8:30, this breakfast was not the

same as the others (maypo...) because we had

some corned beef and fruit salad.

We went across Allagash Lake and ar-

rived in Little River which is called Allagash

Stream at the end of this river. We had to

carry the canoes and the stuff because we
couldn't go down the little Allagash Falls.

After this Httle portage, we paddled in

another river and across Chamberlain Lake.

We arrived at Crow's Nest around 1 1 :30. For

lunch Tom and I prepared peanut butter and

jam sandwiches. Afternoon: I don't know
what we did because I slept, and the dinner

of ravioH was served around 6:30. For the

evening activity we talked about the portage

which we faced the next day. We all went to

bed at 9:30.

PHILIPPE MONNOYEUR

Day 10

After waking up at six, we were visited

by our friend Bob, the photographer for the

book Maine Revisited. He shared with us a

breakfast of Maypo. Soon we were out of

our campsite and heading towards Tramway
portage trail which was just across the lake.

When we got there, we quickly got on our

way. Soon, we were done with the portage

and stopped to have Bob take a few pictures

of us by the old locomotive engines on the

trail.

After the pictures we bid farewell to Bob
and started on our way knowing it would
take a while in the fierce headwinds we were

against. After about two miles we stopped

on Prist's Point for lunch. We dined on tuna

sandwiches while Matt Budd and Jonathan

DiOrio ate PB&J and mustard and onion

sandwiches. While we were eating the head-

winds died, but they picked up once we got

out again.

Soon we reached our scenic campsite,

Ziegler. That night we ate Mac and cheese.

Matt Budd and Chris Lindland dueled it out

in a eating contest, Chris Lindland winning

by a serving. Evening competition, but soon

we slept for we needed to get up early. Then
we slowly fell asleep under the full moon
with the loon calling in the distance.

Day 11

Today we awoke feeling extremely tired

at 3:30 a.m. Still dark as we glanced at the

lake only to see one of the most spectacular

wilderness scenes of our lives. We saw the

full moon's glowing light shine on the four

to six foot mist which had settled above the
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lake's surface. This truly woke us up and
enlightened our morning.

After packing our tents and boys into

the canoes, we set off for our seven mile pad-

dle to Jaws. Twenty-five minutes into the

paddle, we stopped to have a snack of fig

newtons and watch another glorious sight -

the sun rising brightly above the trees.

Another terrific natural sight.

We then continued our paddle for the

rest of the way when we realized that our

campsite had been taken by some "so call-

ed campers" with motorized canoes. We
were forced to stop at high bank, a nearby

campsite, and have our breakfast of Maypo
and brown sugar. After staying around there

for an hour, we reaHzed to our delight our

original campsite was free so we set out to

Jaws, about a 50 second paddle.

At Jaws we had our tent pitched by 9:45

a.m. From that time to lunch we spent

resting. At noon we had our lunch of PB&J.
Again since we were all tired, we hung

around and slept until dinner. At dinner we
had baked potatoes with chili, mixed veggies

and shrimp alfredo.

When sunset came we all had Hershey

bars and marshmallows. Then Chris

Lindland came up with a great idea.

Everyone explained their feelings about what
they appreciated about the trip. Then we all

went to bed.

JONATHAN DiORIO

Day 12

Today we woke with a frown for today

was our last day of the Allagash Waterway.
Paddles left in the tents from the night before

also lowered our morale. But the main
reason for the sad faces was the fact that our

incredible trip was soon coming to a close.

There was much excitement in the air

though because today was the day that we
would conquer Chases Rips. After an ex-

citing breakfast where the kids were enter-

tained by my sizzling pot burnt fingers, we
were off.

We headed toward Churchill dam. With
the aid of tail winds we quickly reached our

destination.

The next few hours were spent tearing

down the rapids and for some, tearing up the

canoes. Certain canoes gained names and
legendary status that day, namely the Cur-
rier and Monnoyeur, rock magnet, the

Zimmerman-Lindland "Eddy Bandit," and
the Chris Dougherty, "look at me, I'm a

Barney" canoe. It was a great time that end-

ed a lot sooner than we expected.

The next few hours were hellish

boredom, the Kieve bus' e.t.a. of noon turn-

ed out to be 2:00. We entertained ourselves

with paramilitary games of minefield dodge,

sink the battleship, and Russian Roulette.

Finally, after spending an hour wat-

ching some locals eat and drink while

discussing soap operas, Henry Kennedy came
into view. Yippee! We got out of there as

quick as possible and were entertained by his

humor and music from the van's radio.

We reached the familiar Big Squaw
campsite and started fixing dinner. Chris D.

and Henry went into town, and came back

with bags of food, that turned our dinner in-

to a feast. Even Matt Budd was full, amaz-

ing! With full stomachs and big grins on our

faces, we all went to sleep, excited for tomor-

row's white water fun.

CHRIS LINDLAND

Day 13

Big Day. Big Day. My first time rafting,

so I was up at 5:00 a.m., blood coursing

through my veins faster than a full release

at Harris Station on the Kennebec River. We
whipped up a fabulous breakfast of eggs,

bacon, melted cheese and sauteed mix of

onions, green peppers and mushrooms. A
dash of fresh squeezed orange juice and we
are ready to roll by 7:34.

We met Garrett the Guide at Eastern

River Expeditions by eight, donned some wet

suits, signed our Hves away and bolted for

the races. The camera man is waiting for us

and Chris Lindland gives him a task of hot

chocolate. We listen carefully to the direc-

tions and then are off on the Tester Rips.

They taste good so we chow on more, get-

ting plenty wet in the process. Three sisters,

Z turn. White Wash, Rock Garden, Ally

Way, Chester and this biggie Magic Falls are

all conquered with skill and finesse. A rub-

ber inflatable kayak is put out so all can test

their skills at Eskimo rolls, and we all do
well. Most of the good stuff is in the first

two hours, so we stopped at some water falls

for a break and then the more leisurely por-

tion of the Kennebec Gorge. We took out at

2:30 and were bussed over to a steak lunch
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with river rice, three bean salad, and Fresh

Fruit! So we have been in the woods a long

time and simple things give us great pleasures

- anything that is a change from Maypo is

exciting.

We returned to ERE where we met up
with CharHe who gave us the van and took

our canoes for us. After watching ourselves

on video, we took to the road, bound for

Katahdin. Upon arriving, we were told to

take a hike, not up the mountain, but out

of there. No vacancy. So we made due with

the close by picnic area. We ate spaghetti for

dinner. The sauce had lots of meat and fresh

onions and mushrooms. After dinner we
helped a girls camp out by giving them our

wood before we left to the gravel pit to pitch

our tents in the deluge of bugs.

Day 14

Up at five this morning to conquer the

famed Mt. Katahdin. We had to have peanut

butter and jelly. At this point, Ozzie broke
down and went crazy. No more happy smiles

or pleasant attitudes, but seething ferocity.

"No way to peanutbutter... this trip stinks.

I want to go home!" he said as he held both
Chrises by the neck as he pinned them to the

ground. We had to pull our secret weapon
out to soothe this wild beast so out came the

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles and Ninten-

do's Super Mario Brothers' juice boxes! For-

tunately, this tidbit whetted the beast's taste

buds that so yearned for a bit of modern
advertising and technology. However, I

knew this would not hold the beast off

forever. The wind was blowing and the

temperature was plummeting, so we bailed

for civilization. We basically fell down the

mountain at our speed of descent. (Phihppe
Monnoyeur did this literally but was okay.)
We passed a rugged group of chicks on their

way down, but Nick wasn't too impressed

when one took a digger on a small rock no
bigger than an ant hill.

By 3:30 p.m. we got back to the van,

had a quick beef jerky snack and rolled out.

We hit Bangor at 6:00 and hunted down the

Pizza Hut for dinner. While I called camp
and my parents, everyone ate heartily -

enough so that even Matt Budd couldn't

wrestle down his large pizza. With the okay

from our elders, we decided to head even far-

ther south to my house - no not in Miami,

but Biddeford Pool, Maine.

By 9:30 we arrived and set up camp in

the backyard in minutes, much to the chargin

of our freaked-out dog, Charlotte. Next step,

beddie-bye.

Day 15

Wow we get to sleep in today until 7:30!

We would have gone later, but none of us

can sleep with dreams of disco in our heads.

Scott and Gregg cook up the pancakes that

we all enjoy on the front porch with fresh

milk. After the quickest clean up ever (not

bad with a sink), we head for the beach with

our neighbor Craig, who fills in for Phil who
is on the injured reserve. We battle fiercely

for two hours before the tide claims one of

our side Hues. The gridiron clash is won by

Chris's team (that covers the bases since

Chris Lindland's team had more points, but

my team won the "next point wins.") With
overcast skies only Ozzie, Scott and Gregg

opt for a dip in the Arctic Maine waters.

Lunch consists of turkey, salami,

chicken and other beef by-products pressed

into sandwich meats as well as three types

of cheeses which was a welcome change from
PB&J and tuna. We leave the threatening

skies for Freeport where all are amazed at

the 60 foot poster of Michael Jordon. But

even more impressive was when Chris Hall

jumped and touched M.J.'s head - well
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maybe not, but he could have if he wanted.

All are also impressed with Chris

Lindland's ability to pick up chicks in his

velour leisure suit.

We scream into Kieve by 6: 10 and sad-

ly our trip is done. Everyone had contributed

to this group to make it outstanding. We all

can rest now knowing we did Fred Volare

justice. He would be proud.

CHRIS DOUGHERTY

June 28-30

Old Bunkerhill to the Belgrade Lakes

With Gus Koven, Mike McGillion

and Charlton Rugg

Day 1 - A Day of Realization

I woke up and realized it was Thursday.

Then I realized Charlton was on the Long
Voyage, leaving Mike McGillion and me to

take charge of OBH for three days on the

Belgrade Lakes by ourselves. Then I realiz-

ed I was droohng on my pillow, and that I'd

better get up because the bell was ringing.

During breakfast. Clay Mitchell told me I

looked very awake, and I realized that I was

feeling great. And I was-it was sunny, I was

leaving for a trip. Pothole was OD. After

breakfast, we loaded bags on top of the bus.

Chris and Ted almost fell off the top of the

bus a few times trying to catch our attempts

at tossing everything up to them. On the way
to Belgrade, Henry drove and we listened to

The Mountain-105.1. We managed to make
it all the way to Belgrade without losing a

bag, and upon reaching the put-in site we
found ourselves facing a tremendous head-

wind. Henry took off without further adieu,

so we loaded up and moved out ourselves.

Graham was relegated to MoJo for the after-

noon and Wesley and Todd found a giant

leak in their canoe. The wind and waves,

although cumbersome as a headwind, made
for great surfing once we rounded the point

and headed back down wind. Later at the

campsite on Oak Island some people drop-

ped by with a turtled sailboat and we helped

them right it and bail it out. After about 20

games of killer and plates full of Gus's

special Rotini and sauce, we retired for the

evening. Lying in the tent, I realized that out

here in the woods, things like happiness,

friendship and courage, are much more

significant than in the real world. Maybe
that's why some of us hke it so much out

here. Anyhow, the simple profundity of this

thought has put my candle out and me to

sleep. Goodnight, sleep tight, and let the

stars shine bright.

Day 2 - A Day of Foreboding

An early start today. With a 5:30 wake
up we have eggs, peppers, onions, olive oil

and basil all mixed up for breakfast. Once
we're on the lake, Graham gets lessons on
the J stroke, while at the same time in Kieve

people are just starting to wake up. Mean-
while, in Kamchatka, people are just going

to sleep, and in Krakow it is very cloudy. But

it's sunny on Great Pond in the Belgrade

Lakes, and the men of WOBH - the cutting

edge of rock - are paddling rather lazily

toward a small stream entrance Gus has

sighted with his binoculars. After a quick

paddle down this stream which looks Hke a

combination of Venice, Italy; Everglades Na-
tional Forest, Florida; and Belgrade, Maine
we find ourselves at a bridge we must por-

tage around. After the portage which runs

across route 27 and is no more than 75 yards,

we press on with Wesley as Mojo this time.

After passing under a bridge, we take a dip

in the water. It is now about 1 1:00 a.m. and
the sunblock goes on, everyone except the

counsel who promptly take off their shirts

as PTH sets in. As a headwind starts to pick

up, we head onward passing a campsite in

hopes that we will find another. We do, and
we settle in. After cups of hot chocolate the

counsel retire for a nap until 6:00 when
burgers are cooked over the fire. Dessert is

s'mores, and trivia questions accompany the

doling out of Hershey bars. Sleepiness

becomes imminent after a long day and
everyone retires happily for the evening just

as the soft pattering of rain sets in.

Day 3 - The Day of Stones

We get up at 5:30 in the rain. Tents are

quickly taken down, and hot water was
prepared for cereal. We eat and run in

preparation for a long day before take-out.

John Church has been sick as well as Max
through the night and now Quincy is throw-

ing up, but we paddle hard anyhow. The
river is long, twisty, and doesn't have any

current. We are surrounded by grass and li-

ly pads on both sides with 50 feet on both
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sides. As we paddled the weather gets nicer

and huge, billowy cumulus clouds which

look Hke cream puffs float mellowly in the

sky. Every now and then a great blue heron

flies overhead. We come to a bridge and dam
which, because of the water level, we must

portage around. The embankment was very

steep, and Curt, Tim, Graham and Clay were

responsible for getting the gear up to the top

while the rest of us portaged our gear for 75

yards. Turner Rust proved to be the master

portager, carrying bags and an eight man
tent by himself. Later, back on the water,

we rested for a while and played 20 questions

before a hard paddle against the wind to the

pick-up site. Along the way, everyone had
splash fights and played killer except for Ace
and John Church who kept up the pace of

the group paddhng steadily onward. After

reaching the pick-up site, we jumped off the

bridge into the water, and Trip even jumped
off the raihng. For lunch we hit Zecchino's

which was the perfect ending for a great trip.

July 2 - 4

North Glenayr to Fort Island

with Jared Schott, Andy D'Elia

and Chris Marks

Monday, July 1 4:15 a.m.

The sun had not risen from its slumber,

but the men of North Glenayr were wide

awake. No, we were not up awaiting the rise

of the aforementioned sun, nor were we ner-

vous about the upcoming trip. We were

Hstening to Jake "Shakey" Von Eikel and

Alex Brousseau relieve themselves of the

hamburgers and french fries we had eaten

in Pasquaney the previous evening. Vomit
is not pleasant and this was no exception.

Amazingly after two others became sick

including the leader of cabin unit himself,

we patched ourselves together, hijacked

Bren, alias Chicken Pox Man and Stinger,

from the infirmary and shoved off from Mr.

Richardson's beautiful property in South

Bristol, Maine. Here's a Httle trivia . = ..Pat

Poole is a resident of South Bristol. The pad-

dle to Fort Island went smoothly. Some went

fast, others slow, some decided that the

shortest distance between two points was a

straight line, others believed strongly in the

zig-zag method. To each his own, as we say

in this country, Markus.

Upon arrival at our campsite, the tents

were pitched quickly so that everyone could

explore our new home. While some were off

pretending to be Indiana Jones and the smel-

ly outhouse, Jared and Graham built a new
firepit. (We actually got a lot of help from
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the others but we decided to take credit

anyway).

Chris and Markus started the fire as

Jared and Graham paddled off to pick up

a special ham given to us by the Richardsons.

Actually guys, I forgot the cooler at camp
and Mike C. drove it out. Sorry! Ham steaks

were the only thing on the menu tonight

much to chagrin of Tim and Alex. Alex said,

*'It tastes Uke rubberized cardboard." What
is rubberized cardboard? Chocolate pudding

followed. With many feeling a little under

the weather, we all decided to tell ghost

stories another night.

Day 2

"Get up you lazy bums!" screamed

Graham. What an alarm clock! Time to feed

the campers. This was the start of one of the

most disgusting displays of pigging out ever

witnessed by this former pizza eating cham-

pion. Pancakes, oreo pancakes, bacon - half

a pig, in fact. We ate for a sohd two and one

half hours. We really did have to have a big

breakfast to be adequately prepared for our

rest day. The counselors took turns resting

while Frank and Alex led an expedition to

find fresh water on an island surrounded by

salt water. They certainly quieted all the

skeptics by returning with fresh, cold, ter-

rific water. Charhe, Tim, Evan and Bren

found pleasure in cHmbing a tree and fall-

ing purposely. I never truly understood their

fascination with pain. Pat, James, Alex and
Graham attempted to find an article on the

island for every letter in the alphabet. They
all did such a great job, it was a Kieve tie.

Oreos all around.

Lunch consisted of peanut butter and
jelly. Peanut butter and just plain jelly sand-

wiches. David Kapell actually said, "I kin-

da hke peanut butter and jelly sandwiches.

Just not together, could I have one peanut

butter and one jelly?" After a confusing

lunch, personally, the troops went about

their rest day activities. Ben sang the

"Humpty Dance" for the 91st and 92nd
times. Graham battled wet shoes and the

wood for tonight's meal.
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The meal was chili 2ind rice with s'mores

for dessert. Even Jake Harrington who is a

world famous chili hater could not pretend

that he didn't love Jared's delicious Fort

Island Chili. Markus was able to study his

new most favorite meal while scrubbing out

more pots and pans than everyone else com-
bined. He did an outstanding job.

I was amazed that with all that resting

done on our rest day, the campsite was silent

at 9:30 p.m. I went to sleep dreaming of the

fun that Chris would be having in 9 days.

Day 3

This morning Juan Loumiet was the

alarm clock. Juan felt it unnecessary to say

anything as creative as Graham had the

previous morning. Juan's approach was

much less subtle.

"AAAAAAAA! ! ! . . .AAAAAAAAAH! !

!

"

I beheve is a direct quotation. The tide

wouldn't turn for another 6 hours. What
were we going to do? A night full of rain had
dampened a few spirits as well as a few sleep-

ing bags. Chris Marks proved he deserved

all those fine quahfications he earned last

year. Corned beef hash, maypo, fruit

cocktail and four gallons of drink were con-

sumed for breakfast. We waited for the tides

with some lovely people from East Boothbay

out celebrating July 4th. Even though James

R. was packing and Shakey could not be

found (for the time being) we shoved off

from our home away from home just as the

tide changed. We faced a nine mile paddle

right in the face.

Two snacks, a number of strategic per-

sonnel changes from boat to boat, and six

or seven lighting flashes later, we were forc-

ed to pull off our waterway to home. As it

turned out we had paddled 7.5 of the 9 miles.

That in itself was an impressive feat. Our
friends Steve Kaback and Mike Cunningham
delivered us home to camp safely. It was a

job well done by all.

You may be wondering why Andy
D'Elia was not mentioned throughout this

report. Well, Andy did cook some meals,

made many silly comments and explored

many new lands, but I know you will all

agree that we will remember Andy by two
words, "It's Classic."

JARED SCHOTT

July 3-10

Old Bunkerhill to the Caucomogomoc River

With Gus Kiven Mike McGillion,

and Charlton Rugg

Day 1 - The Day of Vomit
Today started out like any real man's

day should - with our heads in the toilet.

Holding our chins up with hearts of gold,

and stomachs of rubber, we turned a four
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hour trip into a five and a half hour bar-

farama with intermittent stops for Dan, Har-

rison, and Gus to catch their breaths and
throw away their bags. We made it to

Lobster Stream aHve, and with Charhe H.
waving good-bye, some of us ate ham and
cheese sandwiches. We set off for Lobster

Lake, where we camped that night on a san-

dy beach in Ogden Cove. After building in

the sand and disrupting the natural flow of

things, we ate stirfried chicken in a wind
storm and settled for the evening.

Day 2-1 hope we have enough wood
After a late wake-up and a brief visit

from God in the form of a Park Ranger, we
ate scrambled eggs and moved on. Lobster

Lake turned into Lobster Stream, eventual-

ly leading into the beautifully nondescript

West Branch. We soon found ourselves

rafted up and floating downsteam and down
wind, drifting along banks of grass, mud and
fallen trees. Evergreens covered with moss
loomed all around, carrying on as ever. Ex-

cept for the sound of our paddling, the wind
and an occasional bird, there was no noise.

We finally arrived at Big Island in the mid-

afternoon. After hot chocolate and counselor

mocha, everyone went to work gathering

wood. While the campers sawed, the

counselors, wired on caffeine, split log after

log. Soon, there was enough wood to fire up
the rest of the trip. For dinner, we had Gus's

pasta alfredo, and Trip and Clay let it all out

again later that night.

Day 3 - Blowing in the wind
Under a sky filled with cream puffs, we

made our way toward the second largest lake

in Maine, or so I've been told. As we paddl-

ed closer to Chesuncook Lake and our camp-
site on Gero Island, the wind came up and
an air of tenacity of purpose swept the men
and boys of OBH. Wesley cried out for more
head-wind while John Church spoke of

cumuH and Gus broke a paddle. At one
point, with the wind at their backs, the

counsel put up a sail and fell far behind the

twisted mass of camper canoes. On arriving

at Chesuncook Lake, the future Mecca of

windsurfing in the Northeast, a few of the

group made a noble attempt to buy fudge,

but only came up with chocolate chip

cookies. After setting up camp on Gero,

banana bread was baked on the wind for an
afternoon treat, and Harrison resounded
with a dinner pasta which filled the

stomachs, hearts, minds and souls of all. The
sunset that night was beautiful, but we didn't

see it, because we were asleep early for a 3:30

a.m. wake up to beat the headwinds the next

day.

Day 4 - Against the wind
Alas, we missed our 3:30 a.m. wake up

by an hour. However, as we pulled away
from our campsite, the sight of the rising sun
over Katahdin made the time of day rather

insignificant. And with an inspiring blue

dome reeling overhead, I felt rather insignifi-

cant myself, slowly inching my way nor-

thwest, trying to beat the headwinds that

would inevitably face us on Black Pond. The
winds did come as expected, but we arrived

at the Horseraces campsite anyhow, and with

enough time to illegally and unsuccessfully

fish for salmon with worms. The moon rose

Hke a swollen peach, and we slept like a

gaseous swamp after chili and rice.

Day 5 - Flips and rips

Finally, a rest day. Well, sort of. We
woke up late and ate very large pancakes us-

ing peanut butter to grease the skillet. After

everyone was full, we drank water and
prepared to portage up the Horse Races to

the Ledge drop and put in there. Earlier, Gus
and Harrison had portaged up to

Caucomogomoc Dam and had run the horse

races solo. Now we pushed up a small twis-

ty, and dark trail with lots of mud and trees

which ran right alongside the river up to the

ledge instead of going all the way up to the

dam. After a brief session from the counsel

about running rapids, we were on the river.

The rapids were lots of fun for all. John
Church, who at first, seemed especially wor-

ried about the rips and who after the rips

looked hke he'd had the most fun. No one
got so much as hung up on a rock, and when
we finished, bright eyes and beefy smiles

chatted away as we ate beef stew and oats

for dinner. The moon was again as beautiful

as ever and we all dreamed of more rapids

while the river chattered on through the

night.

Day 6 - The Portage
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The breakfast of corned beef hash and

oatmeal was more silent than usual. The
thought of the mile and a half portage hung

on our minds like oatmeal to a pot. Canoe
pairs would take everything in their canoe,

but of course some came back and took

more. Qunicy had an asthma attack so Clay

helped Dan take the canoe the rest of the

way. Unfortunately, since Turner had left the

cabin earlier in the session, we had too much
gear and not enough men, so a few had to

make three trips instead of two. After the

portage we took pictures, ate PB&J, pack-

ed up our canoes and slowly made our way
up Ciss Stream to the next campsite on
Round Pond - slowly except for Tim and

John, and Max and Chris who, as usual,

sped ahead of the pack. We saw a Moose at

one point while Trip was ashore. At the

campsite we collected wood with Graham
bringing in the best, and we cooked up a

mellowing mac and cheese for all.

Day 7 - A Bit o'rain

We woke up in rather damp weather

conditions, the first on the trip. Maypo for

breakfast and off into the mist. The dead

trees on Ciss Stream looked rather worldly

and in some ways very peaceful. Before pad-

dling into Caucomogomoc Lake, we stopped

to catch our breath at a large stump in the

middle of the stream. The wind on the lake

was swift and in our favor once we got

beyond the point, and we cruised to our last

campsite in Rowe Cove. Then, we skipped

stones, read books, and Trip, Quincy, Dan
and Wesley all became Kieve Wildmen. The
last supper was spaghetti and s'mores for

dessert. Lots of trivia accompanied the food

as well as lots of hot chocolate. We slept

soundly that night after a ghost story egged

on by Graham.

Day 8 - The End
This morning was a late one since we

only had two miles to go before noon. But
what a grueling two miles it was. As soon
as we rounded the point, the wind hit us like

a wall. We started a race, and Curt took the

paddles from the mojo. We had to finish the

race prematurely so the mojo could eventual-

ly catch up when it got its paddles back, but

Tim and John won the race. Within half a

mile of the pick up point, we rounded one

final point and were blown backwards. The

wind was getting worse. Most people groan-

ed except for Todd, who, like a true mad-
man, found it all quite fun. We finally made
it to the parking lot after about three hours,

where Jared picked us up and swept us away

from the beauty, wildness and serenity of the

woods.

July 5-7

South Glenayr to Loud's Island

With Bryan Manahan, Clay Mitchell

and Hank Holmes

Day 1 -

The carillons were half an hour late, as

the OD expected a rainy gloomy day. But

knowing that South Glenayr was to depart

for Loud's Island, the sun worked its way
through during breakfast. Taking our time

to let the clouds blow away, we boarded the

van with Henry and Ali and were off to

Round Pond.

The ride out to the island was a fruitful

one, bearing about 9 mackerel thanks to

Chris Sharpless and Ted Obrect. W^e could

see shore by about 12:30, and 6 or 7 shuttle

runs brought our gear and ourselves safely

to our new home on the shore.
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The stories of axe murderers and island

hermits ran rampant as everyone began to

explore the island with images of the

graveyard we had heard so much about. Ted,

Matt and Jon led the first expedition to the

famed graveyard.

The afternoon consisted of searching

for the one, most spherical rock among the

milHons on the beach. As the tide continued

to dead low the laid bridge appeared where

we were able to cross to an island. What's

the matter Hank, that doesn't feel like

southern water?

Clay's trivia questions favored Maine,
Joey, Henry and Johann, our German was
able to name six European countries. But

burgers were eventually served to all, some
hot chocolate, and a little campfire talk oc-

cupied us till bed time.

Day 2 - Friday

We arose late, about 9:30, but the waves

were still rolHng, the stones on the shore and

South Glenayr was anxious to explore the

rest of the island. A quick breakfast of eggs

and hash and we took off to the depths of

the island. Many saw the graveyard, some

a village, and others continued along the

shore among the lobster traps and driftwood.

A short visit by some fisherman kindly left

us with over 30 fish heads to be used as bait,

so Hank and I loaded the lobster traps and

set them out as far as possible. After a tuna

fish lunch the exploring continued, while

some combed the beach for crabs, boy am
I glad I brought pasta, fishing is fun, but I

get hungry.

Dinner was contingent on the expression

of our futures. Chris wants to be a baseball

player, Jon hopes to battle the world as an

executive, Scott really ought to be an actor,

and Josh a homemaker. What do I want to
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do after being a camp counselor? Do it

again!

A bonfire on the beach s'mores and the

true story of David the hermit followed din-

ner, as we watched the sun set in the west

and the full moon rise in the east. It's nice

to know you don't have to paddle the

Allagash 200 miles away for the beauty. We
hit the tents trying to put David well out of

our minds

Day 3 - Saturday

A pancake breakfast awaited us as we
crawled out of our tents and yes for the

seventy-second time - I forgot the syrup! A
fine job was done by Crawford, Matt and
others rolling up the tent while we all scoured

the campsite for trash.

Ahoy Henry! Rob, we're leaving. A
beautiful day for a ride on the Snow Goose.
The fish were still plentiful, a total count of

14 were brought back to camp.
40 days and 40 nights on Loud's Island,

a great time for all and may David have his

island in peace.

July 6-11

North Bunkerhill to the St. Croix River

With Sam Potter, Ben Metcalf , and

Aaron Mysliwiec

"Rise and shine guvs! It's 5 a.m. and

time to move!" that was the cry that roused

North Bunkerhill that cool Friday morning

that started us on our adventure into eastern

Maine. The van had been loaded with gear

and canoes the night before in the interest

of getting out as fast as possible, and all that

there was to do was get dressd and grab a

quick breakfast at Pasquaney before leaving.

The sun set the mists over the lake on

fire as it rose redly in the east as we ate cereal

in the morning hours. We were ready to go,

but Dick, who was to drive us, could find

no directions, so Charlie R. was roused to

give them to us. We left camp at 5:45 a.m.

The drive was quiet, broken only by

Dick's whistling, and many fell asleep as the

miles went by. At 8:45 we stopped at the Lea

ranger station to get a fire permit, only to

find that it did not open until 9:00. We
waited and five minutes later a kindly

neighbor opened it up for us and wrote out

a fire permit because she couldn't stand to

see people waiting. While Miller tried to

organize a game of captive flag, Pothole ob-

tained a stack of Junior Forest Ranger hand-

books for everyone. Then it was back in the

van for the last two-and-a-half hours of the

drive to Forest City.

The dirt road to Forest City Landing,

our put in point, is long and winding and



many people were worried about turning

around if we were on the wrong road. Once
at the landing the van was unloaded and we
waved to Dick as he left us to an early lunch

of peanut butter and jelly sandwiches sup-

plied by the ladies in the kitchen. Once lunch

was over, we loaded the canoes and pushed

off.

There was a brisk tail wind blowing

down Spednik Lake and paddling was no

trouble at all. Aaron and John rigged a sail

with two paddles, a pancho, and duct tape,

but lagged far behind the rest of us. But it

is not a long way and by early afternoon

we're all at Birch Island, our first site. As
soon as the tents are up, the afternoon is

spent napping and wood hunting. Poor
Miller just can't stay out of the water and

soaks his dry shoes. Several people go swim-

ming on purpose, and as the border is very

close, get a thrill by "swimming to Canada".

As the wood comes in and the prepara-

tions for dinner are started the Deer Foot is

found. Instantly recognized as the symbol of

some mighty being, we bow down to its

power and carry it with us for the rest of the

trip. Also found is Alex Connell who got lost

looking for wood and was kindly picked up

and dehvered to the campsite by the passing

Bob Kay.

Dinner is beef stew with rotini noodles

and a hefty dose of Pothole's secret blend

of spices, spices which flavor almost every

meal from then on. After dinner Pothole tells

the tale of Simon and the Rats, after which

Chris Sise tells a tale of his own. Then it's

off to an early bed for some much needed

sleep.

We woke to strong tail winds at 7:00

a.m. on the second day. The winds remain-

ed strong as we cleaned up after Cream of

Wheat, bacon and hot chocolate and load-

ed the canoes. We were out on the lake by

7:30. As clouds obscured the sun, so did our

minds become obscured and we became con-

fused north of Todd's Island, our objective.

Soon rain began to fall and spirits fell too,

but the maps were quickly straightened out

and we were off. Miller and Gordie were way
out front, followed closely by Topher and
Geoff as we headed for the camp site on the

eastern tip of Todd's Island. As we found

the site, the sun came up and all was well.

We had a late lunch of hot chicken noodle

soup and then started a wood hunt.

In the middle of the afternoon the wind

built up bringing with it rain and the echo

of thunder in the distance. Soon it passes and

the council brewed some pine for tea for

John who is shivering badly in his sleeping

bag.

Dinner was soon called for and the

burgers were brought out. Burgers cooked

right on the grill with onion, cheese, ketchup

and mustard. Clean up was interrupted by

the sighting of the clearest, biggest, brightest

rainbow ever seen. It was a magical moment
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seeing that huge shining arch across the lake.

After dinner since we were camping in

Canada, Aaron tells the story of the renegade

Algonquin Indians still plotting revenge from

the French and Indian War. Then it was off

to bed for the third day is a biggie.

We woke at 5:15 a.m. to a breakfast of

corn beef hash and hot chocolate. By 7:15

we were out on the water heading for

Vanceboro Dam. The water was flat and

there was a light tail wind. The sky was clear

and the sun was hot. We made good time and

so rested by a point called the Horse Back

because it was one of those days. Ben and

Aaron fought over possesion of the sacred

Deer Foot. Aaron recovered it after it went

into the water.

Then it was a quick finish to Vanceboro
where a 200 yard portage around the dam
awaited us. It was relatively painless and
while everyone rested, Pothole went to see

a man about a horse. But he returned carry-

ing Cokes for everyone. He also said the next

day's forecast was for rain, but who would
beheve that?

After a very early lunch of PB&J, we
held a quick canoe clinic and then put into

the St. Croix River proper and hit the rapids!

(Singing to the tune of "The Wheel" by

the Grateful Dead).

Small Canoe goes by paddling hard,

Big Canoe goes by the grace of God,
Every time that paddle goes round.

Bound to cover just a little more
ground.

Bound to cover just a little more
ground!

Rapids keep pulling you right down.
Can't go up and you can't go round.

Can't go back and you can't stand still,

If the big rocks don't get you then the

small

ones will!

The rapids were great and no one even

swamped as all the canoes performed
beautifully.

At Little Falls, our third site, we met up
with a group of fifteen year olds out from
a camp in New Hampshire. They had the up-

per site (the newly deforested one), so we
took the lower. The falls were running and
the council shot the canoes down with

camper bowmen. Pothole and Ben both flip-

ped once, but Aaron managed to breeze on
down without going over once. It was late

by the time all the canoes were down and the

wood hunt was begun. ("No, guys, if it's got

green hanging on it, it's no good!") Dinner
was a huge affair of rotini with spaghetti

sauce and the leftover hamburger. Everyone
is stuffed by this feast.

After clean up and several visits from
locals looking for a place to hang out.

Pothole told the grim tale of his artist friend

Pickman and then we were lulled to sleep by
the roaring of Little Falls.

The fourth day was a grey one at 7:00

a.m. The New Hampshire group at the up-

per site was aiming for the exact spot as we
were, and we wanted to beat them to Loon
Bay. We were cleaned up from our corn beef

hash and hot chocolate and on the river by
8:30, before the other group was loading

their canoes.

The rain started as we hit the first set

of rapids, not a hard rain, but a persistant

one driven into our faces by occasional gusts

of wind. Tevi and DiOrio joined Miller and
Gordie up front as we paddled down the

river. Around 11:00 the rain stopped and the

sky lightened, a sure sign that it was time for

a snack of Fig Newtons. An hour later we
were at the good site on Loon Bay. It was
in horrible shape though with trash all

around and toilet paper spread through the

woods behind it.

As we munched on our tunafish sand-

wiches, the other group passed by and we
were told that the next day was supposed to

be sunny. Then the sun came out and min-
now catching and resting were the order of
the day.
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I

Dinner was Aaron's incredible pizza

made from Bisquick, tomato sauce and
cheese. It took a long time to cook, but it

was well worth it. Clean up was done in the

dark. Afterward, Pothole told about the

legend of the black store in Albania.

We were up at 7:00 a.m. on the fifth day

to sunny and hot weather. We moved out

after a cream of wheat, bacon, and hot

chocolate breakfast, only to find the other

camp already gone. After our last two sets

of rapids for the trip, strong headwinds came
up and seemed to follow us so that no mat-

ter how the river turned, we always were pad-

dling into the wind.

We lunched on PB&J on the lawn of a

store artist studio on the Canadian side and
were joined by a large amount of people

coming down for a swim. We figured that

with the wind, we had another two to three

hours before we reached our final campsite

on Grand Falls Flowage Lake.

After 2 1/2 hours of headwinds, we ar-

rived at our second choice site. While the rest

stayed behind, Aaron and Pothole scouted

the first choice site and found that the other

camp had gotten it. After the tents were put

up in the small space provided, peanut but-

ter and cheese crackers were handed out and
then the inevitable wood hunt.

As the evening meal of beef ravioU,

rotini, and spaghetti sauce was being cook-

ed, Topher gained his Kieve Wildman by
sticking his head into the worst smelhng
cooler for two minutes. The meal was good,

but the cleanup was bad. Pothole then

related some tales of the Old Ones from the

Cecronomcon and modern cay. It was a ner-

vous cabin that went to their tents that night.

The counsel awoke at 8:30 a.m. to the

yelHng of campers and the falhng of tents.

It being our last day, we were in no hurry

and had a leisurely meal of granola bars and
peanut butter with hot chocolate. As we so
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ate, a couple of fishermen motored by. When
asked, they informed us that the wind would

be with us and we would have no problems

across the lake.

So heartened, we made plans for a brief

detour to a Canadian rope swing and set out

to cross Grand Falls Flowage. The heavy

head winds caught us somewhat by surprise.

Pulling hard, we made it to the first point

where it was decided that the winds would
make it too cold to do any real swimming
and so we headed straight for our Kellyland

take out. As we turned the point, the head-

winds became tail and cross winds, helping

some.

At the mouth to the Kellyland stream,

a chain log barrier confused Pothole momen-
tarily, but soon we were dragging our equip-

ment up the bank by the dam where the other

camp was already waiting.

Once out of the water, we basked in the

sun until Will and James pulled up in an
orange bus with a canoe trailer. We stopped

twice for gas and once for McDonald's and
then we came on home. It was a great trip.

POTHOLE

July 6-11

South Bunker Hill to the White Mountains
with Vincent van Panhuys,

John McAndrews and Jessee Dougherty

Day 1, July 6, 1990

We woke up to a beautiful sunny day.

South Bunker Hill was packed and ready to

hit the mountains and we would have been

off by 9:15 if it hadn't been for Perry's

"Laugh all the Way to the Bank" show dur-

ing breakfast. But combined with the

weather and the excitement spirits were high

as South Bunker Hill cruised (slowly down
West Neck.)

The ride went fine. I loaded anybody
who ever got carsick with dramamine in

order to avoid disasters that had been part

of some previous trips and everyone arrived

comfortably. Lanse did constantly remind

me how dumb I was for bringing only a Shell

card while there were no Shell stations in

Maine.

We finally reached Route 113 which

took us straight through a valley in the dense

White Mountain National Forest and took

us by breathtaking views up at Evans Notch

and then straight to the Cold River cam-

pground which was indeed on my map.
However, this campground didn't look much
like camping: each site had a number, a fire

pit with a metal ring around it, out houses,

and a water pump. I was surprised they

didn't have a fire ready for us when we pull-

ed in. We drove around some more, look-

ing for more natural sites, but Cold River

seemed to be it, and our decision was con-

firmed by a screaming Lanse who had to be

cared for when his finger got caught in the

door. Luckily there was ice nearby and that

was all it needed.

The guys set up their tents in less then

ten minutes, very impressive. After a few

hours of exploration it was time to prepare

dinner. Jesse helped Chris, Evan, Laurent,
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Lanse, and Stark collect, saw and split wood.
I helped Gray, Grant, Taylor, Tim and
Jakob prepare the tacos, and John headed
up the cleanup crew with Andy, C.R., Rob-
bie, and Brent.

After the delicious, drawn out dinner,

however, we ran into a minor obstacle. The
ranger came by and told us we could not all

stay on this campsite. The campsite where

Kieve usually stays was right down the road.

"Let's pack up these tents fellas."

Our new campsite was much better. It

was secluded, natural, and spacious, next to

a stream and right nearby we passed a scary

looking chimney. The tents popped up again

and we treated them with Hershey bars in-

stead of hot cocoa. We were all tired and
knew we'd need lots of energy for tomor-

row's attempt to climb Washington. The
boys were asleep before the sky ever got a

chance to darken completely.

"What's yours, always comes back to

you. . .you hear."

J.M.

Day 2, July 7, 1990

I woke up at 5:00 and the clear skies

meant; "Everybody up! We're climbing

Washington today." The same cooking

group as the previous night provided hash

and Maypo for energy this morning, but this

time on a stove to save time because I knew
that when considering weather in the moun-
tains the earher the better.

We drove off at about seven towards the

Presidential Range. On the way back up 1 13

a car heading toward us flashed its lights, I

pulled over to give him directions, but he

pointed instead to our left and on the road-

side walked a giant moose.

By 8:15 after chugging water and

loading extra food and clothes South

Bunkerhill was on its way up the mighty

Washington which loomed above us like a

bald giant. Tuckerman's Ravine would be

our route. "We're going up there?" But this



mountain was no problem for the men of

South Bunkerhill, especially for Evan who
kept breaking into a jog. C.J. and Taylor

decided that since Mt. Washington was

known to have the worst weather in North
America, that they would wear rain boots:

a mistake that cost them both extra slips and

blisters. After some breathtaking views, lots

of water breaks, and yes, probably a little

suffering we all reached the summit in record

time. The weather at top about 35 degrees,

15 degrees with wind chill but have no fear.

Not only did I make sure everybody brought

a sweater there was a restaurant at the top

along with a train, cars and tourists who had

driven up. This slightly dampened their

spirits but, we bought some hot dogs, warm-
ed our bodies and we were ready for our

steep descent. Tuckerman's Trail by early

afternoon was like Fifth Avenue, hundreds

of people and their dogs strolled up and
down Washington. There was even one guy

skiing down a narrow snowfield to provide

entertainment. The way down was tough,

especially for those in rain boofs, but we all

came down safely and speedily back to the

base at Pinkham Notch. 8 hours, 17 minutes

and 43 seconds (or was it 42 seconds. . .1

don't know, call Andy Poole. He's got the

official time) from the time we'd left the base

in the morning. A new record.

We got back to our campsite at about

six expecting a speedy spaghetti dinner, but

the five crew which I led was not as speedy.

Five attempts and an hour and a half later
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the fire was ready for water - it had been a

learning experience: Jesse taught me how to

use an ax and all the campers got a chance

to light a fire. We finally figured out that all

the spht wood was too wet and we used small

sticks and branches for the rest of the trip.

Marshmallows after dinner while we
tried to solve some riddles and campers and
counselors alike told some freaky stories.

However, it was too early for them to know
the truth about the chimney. Good night.

"I'm so thirsty I could. .
."

"Mooooo!"

Day 3, July 8, 1990

We got up late this morning, or at least

we tried to. By 8:30 while the counsel slept,

the campers had collected wood to set up the

fire. They begged and pleaded so much that

we had to get up and start breakfast or they

would have burned down our tent. They had
obviously learned from their mistakes last

night because this fire was cooking in no

time. Brent prepared about 150 slices of
dehcious bacon after which Robbie cooked
up the eggs. Everything was cleaned up about
10:00 and we were off to enjoy our rest day
at Emerald Pool.

Emerald Pool was incredibly beautiful.

Everybody got a chance to jump down into

the natural pool off the 12 foot chff at least

once. C.J. jumped into the frigid water ten

times and Gray was the only one with the

guts to dive into the endlessly deep pool. We
made some tunafish and some jelly sand-

wiches for lunch which we brought to the

pool, took one more dip and strolled back
to the van, 1 mile away and by 3:00 we were
back at the campsite. Jesse, John and I

sincerely believed that it was nap time, but

the kids felt otherwise and enjoyed games of

kick the can, whiffleball, and Ah, AH, Ox
Come Free, ah afternoon. Lanse set up the

fire immediately and everyone was ready to

start dinner by 4 o'clock. No, that's too ear-

ly, one more game of whiffleball and we're

niirMiiME



ready to cook, lonight's menu was

hamsteaks and mashed potatoes. . .delicious-

ly prepared by the campers, of course. We
sat around and enjoyed hot cocoa by the

blazing fire that night while John told the

campers about Freddie Knoles. The chimney

story? that would have to wait. Good night.

"I'll be taking that into consideration

when evaluating..."

Day 4, July 9, 1990

We had planned to wake up at six this

morning but the drizzle on my tent meant an

extra hour of sleep and a new plan for

hiking.

Luckily the drizzle subsided by seven

and the campers came out of tents to find

Jesse and me studying the maps in search of

the medium level of difficulty, low attitude

hike. Jesse picked out Mud Creek Trail

which winds on the top of Mt. Caribou as

our hike for the day. We cooked up a large

batch of Maypo for breakfast on the stove,

and after a long cleanup, we hit the Mud
Creek Trail. The isolated trail would gradual-

ly and then steeply go up Mt. Caribou.

Luckily we didn't end up in the clouds and

our tiring hike was rewarded by a magnifi-

cent view of the mountains to the east which

were covered with moist and thick rolling

clouds. Being an optimist I had brought my
sunglasses and sure enough the sky began to

lighten and we caught an occasional glimp-

se of the sun.

After some granola bars at the top we
started a game of killer which would keep

us all suspicious on the way down.
We made it down in time for Hershey

bars and delicious spaghetti lunch. The cook-

ing fire had become a breeze for the men of

jt \

South Bunker, and our lunch was ready for

us in no time.

In the afternoon Jesse and I observed

the game of "AH, AH, Ox Come Free" and

then joined. Especially memorable were

Evans hiding places Hke under the jackets

next to the base. Needless to say Jesse and

I sailed at this game for our part.

It was rest time again, but the kids felt

differently for them it was tirrie to play

"Let's hit each other with rocks," a game
which resulted in a large bump on Grant's

head and, of course, a lecture.

We munched hamsteakes and mashed

potatoes for diner followed by hot cocoa and

ghost stories by John. The campers went to

bed talking about girls to avoid to thought

of Freddy Knowles creeping back into their

minds.

Day 5, July 10, 1990

Despite a few complaints, after six

o'clock wake up, some hash and some hot

cocoa, we were off to hike the Bald Face Cir-

cle trail which would take us up South

Baldface Mountain along a four mile ridge

up to North Baldface Mountain and back

down to Emerald Pool. It would be a

challenging day, but it is one of the most

beautiful hikes in the White Mountains and

South Bunker Hill could handle it. We cruis-

ed up to South Baldface Shelter (halfway up)

where the views of the long rock faces were

already amazing. AH of the morning's

discouragement had disappeared at the sight

of the steep rocky slope to the summit.

Everyone did a fantastic job pulHng

themselves up the steep rock ledges to the

ridge that led up South Boldface.

When we got to the ridge, however, the



wind was too strong. It threw off everyone's

balance. We climbed a few hundred yards

further for a magnificent view point but

decided against hiking all the way to the

peak; four miles of ridge with these winds

and the clouds that loomed ahead of us

would be a little to risky. Yes, this meant we

would have to go back down the steep part.

Everyone made it back to South Baldface

Shelter alive although I did end up hugging

a few trees. There we had cheese sandwiches

while we tanned on the long rock faces.

On the way down we stopped by

Emerald Pool for a dip in the cool refreshing

water. Grant and Chris could not be dragg-

ed away from the waterfall while Evan. .

.Evan wasn't swimming?

Wow! What a day! What a trip! What

could top this? Girls? Girls! Yes, as we drove

into the road that led to our campsite a girls

camp was camped 100 yards away down the

road. The excitement level was about three

levels and John promptly made sure that we

were invited for hot cocoa later.

After a ravioli dinner the guys headed

towards the girls' fire where they ran around,

sang songs, and partied until dark. Brent

earned his Kieve Wildman by doing

something completely courageous - he kiss-

ed a girl! And then he proceeded to do his

Irish dance in front of the whole group. It

was time to head back to the campsite where

we sang the Kieve song.

I felt that is was time to tell them the

truth about the chimney, but after a slight

scare that night we all slept soundly.

"Laurent, you're not in the cleaning

group are you?"

Day 6, July 11, 1990

We woke up at 7:30 to yet another dry

morning. After taking down the tents and
packing all our stuff in the trailer, we cook-

ed up some sausages and by 9:15 we were
off. Oh, yes the girls did stop by to say good-

bye. The long ride home was filed with more
of John's stories and, of course, a stop at

Burger King where this smelly Kieve van load

munched the place empty, including the fries

of the lady in front of us, John. We enjoyed

the meal a little too much and took a little

too much time to arrive at Kieve during the

middle of the rest period. But have no fear.

Perry Dodge was here, and he was OD again

as if we had never left, and that night South

Bunker Hill raged in a giant game of cap-

ture the flag.

Thanks for a great trip guys. We'll miss

you.

VINCENT, JOHN, AND JESSE

July 20 - August 1

AUagash #1

Allagash Waterway
Bryan Manahan, Hank Holmes,

Mike McGillion

Day 1

The sun was beginning to peek over the

trees across Damariscotta Lake at 5:00 a.m.

Today is the day! If it's not packed now,

we're not bringing it. Allagash 1 tied their

last knots, wished good-bye to their sleep-

ing friends and were off for the North Maine

woods.

It was a quiet, drizzly ride to Greenville.

We were still trying to wake up, but were fill-

ed with emotions - what did we forget? How
are the friends and family we left behind?

How will the woods welcome us? Will it take

us in as part of it and accept us along with

the moose? Or will it drive rain on our heads
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until we are forced back to the pavement and

telephones from which most of us now
come? The rain was with us at Hannibal's

Crossing as we waved so long to Charlie and

Jake. The rain above us was warm as we slid

our canoes into the West Branch. We were

glad to be holding our paddles and finally

on our way.

Our first night was spent on Big Island.

The task had begun as we climbed a 15 foot

eroding slope from the river's edge to the

campsite. We huddled under the tarp

wondering if our stuff was going to stay wet

for the next 13 days. But a dinner of chicken

stir fry filled us with the comfort that we
could still eat great food - and the sun peek-

ed through the sky after dinner saying it

would be back soon. We crawled into our

tents happy that the fire was warm, the food

was good and our friends slept beside us.

May tomorrow bring us sunshine and

birdsongs.

BRYAN MANAH

Day 2

Knowing that today would be one of the

longest days of the trip, we decided to get

an early start waking up at 5:00 a.m. As we
gathered our gear and took down our tents,

Ben Wissinger and Robbie Hunt cooked us

a delicious breakfast of eggs and bacon. At
6:40 as we were packing our canoes, Eugene
Boyd spotted a moose crossing the river.

After cleaning our campsite on Big Island,

we headed out for an 18 mile day. Ten
minutes into our paddling, we saw a moose
and within the next 7 minutes, we saw two
more. After a long and windy course, we left

Pine Stream and entered Chesuncook Lake.

Before crossing Chesuncook Lake, we stop-

ped at a farm store where the counselors

treated us to homemade root beer and goat

milk chocolate. After the delicious snack, we
crossed Chesuncook Lake with winds at our

side. Because Mike and Nick were so far

ahead, they stopped at the Point of Gero

Island to wait for everyone. When the group

finally caught up, we took a short break and

checked out our maps to make sure we were

headed in the right direction. Everyone got

back in their canoes and took off for Um-
bazooksus Lake. Over the course of the lake,

we were spread out because of the head-

winds. So far, this was the toughest paddle

of the day. There was only one thing that

could pick up our pace across the lake and

that was to get away from Sandy's singing.

At the end of the lake there was a bridge

where we stopped and had BLT sandwiches.

In order to eat we had to answer a trivia

question given by Mike. We laid down on
our canoes to squeeze under the bridge. We
then had a 20 minute paddle in a little river

where we saw two more moose. We canoed

until we reached a dam around which we had

to portage. After we portaged all of our gear

around the dam, we packed our canoes and
headed out to the toughest part of the day.

We had headwinds with 2 foot waves that

had white tips on them. Mike McGiUion in-

nocently led Campbell Walker, Andy Wise,

Ben Wissinger and Robbie Hunt a mile and

a half further than our destination. Mike
realized that he had either missed the camp-
site or hadn't gone far enough so he decid-

ed to stop. Bryan and Eugene finally caught

up with us and told us that we missed the

campsite a mile and a half back. We turned

around, got to our campsite, unloaded and
set up camp at around 4:30. We made
preparations for dinner and at 6:00 we
started cooking spaghetti. After dinner we
had peaches for dessert and cleaned our

campsite, getting ready for bed. After this

tough day, the men of AUagash settled in for
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a good night sleep dreaming about the Mud
Pond portage in the morning.

ANDY WISE and CAMPBELL WALKER

Day 3

We woke up to the pitter patter of rain

on our tents. Today, another hour of sleep

was had by all. We knew we needed to wake
up around 6:00 a.m. to prepare for our long

day ahead. In order to fuel up, we all enjoyed

the infamous Maypo. The rain was letting

up sHghtly so we heaved our canoes to our

shoulders and the Mud Pond portage began.

Ankle deep mud (and sometimes deeper!)

plagued us through our demanding ordeal.

To escape unscathed was to fly. The mud
swelled around our calves and no one came
out clean. Each canoe pair carried a canoe

and counsel sported their own. A canoe real-

ly takes its toll after 1.6 miles through un-

forgiving mud. After portaging the canoes

all the way to the Mud Pond, we returned

to gather the rest of our gear and equipment.

The rest of the group slowly congregated and

the trail mix was passed around among the

canoe pairs. We soon set off for the second

leg of our portage. Spirits were raised to see

rain give way to sun. The second (and last)

part of the portage proved easier than the

first. As we pushed on, it became apparent

that we would soon reach our goal. Even-

tually we gathered by the canoes for a mo-
ment of silence, then machoism ensued. With

the worst behind us we all felt a great sense

of accomplishment. After a little delay in

navigation, we found the swiftly flowing

stream that would take us to Chamberlain

Lake. The stream was picturesque. We en-

joyed a relaxed lunch of PB&J. Another

hour of paddling brought us to Gravel

Beach. The sun was high and we all enjoyed

a swim on the smooth rock beach. Some
serious napping and sun bathing took place.
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Before long, it was grub time. We had a great

meal of mash potatoes and beef stew, top-

ped off with hot chocolate and s'mores. The
sunset was many shades of purple and we
watched it sink behind the mountains. Now
it was ghost story telling time, which we
thoroughly enjoyed. As the embers slowly

died out, we all dropped off to a well earn-

ed, sound sleep. The long, awaited day was

now over.

PETER POST and SANDY SCHMID

Day 4

We woke up to pouring rain. All of the

Moss tents had lakes in them. We started

pancakes about 9:30 a.m. Nick has been sit-

ting on the picnic table in his sleeping bag

since 6:00. He also has his sunglasses on. He
stayed there the whole day - never moving.

We ate pancakes by answering various trivia

questions asked by Mike, Bryan and Hank.
We had thirds because they were so good.

Breakfast lasted about 3 hours and it was still

raining. We all stayed under the tarp or in

our tents until lunch. We had minestrone

soup and then played cards. Hank, Ben,

Campbell and Andy played spades. Hank
and Ben won and it was still raining. We all

hung out until dinner at 7:30 p.m. We ate

a ton of tuna casserole. It finally stopped

raining so we all sat around the camp fire

until bed. We all were dreaming of how sun-

ny it would be in the morning. Nick was still

in his sleeping bag!

BEN WISSINGER and ROBBIE HUNT

Day 5

At 7:00 a.m. Bryan, Mike, Decker, Ben,

Chris and Robbie woke up for their trip to

the ranger station to re-supply. They got their

best breakfast of the year, oatmeal! There

was no rain, but big-time clouds with occa-

sional sun. The rest of us woke up at 8:00

and ate Maypo and there was no game
played to get to eat it. It was impossible to

make a fire so we used the stove. Eddie and
Chris were supposed to have the clean-up

job, but Chris wasn't there so Eddie had to

do it alone.

We had tuna sandwiches for lunch; a lot

of tuna because we had a huge, whole can

to eat with only ten of us there. In the after-

noon we played cards and the re-supply

group returned earlier than we expected.

For dinner, Mike made us really great

burgers and before going to bed, we had a

cup of hot chocolate.

MARK STREETER and BEN HOBBS

Day 6

Today we woke up at 6:30 a.m. - a lit-

tle bit behind. We all did our duties and
cooked breakfast on the stove. Though we
started late, we left the campsite at 7:30 a.m.

We reached Lock Dam, completed our por-

tage, and we were on our way. On Eagle

Lake we decided to stop and enjoy a little

hot chocolate afloat. Next, we paddled to

Pillsbury Island and stopped for a quick

glimpse at the friendly deer who ate out of
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our hands. We continued on until we reach-

ed the tramway where we had lunch, looked

at the trains of the past, and departed for

our final destinations - Lone Pine campsite
- completing approximately 42 miles in total.

Once the tents were all set, we decided to go
cliff diving at a nearby island. Upon our ar-

rival, we prepared dinner, after which mar-

shmallows were served. Then, some of us

headed for the picnic table to play cards

when suddenly Ben and Chris started

fighting over the peanut butter. After that,

we went to bed for a good night's sleep.

EDDIE SARDINA and CHRIS MacINNIS

Day 7

We woke up at 7:00 a.m. and had
Maypo for breakfast. We were slow in pack-

ing up, but we headed out about 5 minutes

of 8:00. We paddled for about 1/2 an hour

and stopped at a spring at Ziegler campsite.

After drinking a lot we set off again, the

water being the calmest so far. After leav-

ing Eagle Lake, we went to Churchill Lake.

Right before going into Churchill, we stop-

ped at a bridge and everyone asked if they

could jump off. After much testing of the

depth of the water. Hank jumped in. Then
Peter and Bryan went in and everyone

followed, except Decker - he didn't want to

get wet. We took a couple of group photos

and one where everyone jumped off at once.

We had lunch (PB&J and minestrone soup),

then decided to move on. We saw a moose
and took some pictures. We paddled for a

long time and just before two of the counsel

boats got there (Bryan, Eugene, Decker and
Hank), we stopped for a break and played

with our paddles to stop boredom. We got

to the campsite and Bryan's boat went to see

another moose as close as they could get to

it, but it ran away after they got about 30

feet away from it.

We got settled in at the campsite and
Andy put up his hammock while everyone

watched with jealousy. We had delicious

ham steaks for dinner which filled everyone

up. Right after dinner, we saw another

moose and 4 people went to get pictures.

They got 15 feet away from it. As they got

back, Bryan ran out to dump them (Ben

Wissinger, Andy, Peter and Eugene). They
all got wet and tackled Bryan and he got wet

too. We then went to bed and fell asleep.

NICK, EUGENE, DECKER

Day 8

Across the lake on a beautiful, sunny

day a deer was eating as we came out of our

tents at 6:00 a.m. It was a grand way to start

our day. Our hunger was fulfilled with a

delicious breakfast of corn beef hash and
oatmeal. After we got our gear together,

took down our tents, and loaded our canoes,

we sat down in a group to listen to Bryan's

talk about Chases Rapids. All the campers

enjoyed each set of rips, which made up for

all the hard lake paddUng we had put in. So

far, I think all the campers agree, the rapids

were the high point of our trip. After the

rips, we pulled off to the side where we had

our snack and rested. Afterwards, we load-

ed our canoes with our gear which the ranger

portaged for us in a truck for 3 Vi miles. We
shoved off again and about 15 minutes into

our paddle, we came around the bend and

saw a huge moose eating. Paddle after pad-

dle, we finally finished the river and we
entered Umsaskis Lake. We rafted up for a

small break and Bryan discovered a leech on

his foot. The leech was attached tightly, so
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he had to burn it off with a match. As we
paddled on, we came to the campsite ledges,

where we had our lunch of tuna fish. When
lunch was finished, we started to head out

again, but the weather did not permit us. For

20 minutes, we waited out a thunderstorm

there at the ledges. We set up the tarp and
played a few games of cards, waiting for the

storm to pass. The rain stopped, so we got

back in the canoes and headed for Long
Lake. While paddling to our campsite, the

cabin got into a large canoe war with lots of

ramming and splashing. We finally reached

our destination which was called "Sam's".
We set up camp and started our awesome
dinner of spaghetti and lemonade mung. For

the first time, we had a cold drink thanks to

the spring right down the beach. We played

cards and talked until we had dessert. For

the first time this trip, we had Hershey bars

with peanut butter and hot chocolate on the

side. We talked around the fire until we were

so tired that we finally went to sleep. What
a fine day it was!

ANDY WISE, CAMPBELL WALKER

Day 9

The beginning of day 9 was a beautiful,

misty morning. We got an early start at

around 5:15 a.m. (things began to get going

at around 7:30). We all juiced up on a hot

breakfast of oatmeal, brown sugar and
honey. This really fuelled us up for our long

paddle to a campsite called Outlet. Before

we started our journey, we filled our canteens

at a nearby spring. While paddling through

Long Lake, the beginning of our 14 mile

paddle, we saw 3 female deer to add to our

count which totalled 9. For a 10:00 snack,

we all had granola bars. As we went through

the neck of Long Lake, we saw from afar

a majestic male moose whose experience was
told by the great size of his antlers. We were

approaching Long Lake Dam and when we
got there, we had a measly 50 yard portage

to the other side. Once on the other side, we
got a swift current that took us far. At noon
we had gorp as a snack, because we would
be having lunch later. While canoeing

through the ever winding river, we saw more
deer, a little baby deer, and when turning a

corner we saw a 13 foot female moose cross-

ing the river. Now, this may seem like an ex-

aggeration, but when you're 10 yards away

from an animal like that, your first estimate

would be 20 feet tall. We paddled on, drif-

ting most of the mileage away as the strong

current was with us and we have some time

to spare. When we arrived at Outlet at 3:00

p.m., we ate lunch. For seconds, we broke

open the orange marmalade which delighted

our taste buds. It was a lazy, late afternoon.

We passed the time with sports of leisure

such as sleeping, reading, our favorite - play-

ing cards, and writing o.d. reports. When
dinner time came around, we craved for the

mouth watering foods which included bak-

ed potatoes, split open with spicy chiH and
melted cheese poured on top. This was truly

a delectable meal. For dessert we had Her-

shey bars with peanut butter. This all appeas-

ed our appetites and put us soundly to sleep.

SANDY SCHMID and PETER POST

Day 10

A brisk, foggy morning at 5:00 a.m., we
faced a long journey ahead. We ate a hardy

meal of Maypo with the works. We set out

at 6:30 and went through Round Pond Rips

without any major mishaps. The fog had
lifted by the time we got to Musquacook
deadwater. We turned a corner and saw an

immense moose fording her way across the

river. We rafted up at 10:00 for a healthy

snack of gorp and Fig Newtons. When we
broke we continued to Michaud Farms for

lunch. We gobbled down PB&J sandwiches

and enjoyed a little swim. We continued

down a maze of islands to Allagash Falls

campsite. We portaged our gear 1/3 up the
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path to our campsite. We set up camp and
had another snack. Swimming in the rapids

was the main activities for the whole after-

noon. About 6:30, we were dehghted to have

dinner of beef ravioh and pasta. Some of us

went for a walk and some of us just sat

around. After having popcorn and mung,
everyone went to bed.

BEN WISSINGER and ROBBIE HUNT

Day 11

The beautiful sounds of Allagash Falls

set the pace for a long, hearty day. The
sounds of the falls woke us up at a dreadful

5:00 a.m. Nick, our first victim, got a rude

awakening with a shake, rattle and roll. As
everyone eventually rolled out of bed, we
devoured our breakfast of Maypo. Then we
packed up and finished the portage that we
had begun the day before. When that was

completed, we loaded the canoes and shov-

ed off for a private campsite on the St. John
River. When we reached the private camp-
site, we had PB&J sandwiches for lunch.

Bryan got a paddle and shaved off both ends

to make a baseball bat. We played baseball

with Mike's team winning 8-2. Next we
played a game of ultimate frisbee - the best

game we have ever played. Our team was
captained by Campbell. That night we had
mac and cheese for dinner. Then we dream-

ed away about tomorrow being our last day

of paddling.

BEN HOBBS and MARK STREETER

Day 12

At 8:00 a.m., we all eagerly awoke for

our last day of paddling. The counselors

took over all the jobs. We had a quick

breakfast of Maypo and mung. Then we
policed the campsite and de-tented. Finally

we were on our way. The weather was nice

and we had tail winds. We ran into a few sets

of rapids and the counselors got caught, but

not too seriously. Then we stropped for a

snack half way there (next to a big house that

looked Hke a mansion, but it wasn't). We
headed out on our way and went through

another set of rapids. Finally we reached our

final destination for the whole trip. We por-

taged our canoes a hundred yards to the site

and set up. We were the only one there so

we took advantage of the space. After set-

ting up we ate PB&J and oatmeal cookies.

Later, Henry Kennedy showed up with the

van and the mail. Everyone was happy to see

him and after talking with him for awhile,

he left for his hotel. It was rest time for

everyone and it must have been 85 degrees.

When night finally came along, we had beans

and hot dogs for dinner. We built up the fire

for s'mores while talking about the highlights

of our tip. We proceeded with our last night

of tents and sleeping bags - looking forward

to going back to Kieve. We're outta here!

CHRIS MacINNIS and EDDIE SARDINA

Day 13

There was no avoiding it! The alarm

rang and rang and rang. This was it - Day
13 - the final ride! No canoes today. No



moose. No rapids. It was time to go home
to see the faces of friends we had held only

in memory for two weeks. Well practiced,

we broke camp and in no time ate cold cereal

while waiting for Henry and the Big Orange
Bus. As I sat in the front seat, my heart beat

evenly. Both mind and body rested in ac-

comphshment of our trip. Moving at 55 mph
without paddle in hand took a little getting

use to, but it sure was nice to hear a real

radio.

McDonald's is not used to a tripping

man's schedule, so we had to put off lunch

until 10:30 a.m. Hey, we had been up since

4:30. We couldn't eat breakfast again 6

hours later! Our timing was perfect. We roll-

ed into Kieve hoopin' and hollerin' at lunch

time. Our friends ran from their picnic tables

and checked us over. We looked and felt well

and they confirmed it. The woods are great

but it's nice to have your friends around too.

The weather was fine, the food filling and
the animals made for good company. We un-

packed with our group satisfied and fulfill-

ed with ourselves and each other.

BRYAN MANAHAN

Basically, it was one of the best trips I've

ever taken. Our hard work and dedication

to fun allowed the boys - no, no - men of

the Allagash, to experience some 150 miles

of wilderness. We saw everything in terms

of wildlife, night Hfe and star life. Thanks,
I love you all. Bryan, you'd better start ped-

dhng . . .

MIKE McGILLION

This being my first year at Kieve, I really

didn't know what to expect on the Allagash.

The stories I had heard were great but

nothing Hke what really happened. There
were 13 days of getting to know 15 people

that I had never known before. The trip

bonded us together and gave me friends, not

acquaintances, for the rest of my life.

HANK HOMES

July 20 - August 4

The Long Voyage

Part I - an introduction...babe
Far in the woods of the North, three

Rophusses convened and agreed to set forth

upon a Long Voyage to seek out and find

The meaning of Dreth and the secret of

Shrinde. The first rophuss was chillin, callin

himself Pan, sometimes hummin, some
Dylan, while enthroned upon the can.

The second was Garfigliano, his hair

was of fire, he came from the desert, he pick-

ed his teeth with barbed wire.

The third Rophuss was Golux, he lived

in a dream, singing often of drolucks, por-

tages, tumping, and ice cream.

Thirteen Quartoags they led through

beauty and pain who had in their heads, the

question - what have we to gain? In time and

in space, with life, wind and sorrow, I only

answer with grace - hopefully you'll realize

tomorrow.

Part II - The Voyage ... babe

Day 1

A bus ride with Rex up to Big Squaw
campsite, Greenville, Maine, U.S.A., North

America, Western Hemisphere, the Earth,

the Milky Way, the Universe - involving

many questions from Obi Don Juan Valdez

Crash Davis Kenobi Armendariz - the Tan
Spaniard (a.k.a Rapido, his name
henceforth) and ending with a $4.50 dinner

each at the Boom Chain (said in a gruff,

Charlie Harrington voice). Also, we assign-

ed O.D.'s for the next 18 days over s'mores.

Day 2

Conquer your fear with aggression...

babe - Perry Dodge
Whitewater rafting on the Kennebec

with Tim, John, and Geof . We didn't think

wetsuits tops would be necessary, but we
were vastly wrong. It was cold and drizzly,

adding a harsh reality to the hugely, wonder-

fully sick Whitewater. Magic Hole proved

menacing, but that was the extent of its ter-

ror. The rubber duckies (inflatable kayaks)

were blown up, and we unleashed our fury

onto the river. Pan took a swim at one point,
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to the delight of all. After the steak and rice,

we wandered up somewhere near Rockwood,
decided to launch, and camped on Farm
Island.

Day 3

That which does not kill us makes us

stronger... babe - F.N.

Thirty miles of paddling and a two-mile

portage doesn't seem that hard on paper. We
saw the following things: five moose, one in-

credible sunset, with clouds looking like star-

ships looming overhead in the sky, one Out-
ward Bound group evacking someone, two
fishermen in a van, two beavers slapping

their tails on the water, twelve full sites on
Lobster Lake, one general store, one stir-

fried chicken dinner (which we ate), and one
illegal campsite (which we made and stayed

at).

Day 4

What were you doing on the point? -

Hags
Woken by Barry Welsh - God in the

form of a Park Ranger. Kicked out of our

illegal campsite and then delivered a sermon

on becoming a ranger as well as a push to

Ogden Point. The rest of the day and night

was spent creating an evil myth and visiting

a spring.

Day 5

Same quote as day 3... Babe

It poured all the way to Gero. Good
time to paddle 30 miles. At Big Island, we
put up a tarp and cooked soup. Later, at

Chesuncook Village, we bought fudge. After

setting up camp in the mist on Gero, we put

up a canopy over the fire, ate dinner and

crashed.

Day 6

It ain't me you're lookin for...Babe
And onward, through the mist, through

the drizzle, through the good, the bad, the

miserable, the wonderful, the love, hate,

pain, peace, hfe, death, mediocrity and
perfection of Caucomgomoc Stream and
Black Pond. Onward right to the foot of the

Horse races. Then a portage around the

Horse races and a quick run down. A few

lose their canoe over the ledge drop, but we
manage to make it down with Dugger hav-

ing rejoined us. We make the first of a few

lists. Things you really need on a Kieve cam-
ping trip: wool shirt or sweater, good rain

gear, mo box, water bottle with iodine, wool

socks, knife. Fig Newton's, cards, balls, (all

kinds), frisbee, etc., bug dope, creativity,

humor, and a love of the earth, woods,

rivers, trees, rocks, flowers, rain, bugs, and
hfe and perfection of the wilderness. Also

a flashlight and polyethylene underwear

(both simply highly recommended), book,

notebook and pen.

Day 7

Same quote as day 3...babe

Two portages, the canoes the night

before on the first portage. Paddle to Round
Pond after swimming in the wash at

Caucomgomoc Dam. Driven by Mike Yen-

cha, of Loon Lodge partway to Cash Lake.

Midnight supper and unperforated sleep.

Day 8, 9 and 10

And these children that you spit on as

they try to change their worlds are immune
to your consultations, they're quite aware of

what they're going through...babe - D.B.

Rest days, time to think, time to rest.

Time to tan, time to read, time to write. Time

to play cards, time to enjoy. Ice Caves,
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Allagash Mountain, Ranger Jon Metcalf

dropping in occasionally. Rocko and Jaques

cooking all the meals.

Day 11

Don't feel safe in this world no more,

don't want to die in a nuclear war, I want

to sail away to a distant shore, and make like

an ape man - Kinko
Down Allagash Stream - very low water

level. Golux gets hung up. Later, on the

stream, ledge drops. Lunch at Little Allagash

Falls. Down into Chamberlain, to Lock
Dam. Wind is blowing from S.E. which

means bad weather. Time to suck it up again,

boys. Lock Dam campsite is full, but we
squeeze in anyhow. It rains that night.

Ten movies to see when we get back:

Spinal Tap, Star Wars, Empire Strikes Back,

Return of the Jedi, Repo Man, Harold and
Maude, Blade Runner, Predator, Crimes and

Misdemeanors, Clockwork Orange.

Day 12

I ain't here for business, baby I'm just

here for fun - The Boss

Pan is starting to go a wittue cwazy in

heeue. But we ignore it and jump off cliffs

in Eagle. The paddle is short, the day sun-

ny, the wind behind us, and so we put up

sails of different sorts and drift to Little

Eagle, campsite of Gods and Men. Flashlight

tag rules the evening and a few sleep out

under the stars. We learn a few more games
than hearts, and we play cards all day. Pan
gets a bee sting on his lip, making him look

lovelier than ever.

Day 13

We've been dancin with Mr.
Brownstone...Babe - Gn'r

We put up sails and go to high bank.

J-Z boy, fluorescent man, Rocko and Jaques

prove to have a truly superior sail. Stopping

at Thoroughfare, we make the plunge from

the bridge. Reaper does a flip and Gar-

figliano joins him, almost slapping his back

straight on the water from 30 feet and on-

ward. After reaching high bank, we set up
camp. Rain clouds set in and sailing regat-

tas get underway. The day ends with more
flashlight tag.

Day 14

An eye for an eye will only, in the end,
make the world go blind... Babe - Gandhi

Chases Rips, here we come! We paddle
upwind past moose, drop off our gear at

Churchill Dam and start down. Chases is

long and fun. Charlie arrives, and we make
our way to Greenville.

Day 15

Same quote as Day 2...Babe
Whitewater rafting on the West Branch.

John Rudy and Phil are the guides, and we
are off from Big Eddy by ourselves. Charlie
likes the water so much, he takes a quick
swim right off. Along the river all day, we
see Katahdin. A heavy tailwind blows us
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along between Whitewater with names hke

Big Abejackwockamins, Big

Pockwockamus, Nesahdnehunk Falls (where

whimsical Whim almost breaks his leg). We
do a httle rock sliding in a water slide and

eat a steak lunch about halfway through.

Eastern River leaves Hammertime and a few

others with a yearning to become a River

Guide some day. We are later joined by Tobi

and Britt, who immediately whisk Charhe

towards home, leaving us with a blue van and

a broken trailer.

Day 16

It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that

swing... Babe
Late wake-up and drive to Baxter State.

Abol shde and camping in... a cabin? What
is happening to the Golux? More cards and
spaghetti for dinner.

Day 17

May the force be with you,
always. ..Babe - O.W.K.

It rains during the night, but the sunrise

is incredible. The day is bright, and we are

still slow getting out of camp so we have to

climb the Abol Trail. Rowdy and fluorescent

have knee problems, rendering them unable

to make it to the summit, but everyone else

makes it. After the cHmb, we pile in and hit

the highway. We wait until about midnight

before starting on home. We catch the

sunrise at OBH Church, watch Star Wars
and come in banking during flag. And that

was it, the trip was over. And what have we
to gain? The answer is blowin in the wind...

Babe
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South Glenayr - Westcott Point

July 22 - July 23

Rusty saw us off from the beach and

warned us about the balmy Northeast Wind
which was blowing our way. The men of

South Glenayr were primed for their in-

famous trip to Westcott Point. We chose our

paddles, loaded our canoes and began the ar-

duous paddle into head winds. We chartered

our course out toward Kistler Point, looped

to the left and wandered to Westcott in a

record time of 45 minutes. On our paddle,

Hill, Spencer, Campbell, Andy W. and

Trevor trolled for fish; only Trevor caught

something and it was a yellow perch. We all

also saw water lillies, a beaver lodge and a

loon.

Once we arrived at Westcott, we un-

packed our canoes, set up tents and organiz-

ed our campsite. I climbed a pine tree for a

rope swing outside. Jory and Hill helped the

men of SG set up tents. Almost everyone

tried the rope swing, and Ian, Seth, Cory and

Jamie flung themselves out the farthest.

Before dinner, some toweled off and got in-

to dry clothes, while others grabbed their

fishing poles. Sky, Cory and Campbell were

the only ones to catch anything; Sky caught

a tree; Cory caught his clothes once and the

palm of his hand (which resulted in a trip to

the hospital); and Campbell legitimately

caught a 9 inch bass.

Eric and Jon gathered lots of dry wood
while Jory started a fire for supper. We had
the cheesiest macaroni and cheese in Kieve

history, fruit punch for a beverage and H-
bars and marshmallows for dessert. The two

Andy's: Webb and Hatch were fantastic

dishdogs. After dinner we retired to the

campfire for jokes and some camper
philosophy. For example, Scott shared with

us his ideas on friendship:

Fire and Water
Fire and Water have a friend which is

steam,

But Fire and Water are enemies.

So you do the same:

If you have a friend,

And he has a friend you don't like,

Keep your friend.

Thank you Scott!

We all retired around 9:30 p.m. but no

one got to sleep until midnight. At about

3:30 a.m. it started to rain hard. By 5 a.m.

I realized I was completely wet; my body, my
bag, my tent, my counselors, my men of So.

Glenayr, I snoozed until 7:30 a.m., got up
and packed just in time for a down pour. We
were planning on a pancake breakfast with

bacon and hot cocoa, but the rain forced us

to eat soggy PBJ's and a H-bar.

After breakfast, we packed the canoes

and toughed the headwinds all the way back

to the Kieve beach. It was good to be back

at camp to be reunited with all our friends.

Before closing a few people must be

thanked for their efforts; Wes Flower for

loaning us his sleeping bag for Ian; Chris

Kelley for helping us set up our wet tents on

top of the hill; Ned Bartlett for helping out

tremendously and being a great example of

a team player; and Hill and Jory for the care

and love they showed for each kid. We're
ready for Louds Island; bring it on!

Sunday, July 22

South Bunker Hill to Nelson's Point

After the traditional chicken lunch at

Kieve, South Bunker Hill was fueled and
ready to do some damage on the placid

Damariscotta Lake. Unfortunately, Gregg
Armitage previously cut his hand and had
to go to the hospital to get it checked out;

so he would have to meet us down the river.

We loaded up and by 2:30 we're on our way
around Wescott Point to the end of the lake.

Unfortunately we were soon vastly

spread apart due to poor canoeing skills.

Fortunately, our big trip is a mountain trip.

We made our way around many motor
boats, waterskiers and sea planes before tak-

ing a break after an hour. Chris Werner and
Ian could have cared less about staying up
with the group so we were all fairly well

rested by the time they caught up. Finally

after about 2 1/2 hours of paddling we saw
CharHe waving us over to pick up Gregg,

who became a mojo with David and Shad.

After a quick peanutbutter granola snack

and a short paddle under the Damariscotta
Mills Bridge, we found our portage site. It

took us an hour to portage the 100 yards to
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Great Salt Bay, but at least every piece of

equipment got individual attention. We
surveyed the old fish hatchery and dirty

water while Kip contemplated a swim there.

It was only a half an hour more to our camp
site at Nelson's Point, so we took advantage

of the low tide and enjoyed the scenery under

increasingly cloudy skies.

It was tough unloading the canoes and

even worse setting up the tents, but after

some direction from the counsel, the tents

looked fair to poor. Wood was not hard to

find, so we ate lots of burgers, cheese, let-

tuce and onions for dinner. Clean up was

assisted by a large, friendly, black Lab who
ate up leftovers, we adopted him for the

night and called him Sparky. Before anyone

could get on to the marshmallows, they had

to first listen carefully to the lecture by Chris

D. about environmentaUsm. We talked

about global problems and how they started

locally with people not caring about their

waste. More importantly, we talked about

what we could do to help save the environ-

ment starting with no food scraps in the

water, no peeing either, as well as carrying

out our garbage. All eagerly asked questions

as we then ate marshmallows. Bed follow-

ed, but not sleep as the sugar kicked in and
amped the group up into doing raids where

eventually Archie got stepped on. Game
over.

The next morning we woke to find not

only the dog had slept with us, but several

rain puddles too. The rain stopped long

enough for us to get up and take our tents

down, but not long enough to start a good
fire. So in the midst of building a fire, the

deluge came. Not just buckets but bathtub

fulls. Quickly, Aaron and Chris got the tarp

up and tried our next source of heat, the Col-

eman Stove. But it was tough rocks for us

because our back-up wouldn't stay lit. Good
thing for us there was plan "C" which call-

ed for cold fruit salad and a couple of hand-

fuls of raisins. After a quick rinse off of the

dishes we began to pack up. In doing so the

trip leader took an involuntary swim.

William was supposed to hold the boat as

Chris stepped in with the K-wannagan, but

one thing lead to another and William forgot

about holding on, so Chris did the splits and
then dumped into the brackish water.

We finally left at ten of ten for our

eleven o'clock pickup two miles away. Un-
fortunately we had to hurry, but then again
the rain and the fact we passed right under
U.S.I did not help to make us want to stick

around. We fought the currents as the tides

were coming in; Able and Mike had an
especially tough time beating the passage.

There sat Damariscotta and we had little time

to spare before our pick up so a Fig Newton
and a sprint to finish. Although we spread
out more at the end, we all did it with our
own power. Well done.

CHRIS DOUGHERTY

July 24-25

North Glenayr to Wescott Point

Will James, Frank Barbieri, Chris Lindland

With forecasts of thundershowers, the

men of North Glenayr set about putting the

final efforts into packing. All of the cabin

went down to the Adventure Course to prac-

tice some group initiatives set up by Frank.

Scott and Harrison had some great ideas

about how to get our time down to .4

seconds for Passing the Ball Around the Cir-

cle. On Kris' watch we got it to 1.5 seconds.

Then we had to trek through a minefield of

objects bUndfolded led by our canoe part-

ner. The group learned a lot about itself and

how to function within a group.

With togetherness in mind, we set upon
our journey to Westcott. We had to wait due

to the thunder and lighting. We went straight

there fearing the storms return. Adam and

Rory were a great big help to others trying

to get their canoes out of the water. After

all of the canoes were unloaded, Jeremie

went on a tent building frenzy and erected

them within minutes. Frank rolled some dice

and would call out unheard of phrases like,

"Two Polar Bears and six in formation."

Justin Moore and Adam were the closest to

the solution. "I can't beheve we forgot the

duck orange!" Not to be dismayed we
brought pasta. Robert proved to be our bot-

tomless pit. This was founded by fruit and

marshmallows. We went about in a circle

teUing what we hked best about the person

next to us, and some very kind things were

said.

After marshmallows, Frank and Will

told some ghost stories that left us all scared.

"Chris and Scott, will you stop hugging my
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leg, no one is going to hurt us." What was

that mysterious "help" off in the woods, to

this day 1 still have no idea. Scary.

Day 2

After a great night's sleep and a brief

downpour at 7:00 a.m. we rose to another

overcast day. The days words were "No wor-

ries, we can handle the rain." Sweet Maypo
was wolfed down by all. Jeremie, our tent

tornado, took down the tents once again.

We set off to paddle around the lake to

kill a bit of time before we arrived back at

camp by lunch time. However, we got

sidetracked by a major splash fight. "Wow,
man overboard," as Thanny goes swimm-
ing by. Justin Lindblad was left to fend for

himself with no paddle. Chris and Peter

managed to stay the driest by attacking and
then running. Harrison and Wes managed
to hang out as peaceful observers. Billy and

Robert tried to stay dry but to no avail.

Thanny's and Justin Lindblad's canoe flip-

ped, but Frank came to the rescue.

We waited for the rest of the camp to

go to lunch, then we snuck to the B.M.T.
We drove into camp, beeping and scream-

ing, "What! North Glenayr driving from
Westcott?" Thanks to all of the guys in

North Glenayr for making a wet trip into a

really fun one.

WILL

South Bunker Hill to White Mts.

Chris Dougherty, David Sawyer, Aaron
Mysliwiec

Day 1

We bid farewell to camp by 10:30 a.m.

and took to the road with Jimmy Buffett

leading the way for our vocal cords. Two
hours later we hit Cincinnati, the audience

awoke and asked where we were, this close

to Nashville was too close for them so we
were in Norway within minutes. We bought
some supplies while Chris Werner goosed the

Pepsi machine just right to get a free diet

Pepsi. Twenty minutes later we stopped at

a picnic site for a lunch of ham, salami and
cheese sandwiches, pretzel rods, gorp and
juice boxes. We got to our camp site by 3:30

after a short delay in backing up the trailer.

Tents were set up quickly and then we had

a meeting about buddy pairs and work
groups. Naturally, I paired people who don't

get along, just to make things interesting -

oh the moans. Since our camp site lacks a

picnic table and out house, we all went out

in the woods to find comfortable seating for

both. We brought back big logs to sit on,

group 2's log being too heavy to carry up the

hill. Grady made the fire structure and

Aaron was flipping burgers soon there after.

Water is in short supply here so we filled the

canteens with the remaining gerry jug water

and Chris D. and Dave went to pump out

more. Frisbee and the wiffle ball kept us all

busy until bed time, but not busy enough as

no one can keep quiet in the tents. It was a

late night.

Day 2

We woke up at 5:00 for an early start

to conquer Mt. Washington. Chris D. let the

rest sleep for an extra half hour while he

prepared the fire for maypo. As a treat we
also had blueberry muffins for breakfast. We
gathered our hiking gear, consisting of an ex-

tra tee shirt, sweat shirt, long pants and full

canteen and made our way for Pinkham
Notch to start our accent. Mt. Washington
is reportedly very crowded the first weekend
of August as we soon found out. Everyone

jand their brother, sister, aunt, uncle and
ninth cousin four times removed was out to

cHmb today. We left base by 8:30 and made
our way up to Crystal Cascade. Unfortunate-

ly Mike already was feeling lousy and began

to drag his boots along. We took short rests

frequently to keep the group together as a

team, right guys? I guess every team has its

bickering, but nonetheless we were here to

prosper or perish together. We took a

granola break two hours into our hike which

seemed hours longer to Kip. Pushing on we
were soon about the tree line and the peak

was in sight but a couple of hours away.

More breaks and Peter was never quite ready

to move on. The summit was ours after 4 1/2

hours and there was much rejoicing at the

prospect of lunch for this sweaty, tired and
dirty group who all wished so badly to be like

our dapper friends stepping out of their shiny

new cars unscathed by this mountain (except

their pocketbooks; those were scathed $12

per vehicle and $5 per each additional

passenger.)
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We paraded around and rested for an

hour and a half while group after group was

shuttled in and out on the cog railway and

buses. Enough was enough so we hit the road

for a mile and a half to Nelson Crag Trail.

The road was soft and easy compared to the

up and down of the boulder field. A friend

of Chris D.'s and girlfriend passed us on

route, it's a small world after all. Unfor-

tunately Gregg couldn't keep his eyes off of

the chicks and he jarred his knee on the way
down, so he, Dave and Shad all took the

auto route the remaining way down. The rest

of the group kept close together despite the

smell coming from Chris Desmond's shoes!

Being map-less we were not sure how far we
had to go until the end, but we persevered

to the end. The sound of cars gave us false

hope as we came close again to the auto

route. Only 1.8 miles left as we picked up
Old Jackson Road which is on the Ap-
palachian Trail. Spedrog visited shortly, but

was gone before Chris D. could see him.

Funny how like Clark Kent never seeing

Superman, Chris never sees Spedrog(?)

Finally, 9 hours and 45 minutes from leav-

ing the van in the morning, we return

healthy, wealthy and wise... well at least

tired.

We packed up the van and drove over

to the auto road where Dave, Gregg and

Shad were just appearing. On our way
through Gorham, Chris D. decides to get

some "butter" which turns out to be a vic-

tory Coke for all. Back at our camp site we
enjoyed a filling meal of chili and rice. A late

clean up and we all were ready for a full

nights sleep.

Day 3

Today was our rest day so we slept as

late as the kids could hold on. The rule was

that there was to be no noise before 9:30, but

an early morning alteration had lots of shuf-

fling feet around the counsel tent. Grudging-

ly we woke up and had a long drawn out

breakfast/brunch of pancakes. Two large

pan cakes per griddle were served at a time

so the hunger level was kept down. It was

a beautiful day so we all enjoyed throwing

rocks in the stream by the camp site, a few

tried to build a dam but had httle success.

We went through drinking water like it was
going out of style as we had to go back to

the water pump three times. Many used the

outdoor plumbing facilities as well.

Our afternoon activity was to swim at

Emerald Pool, fortunately not far from our
campsite. We got our swim suits on and hik-

ed the mile to our swim spot Chris Werner
was quick to jump from the 15 foot "cHff"
into the deep cold pool below. Jeez, maybe
it was 50 feet high... Anyways, almost
everyone squeezed up enough courage to

make the leap. Archie perfected the spread

eagle, Aiden the dive with feet and hands
entering at the same time and Kip the 360.

Chris D. was dumb enough to do a flip off

the top, but he made it okay. When Mike
Goezler jumped off, the water suddenly

froze and he bounced back to the top.

Anyways, the big moment was when William

finally took the leap of faith from the highest

point instead of another ledge only two feet

below.

We hiked back and took a ride in the

van to see what North Chadan looks hke.

Not much, we found. Only a couple of

houses and a couple of ferocious dogs nam-
ed Sparky. When we returned, Aaron started

to make his famous pizzas. We had choice

of toppings of pepperoni, green peppers,

onions and extra cheese. The process is a

long and drawn out one where each pizza

takes 10 to 15 minutes to cook and produces

four pieces, so we went until dark savoring

each bite. Grady tried his hand at cooking
and resembled Mama Leoni - not the cook-

ing but his thick Itahan accent and mustache.

Another late clean up and we were off to bed
with dreams of chmbing Bald Face Mt. the

next day.

Day 4

We woke up to the pitter patter of rain

on our roofs at 6:00, so Chris D. got up to

study the maps, looking for an alternate hike

or activity in case of rain. The morning
forecast confirmed all fears that we would
have showers for the rest of our trip, oh
good... not! We slept until 9:00 in hopes the

rain would dissipate by then but it only in-

creased. So the campers skillfully prepared

and lit a fire on which we cooked corned beef

hash and hot chocolate. We also had a fruit

salad for breakfast. The rain didn't even pre-

tend to lighten up, so we collected firewood

while we could and scrapped our dreams of
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hiking Bald Face Mt. today. Aaron went to

get water and had some trouble with back-

ing the van into a tree, score one top right.

Returning, he was actually driving very

carefully, but soon, score two lower right -

tough morning. We waited a while to do the

dishes, and got them going about the same

time that we began mixing our tuna and

mayo. After lunch, we loaded up the van,

this time with Chris D. firmly at the wheel,

and went in search of Cascade Falls. Our

first attempt found us at a locked gate. The

second put us at a dead end street by a paper

mill that smelled horrendous. We checked

the copyright of our guide book and deter-

mined the problem to be the seven year old

directions. We asked for help in one store

and they drove us right there. So we parked

and walked by the Berhn Pollution Control

Center (hey, how 'bout fixin the air, Joe) and

got onto some old abandoned train tracks,

although Aidan's hoots made us think twice

if this was actually unused. Chris Desmond
assured us we were okay, "these are too

decrepit." We forged a trail down a steep hill

to another path that we followed until it ran

into the tracks again. A twist, a turn, a flip

and a fly, two snorts and a grunt, hke the

jitterbug, it just plain evaded me, the trail

went into nothingness. We followed a ter-

ribly overgrown path getting ridiculously

wet, but we came to a couple of World War
II tunnels where we screamed and shouted

our way through them. (I didn't know we
were at war with Canada?) Anyways, we
followed the river until we found the Cascade

Falls! Dave and Aaron cHmbed the rock face

where they both fell and split their heads

open exposing their gooey-gooshy brains!

Anyways, they were okay so we let everyone

else play at the bottom as the rain continued.

Once we were good and wet, we decided

enough was enough so we hiked right out of

there. On the way back almost everyone

picked up their own rusty railroad tie and

jabbed it in their buddies eye until they get

tetanus. Anyways, we headed home and

Ustened to more Jimmy Buffett - tuning our

memories for cheeseburger in Paradise. Too
bad we had to have Beef stew and mashed
potatoes for dinner. We raffled off the ex-

tra portions by quizzing the kids on Jimmy
Buffett lyrics and college trivia. Another late

clean up so we passed out Hershey bars and

passed out ourselves into tumultuous dreams

of cheeseburgers and tropical islands.

Day 5

Rain, rain, go away, come again

another day! That doesn't work, sorry. We
slept in until 9:00 again due to the rain which

is not much fun at this point. Aaron was

whimpy enough to even sleep in the van! The

rest of us endured the cascading water falls

and flash floods in the tents and grew chest

hairs as a result of being so tough. Its a

cream of wheat kind o' morning along with

raisins and honey to boot. Unfortunately Kip

takes this boot stuff seriously and boots in

the van on our road trip for the day. We try

to decide where to go on our little road trip:

the Virgin Islands are out of the question as

Dave has been there five times before, we
decide Africa would be nice, but maybe too

hot, India is an option, but none of us has

our Madras shirts along, no one knows much
about Paraguay or BeHze so we rule them

out, we have already been to Norway and

Berlin this trip, so forget that... our only op-

tion is to visit the Franconia Notch region!

We circled around Chadan once just for

good measure, or because we were lost, I

can't be sure exactly why, but soon we hit

North Conway where Chris D. got to drive

Hke a New Yorker. Oy gevalt, so much traf-

fic! We stopped by the visitor information

center where many took advantage of the in-

door plumbing. Continuing on, we stopped

again for lan's sake, and conveniently at Mt.

Cleveland to the delight of William. Through

the rain we found the Old Man of the Moun-
tain. This much celebrated profile of a man
naturally formed by the rocks turned out to

be fairly anticlimactic, so we left. We then

finally made our way to our destination, the

Flume. Grady was upset about the weather

so he chose to stay in the van as we went in-

to the new 2.3 milUon dollar visitor center.

Here Chris D. did all he could to get the

group in for a free or reduced rate, but no

the state must charge us admission to a

natural site. We boarded the bus for the half

mile ride to the flume. This was a gorgeous

site despite the not too gorgeous price. We
walked all over in the rain and we were

thoroughly soaked by the time we finished.

We had a granola snack back at the van

where we were gassed out by Grady's
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deodorant. Back at the camp site we fixed

a good hot meal of rotini and cheese that

smelled suspiciously like Doritos, or was it

something else. This was our last night so the

kids clamored for the promised clown story.

Half went to bed early while the others brav-

ed the cackUng laugh of the clown. Bed

followed immediately.

Day 6

We got up by eight o'clock and started

breaking down camp right away. The rain

started to hghten up, but we knew better, so

we loaded up the truck and moved to Bever-

ly, Hills that is, swimming pool, movie

stars... Anyways, we stopped by McDonalds

on the way back much to everyone's surprise,

where we all had cheeseburgers in paradise!

An hour later we arrived back at camp safe

and sound, wiser with our years.

CHRIS DOUGHERTY

July 24 - July 30

North Harris - Moose River

Vincent van Panhuys, Steve Fulmer,

Charlton Rugg

Day 1

We woke up at 4:45 a.m. to gray skies

and drizzle which we expected would be the

norm for the rest of the week. After a quick

cereal breakfast, Dick joined us, and by 5:50

we were heading north on Route 215 with on-

ly Steve, Dick and me still awake. The ride

was fairly uneventful except for the drool-

ing campers as we passed stores and

restaurants - things they wouldn't see for

another whole week! Also, Tim had the first

of his dump attacks and we had to pull over

to the side of the road. When the cabin

discussed this subject with Tim, he insisted

we just "drop it!"

We got into Attean landing by 9:45 and

Dick went to get the fire permit while we

loaded our canoes. The sky looked slightly

threatening, but it was still dry and occa-

sionally we would get a ghmpse of blue. We
ate our first sandwich just before shoving off

into Attean Pond a Httle after 10. The pad-

dle was dry with some head winds, but

nothing North Harris couldn't handle. We
cruised across Attean reaching the portage

trail at 12:10, 10 minutes after Spencer's

predicted time. I walked the portage trail

while the guys unloaded and, although I

returned covered with mud, the sky was still

dry. The energy level was still high so we
decided we would do the entire portage that

afternoon instead of just portaging our

canoes, which had been the original plan.

After our Pemaquid warm-up, this portage

was no problem. It was so easy, Will Stengel

and Spencer decided they would add an ex-

tra mile to it.

Before the second trip along the 1 1/4

mile trail, we finished our lunch to get us

ready and energized. The second trip would
include the group equipment and most of the

personal gear. Charlton, Whit and I lead the

way, tumping the food wannigans. Whit
deserves special mention for this heroic ef-

fort for this was my first time tumping. And
let me tell you, it involves some pain.

Charlton and I headed back along the tracks

for a third trip running into the rest of the

group as they lugged their stuff toward

Holeb Pond. We helped put the 6-man back

on Chase's shoulders, ran into George with

the water bottle and Matt dragging a few

bugs along. By the way. Matt won his Kieve

Con-Man by getting the Partridge family to

portage half his stuff for him. Only the

counselors needed to go back for a third trip
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with Steve tumping the K. By about 5:00, the

portage was complete. The toughest part of

the trip was over. Fantastic job guys! We
heated up some RavioH for dinner and after

cleanup... "Wait! Where are the scrubbies?"

Spencer dropped them into the outhouse and

Ian fished them out. Anyway after cleanup,

it was time for a good night sleep.

Day 2

"SNAKE!" Someone was yelling when
I woke up around 8:30. Since we had done

the portage the day before, we could relax

today. To our pleasant surprise, the sky was
blue to the west. Maybe the forecast had

been wrong. A squirrel had chewed through

one of the wannigans, but no food was miss-

ing. After Whit ignited a perfect fire. Will

Ewing cooked up some hash and hot cocoa.

Cleanup took awhile that morning, but we
had plenty of time which people spent hang-

ing out watching the blue sky move closer.

By 1 1 :00 when we landed into Holeb Pond,
the sun was out and no one minded the hef-

ty head winds. It was a short 2-3 mile pad-

dle across the pond past Birch Island to a

beautiful campsite on a long beach. Yes, to-

day would be North Harris beach day. After

a PB&J lunch, the afternoon would be fill-

ed with beach fun. We started with some
canoe wars which ended with everybody in

the water. George, Chris Franklin and I, of

course, won. In the afternoon, some people

relaxed and tanned while others entered the

sand sculpture contest. Jake, Spencer and
Will Ewing all created two extremely well

designed sculptures. We also started our

marathon of killer games that afternoon and
Jake always seemed to be the first to die. We
cooked up a delicious chili and rice dinner

and after cleanup... "Wait! They dropped
the scrubbies in the outhouse again? DeVito,

you get to go fishing tonight."

We told ghost stories around the fire

that night including the story of Freddy
Knowles, and Charlton's Hall's cough drop
story, which ended the night on a humorous
note.

Day 3

We woke up at 6:30 a.m. to a thick mor-

ning fog, but by the time we finished our

Maypo, there wasn't a cloud in the sky.

Cleanup that morning had been a httle slow

and messy so we started "The Counselor

Trash Game," otherwise known as "The
Counselor Snack Game." After loading up
the canoes, we found five pieces of trash in-

cluding Will Stengel's water bottle and thus,

collected half their gorp for the day. From
now on the campsite would be clean.

We paddled into Holeb Stream, over a

beaver dam, then into the Moose River. It

was a long, curvy paddle to Holeb Falls, but

The Moose was running high and the cur-

rent gave everyone an extra boost. We didn't

see any moose today, but there was a pair

of beautiful hawks which guarded their nest

in a high tree. Charlton's singing provided

added entertainment. We reached Holeb
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Falls around 2:00 p.m. and after a quick 200

yard portage, we enjoyed a tuna fish lunch

- the mystery murder sandwich going to

Jake. The afternoon was loaded with ques-

tions, the most popular being, "why don't

we shoot the Falls?" Steve's demonstration

of dropping a stick down the falls, watching

it shoot up twenty feet, appeased most of the

guys: 'This is your canoe. This is your canoe

on a waterfall. Any questions?" Instead, we
enjoyed Jacuzzi rapids and our killer

marathon continued as did the "Kill Jake

First" tradition. Tim broke the tradition with

the only game a killer won, although his

deceiving methods were questionable.

For dinner we enjoyed a huge feast of

noodles and spaghetti sauce and after some
fun the "Bang, Bang" game, which George
figured out and subsequently ruined for

everyone else, it was time for bed. Quahfica-

tion: Whit Warlow - Kieve Hunter.

Day 4

Wow! We woke up at 6:30 to another
gorgeous day and I was beginning to believe

that the curse of Spencer Mallozzi was only

a myth. After another Maypo breakfast and
a much more thorough clean-up, a bunch of
us went to check out the falls. They were
beautiful except that we ahnost lost George.
Spencer's water bottle became Charlton's

water bottle and we were off down the
Moose once more. After 10 minutes, we hit

mosquito rips, which the counselors shot dry
and the campers portaged. No, Steve and
Vincent did not grab their gunwales and they

definitely did not flip. After another hour
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we hit Spencer rips which we all shot

flawlessly fully loaded, except for Tim and

Chris who hit the only rock in the river about

20 yards before the rapids. After granola

bars, it was time for the long, monotonous
paddle to Attean Falls. With an extra snack

and entertainment from some Air Force jets

we cruised into the falls by 2:00. We shot the

first set of rapids fully loaded with great suc-

cess, unloaded our canoes and shot the falls.

Great job guys - nobody flipped! We had
lunch and set up camp right next to the falls.

After lunch, Whit and Chris Franklin

shot the falls and a few more times

(backwards the first time), while many of the

other guys engaged in some white water

swimming. Will Ewing attempted to paddle

up the rapids. The rest of the afternoon was

filled with card games and, yes, more killer!

Jose, the god of tripping and fools, was

really with us this evening as thunder clouds

circled around us. We cooked up a delicious

ham steak and potato dinner as we enjoyed

a purple sunset. That night more ghost

stories were told including Steve's rendition

of the mutilated loggers. It had been a long,

beautiful day. "It doesn't get any better than

this," I heard one camper say.

Day 5

We woke up at 7:30 since today's pad-

dle would only take us back across Attean

Pond, although we did expect 30 knot head
winds (just kidding guys)! Bacon and bagels

this morning were a welcome change from
Maypo. Clean-up was pretty good especial-

ly by William Offutt and Ian, even though
we did almost leave the 6-man at the falls.

The paddle across Attean to the base of

Mount Sally was short and sweet. Since it

was Saturday, and we had taken our time,

all the good campsites along the pond were
filled. We finally found a nice, unoccupied
beach where we could all fit. We munched
our lunch, Charlton and Steve checked out

the trail to Mount Sally, and'we were on our
way up. The 45 minute climb left us sHghtly

winded, but the view was certainly rewar-

ding. We could see the valley we had paddl-

ed, and everyone gained a better understan-

ding of exactly how much ground we had
covered. Toward the east, we could see Long
Pond, our final destination. After some Her-
shey bar trivial pursuit, at which the Gilman
boys particularly excelled, we headed back

down to the campsite. We hung out and

chatted while some guys played Marco Polo

at the beach until dinner time.

We cooked up some delicious noodles,

cheese and the only veggies we had all trip.

After dinner, the Canaanites introduced their

game of hacky-sack with etiquette rules,

which often got Charlton and Stengel out for

over use of the word "dude." Some of the

guys slept on the beach in anticipation of the

night's meteor showers, but instead they were

treated by some spectacular Northern Lights.

Another great day and no killer?

Day 6

We woke up at 5:30 to get an early start

on our last day of paddling. The fog was

pretty dense this early in the morning, but

by the time we finished our Cream of Wheat,

the golden rays began to break through once

more. The views on Attean Pond as we shov-

ed off at 7:10 a.m. were amazing as the fog

lifted. We passed Attean Landing where we
put in and hit the Moose River once more
to Wood Pond. A light wind was blowing

on our backs, so we paddled calmly but
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quickly (except for a few canoe battles) to

Jackman. We reached Jackman around 8:30

and I had everyone vote for church or can-

dy from the general store. They spent their

dollars wisely, that is if you hke 14 kids on

a sugar high at 9 in the morning. We con-

tinued down the Moose. The paddling sped

up with this taste of civilization except for

Ewing, Coburn, Mallozzi and Stengel, who
insisted on doing the "Allagash Paddle" for

the last stretch. We suggested that they wait

until next year or try the "Moose Paddle"

when the counselor let himself be dragged

behind the boat in the 83 degree water of

Long Pond. The guys at the front of the pack

got to see a moose's behind as it scurried off

into the brush near Long Pond. We coasted

toward Frank Strasburger's dock at 12:15

where he, his wife and his children greeted

us with a surprise at our early arrival. We
paddled another 50 yards or so to the

beautiful campsite created by Long Voyage

1, the first session... "Jose's." After a PB&J
lunch the guys went off to enjoy Frank's

floating watershde while the counsel rested.

We all canoed or rested, generally enjoying

the beautiful day during the afternoon. Later

on, we helped Frank switch his dock with his

canoe platform and he told us of the first

time he ran into Kieve campers, bringing

them food, ice cream and a table at the site

for Kieve.

It was time for a delicious beef stew and
rice dinner (concept by Steve) and the rais-

ing of the Kieve flag, which Britt so artistical-

ly put together. The flag post was a little ten-

tative but beautiful and dinner was delicious.

A game of hacky-sack followed and then

there was a surprise treat - Frank and his

children brought us ice cream! ! We kept the

fire going that night and Spencer told the St.

Croix clown story, very eery with his freak-

ed out laugh. A marshmallow toast to Jose,

the god of fools and trippers, was definitely

in order and Stengel's toast to the counsel

was much appreciated. Half the guys dosed

off under the stars, enjoying another perfect

night dreaming of the orange bus, courage,

perseverence, loyalty and Burger King.

Day 7

We woke up at 7:00 a.m. and the

counselors helped the guys take down their

tent a little more quickly. We munched some
bacon, bread and the last of our hot cocoa

and by 8:15 we were beginning to move our

canoes and gear up to Frank's driveway.

Everyone was more helpful than ever before,

the Burger King incentive growing closer.

Chase tumped the K wannigan, almost chok-

ing himself for the cause, and by 9:15 we
were ready to be picked up. The next hour

we spent playing with the hacky-sack (oh, ex-

cuse me - sepa) and signing Frank's guest

book where Steve, Charlton and I all found
our names from many years past.

Charhe and Jake Harrington picked us

up bringing the orange bus and mail for

everyone except Charlton and me. Oh well.

Then it was off to Burger King. Around 2:45,
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Spedrock Scroscrilliserag greeted us as we
barged and screamed into camp. Great trip,

guys. It was fun. Thanks!

VINCENT

Qualifications

Master Dumpsman - Will Stengel, Charlton

Rugg
Kieve Dumper - Tim Coburn

July 26-July 27
North Bunkerhill - Bald Rock Mountain

Sam Potter, Rusty Stebbnins, Andy D'Elia

On a morning crowned with blue skies,

we set out for the Camden Hills - four days

late due to rain, but we were going. The drive

was uneventful, and we all admired Rusty's

skill at handling the van one-handed.

As we pulled into the state park at

Camden we admired the huge wall of fog

that lay over the area. We hoped that it

would move along so that when we climbed

it would not obscure our view of the ocean
and town. As Pothole checked in with the

rangers we got a small surprise however,

"You didn't call to update your reservations

from Monday? We don't have a space for

you." "Well, "asked Pothole with visions of

camping by the roadside flashing across his

eyes, "Is there anywhere we could camp?"
Six miles later on down Route 1, we

pulled into The Old Massachusetts
Homestead Campground, which advertised

cottages, trailer sites, and wooded campsites.

Once the tents were set up on our two sites,

we unhooked the trailer and moved to a

beachfront location to eat the ham and
cheese lunch so thoughtfully provided by
Pasquaney that morning. The sodas we pick-

ed up somewhere weren't bad either.

Soon we were filling our canteens at the

start of the hike. Ryan W. is too tough to

need any water, or so he thinks. The day is

hot and humid, but the sky is clear and we
should have a good view from the top.

We started up the Nature Trail which
goes for 1 mile before connecting with the

Tablelands Trail for a 1/2 mile hike to the

tower on the summit of Mt. Battle at 790 feet

elevation. It's an easy hike, taking little time

it seems. Ryan W. and Jakob chose to run

ahead and had to be held back at times. We
reached the top and were lining the campers

up for a snack when Andy comes up with

a wound on his arm he picked up when he

slipped and fell. He puts some peroxide on
it and hitches a lift down the Mt. Battle road

to have the rangers look at it.

Undaunted,we ate a quick snack of

oreos and granola bars while we admired the

view of the peninsulas and islands before our

feet. Jon and Spencer found other aspects

of the view interesting, but were called back.

As soon as our snacks were consumed we
hoofed the 1 .5 miles of the Tablelands Trail

to Ocean Lookout at 1300 feet elevation.

This hike was a bit tougher, with a lot of up-

ward scrambling, but the view from the top

was breathtaking. As we sat in the hot sun

and had another snack, Phil discovered a

jumping ledge guaranteed to give a counselor

a heart attack. Ryan D. has some attraction

to looking over the edge until Pothole gets

too anxious to let him do it.

From there it's a quick 1 mile down the

Megunticook Trail to complete 4 miles of

hiking for the day. The rocks were slippery

with recent rain, but we had no injuries and

arrived at the van to find Andy waiting with

three stitches in his arm.

A quick drive back and Andy organizes

a wood hunt as Rusty and Pothole pick up
maple syrup and butter for pancakes the next

morning. Much of the wood found is wet or

green and the saw doesn't seem to want to

cut. We were getting discouraged, even to the

point where we thought of buying wood,
when we decided to borrow a saw. The cam-

pground office supplied one and soon we had

splitable logs. They didn't want to burn (who

does?), but we forced them into it with a lot

of blowing by fireman Bert.

Soon rotini was boiUng, beef stew was
simmering, and onion and mushroom sautee-

ing, all attended by the spiceman Clark. It

was a huge meal and eaten faster than you
could say "You want those separate or

together?"

After clean up it's time for mar-
shmallows and some of Pothole's stories.

Ryan and Spencer stepped over to the large

group at a nearby site and asked some girls

if they would care to join us, but they were

tired and declined. The marshmallows we
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cooked over the reluctant fire as Pothole tells

of an encounter with snakey beings in a cave

and then at the coffin. Rusty tells a quickie

about a mysterious hitch-hiker warning of

Jesus' return, and then it's Pothole again tell-

ing the legend and folklore of a black stove

in Hungary. All agreed to sleep late the next

day.

At 8: 15, the counsel awoke to the sound

of the camper's tents coming down and then

the sounds of a kick-the-can game. Reluc-

tantly, the counsel waived goodbye to the

idea of sleeping late and came out to make
breakfast. While the first round of pancakes

is being made by the counsel, a woman from

the small group on the other side of us comes
over to play hacky-sack with the boys. For

a while they're more interested in pegging

each other, but soon relaxed to the game. It

turns out her group is from the League of

Conservation Voters and she gives us two

booklets that normally only come with a $35

membership.

Once firsts were completed, the counsel

cooked their seconds and left the campers to

cook their own. This worked out extremely

well actually, and everyone got their own
turn. Then it was time to pack up the trailer

and the van and leave our site. With Andy
driving we hit Route 1 and only stopped

twice. The first was for a quick half-hour

spin through the Maine Sport Sporting

Goods/Camping Outlet. We all loved it and

the clerks were a bit amused to see all of us.

The second stop was for some Round Top
ice cream. Enough said. And from there we
moved on down the line into Kieve and a tub.

POTHOLE

July 26 - July 28

Old Bunker Hill

Belgrade Lakes
Ralph Sando, Charlie Loxton,

and Harrison Dillion

Day 1

We awoke bright and early Thursday
morning, tumbled from bed and wandered
bleary eyed to flag. After an uneventful
breakfast and morning duties, we said our
goodbyes and boarded our orange chariot -

thirteen mighty warriors and their fearless

council. However, we knew not the im-

measurable perils that lay ahead; the

treacherous Camp Renoia girls, the cliff dive

of death and perhaps the most memorable,

the tubing rip from hell.

After a short bust trip, we unloaded our

gear at Great Pond and enjoyed a lunch of

sandwiches and Oreo cookies. Ralph and the

rest of us donned our bathing suits for a

quick swim, while Harrison and Chuckles

made psychedelic patterns with a pair of 3-D

glasses. Our paddle was not a difficult one

and inside an hour we were within sight of

Oak Island.

It was not until Ralph casually pointed

it out that we noticed the girls camp across

the lake. An onslaught of excited voices sug-

gested that we moon them, but the council

was less than enthusiastic. As we passed

Camp Renoia, we were dealt yet another sur-

prise... behind us, a fleet of Renoia canoes

were embarking upon an overnight camping

trip to our island. It was shaping up to be

quite an interesting trip. We arrived at our

camp sight, unloaded, beached our canoes

and set up camp. The tents and tarp were

soon raised, and when the search for fire

wood was concluded, it was time to play.

Eric, Derrick and Justin explored the island

while the rest of us unpacked and swam. It

was early evening when we assembled around

the camp fire for a delicious meal of spaghet-

ti and chocolate pudding, after which Angus
suggested we break into smaller groups and

participate in a ghost story-writing competi-

tion. However, many of us lost interest as

a troop of Renoia ladies clambered through

the brush and into our camp sight. Eric gave

me a reassuring poke in the ribs and we en-

circled the camp fire for hot cocoa and a bar-

rage of bone-chilling tales.

While Seth, James, Harrison and I re-

counted our stories. Chuckles and Ralph

devised an ingenious plot to scare the pants

off of us with a horrifying story and a chop-

ping axe. Suffice to say they were successful.

We said our goodnights and it was off to a

late, but restful, sleep.

SAM SHAW

Day 2

In the morning we awoke to the scream-

ing giggles of ladies. Much to our surprise,

these fine girls cooked us our exquisite meal
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of bacon, eggs, potatoes and onions. We, of

course, provided the hash and mung. Those

two sick, little love puppies (Sam and Ketch)

took addresses. After the girls paddled back

to camp, the men of OBH took down tents

and packed gear with hopes that the day

would not be as grueling as yesterday.

After our canoes had been launched, we

left. We took one last look at Oak Island,

then as quickly as we came, we disappeared

into vast endless water. After a few miles and

a little Allagash stroking, we were in

Belgrade Lakes, Maine. After a quick por-

tage, some ice cream, and a little fishing we
left for Will's house. It was a short paddle.

At the Alter's house, we spent the afternoon

tubing and swimming. A storm was brew-

ing in the skies, so we left early and did a

quick paddle. Ralph, being the studly

navigator that he is, couldn't find the right

island. So, we took a swim and did some cliff

diving before finally locating the island. We
set up camp and ate some stew for dinner.

We slept with wonderful thoughts of the day

and hoped tomorrow would be just as nice.

KETCH SECOR

Day 3

We woke up to a very peaceful morn-
ing with a gentle breeze on the lake. The
council was up building a nice camp fire. The
sun was hidden behind the clouds. We all

knew what we would have to do this day.

Mixed emotions filled the campsite. After the

tents were down and the fire was ready, we
engulfed our fiUing breakfast. Cream of

Wheat with brown sugar and raisins was on
the menu for the morning. After we had
eaten breakfast, cleaned the pans and pack-

ed our gear, we were ready to take off. We
loaded our canoes and dispersed from the

island. We had a long canoe trip ahead of

us so we paddled hard. Soon we came to a

bridge which marked that we were ahead of

schedule. We did some relaxing strokes, had
a snack break, and kept on paddling. Then,
we noticed the bridge we passed earlier was
not on the map - we were just going under
the right bridge one hour later! This threw

us off schedule by at least an hour. After a

few grunts and groans, we all started paddl-

ing again. We had to paddle hard for a long

while so we wouldn't be late for our "pick-

up" time. We had already figured we would

be late, but the sooner we got there, the bet-

ter. Finally, we got to the point where the

next bridge would be, the location of our

"pick-up." We paddled with excitement in

our blood and arrived there a short time

later. We took our canoes out of the water.

We loaded them and our gear onto the

trailer. We left Sidney and were very excited

for we knew what was to come. Awhile later,

we stopped at a restaurant for a delicious,

filling meal. After eating, we left for good
old Camp Kieve. When we got there, we un-

packed and took the canoes back to the

waterfront to rest. In our minds, we all knew
that our premiere trip had been a great

success.

JOHN BROOKS

July 20 - July 21

North Harris - Pemaquid River

Vincent van Panhuys, Steve Fulmer,

Charlton Rugg

Day 1

We were all packed last night, so after

a hearty egg and sausage breakfast by John
Roy and a "name That Tune" bank duty

selection, we cruised off from the waterfront.

It was sunny when we left. The paddle to the

portage site took about 1 1/2 hours as the

guys regained the art of canoeing. We also

started a game of canoe tag, which would last

the rest of the trip. Today, William and I

were it most of the paddle since we were

leading the group. By the time we reached

the portage site, dark clouds had rolled in

and we knew we were going to get wet. But,

as Charlton so eloquently put it, "canoes

make great umbrellas." After Steve showed
us the proper way to lift a canoe, I led the

rest of the group who carried the canoes

down the one mile trail in pairs for the most
part. Whit and Matt were the first to com-
plete the difficult task and they went back

with me to get the paddles as Steve portag-

ed their canoes across Route 1 . We ran into

Will Stengel, Tim and William on the way
back dragging their canoe, but we popped
it back on their shoulders. After a little pain,

a few bruises (including my own), and a lot

of fun, we all got a chance to practice for

our Moose River portage. Great job guys!

After a bologna and cheese lunch delivered
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by Will James (the North Harris god
himself), we cruised down Pemaquid Pond
to our campsite in 40 minutes. We also began

a game of "Killer" during lunch and star-

ting with Steve and Matt, people began to

die mysteriously. The tents and tarps were

set up just in time for the major down pour,

however, the 6-man turned out to be more
useful as a swimming pool. After a short

counselor rest and some discussions over

who was going to sleep where, it was time

to prepare dinner. Luckily, Chris Franklin

had thrown some dry wood under the tarp

before the rain and with the aid of the cook-

ing group led by Spencer, we put together

a deHcious spaghetti feast. The cleanup was

a bit less motivated, but after a little attitude

discussion, things went fine.

Everyone hit the tents at about 8:30 ex-

cept for Stengel, Tim, Jake, Ian and Chris

DeVito who slept under the tarp among the

wild animals. Goodnight....

Day 2

I woke up at 4:30 a.m. to the laughter

of Will Stengel, Tim and Chris who were

reminiscing over the bear with the shotgun

that visited their tent that night. At 5:30, it

was time for everyone to get up and pack.

After tents and gear were all packed, we
planned to munch hash and hot cocoa for

breakfast, but something was amiss. So, we
had PB&J and lemonade instead. We were

off by 7:30 and it turned out to be a gorgeous

day. The paddle through Pemaquid Pond,

Biscay Pond and the Pemaquid River was
long and murky, but the weather was great

and the wind was at our backs for a change.

The game of tag continued all morning and
we cruised into the Pemaquid swimming hole

at 10:59, one minute ahead of schedule. The
swimming and diving off the dam was
refreshing for everyone, including Charlie

Harrington who joined us when he drove in

with the van. We loaded up in record time

and were back at Kieve in time for lunch.

Thanks for a great trip, guys - and get psych-

ed for the Moose.
VINCENT VAN PANHUYS

Allagash Waterway - Allagash #2

July 27 - August 8

Day 1

The first wake-up call of the trip came
at 5:00 a.m. on Friday, July 27. The men of

Allagash were packed up, fed, and on the bus

ready to go by 6:00. With ten campers full

of anxiety and excitement, the unmistakable

orange bus known as "courage" headed

down West Neck Road, towards the

unknown.
Five hours later the bus rumbled down

"the Golden Road"towards Hannibals

Crossing where our voyage was due to begin.

We paused briefly when we confronted our

first moose of the trip, and Alex was quick

to remind us that we should roll up the win-

dows, because moose do bite. Soon after we
arrived at the bridge and were quick to

unload our gear into the water. Due to the

buggy atmosphere we resorted to a floating

lunch before paddhng on.

Approximately two hours later we ar-

rived at "Big Island," our first campsite.

Camp was set-up and despite our visitors

across the river, the kids were anxious to take

their first, but definitely not last, skinny dip.

Thanks to Ohver's wilHngness to help, a

cheeseburger dinner was served soon after

the swim. After dinner and a few hands of

crazy "nines" everyone retired to their tents

anxious for the long day ahead.

CHRIS MARKS

Quote of the Day -

Adventure is a form of escape from
mere existence, true but it is more. It brings

man into contact with the simple things of

life. Simplicity is often the soul-mate of hap-

piness. Simplicity is a desire to be alone with

one's self or others in hke circumstances.

LUTHER G. JERSTAD

Day 2

Today we awoke to Chris's Maypo and

headed out on the West Branch of the

Penobscot. On the river there was a lot of

fog yet. We were able to see our second

moose of the trip. At about noon we entered

Chesuncook Lake where we paused at a

small store known as Chesuncook Village.

There the counselors treated us to homemade
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rootbeer, cookies, and fresh bread for din-

ner, all of which was absolutely delicious.

We continued on into Umbazookas
Stream, where we canoed upstream to Um-
bazookas Lake. There we were halted by a

dam. After a quick carry and a P.B.&J.

lunch we continued up through the lake to

the start of Mud Pond Portage. Unfor-

tunately we couldn't find any open camp-

sites. As a result we returned to the dam and

set up camp. Because there was no legal fire

pit, we were forced to eat a cold but delicious

dinner of tuna and peaches. After dinner we
all went for a swim in the dam release and

then returned early in preparation for the big

portage.

TIMOTHY PAINE

Quote of the Day
"I think," said Christopher

Robin, "That we ought to eat all our provi-

sions now, so we won't have so much to

carry."

A.A.MILNE

Day 3

"Everybody up!" was the sound the

men of Allagash II heard on the morning of

Mud Pond portage. Our minds flurried with

excitement, and worries as well. With a

power breakfast of fruit and granola we were

ready for the challenge of the mud. Soon
enough we had packed up and headed out.

First the counselors had to go ahead and see

if Chewonki was still at the site. They came
back with news of large menlike campers still

there. So the portage started with the Con-
ies except for Chip and Ian who carried gear

and junk. The canoe went well for all, but

"T" became a little ill. This brought on a

break of water and granola bars. The rest of

the gear was a breeze except for Tim's

broken wanagen that he sucked up and car-

ried anyway. After a P.B.&J lunch, Gash II

was done, packed and heading towards

Chamberlain Lake. Gravel Beach was taken

so we paddled to Rocky Cove. After a swift

set up of camp we swam then cooked tasty

macaroni and cheese, finished off with

smores. The portage was done, we did it.

IAN GRIERSON

Quote of the Day -

"If you can succeed at a thing you
didn't set out to do much. The only thing

worth trying is the impossible. We're all go-

ing to end up as some sort of failures, but

at least take a big bite."

JOHN CIARDI

Day 4

The beginning of our rest day started

with Jim waking up from his sleep under the

tarp, looking around to see if anyone was up.

Steff, Ian, and Tony got dressed and asked

Tim about his night. Shortly after, Nick,

Chris, and Oliver woke up and joined us.

Meanwhile, the counselors were asleep in

their tent. After talking for 15 minutes, the

7 campers who were awake got hungry and
decided to wake up the counselors with a

quick rendition of the Kieve song. After a

little while, the counselors woke up and Chris

mixed the pancake batter while Jesse and

Steff set up the fire. Chris and Jesse cooked

the first batch of pancakes and then set up

their hammocks and left the cooking to the

campers. While Chris and Jesse slept away
in their hammocks, the campers had "Power
Pancake" contests to see who made the best

looking pancakes, Chris gave "Power Per-

son" medals to people who could hft a log

with one hand.

After breakfast, we took down our tents

and packed our things. We loaded up our

canoes and headed towards gravel beach to

see if its current occupants had gone. More
bad luck. After seeing they were, in fact, still

there, we headed back to Rocky Cove and
once again set up our tents. Chris went

fishing and the campers went swimming.
Followed by a quick game invented by

Will, Chris and Jesse made a dinner of

macaroni and cheese. Tony did not feel hke

eating so Jesse resorted to force feeding him.

After dinner, Jesse tried to relax in his ham-
mock but was disturbed by Ian and Steff

when they gave him a double "Wet WiUie."

while he was reading.

Tim readied the camp fire for ghost

stories. Oliver recited a poem about "Oval
Zoro" which only he could understand com-
pletely. While the bugs decided to come out

and play, everyone put on long pants. As the

fire grew, the ghost stories started and the

people around the campfire readied some
more bug dope.

As night fell, Tim prepared for another

night under the tarp and the other 1 1 of us
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got into our sleeping bags. Away in our safe

haven inside our tents, the mosquitoes had

no chance of biting us and we slept, looking

forward to resupply and yet another rest day

for half of us.

Quote of the Day -

How far is a mile? Well you learn that

right off. Its peculiarly different from tenths

on the odometer.

If you don't have anything better to do

you can count them. "One and a half?"

Your crazy, we've been paddling for hours!

Is that all the further we are?

Look, tomorrow we gotta start earher.

T. RUSSELL

On the Loose

Day 5

On the day of our resupply we slept until

about 7:00 when we woke up and had a

delicious meal of Maypo and bacon. Im-

mediately following breakfast, three canoes

carrying Will, Oliver, Chip, Ian, Alexis, and

Chris, along with our empty wanagans,

departed for resupply. The rest of the group

stayed behind where they prepared brownie

feast for dessert.

On resupply the group was met by

Henry Kennedy where they received a new
supply of food which included a special treat

from the ladies of the kitchen. When the

group returned to camp everyone busied

themselves in preparing a taco dinner which

seemed to please even the pickiest eaters. By
9:00 the campsite was quiet and everyone was

dreaming of the long lake paddle ahead.

NICK PAUL

Quote of the Day -

Look to this day.

For it is Hfe, the very hfe of Hfe.

In it's brief course lie all the verifies and
realities of your existence;

The bUss of growth, the glory of action.

The splendor of beauty.

For yesterday is but a dream and
Tomorrow is only a vision.

But today well lived makes every yester-

day a dream of happiness and every tomor-

row a vision of hope.

Look well, therefore, to this day,

Such is the salutation of the dawn.
THE SANSKRIT

Day 6

Chris had planned to wake us up at 4:00

a.m. to beat the headwinds on the lake but

due to rain our wake-up was at 4:45. We all

enjoyed the quick meal of cheerios and
powder milk so we could get on the lake as

soon as we were able to. Our goal for the

day was to make it to Zeigler but because of

the intense head winds we could only make
it to Thoreau, a large island in Eagle Lake.

We all were pleased that like Zeigler,

Thoreau had a fresh water spring. By the

time we settled down for lunch the rain stop-

ped and the deer had come out to share our

scraps. The remainder of the afternoon was
spent reading, sleeping and drying out our

clothes in the wind and occasional sun.

Everyone agreed that the cozy atmosphere
of the campsite was far more enjoyable then

fighting the stiff winds on Chamberlain
Lake. As the sun went down, the stars ap-

peared and everyone went to sleep confident

that the new day would bring plenty of

sunshine.

OLIVER BECKMAN

Quote of the Day -

I beheve that courage is all too often

mistakenly seen as the absence of fear. If you
descend by rope from a cliff and are not fear-

ful to some degree, you are either or

unaware: Courage is seeing fear, in a realistic

perspective, defining it, considering alter-

natives, and choosing to function in spite of

risks.

LEONARD ZUNIN

Day 7

We woke up at 5 a.m. and ate corn beef

hash and packed up our tents and bags. It

was very windy at Thoreau so we paddled

across to a calmer spot and began our pad-

dle to Jaws. Soon we left the calm spot and
were hit with the full force of the wind. Pad-

dling was extremely difficult. An hour after

we left Thoreau we resorted to puHing the

canoes along the shore. We got as far as the

old trains when we had to stop. We saw the

trains but could go no further because the

winds had picked up. Six hours later we tried
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to drag the canoes further up the lake but

we couldn't so we returned to the trains. An
hour and a half later the wind died down
enough for us to canoe all the way to Little

Eagle where we spent the night. The day had

brought plenty of adversity, but as a whole

the group had stuck together and kept our

spirits high. Everyone was relieved to be off

the lakes and went to bed with visions of

Chases rapids dancing in their heads.

ALEXIS BASILEVSKY

Quote of the Day -

We shall not cease from exploration and

the end of all our exploring will be to arrive

where we started and know the place for the

first time.

T.S. ELIOT

Chase's Rapids

Day 8

The members of the Allagash II party

had fallen a little behind schedule. But they

awoke bravely at 5:00 o'clock on the camp-

site of Little Eagle. As they ate they thought

of the day ahead of them.. They packed

quickly and started towards their destination,

the well known Chase's Rapids, at about

6:35. After a lovely scenic paddle over Chur-

chill Lake and seeing numerous deer, moose,

and loon they reached at the most exciting

part of the day. They had had no problems

getting there in the sunht water sparkhng all

around but were not sure of the problems

that might lie ahead. The air was filled with

decision of what lay ahead. A counsel canoe

left first to brave the rapids. Other canoes

left with fears and some with excitement but

as they pulled up to pick up the gear

everybody agreed that it was a piece of cake.

They then traveled further down the river,

ate lunch, traveled over Umsaskis Lake and
had small troubles with head winds but got

to a beautiful campsite called Ledges. It had
been a fun day but a tiring one so at 6:00

they ate and rested and slept for the next day
ahead.

CHIP SESSA

Quote of the Day -

...Keep alive the incentive to push on
further, that pain in the soul that drives us

beyond ourselves. Wither? That I don't

know. That I don't ask to know.
DAG HAMMERSKJOLD

Day 9

We woke up at 6:00 a.m.. The
counselors were cooking breakfast of cream

of wheat and brown sugar. We cleaned the

dishes and pots, packed up camp, loaded the

canoes and left our campsite "The Ledges"at

7:00 a.m. and we canoed through the rest of

Umsaskis Lake and then through Long
Lake. After Long Lake we entered the

Allagash River. We stopped on the Allagash

for a lunch of Peanut Butter and Jelly. Just

before we got to Round Pond Jesse and
Oliver had a water fight and Nick lost his

paddle. Then at about 1:00 we made it to

Round Pond and the campsite which we were

supposed to stay at was taken so we stayed

at Outlet instead of Inlet. We set the camp-
site up then go to the spring and we all filled

our canteens. The counselors had a nap and

most of the kids talked about food. Just

before the hippies came one kid was look-

ing for toilet paper and found that the jelly

had spilled all over the wannigens and Will,

Ian, Tim and Oliver cleaned it out. Chip ask-

ed them if they had seen Chris's fly rod and
everybody went and woke up the counselors

then cooked dinner of beef stew. We clean-

ed the dishes and pots, filled canteens full

then everybody went to bed at 8:30.

Quote of the Day
We must remember that we are bound

together as a people not by brute force, of

ethnic homogenity or geographic compact-

ness. We are bound together by a common
faith that is ours. If that faith is shattered,

we will have lost what no weapons and no
armies can ever secure.

EDWARD KENNEDY

Day 10

This morning we woke up to Chris

shouting "Everybody Up!" at around 5:00.

Since we wanted to get a head start on all

the other groups we had already packed most
of the stuff the night before, and all we had
to do was take down the tents, pack the wan-
nigans, and load the canoes. All of this had
to be done before we could eat, so of course

we all hurried. When everything was pack-

ed and ready, we sat down to some cream
of wheat and Jelly because we didn't have
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enough brown sugar. We had a quick

breakfast, which lead to a rather slow

washing of the dishes and then left.

The sun had just risen so there was still

a strange looking mist over the water which

was neat looking. Anyway, we had been

canoeing for a short while when we saw a

couple of deer drinking in the river and were

quickly scared off as we got close. Not too

far down we saw a moose who was also

drinking and was also quickly scared off as

we all came into sight. A while after our en-

counter we saw another deer and again not

long after we spotted another moose cross-

ing the river. By 11:30 we had seen another

moose, 4 more deer and were getting hungry

and tired of both paddling and pushing our

canoes since the water level in some parts of

the river was very low and we had to get out.

So we decided to stop for PB&J on the river

side. At around 12:00 we had all finished our

3rd helping and were ready to push on to

Allagash Falls only 1 1/2 hours away. About
halfway through the 1 1/2 hours we stopped

at a ranger station to ask about Chris's

fishing rod, which he had left at Chase's. She

said she would take his address and send it

to him. She also said we only had 3 miles to

go. "Thank God!" We reached the Allagash

Falls portage trail about an hour later after

Will and Chris had a huge water fight.

When we got there we met two ladies

who were camping and just their luck were

hoping someone would come and portage

their canoe which we did because they let us

have the big campsite. After we carried

everything to the campsite, and the canoes

to the other side, we set up camp and went

swimming at the bottom of the waterfall,

jumping off rocks and floating down the cur-

rent until the counselors said it was time for

nap. While the counselors slept Chip, Will,

and Ian went looking for the outhouse which

we found and the spring which we didn't find

until much later when Will and Chip saw it

on the side of a path.

At around 6:00 the counsel started our

dinner of baked potatoes with butter and

chili while we went swimming again. When
dinner was ready which was around 7:15, we
all eagerly lined up to get it. It was excellent.

After dinner we all cleaned the pots and
pans. Then suddenly Tony ran up with a

huge leech on his foot. Chris and Jesse hur-

ried over, got the matches and burned it off

but they noticed about 6 more babies and
another huge one so the counselor burned

them all off using half the matches; hope
theres enough for tomorrow. After

everything was settled we started a game of

killer and roasted marshmallows until bed.

Quote of the Day -

"There is magic in the feel of a paddle

and the movement of a canoe, a magic com-
pared of distance, adventure, solitude and

peace. The way of a canoe is the way of the

wilderness and of a freedom almost forgot-

ten. It is an antidote to insecurity, the open

door to waterways of ages past and a way
of life with profounded abiding satisfactions.

When a man is a part of his canoe, he is part

of all that canoes have ever known."
SIGNED OLSEN

Day 11

The morning broke with Chase's usual

call, and soon Allagash II was eating their

corn beef hash. Goodness was tasted as well

found with the last of the portage. We were

soon off with good picture of the Falls. The
paddle fun yet shallow. After a complete

morning of paddling we were off the water-

way and in Allagash Village. The campsite

was found, found also to be ruled by a rider

lady who sucked away our money to let us

camp. We set up camp and sat or read dur-

ing the rain. Dinner of macaroni and cheese

filled us, and soon we were asleep. We were

ready for our last day of the Allagash.

TONY FULLER

Quote of the Day -

*Tt is the weak who are cruel.

Gentleness can only be expected from the

strong."

FYODOR DOSTOEVESKY

Days 12-13 -Jesse Dougherty

Morning broke on our second to last

day to the sound of rain, and the feehng of

a wet sleeping bag. After a beautiful pot of

Maypo, plus Nick's wilHng, to clean extra

panakins, the true men of the waterway

packed up. The paddle was exciting, rain

with good rapids, and shallow water. After

a fun paddle, where Tim spent most of the
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time pinned because of his route, we found

our final campsite. As we pulled off the river

everyones minds thought of the challenge

they had and just how great it would be to

see Jared. Camp was set up and the

counselors pulled a cabin meeting together.

Chris gave praise to all for a job well done,

and then told of a little surprise. "Five

dollars for all, "the counselors said whim-

sically. Each camper brought their next three

meals at the local store. More sugar than

humans should be allowed was bought for

meals, campers were happy. The day lingered

on, people waited impatiently for Jared to

pick them up until finally bed came.

Jared came that next morning and soon

the stuff was tied down professionally by

Chris and Jesse. Allagash II were off leav-

ing something that would never be forgot-

ten. Memories of friends so strong because

of all they had been through together.

Thoughts of beautiful landscapes and huge

moose linger in their heads, everyone

remembers the fun of the Allagash forever

and these men had no intentions of being the

first.

'T went to the woods because I wished

to Hve deliberately, to front only the essen-

tial facts of life, and see if I could learn what

it had to teach, and not, when I came to die,

discover that I had not lived. I did not wish

to live what was not life, living is so dear;

nor did I wish to practice resignation, unless

it was quite necessary. I wanted to live deep

and suck out all the marrow of life, to live

so sturdily and Spartan like as to put to route

all that was not life, to cut a broad swath

and shave close, to drive life into a corner,

and reduce it to its lowest terms, and if it pro-

ved to be mean, why then to get the whole

and genuine meanness out of it and pubHsh

its meanness to the world; or if it were

sublimed, to know it by experience...."

HENRY DAVID THOREAU WALDEN

South Harris - St. John's Bay
July 27, 28

We left restoration point with one

thought: Find the gut. The trip notes for St.

John's Bay states "The trickiest part of the

trip is to find the gut." Well, we found the

gut with ease. After paddling through the gut

we had a floating snack of bologna and
cheese with potato chips. We paddled on un-

til we were within 100 yards of our campsite

on Fort Island. The tricky part of St. John's

Bay is realizing that with the ocean, one has

tides. The tide tried to refuse our entry into

our little cove. We struggled, but overcam.e.

Camp was set up in no time. John and
John took naps, while Jacob found the hard

way to keep his dry shoes, dry. The rain had

started, but nothing could keep us away from

burgers and smores. After a few stories we
decided as a group that we needed to wake
up early, so it was off to bed at nightfall.

Saturday, July 28, 5 a.m. Wake up. The
tide, about which we were well learned, was
at dead low. This meant it would be on our

side as we paddled into Damariscotta.

Breakfast, in the interest of time was

PBJ.(The cabin made that decision).

The paddle was relatively easy or at least

I thought it was easy. Morgan, Chris and
Jeff found it difficult to keep their balance.

They decided it would be more challenging

to paddle upside down. Unfortunately for

them, their gear wouldn't stay in the boat.

The sunny day was our motivation for some
high speed paddling, led by Matt and Peter

R.

We arrived at the landing around 11:15

a.m. It was a wonderful job well done by all.

As a reward we were treated to Zecchinos

subs. We are ready for KATAHDIN.

July 30 - August 1

North Glenayr

Fort Island

Will James, Frank Barbieri and

Chris Lindland

Day 1

With canoes and gear strewn all over the

Richardson's lawn, we ate lunch eager to

start our journey. Everyone helped each

other put their canoes down onto the beach.

Peter was a little worried about the sharks,

but soon conquered his fears. We were told

that we could see Fort Island from our put

in point, but the fog had it engulfed.

During our paddle, we had some near

misses by invisible lobster boats. Jeremie

helped to guide us to the campsite as he had
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done the trip last year. The switching of the

tides helped us to cruise right into the beach.

Everyone was scared by the artifacts Paul

had left at the campsite; especially Pete. Paul

had written "Kill Kieve Campers" on the

axe. Scott and Rory couldn't believe it!

Kris and Wes took off as expert Maine
guides. Who lurked out there? Was it Paul?

No, it was Chris Lindland trying to scare our

own expert Maine guides. Robert was

desperate to find the Fort, but it was either

burned or fictional.

As it started to get dark, we cooked

burgers on the fire. Everyone seemed to have

insatiable appetites. With thoughts of Paul

in mind, we went to bed.

Day 2

Billy woke up the lazy council as they

were sleeping too late. We cooked a bunch
of pancakes on the fire. Kris said he could

eat all of the 221 of them that the box made!

This was to be a day of eating that wouldn't

stop until we went to bed.

Justin Moore and Jeremie collected

mussels which we cooked and ate with but-

ter. At first everyone seemed skeptical, but

then relished them. Pete led a group in search

of buried treasure, but they ended up only

finding beer cans. Adam accidentally got hit

in the head with the clam rake, but he was

tough and ended up looking like Sylvester

Stallone. Harrison and Kris helped out a lot

by sawing tons of wood.
Chris and Frank took off in search of

ice for Adam and came back with a sur-

prise... clams! We cooked them over the fire

with our spaghetti (which had mussels in it).

For dessert we had s'mores. Once again,

everyone went to bed exhausted.

Day 3

This was it - our big nine mile paddle.

We had to wait until 2:30 when the tide was
going in. For breakfast we had Fort Folly,

Cream of Wheat (consisting of 8 Hershey

bars, 1 granola bar, chocolate pudding,

brown sugar, maple syrup, fruit, tabasco and

marshmallows). Thanny and Chris Dehner

loved it! When 2:30 arrived we got psyched.

After a big pep talk we set out. The wind was

ferocious as we tried to battle it. After go-

ing a mile in one hour, we decided to go

down river. Billy, Kris and Scott found

lobster buoys on shore. We decided to go

back to our put in spot at the Richardson's.

While waiting for the bus, we played a big

game of Capture the flag. At last we saw

Charlie and Mike with the big orange bus.

Thanks to everyone for great memories and

a great trip.

WILL JAMES

July 31 - August 7

Old Bunker Hill

Caucomogomoc River

Ralph Sando, Charlie Loxton,

Harrison Dillon

Day 1

We woke to the sounds of music, the

shrieking kind you hate to hear. When we
finally got up and dressed we stumbled to

Pasquaney for breakfast - out last taste of

fresh OJ for a while. At six o'clock we load-

ed into the orange bus and started to take

off when Charhe Loxton came firing down
from the laundry shack with a bag of wet

clothes - from now on he will always twitch

when he sees a St. Mark's shirt.

After about 5 hours of traveling through

glorious countryside and the infamous
Golden Road in the heart of Maine's

timberland, we arrived at Penobscot Farm
on the West Branch of the Penobscot River.

A delicious lunch ensued then we divied up
our stuff and loaded into the canoes. Many
stories and sore arms later, we made it to

Lobster Lake. We set up our tents and
started unpacking our gear. Suddenly we
heard a motor boat engine. It was the ranger

who kindly said we had to move because we
had too many people at the campsite. So we
packed up and paddled a few minutes to our

second campsite. We unpacked and set up
our tents again. We played some keep-away
with Ralph's football. For dinner we had
hamburgers and pears. Evening activity con-

sisted of Advanced Dragons for some and
Dragons and Dragons for others. Eric and
Seth were the DM's. Langston played a very

good game as the Ninja. Will was a power-

ful wizard. Then off to bed after a long, full

day.

JAMES MAXWELL
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Day 2

We awoke at 8:00 to a gloomy morn-

ing. Perfect day to spend a couple hours fry-

ing up bacon and scrambling eggs to build

strength for the ordeal ahead. Although the

current was with us, the wind was not. Oh
well. Lunch consisted of delicious PB&J
sandwiches. After 5 hours and 111/2 miles

we arrived at Big Ragmuff where we unpack-

ed the canoes and brought them up on land

for the night. Firewood was tough to come
by, but we finally found a fallen tree that lit

our fires and warmed our bones very nicely.

Once camp was set up and the night's

supply of wood was split, we set off to ex-

plore the island. We found a beautiful water-

fall on the other side of the island. Then back

to our home away from home for

SPAGHETTI with clam sauce. Our evening

activity was scheduled to be watersports, but

by the time we finished cleaning up after din-

ner, the stars were starting to sparkle and our

heads were beginning to nod onto our chests.

WILL ALTER and SETH BOLINT

Day 3

After waking up at a relaxing 7:00 a.m.,

OBH sat down to a gourmet breakfast of

corned beef hash and toast. Two and a half

hours later, we pulled out of Big Ragmuff
to start our strenuous paddle down the West

Branch of the Penobscot River.

About 2 hours into our paddle, we met

up with a YMCA camp known as Jewell,

who were likewise struggling against the

treacherous headwinds. After stopping for

a great lunch of PB&J's, the counselors tried

to convince us that there was a store down
the river that sold pizza, fudge, cookies,

homemade root beer and donuts. The details

were hard to swallow, so the counselors tried

harrassing us greatly to bet on whether or not

the store was really there. Some unlucky

souls bet them, but others just kept to

themselves. It turned out fortunate for our

fearless leaders that the "store" was really

there. After stuffing ourselves with fudge

and cookies, we headed out across Chesun-

cook Lake to Gero Island. We set up camp
and sat down to a great, great meal of refried

beans, cheese and chili on carne. It was quite

obvious James Maxwell liked it the most, for

he showed us his portion twice. We cleaned

our pannikans, threw pine needles onto

James' dinner, and crashed at 10:00, for we
had to wake up early the next day.

SAM ATKINS and MAX BLATT

Day 4

We woke up very early and packed up
the gear into the canoes. Meanwhile, the

cooks prepared Cream of Wheat with brown
sugar and raisins for breakfast. With full

bellies, we set off for Horse Races Brook.

We paddled until lunch when we stop-

ped for tuna fish sandwiches. We paddled

some more then had a snack. Then we paddl-

ed until we got to the campsite. After we set

up camp, we settled down to a delicious

spaghetti dinner. The day ended with three

desserts - peaches, s'mores and hot

chocolate. We will all sleep well tonight.

JAMES MAXWELL and SAM SHAW
editor's note: Your boys got your bellies on
your mind . . .?

Day 5

Today we left our campsite and our gear

behind to portage up to Caucomogomoc
Dam to swim and shoot the Horse Races

rapids. The portage was 1.6 miles and took

us roughly 1.5 hours. Chuckles, Harrison,

Ketch and John took the lead on the portage,

which was very tiring and difficult. As the

happy campers crawled the last few feet to

the dam, we couldn't wait to jump into the

swirling river down below.

We spent a hour swimming in the

rapids. To prepare ourselves for the ensuing

white water, the counselors gave us another

canoe clinic. Then we were off! The next 30

minutes was about as fun as should be allow-

ed. The rapids were awesome. Part way
down stream, we had to portage around a

dangerous part of the river. Then everyone

watched Chuckles, Harrison and Ralph try

to shoot this section. They all made it look

easy. Five minutes later, we were back at

camp. This concludes a full, fun day on the

Cauc.

ERIC HERMAN and JUSTIN PREDDY

Day 6

As we woke up late, some of us came
out of our tents grumpy. We took down our

tents, started the fire and cooked some lum-

py Cream of Wheat. While the food was
cooking, we packed our gear into the canoes.
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After we finished the lumpy Cream of

Wheat, we left on our so called escapade -

a 12 mile paddle into headwinds. James
Maxwell and Ketch Secor were going for

their Kieve Wildman by paddling naked with

a fish around their neck. Well, anyway, we
were off to Gero Island.

When we stopped for lunch the

counselors spent 1/2 a hour tanning

themselves. Soon after we arrived at Gero
Island, James and Ketch were inducted into

the Kieve Wildman Hall of Fame during a

ceremony given by Langston Beram and Sam
Shaw. We unloaded our gear, brought up the

canoes, set up the tents and gathered fire

wood. Dinner consisted of macaroni and
cheese and pink lemonade. We crawled to

our tents, thought about our day and were

snoring before long.

LANGSTON BERAM

Day 7

We were awakened by Harrison around

6:00 a.m. After we had managed to pack our

sleeping bags and change into out wet

clothes, we stepped out of our tents. Our
hearts sunk once we found that we were go-

ing to have headwinds on our 12 mile journey

that lay ahead of us. We took down our tents

and the tarp and finished packing our per-

sonal gear. Justin and Eric fixed us a filling

breakfast of Cream of Wheat. After our

stomachs were content and all the gear was
packed, Ralph and Harrison gave us some
encouraging words that cheered us all up. We
loaded our canoes into the water and were

all somehow excited for the long, hard day.

We pushed off and paddled hard for 4 miles.

We were sometimes discouraged when we
looked to the shore and found our arms
pushing the paddles, but our canoes standing

still because of the fierce headwinds. After

a while of very hard paddhng, we stopped

for a lunch of tuna sandwiches. We rested

and waited for the lagging canoes to catch

up to us on the shore. We had dessert and
pushed off with 8 miles left to go. After a

long, exhausting paddle (which felt Hke 20

mile, but was only 2), we pulled over to a

small beach. We had to stay for an hour
waiting for the canoes lagging behind. Ralph

reassured us that we were doing a great job!

Then, more rain came down, but we manag-
ed. After 2 granola bar snacks, we stopped

on an island and had raw s'mores. With
sugar coursing our veins, we made it to

Mauser Island with ease at 8:00 p.m. We fill-

ed our stomachs with warm, minestrone

soup, pudding, and topped it off with hot

cocoa. We all slept soundly with hopes of an
easier tomorrow.

KETCH SECOR and JOHN BROOKS

Day 8

At 5:30 a.m., after a short but restful

sleep, OBH emerged from their tents dress-

ed, and took a moment to review the day's

paddle. The headwinds were strong, but

manageable, and our journey short. Our
breakfast consisted of hash, Maypo and
some of the sweetest lemonade I've ever

tasted (comphments of Eric). By 8:00 we
were packed, fed and fully awake.

We pushed off into Chesuncook Lake
under gray skies and paddled several miles

before stopping on a small beach to calculate

our destination. Sam, Max and Angus par-

ticipated in a surprisingly competitive stone

skipping competition (the outcome of which
is still disputed), while Langston and Der-

rick applauded me for slipping on a rock and
injuring more than my pride. Then we were

off again for a short paddle to Chesuncook
Dam. There we were met by Bryan
Manahan, unpacked, and loaded our canoes

and gear onto the trailer.

During the ride back to Kieve, we
devoured our mail, listened to the radio and
enjoyed a hard earned rest before stopping

at the Pizza Hut and eating our weight in fast

food. At camp, we were greeted en-

thusiastically, unloaded our gear and return-

ed to the cabin exhausted. It was a long haul,

but we made it, guys! Thanks for a

memorable trip, and some of the most in-

viting pizza I've ever laid eyes on!

SAM SHAW

South Harris - Mt. Katahdin
Jared R. Schott,

John Russell, John McAndrews

DEDICATION

This trip report is dedicated to Paula
Cunningham. Without her understanding
and patience, with a capital "P," none of
this would have been possible.
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Baxter State Park

Due to poor weather, the men of South

Harris would be leaving camp a little late for

one expedition to Baxter State Park. At
10:30, we said our good-byes and headed off

to our picturesque home in the mountains.

200,000 acres of protected lands were there

for our taking. Our only problem was rain.

Too much rain. We drove through rain all

the way to Baxter only for it to rain even

harder upon our arrival.

With our tents and sleeping bags being

drenched, we were in good spirits for we
knew the weather would change.

"Do you happen to know the forecast

for the next few days," asked Jared to the

Ranger, who had come to check our papers.

"S'posed to do this through Sunday,"
through Sunday! No way. Couldn't happen
to such nice guys.

We ate our spaghetti and retired to our
damp tents, praying for sun.

Day 2

When we peeled ourselves out of our

wet sleeping bags, the weather appeared to

be cooperative. Unfortunately our cooking

Maypo disrupted the delicate balance and it

began to rain. Pour, actually.

We tried to wait it out without luck. For

excitement we drove over to the West Branch

of the Penobscot to see the white water of

the "cribworks". While eating our tuna

sandwiches and blueberries, dreams of the

long voyage raced through all of our heads.

While enjoying the water, a mountain ap-

peared out of the islands to the west. It was

the first glimpse of Katahdin, feared by the

Indians, for many people in the cabin, we

were ready!

We drove back receiving more bad news

about the weather, but we did get the prayers

of the woman at the gate to the Great North

Woods. We ate a big meal of Pasta to

prepare for Katahdin. Tomorrow was the

day. Nothing was going to stop us.
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Day 3

The first order of business was to check

the skies. With any luck the skies were not

gray, but blue. At 4:45 a.m. it was difficult

to tell what the day would be like. By 5:15,

we were getting ready for The Chmb. We
loaded up on Maypo, brown sugar and
raisins, while John McAndrews made the

sandwiches for the summit. Water bottles

were filled, except for Trevor's, (he thought

carrying an empty water bottle would be

more efficient. I can't say that I understand

that logic).

We left Roaring Brook Ranger Station

at 7:13 a.m. The trail for the ascent was the

Helen Taylor Trail, which although not the

easiest, provided the most spectacular views

early in the hike. We wanted instant

gratification. Jacob P., Leo Jesus Vasquez,

and Chris V. led the charge. We nibbled on
Gorp and sipped our water, actually,

everyone sipped my water.

Harrison, Ben and Trevor realized, once

they reached Pamola Peak, that they were

afraid of heights. Harrison and I crossed

Devils Crotch while everyone waited and

watched. Piece of cake. Knifes Edge. Tough,

but not for us. We reached the top, Baxter

Peak and met the 'TtaHan Stalhon," they

had just completed the Appalachian trail,

walking from Georgia to Maine.

We returned down Saddle trail to

Chimney pond. John McAndrews led a

group down to see two baby moose feeding

off their mother. The rest of us, including

Jeff Morrison, who was batthng a bad

stomach ache, took our time. Arriving at

Roaring Brook around 5:30 p.m. our main
goal had been accompUshed.

While we all tried to keep our eyes open,
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Ravioli and lots of it, was served. Tomor-

row we would all be a little sore but very

satisfied.

Day 4

Deserving the rest, we all slept a little

late today. Corned beef hash was served for

breakfast. We had a lot on the agenda to-

day. First, we needed to pack up camp into

the trailer for the move to Foster Field, that

was accompHshed in no hurry, then it was

off to South Turner Mountain, a climb of

about 4 hours round trip.

Before we began our ascent we passed San-

dy Stream pond, where we were greeted by

three moose enjoying the refreshing water.

We over heard them saying that "all humans
do is take pictures of us. Don't they know
we are really not that attractive."

The trip up South Turner was "slow

and steady." The view was not as spectacular

as we had hoped, but nonetheless it was
previously unexplored territory for us. We
then returned to Avalanche fields to pick up
our trailer for our transfer over to Foster

Field. The making of PBJ's was wonderful-

ly choreographed by Leo, Harrison and John
McAndrews.



Abol Slide was next! There was speed,

danger, excitement and quite a few anxious

moments, Leo, Jacob and Andres needed to

test all of those feehngs by nearly impaUng
themselves on a rock. There was John
Russell (a.k.a. Rambo) endlessly searching

for his shorts, which were discarded when
the need for speed overcame him. It was a

wonderful few hours until the boyscouts in-

vaded our space.

A big meal of chili and rice was served

late. Bedtime was early again, coinciding

with the beginning of night. Mt. OJI was our

next conquest, we felt we're defiantly

prepared.

Day 5

The weather couldn't be better, we were

blessed. Fueled up on Cream of Wheat, we
walked from our campsite to the trail. It took

only 15 seconds, so we didn't need a rest. In

fact, the "slow and steady" pace kept us

moving for an hour before Chris and Peter

heeded to the call of nature.

The walk was mellow until we hit the

first slide. If wet, this rock slide was impossi-

ble to ascend. We handled it as smooth as

Chris Black's shoes.

Reaching the summit exhausted, we
were treated to Peanut butter and jelly sand-

wiches. Indian arrowheads found by Jacob

and a thunderstorm on its way. (Peter

calculated that it was 10 miles away.) The
thunderstorm never reached us. The walk

down was tough. Because we had already

done terrific damage to the backsides of our

shorts (Ben S. was the winner), we felt we
deserved to slide some more. Yes, back to

Abol sHde. Morgan's shoe, lost the previous

day, was sitting on the side of the stream.

We had a regular banquet that evening.

Jared set the table. John poured all the

drinks. Everyone had huge helpings of Beef
Stew and Rice. Our first good fire (we had
cooked every meal by stove) was an invita-

tion for ghost stories. John R. led with the

Katahdin killer, Ben H. had a couple good
ones too. And Andres added a traditional

Dutch story. We are so international.

Tomorrow it was back to camp. None
of us really wanted to go back.

Day 6

6:30 a.m. Jared and John roll out of the

tent to start the break of camp. John McAn-
drews took over the cooking job. Unfor-

tunately for John, Jared won the corned beef

hash cooking contest.

We had everything packed and were on
the road by 8:13 a.m. We grabbed gas and
sodas (every good road trip requires soda)

in Millinocket and Medway, respectively.

Burger King was our next stop in Augusta
at 1 1 :45. We had to figure out a way to come
into camp at Indian Circle.

We drove around and around and
around finally stopping on West Neck Road.
John McAndrews ran for a bit, giving us

perhaps the worst view. We arrived to hordes

of screaming friends. Rusty said just two
words upon our arrival, "Beach day". We
were off again. Perfect timing, perfect

weather, perfect trip.

JARED R. SCHOTT

References

Chris Block

Harrison Boyd
Ben Hasler

Jeff Morrison

Jacob Pratt

John Russell

Peter Russell

Trevor Russell

Leopaldo Jesus Vasgnez Sebastiani

Andres Sheeter

Morgan Suckow
Chris Vanderwarker

A special thanks to John McAndrews
for all of his time spent talking to and at me.
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August 2 to August 4

South Glenayr to Louds Island

Got to Round Pond, Maine by 10:45

a.m. Unloaded our gear and waited for the

Snowgoose to dock, Coach Harrington was
our Skipper. The men of South Glenayr

loaded the gear like a well-oiled machine, and
by 11:15 a.m. we were off to Louds Island

(which has been renamed Short Voyage).

Seth and Sky took turns driving the boat, by

11:40 a.m. we were unloading our personal

and trip gear into row boats. Hill organized

the set up crew on shore, while Jory and I

shuttled gear and men to shore. By 1 p.m.

the tents were up and the men of South
Glenayr were off exploring the island.

Campers allowed council undisturbed nap-
ping time throughout the afternoon. Trevor,

Campbell and Ian all swim to Rock Island

which is 100 yards across from Louds. The
waters are cold, the currents dead and the

sharks plentiful, and so we gave them the

prestigious Kieve Ice Men. Ice stands for in-

tensity, concentration and execution. Trevor
feeling no pain from the first swim across the

channel decides to do it again with Sky and
Seth flanking him this time.

Burger for dinner, s'mores and hot
cocoa by the camp fire while the Gibbous

Moon listened in on our stories and jokes.

Hill told a scary camp fire story about Bob
Feary the Lobsterman. Everyone enjoyed the

story, especially Jon, Ian and Andy Hatch.

Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha.

KJC

Friday 8-3-90

Although the campers were up at 6:00

a.m., listening to Campbell Marshall's,

Trevor Wood's and Ian Maxwell's jokes, the

councelors still managed to sleep until 8:00

a.m. We cooked mouth-watering pancakes

for an enduring hour and a half, or at least

until all stomachs were appeased. We were

beginning to run out of water, so Kevin and

I decided it would be wise to make a water

run. Along the way we stopped by at Peter's

house, a very much deserted, dilapidated,

and quite spooky abode. Nevertheless we did

find water on some kind family's porch. As
a matter of fact, it has our name on it! Our
l'/2 hour journey was well appreciated.

Most of the day was spent relaxing,

sleeping, and slug-festing. After an energy-

packed lunch of Tunafish and granola bars,

the campers were ready to start sluggin.

Golden Gloves go to Andrew "The Axe"
Hatch, Scott "The Minute" Maxwell, An-
drew "Spidery" Webb, and last but not by

any means the least. Spencer "Cherry Bob"
Cherry.

We wound down to a tasty speghetti

dinner. After the radiant sun set on beautiful

Loud's Island, the campers knew what time

it was . . . ghost story time. Although the

dreaded Bob Feary story was not retold, Jory

told a wicked rendition of the story of Jim-

my Poole, which definately left ALL on the

edge of their log! Cory Cramer, Andrew
Webb, and Jamie Meier especially enjoyed

it. The campers crashed and the three

counselors just talked around the campfire.

Most of the conservation was dominated by
Jory's and my question to Kevin: "So, now
that this is your last year at Kieve, and you
are 26 now, Kevin, what does the future hold

in store? wife? children? etc,."

HILL FERGUSON

8-4-90

We awoke this morning around seven,

(the counselors), the kids had a 2 hour jump
on us. It was time to clean up and get ready
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to go home. Wanting to prove to the

counselors they could do it Andrew, Cory,

John and Ned did an incredible job roUing

their tent. During clean up Andrew had an
incredibly difficult time keeping track of his

hat. Being told that we were to be picked up
at 10-11 we slugged down a delicious batch

of maypo. Spencer especially liked it. Soon
all of us found ourselves bored out of our

skulls knowing Henry was not going to make
it on time. However we were quickly enter-

tained by helping Scott and John type let-

ters home and tickling Jamie until he turn-

ed blue. Finally Henry showed and we all

made way out to the boat. Seth Cousteau,

diver extrodinare, salvaged the last plate and
won himself a Hershey bar. Henry greated

us with sodas which really hit the spot. All

in all, the men of South Glenayr had a real-

ly good time.

Thanks guys!

JORY

North Bunkerhill - St. Croix River

August 3-August 8

We awoke at 5 a.m. to the combined
voices of Rusty and Pothole. Because of his

broken arm. Rusty wasn't coming on the trip

with us, so he wishes us well as we cleaned

up the cabin, and then went back to sleep

as we went up the hill towards Pasquaney.
Pasquaney seemed dark and empty, but was
soon full of campers munching Rice Krispies,

Corn Flakes, and cold bagels. As we ate,

John Russell, our special guest counsel, came
up the hill to join us at breakfast. Soon after,

Dick arrived and we were off.

It was a long drive to Forest City Lan-
ding on Spudnik Lake. We stopped once for

gas, cooking oil, mayonnaise, and coffee,

and once again for marshmallows. The on-

ly other stop was when Jakob spotted a

canoe coming off the trailer in time for us

to do something about it. After a canoe
wrenching ride down the dirt road to Forest

City Landing, we unloaded our equipment
and canoes and waived good-bye to Dick.
The adventure begins

The adventure began with an early lunch

of ham and cheese sandwiches packed by the

lovely ladies at Pasquaney and cakes bought
on the way up. Then it was canoe packing

time and within minutes we were floating

between Canada and the U.S. For the rest

of the trip, the left shore would be Canadian
soil, and the right would be American. While

we floated, John gave a quick canoe cUnic

on how the sternman steers and how the

bowman paddles. With this in mind, we
started down the lake.

Strong tailwinds and big waves were

with us. While they quickened our progress,

they also gave some trouble to first time

sternmen who struggled to keep their craft

straight. Clark and Phil's canoe teamed up
with Brent and Josh's to put up a joint sail

and harness the wind.

Around 1:00 we arrive at Birch Island

and after a quick clinic on how to set up a

Moss tent and a Bean dome tent, all the tents

were erected. After the tents were up, the

game of wood hunt began. The object of a

wood hunt is to find some good hard wood
to use in a campfire. This night being spent

on an island, driftwood was a popular

choice, both for its easy availability and for

its burning quahty.

After the wood hunt, swimming was the

word for the afternoon. The border into

Canada only being several yards off-shore,

skinny dipping into Canada was a popular

activity. Ryan W. developed the personal

trash bag sail and lets it drag him awhile

down the lake.

Around 5:30 the driftwood was spark-

ed into an excellent fire and a meal of beef

stew with rotini noodles, onion, and special

spices was prepared. It was rapidly consum-

ed by all and washed down with lemonade.

After clean-up Pothole told the Robert E.

Howard story called "Pigeons from Hell"

and sent everyone to bed with shivers.

We were up the next day around 7:30,

at least that's when the counsel got up. The
campers were up and eager around 6:00.

With a relatively short day of lake paddHng
ahead of us, breakfast was a simple fair of

Maypo and hot chocolate. The sun was

beating down on the water and there was no
wind to ruffle the water. Definitely a sun

screen day. We were delayed for a few

minutes by Jim's allergy to the PABA in the

sun screen and Ryan W. having to retrieve

Phil's frisbee from the water. But by 9:15 we
were out on the lake under the cloudless blue

sky.
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Not too far into the paddle it was ob-

vious that a swim was called for. We swam
off a shear sided rock in 15 ft. of water near

the Canadian side. A lot of jumping and div-

ing was done. As we continued on, the

counsel started the work at losing those tan

lines by going for maximum sunbathing ex-

posure. Many of the campers joined in this

exercise.

As we rounded the first big point, a

granola snack was handed out and some
more swimming was done. The cool water

was a great feeling on skin heated by the sun,

and it was with some difficulty that we climb-

ed back into our canoes.

Halfway between the point and Todd's
Island, our destination for the day, we took

yet another swim break in the middle of the

lake, amusing a passing party float in the

process. Pothole tried to find the bottom by
surface diving with a paddle held in front of

him, but it's too deep. We know it's time to

go when splashing raises some tempers.

We arrived at the site and put up the

tents while Pothole ht a fire to cook our

lunch of chicken noodle soup. It looks like

everyone got some color out there on that

lake today. The afternoon was spent reading,

resting, a game of water frisbee, and the

realization of sunburns. Around tea-time

Pothole whipped up some pine tea and pop-

corn for the troops to add with some of their

growing boredom.
Hamburger was the planned dinner, but

our cooler was so good that it was frozen

stiff, so the meal was rotini and spaghetti

sauce with what hamburger was thawed in

it. After the meal while Andy and John
sterilized the plates. Pothole told the story

of poor Sir Hutchinson and his rats in the

walls. We soon retired to bed in anticipation

of the largest day of the trip tomorrow.
The next day we were up at 6: 15. It was

a cool morning under the trees of our Cana-
dian campsite with a slight breeze cooling it

further so that the fire was welcome to many
people. As the tents were brought down, hot

chocolate and corn beef hash were heated up
for breakfast. Spencer quickly learned to

hold his plate over the pot while being serv-

ed. We were slow away from the site so that

it was another hot still day as we started

towards the end of the lake at Vanceboro
Dam and the beginning of the St. Croix
River.

We paddled straight on, stopping for a

swim only once. At Vanceboro, we bought

PABA-free sunscreen for poor burning Jim,

bandaids for the med-kit, and a round of

cokes to go with our peanut butter and jelly

sandwiches. While Pothole returned the

empties, John gave a quick clinic on how to

paddle in rapids and of the duties of the

bowman and sternman. A lot of people were

preparing innertubes and canoes to go down
the river and we discovered that we were in

the middle of a big annual party that ended
down at Little Falls, our campsite that night.

We did a lot of defensive driving around
maniacs on innertubes all day.

The water level was 1 1/2 to 2 feet above

normal. The high water drowned out some
rapids, losing some of the challenge, but the

results were huge white haystacks that made
up for it with the excitement of large stan-

ding waves with deep gullies between.

After many exciting miles of rapids we
found our way to Little Falls. Little Falls was
huge, giving everyone a thrill. On the right

side the haystacks made it so you just had
to paddle, balance and hope. The right side

was just as crazy for white water, but pro-

vided more of a challenge as you had to steer

around the bigger stuff. There was a large

crowd at the bottom waiting for all the par-

tying locals, and they made a good crowd for

us to perform in front of. The counsel were

always in the stern and the campers rotated

through the bow. Only one flip happened.
The canoe and occupants were all right, but

Andy lost his Tevas in the river.

After all the canoes were down we did

the wood hunt game, but wood was scarce.

We found just enough for the two meals we
would cook there. This night, the hamburger
was thawed out and we cooked them right

on the grill. First round was cheeseburgers

and that killed our cheese. All through din-

ner we felt like a museum exhibit as people

wandered around and through our campsite

to take more rides down Little Falls.

After dinner and some minor surgery on
Jakob's infected toe, John told the story of

Jake, the logger's son. We were all pretty

beat and tired after our long day, so we hit

the sack early while the locals partied on.

We were up at 7:15 our second day on
the river. It was overcast and misty, but there

was no river falling. Breakfast again con-
sisted of hot chocolate and corn beef hash.
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While it was cooking the first run of the por-

tage was made. We ate a leisurely meal and
then finished the portage and set off down
the river for Loon Bay. The rapids were fun

and wild, with only a httle dead water bet-

ween them. About halfway we broke for a

snack as the sun made a vaHant but fruitless

effort to break through the clouds. On our

way down we passed two 3-canoe groups.

The only trouble hit on the last set when
Andy flipped and the canoe wedged against

a rock. All three counsel were needed to hft

the thing off. While this was going on Jim's

duffle bag and many granola bars were pick-

ed up by Josh as they floated by. As we set

off towards our site across Loon Bay,

Pothole and Ryan W. patrolled the U.S. site

picking up a paddle, Andy's hfe jacket, and
many loose granola bars along the way.

The site looks taken and as we sat at

another, John paddles over to see if the peo-

ple were coming or going. He waves his pad-

dle to give the signal and we zip over to the

site. While the counsel made tuna-fish sand-

wiches the campers set up the tents. For
seconds, counsel impressions were your

ticket to a sandwich.

A fishing lure is found and with it's aid

a fish is caught amongst much arguing over

who contributed more to it. The rest of the

cabin passed the afternoon in more sedate

and restful pastimes.

That night we made individual pan piz-

zas in the plates into the darkness. Each one
took a long time to cook, but they were very

fining. Clean up was in the dark which led

to some problems and then everyone was in

bed as a heavy mist disguised as a hght rain

began to fall.

We were up at 7:15 again bringing down
tents, sawing up wood and cleaning out

plates left over from last night's pizza.

Breakfast was bacon and Maypo. The big

pot developed a hole in the bottom at some
point so hot chocolate was out. It was a gray

day with on and off headwinds to bother us.

Soon after we set off we hit Caroose rips

with a scary one foot drop and then a fun

shoot through Dog Falls which marked the

end of the rapids for this trip. A snack of

Bazooka bubble gum was handed out and
we moved out onto the flat water. The rest

of the day was spent in drifting and mellow
paddUng. Falcons and hawks were seen, as

well as an Heron and a Bald Eagle. As the

sun broke through the clouds we had a snack

of granola and paddled on.

We arrived at our campsite on the lake

at Grand Falls Flowage early in the after-

noon and went about the usual business of

setting up tents. John had a leech and remov-

ed it with hydrogen peroxide and a knife.

Granola bars and peanut sandwiches were
the order for the lunch as the jelly was in the

river from Andy's flip the previous day. The
afternoon was passed with naps, sitting, and
games of capture the flag; one of which un-

fortunately ended in an argument.

Dinner was a mix of what we had left,

consisting of beef ravioli, rotini, cheese,

onion, vegetables and (of course) spices from
the spice sack. After clean up we all huddl-

ed around the fire and toasted marshmallows

and hstened to Pothole's soul freezing tales

of the Old One's attempts to break through

on March 23rd of some year. Later that

night, Pothole is attacked by something, but

he dispels it beyond the circle of protection.

We woke up at 8:00, a late morning for

us, and our last day. Breakfast was peanut-

butter and bacon sandwiches with granola

bars to go with them. Pothole is burned bad-

ly (2nd degree) by a drop of grease and wisely

turns the cooking over to John.

After breakfast we wasted some time

with mock sword duels with John and
Pothole rapidly becoming the evil counsel

agers. They were finally "slain" but only

leaving two campers untouched. It was a

quick paddle across Grand Falls Flowage to

Kellyland Dam, and within minutes Frank

was there with the bus. We stopped for soda

at one point, and at McDonald's in Bangor,

and arrived home just in time for dinner.

Great trip guys!

SAM "POTHOLE" POTTER
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SPECIAL MENTIONS FIRST SESSION

Richard R. Arnold, II

Erik A. Babcock
Christopher K. Bagg

Robertson D. Beckerlegge

Arthur F. Black

Gerard P. Bos
W. Alexander Brosseau

Ian C. Brown
Matthew Budd

Edward J. Burke
Laurent Busquet

Grayson F. Calhoun
Jonathan M. Carney

Benjamin L. Carroll

Benjamin H. Charlesworth

John W. Church, III

Charles B. Coggeshall

James S. Connell

Alexander M. Connell

Kevin M. Cunningham
Andrew H. Currier

Lansing A. Davis

Andrew P. Davis

Evan deBourguignon

Jonathan P. DiOrio

Christopher P. DiOrio

Jakob von Eichel

Charles H. Fasoldt

David L. Fitzgerald

Nicholas W. French

Grant C. Garrison

G. Graham Geisenheimer

Joshua D. Gladding

Matthew T. Gunnison
Christopher Hall

Jake P. Harrington

Kenneth T. Hashimura
J. Michael Herren

Johann G. Heubach
Edward B. Hodge, III

James F. Hoggson
Robert F. Holmes

Brady Hooker

Tennis, Tripping, Community Service

Printing, Tennis

Pottery, Art

Tennis, Printing, Kieve Tripper

Tennis, Landsports, Windsurfing, Inspection, Tripping

Woodworking, Windsurfing, Printing

Tennis, Riflery, Printing, Fishing

Swimming, Sailing, Archery, Tennis

Windsurfing, Landsports, Archery, Tripping,

Community Service

Printing, Sailing, Woodworking, Archery, Inspection

Archery, Tennis, Pottery, Art, Inspection,

Woodworking, Printing, Kieve Tripper

Art, Woodworking, Printing

Tennis, Fishing, Riflery, Tripping

Riflery, Landsports

Adventure, Woodworking, Windsurfing, Landsports,

Art

Art, Archery, Windsurfing, Photography

Tennis, Windsurfing

Fishing

Windsurfing, Fishing

Pottery, Printing, Inspection

Art, Tripping, Community Service

Tennis, Sailing, Woodworking, Windsurfing, Tripping

Landsports, Riflery, Woodworking, Inspection, Tripping

Tripping, Inspection, Pottery, Landsports, Saihng,

Windsurfing, Swimming
Landsports, Tripping, Community Service

Landsports, Tennis, Printing, Archery, Inspection

Art, Woodworking, Adventure, Landsports, Inspection

Windsurfing, Adventure, Archery, Tripping

Inspection, Tripping, Tennis, Woodworking, Printing,

Archery, Photography
Printing, Archery, Windsurfing, Riflery, Inspection,

Kieve Tripper

Tennis, Swimming, Windsurfing, Photography,

Tripping, Sailing, Landsports

Adventure, Woodworking, Printing

Swimming, Pottery, Printing, Adventure

Adventure, Woodworking, Kieve Tripper

Tripping, Community Service

Riflery, Archery, Pottery, Swimming, Printing

Tennis, Archery, Riflery, Windsurfing, Inspection

Riflery, Landsports, Tennis, Inspection, Tripping

Riflery, Pottery

Swimming, Windsurfing, Art

Printing, Woodworking
Photography, Pottery, Riflery, Printing, Archery,

Inspection

Tennis, Riflery, Archery, Tripping
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Oakley T. Johnson

Quincy D. Johnson
Joshua A. Kallen

David K. Kapell

Brendan S. Kelley

Ian A. Kelley

Nathan R. Kelley

David Kimelman
William C. Kneip

John C. Koeniger, III

Peter Edward Kujawski

Samuel D. Kusack
Markus Kustermann

John H. Lawrence
Alexander D. Leach

Patrick D. Leahy
Justin D. Lipner

Wesley E. Lipner

Christopher B. Littlefield

Giraud Lorber

Juan F. Loumiet

M. Campbell MacColl
Taylor J. Marsh
Cormac D. McCarty

Jason W. McKinney
Christopher P. Miller

Philippe Monnoyeur

John P. Moran
Evan P. Morrison

Timothy J. Morrison

D. Mather Morrison, Jr.

Peter C. Morse
Edwin W. Obrecht, III

Christopher P. Osgood

Evan L.R. Osnos

C.E. Timothy Paine

Andrew P. Palmer

Grodon L. Parker, III

Timothy H. Peck
Robert B. Polett

Patrick R.F. Poole

Andrew E. Poole

Maynard W. Poole, V
Andrew F. Potter

Tevita T.M. Puloka, Jr.

James H. Rich, III

Landsports, Archery, Riflery, Adventure, Printing,

Windsurfing, Tennis, Tripping

Windsurfing, Saihng, Tennis, Printing

Woodworking, Adventure, Printing

Pottery, Photography, Printing, Saihng

Windsurfing, Adventure, Inspection

Archery, Riflery, Photography, Windsurfing, Tripping

Archery, Swimming, Inspection

Pottery, Printing

Swimming, Art, Landsports, Tripping

Swimming, Riflery, Fishing, Adventure, Printing

Landsports, Photography, Archery

Swimming, Printing

Tennis, Saihng, Woodworking, Landsports, Inspection,

Pottery, Kieve Tripper

Printing, Kieve Tripper

Swimming, Archery, Printing, Windsurfing, Tripping

Windsurfing, Archery, Printing, Landsports

Saihng, Inspection, Tripping

Adventure, Sailing, Windsurfing

Woodworking, Adventure, Art, Pottery, Photography,

Kieve Tripper, Printing

Art, Printing, Tripping

Pottery, Art

Adventure, Swimming, Tennis, Windsurfing, Printing

Art

Woodworking, Adventure, Pottery, Windsurfing,

Archery

Kieve Tripper

Swimming, Landsports, Tennis

Windsurfing, Archery, Sailing, Tripping, Community
Service

Tennis, Pottery, Printing

Swimming, Landsports, Art

Printing, Tripping

Archery, Tennis, Riflery, Windsurfing, Inspection

Art, Photography, Printing

Fishing, Riflery, Sailing, Tripping

Adventure, Windsurfing, Landsports, Kieve Tripper,

Community Service

Tennis, Photography, Windsurfing, Printing, Archery,

Riflery, Inspection. Tripping

Woodworking, Archery, Swimming, Adventure, Sailing,

Printing, Kieve Tripper

Printing, Tripping

Tennis, Saihng, Tripping

Pottery, Windsurfing, Tripping

Tripping

Swimming, Windsurfing, Woodworking, Art, Fishing

Windsurfing, Landsports, Kieve Tripper

Tennis, Windsurfing, Art, Tripping

Printing, Tripping

Woodworking, Archery, Riflery, Tennis, Windsurfing

Tennis, Photography, Art, Inspection
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Christopher L. Rogers

Max Rosenblum
Turner Rust

Jason B. Sabat

Blake S. Sando
Jonathan M. Schippers

Matthew ScuUin

Christopher R. Sharpless

WiUiam M. Sherman
Nicholas S. Simonds
Christopher J. Sise

Oscar T. Sloterbeck

Joseph E. Sortwell

Edward J.L. Southgate

C. Scott Southgate

Thomas B. Stebbins

Mark A.W. Supplee

Eric Swanson
William S. Tackett

Francis E. Tate, II

Timothy R. Taylor

Stark W. Townend
Jakob W. von Trotha

John C. Tuten, III

G. Christian Urfer

Jason R. Veilleux

Charles J. Walsh, III

Edward W. Wartels

Wilham R. Webb
Alexander Webb
Daniel S. Wendt
Christopher L. Westcott

Alexander T. Westcott

P. Reed Wilmerding

Wilham R. Wister, III

Brent T. Wood

Grahame Wood, III

Devin D. Zeller

Geoff A. Zimmerman
Gregg A. Zimmerman
Curtis A. Zimmerman

Landsports, Adventure, Riflery, Sailing, Tripping

Archery, Adventure, Swimming
Photography, Art, Landsports

Riflery, Archery, Printing, Inspection, Kieve Tripper

Swimming, Landsports, Tennis, Adventure, Tripping

Riflery, Printing

Landsports, Art

Sailing, Woodworking, Tripping

Riflery, Windsurfing, Printing, Tripping

Landsports, SaiHng, Tripping, Community Service

Swimming, Fishing, Landsports, Inspection

Printing, Tripping

Sailing, Landsports, Fishing, Inspection

Swimming, Riflery, Inspection

Swimming, Woodworking, Adventure

Archery, Tripping, Community Service

Tripping

Photography, Landsports, Printing

Landsports, Sailing, Tripping, Community Service

Adventure, Fishing, Windsurfing, Sailing, Tripping

Pottery, Windsurfing, Printing

Swimming, Landsports, Printing

Tennis, Windsurfing, Woodworking, Pottery

Adventure, Art, Archery, Landsports, Photography,

Tripping

Printing, Tripping

Tripping

Art, Windsurfing, Photography, Tripping

Pottery, Windsurfing, Archery, Sailing, Inspection,

Kieve Tripper

Landsports, Printing, Pottery, Kieve Tripper

Windsurfing, Adventure, Inspection, Tripping

Archery, Riflery, Windsurfing, Photography, Tripping

Woodworking, Landsports, Adventure

Woodworking, Printing

Landsports, Printing, Inspection, Tripping

Archery, Windsurfing, Adventure, Tripping

Swimming, Pottery, Windsurfing, Saihng, Archery,

Tennis

Woodworking, Tennis, Sailing, Archery, Tripping

Adventure, Tennis, Printing, Inspection, Tripping

Archery, Tennis, Inspection, Tripping

Landsports, Archery, Kieve Tripper, Community Service

Archery, Art, Landsports, Swimming, Photography,

Printing, Inspection
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SPECIAL MENTIONS SECOND SESSION

William C. Alter

William D. Anderson
C. Schuyler Anderson

Juan Armendariz

Greggory T. Armitage

Samuel A. Atkins

Spencer R. Baldwin

Edmund K. Bartlett

Alexis P. Basilevsky

Oliver K.G. Beckmann

Langston Beram
Adam M. Blatt

Kristofor Blindenbacher

Christopher B. Block

Seth Bolint

Harrison T. Boyd, II

Walter E. Boyd, Jr.

John R. Brooks

Alexander W. Butz

Spencer B. Cherry

Timothy G. Coburn
Angus C. Cole

Arthur F. Coupe

Peter M. Cowan
Corwith Cramer, III

W. Christian Dehner
Christopher J. Desmond
Christopher L. DeVito

Ryan M. Donnelly

Jared I. Dunn
WilHam M. Egan

Douglas S. Ehrman
Jacob T. Elberg

Benjamin Etherington

Wilham Ewing

Robert B. Ewing

Art, Adventure, Windsurfing

Archery, Pottery

Swimming, Archery, Printing, Fishing, Photography,

Art, Pottery, Inspection

Community Service

Tennis, Art, Archery, Photography, Tripping

Swimming, Archery, Printing, Pottery, Landsports,

Tennis, Tripping

Printing, Adventure, Archery, Windsurfing, Pottery

Photography, Landsports, Adventure, Archery,

Inspection, Tripping

Woodworking, Printing, Photography, Archery,

Tripping

Woodworking, Pottery, Adventure, Windsurfing,

Printing, Swimming, Tripping

Art, Printing

Landsports, Woodworking, Printing, Tennis, Kieve

Tripper

Tennis

Sailing, Art, Archery, Windsurfing, Swimming,
Photography, Inspection, Adventure, Tripping

Windsurfing, Printing

Pottery, Woodworking, Tennis, Printing, Riflery,

Archery, Inspection, Landsports, Adventure

Adventure, Landsports, Windsurfing, Photography,

Tripping

Saihng, Swimming, Art, Printing, Woodworking,
Photography, Kieve Tripper

Tennis, Printing, Woodworking, Landsports

Fishing, Windsurfing

Sailing, Windsurfing, Tennis, Tripping

Photography, Woodworking
Tennis, Photography, Art, Printing, Pottery, Archery,

Woodworking
Tennis, Art

Woodworking, Saihng, Archery, Fishing, Pottery

Printing, Art

Woodworking, Printing, Inspection, Sailing

Pottery, Archery

Archery, Adventure

Swimming, Pottery, Tripping

Photography, Printing, Windsurfing, Swimming,
Riflery, Tripping

Adventure, Tripping, Community Service

Adventure, Archery, Tennis, Printing

Photography, Printing, Archery
Woodworking, Sailing, Art, Windsurfing, Riflery,

Archery

Tennis, Archery, Windsurfing, Landsports, Adventure,

Woodworking, Tripping



Wesley A. Flower

Christopher B. Franklin

Anthony Fuller

Ian Glessner

Gregory J. Godbout, Jr.

Michael W. Goelzer

John L. Grandin, IV

Eric H. Grierson

Ian B. Grierson

James W. Hagerty

Eric J. Halverson

Jason G. Hammer
Benjamin E. Hasler

Nathaniel C. Hatch

Andrew B. Hatch

Eric M. Herman
Benjamin A. Hobbs
Robert B.M. Hunt
Peter A. Hunter

Joshua A. Kallen

Jonathan D. Kallen

John B. Kenworthy
Jeremie Laurent-Joye

Matthew W. Lazenby

Justin T. Lindblad

Able G. Lyon
Christopher A. Maclnnis

John S. Mallozzi

Aidan S. Marcuss

Campbell B. Marshall

William C. Martin

Ian W. Maxwell
James C. Maxwell

Scott R. Maxwell
Ian R. McGuire

Alan Mcllvain, III

James T. Meier

Nico Jan Meihuizen

Justin R. Moore

Jeffrey B. Morrison

George T. Mumford
Roderik van Nispen
William M. Offutt

Derrick A. Packer

C.E. Timothy Paine

Sailing, Tennis, Landsports

Tennis, Windsurfing, Tripping

Archery, Swimming
Sailing, Woodworking, Photography, Windsurfing,

Printing, Inspection

Art, Woodworking, Pottery, Tennis, Printing

Windsurfing, Printing, Inspection

Pottery, Community Service

Pottery, Printing, Tripping, Community Service

Archery, Art, Riflery, Tennis, Kieve Tripper

Tripping, Community Service

Adventure, Landsports, Archery, Pottery

Tripping, Community Service

Photography, Art

Swimming, Adventure, Windsurfing, Pottery,

Landsports, Fishing

Adventure, Art

Archery, Tennis

Landsports, Riflery, Adventure, Tripping

Landsports, Archery, Printing, Kieve Tripper

Archery, Printing

Woodworking, Printing, Adventure, Tripping

Swimming, Archery, Windsurfing, Inspection

Tripping, Community Service

Art, Swimming, Windsurfing, Tripping, Tennis, Fishing,

Woodworking, Inspection

Sailing, Tennis, Archery, Landsports, Windsurfing,

Inspection

Woodworking, Landsports, Printing, Fishing, Art

Woodworking, Saihng, Windsurfing, Archery

Art, Pottery, Archery, Woodworking, Windsurfing,

Tripping

Landsports, Adventure, Printing

Woodworking, Swimming, Landsports, Windsurfing,

Printing, Inspection, Kieve Tripping

Saihng, Fishing, Pottery

Archery, Windsurfing, Printing, Tripping, Tennis

Archery, Windsurfing, Woodworking, Fishing

Woodworking, Windsurfing, Pottery, Tripping

Archery, Printing, Pottery

Art, Pottery, Adventure, Windsurfing, Archery, Tennis,

Tripping, Inspection

Archery, Woodworking, Printing, Landsports, Pottery

Swimming, Archery, Woodworking, Printing,

Landsports, Inspection

Archery, Riflery, Adventure, Tripping

Photography, Art, Adventure, Printing, Landsports,

Woodworking, Swimming
Archery, Woodworking, Sailing

Sailing, Windsurfing

Kieve Tripper, Community Service

Woodworking, Landsports, Archery, Fishing, Tripping

Fishing, Riflery Archery
Printing, Adventure, Woodworking, Kieve Tripper
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Cartoef A. van Panhuys
Nicholas Paul

Peter T. Post

Jacob Pratt

Justin L. Preddy

James S. Riepe, Jr.

Decker B. Rolph
Trevor T. Russell

Peter R. Russell, Jr.

Eduardo Sardina

Mark P.M. Schmid

Stephen A. Schmid

Jonathan M. Scott

Leopaldo V. Sebastiani

Jay K.M. Secor

Anthony E. Sessa

Samuel B. Shaw
Peter M. Sheridan

William A. Sherman
Wilham P. Stengel, II

Robert P. Stockman
WilHam J.A. Streeter

Andres J.W. Streeter

Mark T.M. Streeter

James H. Stuart

Morgan P. Suckow
Seth G. Thompson
Jakob W. von Trotha

Christopher Vanderwarker

Alexander B. Vincent, III

W. Campbell Walker

Whitney C. Warlow

Andrew S. Webb, IV

Scott W. Weber
Christopher C. Werner
Matthew A. Weyand
Stefan Whitney
Ryan N. Whitney
Shad L. Whitten

James A. Wilkerson

Andrew D. Wise

Tripping, Community Service

Archery, Printing, Tennis

Swimming, Printing, Tennis, Woodworking,
Windsurfing, Pottery, Tripping

Archery, Woodworking, Adventure, Windsurfing,

Printing, Photography, Tripping

Windsurfing, Art, Archery, Tripping

Tripping, Community Service

Photography, Printing, Tripping

Tennis, Printing, SaiUng, Kieve Tripper

Pottery, Woodworking, Archery, Swimming
Art, Adventure, Printing, Tripping

Tennis, Archery, Swimming, SaiUng, Windsurfing,

Landsports, Pottery, Kieve Tripper

Saihng, Printing, Tennis, Woodworking, Riflery,

Tripping, Adventure
Woodworking, Art, Adventure, Inspection

Adventure, Archery, Woodworking, Tennis,

Windsurfing, Landsports

Adventure, Sailing, Woodworking, Swimming,
Windsurfing, Photography, Landsports, Printing,

Tripping

Printing, Woodworking, Tripping

Pottery, Printing, Tennis, Windsurfing, Tripping

Adventure, Community Service

Woodworking, Adventure

Tennis, Adventure, Woodworking, Windsurfing

Sailing, Swimming, Printing, Inspection

Community Service

Archery, Printing, Landsports

Windsurfing, Tennis, Tripping

Woodworking, Printing, Tripping, Inspection

Photography, Woodworking, Saihng

Saihng, Adventure, Woodworking
Printing, Pottery, Woodworking, Windsurfing, Tennis,

Inspection

Woodworking, Art, Pottery, Printing, Archery, Kieve

Tripper

Woodworking, Printing, Windsurfing

Tennis, Adventure, Woodworking, Printing,

Photography, Windsurfing, Landsports, Tripping

Saihng, Woodworking, Photography, Printing,

Windsurfing, Inspection, Kieve Tripper

Fishing, Landsports, Tennis, Windsurfing

Photography, Pottery, Tennis, Tripping, Inspection

Landsports, Art

Adventure, Swimming
Woodworking, Archery, Printing

Swimming, Woodworking, Tennis, Printing, Landsports

Archery, Woodworking, Art, Tennis

Landsports, Printing, Fishing, Tripping

Landsports, Tennis, Windsurfing, Photography,

Adventure, Tripping
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Benjamin D. Wissinger

Adam R. Wood
Trevor E. Wood
Peter C. Wood
Brent T. Wood
Grahame Wood, III

Clark M. Woolley

Photography, Woodworking, Windsurfing, Landsports,

Printing, Kieve Tripper

Archery, Saihng, Swimming
Riflery, Fishing

Tripping, Community Service

Printing, Art, Archery, Tripping

Photography, Riflery, Art, Woodworking, Tripping

Photography, Woodworking, Art
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PREVIEW OF COMING ATTRACTIONS
FOR THE SUMMER OF 1991

Long Voyage Cabin Buili in Only One Week
Thanks to the generosity of two anonymous donors and the hard work provided by

Don Jones and his crew of semi-skilled laborers, we built a beautiful new cabin between
Pasquaney and The Bank. This well-insulated, carpeted, 44' x 20' structure will be home
for the Long Voyage boys while they are in camp and will serve as classrooms during our

Spring and Fall programs.
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New Well

Due to governmental regulations and an aging water system (remember the second ses-

sion Watersports weekend when the heavens opened, but no water ran from the taps?),

we drilled a well to replace the lake as our water supply. By the luck of the draw, we struck

"more water than we could measure" (60+ gallons per minute) at 285 feet. The coffee

and mung should taste wonderful from now on (not that they haven't in the past . . .!).

New Trips Planned For Next Summer
After camp, the "Dirty Half-Dozen" set off for the North Maine woods to explore

some new territory in the Baxter State Park region. Our first annual excursion took us

through some of the wildest areas of Maine and yielded two new trips.

The end of the canoeing segment of the Long Voyage trip will be modified to head

East out of the Allagash Waterway down Webster Brook, rather than North down Chase's

Rips. Webster Brook boasts nine miles of almost constant chutes and ledge drops, which

will keep you boys hootin' and hollerin' all the way to the following day's white water rafting.

The Old Bunker Hill boys will combine their mountain and canoeing skills by climb-

ing some of the peaks in Baxter State Park then heading down the Each Branch of the

Penobscot River. This trip will replace the Caucomogomoc River.
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